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ABSTRACT 
Coopetition, a form of inter-organisational relationship, which combines competitive and 
collaborative theories, have gained the interests of academics and practitioners in Inter-
Organisational Studies. However, despite the numerous extensive coopetition reviews, several 
questions remain unanswered, especially with regards to the formation of the strategy. 
Although, studies have acknowledged that coopetition can occur unintentionally, particularly 
among organisations in pre-existing collaborative relationships; it remains unclear how or if 
the nature of formation affects the performance or outcome of the coopetitive relationship. 
Thus, necessitating continued research efforts into the study of coopetition as an emergent 
strategy. 
In line with the above, this research addresses issues in coopetition studies specifically to 
uncover the relationship between the formation of coopetition alliances and its performance. 
The study argues that antecedents for successful intentional coopetition may not apply in 
coopetition that emerges unintentionally. Hence, using the UK Oil and Gas Industry as a case 
study, this research investigates some of the factors that can improve the performance of 
emergent coopetition, such as its management, form of governance, and the role of dedicated 
alliance functions. The study compares the antecedents for successful deliberate coopetition, 
with the performance of unintentional coopetition.  
Drawing upon research from inter-organisational studies, and interviews of Oil and Gas 
industry experts, this study proposes some hypotheses and a conceptual model relating to the 
interactions of the governance structure, control mechanisms and management on the 
performance of both intentional and unintentional coopetition. Additionally, it investigates the 
role of supply chain flexibility on coopetition performance. The structural equation model is 
tested using empirical data obtained through web-based questionnaires from 380 supply chain 
professionals in the Oil and Gas Industry.  
The results of this study confirm that the management technique and control mechanisms have 
a significant effect on the outcome of both intentional and unintentional coopetition. In 
contrast, the flexibility of the supply chain has little impact on the performance of the alliance. 
The study contributes to inter-organisational studies by demonstrating that the presence of a 
dedicated alliance function and contractual agreements are critical antecedents in the formation 
of a coopetitive alliance, including emergent coopetition. The study also highlights the study 
limitations and recommends areas for further research. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 CHAPTER INTRODUCTION  
 
As a result of the rapid technological advancement and development of the global economy, 
organisations are exploring more innovative strategies to retain their competitive advantage 
(Luo, 2007; Dagnino et al. 2009; Della Corte et al. 2016; Cygler et al. 2018). One of such 
strategies is coopetition; where competing organisations engage in collaborative endeavours to 
improve their organisational performance (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 2000; Renna and 
Argento, 2012; Bouncken, 2015). This form of alliance is common in the aviation (Klimas, 
2016; Sharma, 2017; Fernandez et al. 2018), automobile (Wilhelm, 2011; Rusko, 2015), and 
telecommunication (Basole, 2015; Ritala, 2018) industries. An example of this strategy is the 
relationship between Samsung and Apple. Despite being market leaders in the smartphone 
industry, Samsung is one of the major suppliers of chips and display units for Apple 
smartphones (Velu, 2018).  
The application of the coopetition strategy in various industries, as highlighted above, 
demonstrates that Inter-Organisational Relationships (IORs) among competitors is gaining 
traction. Organisations now recognise the importance of interacting with other organisations, 
to cope with the unstable, fast-changing and challenging business environment (Renna and 
Argento, 2012; Bouncken, 2015). With the increasing rate of globalisation, organisations can 
no longer exist in isolation and need to interact with other organisations both within and outside 
its supply chain to become more efficient and retain their competitive advantage (Bogers et al., 
2018). Hence, collaboration amongst competitors is becoming a more appealing strategy in the 
current business environment to improve productivity in organisations (Devece et al., 2017; 
Shipilov et al., 2018). 
Although the coopetition strategy is now gaining popularity (Bengtsson and Raza-Ullah, 2016; 
Devece, 2019), the elements of coopetition – collaboration and competition, have traditionally 
been considered separately and independently in management literature. The competitive 
perspective focuses on attaining competitive advantage for the organisation (Porter, 1980; 
1989; 1996; Barney, 1991; Porter and Kramer, 2002; Stonehouse, and Snowdon, 2007; Madsen 
and Walker, 2015), while the collaborative aspect seeks to create mutual benefits through 
collective actions (Contractor and Lorange, 1988; Dodgson, 1992; Todeva, and Knoke, 2005; 
Adobor, 2006; Barnes et al., 2012; Bouncken, 2015). 
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Recent studies show that treating the collaboration and competition constructs as mutually 
exclusive strategies are radical and only represent a fraction of reality, pointing that the 
constructs can co-exist for increased value creation (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1998; Padula 
and Dagnino, 2007; Bouncken et al., 2015; Ritala et al., 2016; Chou and Zolkiewski, 2018). 
For example, Tanriverdi and Küçükyilmaz (2017), found that many organisations do not 
single-handedly possess the capabilities and resources to compete in the hostile business 
environment, and are unwilling to assume the risks that may arise as a result of the rivalry. 
Which is in line with Bouncken (2015) observation, that competition can hinder the benefits 
obtainable from the interdependencies among organisations. Bouncken (2015) also stresses 
that underestimating the role of competition in collaborative alliances can increase the risks 
within the interaction, such as unintentional knowledge leakage. Thus, emphasising the 
importance of coopetition to address the shortcomings of both constructs (Bradenburger and 
Nalebuff, 1998; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Bouncken et al., 2015; Dahl et al., 2016; 
Bengtsson et al., 2016; Devece et al., 2019). 
The existing coopetition literature perceives coopetitive interactions as the most beneficial 
relationship that can exist among competitors (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Bouncken et al., 
2015). They argue that organisations can improve their performance and strengthen their 
competitive capabilities by pooling valuable resources from coopetitive relationships (Lado et 
al. 1997; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Gnyawali et al. 2006; Bouncken et al., 2015; Ritala, 
2018). According to Chen and Miller (2012), the associated benefits of coopetition are 
significant, particularly when organisations seek to develop new innovative capabilities and 
explore new markets.  
Despite the associated benefits of coopetition, some authors argue that the risks involved in the 
complicated alliance outweigh the benefits, which may cause the relationship to fail (Park and 
Russo 1996; Kim and Parkhe 2009). Several publications have likened to the coopetition 
construct to ‘sleeping with the enemy’ (Coy, 2006; Nevin, 2014). The risk of opportunism 
(Dowling et al. 1996), asymmetric of benefits (Lavie, 2006), uncontrolled knowledge leakage 
(Cygler and Sroka, 2017), high rate of conflicts (Cygler et al. 2018) are some of the 
disadvantages of coopetition.  
Nonetheless, studies have shown that integrating collaborative and competitive perspectives 
have paved the way for the formation of a body of knowledge where organisations have the 
opportunity to move from a zero-sum mindset to a positive-sum mindset (Table 1.1: 
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Characteristics of Inter-Organisational Interactions.), which increases the value for the 
organisations (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Dagnino, 2009; Mocciaro and Minà, 2009).  
 Competition Collaboration Coopetition 
Interest in value 
creation 








A balanced but 
variable positive-sum 
game 
Table 1.1: Characteristics of Inter-Organisational Interactions.  
Source: Dagnino and Mina, (2011 p.6) 
In the late 1980s, management studies began to develop a different view of the customary win-
lose interactions between competitors, which involved more collaborative models such as 
partnership, joint ventures (JV), and strategic alliances. This shift from a win-lose to a win-win 
viewpoint materialised because of the emerging interests that made the integration of 
heterogeneous resources, skills and capabilities to improve the performances of the individual 
firms justifiable (Dyer and Singh, 1998). Notwithstanding, literature was still fixated on 
competitive or cooperative relationships with the assumption that coopetition is irrational 
(Smith and Lewis, 2011). 
Even though Cherrington (1976), traces the origin of the word coopetition to 1913, where it 
was used to describe the relationship between oyster merchants, the concept only gained the 
attention of scholars in 1996, after it was conceptualised by Brandenburger and Nalebuff 
(1996), through their book ‘coopetition’, as well as other seminal work by pioneer authors such 
as Dowling et al., 1996; Lado et al., 1997; Bengtsson and Kock, 1999; Bengtsson and Kock, 
2000. Consequently, the inherent benefits of incorporating the contradictory and interrelated 
elements; cooperation and competition have been subject to rigorous studies, thereby setting in 
motion the formation of a theoretical body of research regarding coopetitive inter-
organisational relationships (IOR) where organisations engage in a win-win game (Bengtsson 
and Kock, 2000; Dagnino, 2009).  
The coopetition strategy is becoming a fast-growing and widespread phenomenon attracting 
interest in both the academic and industrial practices. Since its conceptualisation by 
Brandenburger and Nalebuff (1996), there have been studies in different theoretical fields 
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including strategic alliance (Khanna et al. 1998; Das and Teng 2000; Dussauge et al. 2000; 
Clarke-Hill et al. 2003; Wang and Krakover 2008; Dagnino, 2009; Garrette et al. 2009; Oxley 
et al. 2009; Rai 2016; Devece 2019; Zacharia, 2019), innovations (Quintana-García and 
Benavides-Velasco 2004; Cassiman et al. 2009; Gnyawali and Park 2009; 2011; Ritala and 
Hurmelinna-Laukkanen 2009; 2013; Mention 2011; Ritala, 2012; Bouncken and Kraus, 2013; 
Ritala et al. 2016; Bouncken et al. 2018; Chai et al. 2019), international business (Luo 2004; 
2005; 2007; Morris et al. 2007; Kim and Parkhe, 2009; Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Shu et al. 
2017; Damayanti, 2019; Zacharia, 2019), marketing (Luo et al. 2006; Bello et al. 2010; 
McCamley and Gilmore, 2017; Chiambaretto and Le Roy, 2018; Chai et al. 2019), new product 
development (Fernandez et al. 2014; Yami and Nemeh 2014; Estrada, 2016; Bouncken et al. 
2018; Bouncken and Fredrich, 2019), and supply chain (Bakshi and Kleindorfer 2009; Li et al. 
2011; Wilhelm 2011; Power and Vlachos, 2016; Yan et al. 2019). Additionally, there have 
been coopetition studies on different levels of analysis, including coopetition in the various 
organisational level (Tsai 2002; Luo et al. 2006; Gast et al., 2015; Stadtler and Van 
Wassenhove, 2016;  Chiambaretto et al. 2018), horizontal coopetition (Luo et al. 2007; Garrette 
et al. 2009; Kumar 2010; Luo et al. 2016; Petter et al. 2017), vertical coopetition (Lechner, 
2016; Wilhelm, 2018; Chai et al. 2019).  
The growing interest in coopetition studies has resulted in an increasing number of 
publications, within the subject area (Bengtsson and Raza-Ullah, 2016; Bouncken et al., 2016; 
Hoffman et al., 2017). In fact, a recent study by Devece (2019), reveals an 81% increase in the 
number of coopetition publications, which corroborates Bengtsson and Raza-Ullah (2016), 
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Figure 1.1: Evidence of growth in Coopetition Research.  
Source: Bengtsson and Raza-Ullah, (2016 p. 25) 
Despite the growth in coopetition studies, several authors agree that there are still many gaps 
in the understanding of the strategy (Le Roy et., 2016; Devece, 2019). So far, coopetition 
studies have focused on defining, redefining, understanding its nature, motives, outcomes and 
processes of the strategy (Padula and Dagnino, 2007; Bengtsson and Kock 2010; Bengtsson et 
al., 2010; Bengtsson and Kock, 2016). Since the subject area is approaching maturity 
(Bengtsson et al., 2016), the need to ask more questions mainly in the areas of theoretical 
development and industrial application of the construct is crucial (Le Roy et., 2016). For 
instance, Nemeh (2017), stresses the importance of investigating how coopetition emerges 
within a network of collaborating organisations to identify if the strategy is existing 
unintentionally. 
Studies have established that as a result of the complex nature of coopetition, the strategy may 
not always occur as an intentional pre-planned decision, as it can materialise unintentionally, 
taking up a tactical and implicit form (Mariani, 2007; 2009; Walley, 2007; Rusko, 2008; 2015; 
2018; Kylanen and Rusko, 2011; Chim-Miki, and Batista-Canino, 2017). However, most 
coopetition studies focus on the strategy occurring as an explicit and strategic decision. 
Therefore, there is a need to expand the knowledge of coopetition beyond its intentional 
occurrence and investigate the factors that can ensure the success of coopetition regardless of 
its means of formation.  
An area of coopetition that has undergone rigorous investigation is how to balance its 
juxtaposing elements, which authors describe as a “double-edged sword”  (Das and Teng 2000; 
Bouncken and Kraus, 2013; Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Ritala et al. 2016; Bouncken et al. 
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2018). Past studies reveal that coopetition is a dynamic interaction that exists on a varying 
degree of interactions between the collaborative and competitive elements (Luo, 2005; 2007; 
Bengtsson et al. 2010; Park et al., 2014). The studies show that coopetition interactions may 
either be collaboration or competition dominated or balanced, depending on the level of 
collaborative and competitive activities in the relationship (Rusko, 2011; Tidström, 2014; Park 
et al., 2014; McCarthy, 2018).  
Regardless of the nature of the coopetition interaction, tensions resulting from balancing the 
competition and collaborative elements exist in the relationship. Feng et al., (2011), argues that 
in a coopetitive alliance, the tensions and its management is one of the factors that determine 
the outcome of the relationship. Bengtsson et al. (2015), adds that the method of control 
adopted in guiding the coopetitive relationship can also influence the outcome of the alliance. 
However, there is still limited studies reviewing the effects of the control methods and the 
success of a coopetition relationship. Therefore, it is vital to advance the understanding of 
coopetition by investigating how the control system in place affects the outcome of the 
relationship.  
There is currently an ongoing debate in coopetition studies, about the most effective and 
practical management of a coopetitive relationship. While some authors demonstrate that the 
contradictory elements of the alliance should be structurally separated to reduce the conflicts 
and tensions (Fernandez et al., 2014), others advocate for a synergy between the opposing 
perspectives; adding that the focus of coopetition is on the coexistence of the two constructs 
(Wilhelm and Sydow, 2018). From a practical viewpoint, Le Roy and Fernandaz (2015), report 
that the integrative method of management would be too problematic to implement, especially 
if smaller organisations are involved in the alliance. This study seeks to contribute to this debate 
by investigating the practicality of the two forms of management and how it affects the outcome 
of both intentional and unintentional coopetition.  
Even though coopetition has also received growing attention within the supply chain (SC) 
literature, Le Roy et al. (2016), believes there are still several opportunities to broaden the 
understanding of the strategy within the field. Kovacs and Spens (2013 p.1) demonstrated that 
the study of coopetition within the supply chain field is experiencing significant growth as the 
number of articles on the subject area increased by 73% between 2011 and 2013. Coopetition 
studies in supply chain literature have established that coopetition can exist within both 
supplier-supplier (Bouncken et al. 2015; Depeyre et al., 2018; Durach et al., 2019) and buyer-
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supplier relationships (Gurnani et al., 2007; Eriksson, 2008; Lacoste, 2012; Wihlem, 2018). 
Additionally, studies have shown that coopetition can occur outside an organisation’s SC 
network (Kwok et al., 2015; Wihlem, 2011; 2018).  
Additionally, several authors have investigated the effects of coopetition on supply chains, for 
instance, Wood (2012), studied the impact of coopetition on the SC in the horticulture industry 
and found that coopetition broadened the supply base of the industry.  Pathak et al., (2014), 
found that coopetition is an essential strategy for improving the overall SC performance, 
including the value creation, improved corporate performance and customer experience. Ritala 
(2018), argues that the coopetition strategy is vital in improving the competitiveness of an 
industry. An important aspect within the application of coopetition in SCs is its impact on the 
flexibility of the SC. Yu-Ying et al. (2013) argue that coopetition can improve supply chain 
flexibility (SCF), as it provides organisations with the opportunity to improve their capabilities 
by leveraging on other organisations’ resources. They also reveal that coopetition increases 
organisations capacity to respond effectively to changes or disruptions in their SC.  
While the effects of coopetition on SC is known, it is not clear how the flexibility of a SC can 
impact on the outcome of a coopetition alliance. For example, does an organisation’s ability to 
handle the various challenges that occur within its SC, influence the outcome of coopetition. 
In a study conducted by Yu et al., (2017), they conclude that supply chain flexibility improves 
and strengthens inter-organisational ties, thus leading to successful IORs. It is, therefore, 
worthwhile to investigate the effects of supply chain flexibility on coopetition performance. 
The application of coopetition in various industries has also received some attention in 
coopetition studies. An example is the automobile industry. Segrestin (2005), found that 
organisations in the automobile industry adopt similar manufacturing techniques and facilities 
to produce cars. Hence, competing organisations can collaborate by sharing resources and risks, 
which reduced the individual manufacturing risks to the firm. For instance, in 1991, Ford and 
Volkswagen entered a coopetitive arrangement, to produce and sell Volkswagen Sharan, Ford 
Galaxy and Seat/VW Alhambra (Park and Ungson, 2001). Although the organisations compete 
to sell the cars in the marketplace, there was value gained from sharing technological and 
design expertise, as well as cost, which resulted in the reduction in production cost and 
subsequently, the purchasing price for the consumers. There is also evidence from coopetition 
between Blu-Ray and HD-DVD, collaborating to ensure that they obtain the larger market 
share in the high-definition laser-disc technology sector (Gnyawali et al. 2008). Another 
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notable example is in the IT industry where Sony and Samsung collaborated to develop LCD 
technologies to compete against other smaller electronic manufactures (Gnyawali and Park, 
2011). 
As demonstrated above, the application of the coopetitive strategy can be beneficial to 
organisations and industries (Bouncken et al., 2014), primarily through sharing resources and 
risks to provide the capability for innovation (Ritala, 2012). However, there are only limited 
studies on the effects of coopetition on the oil and gas industry (OGI).  
The current state of the OGI, plagued with dwindling resources particularly in mature basins 
such as the UK continental shelf (UKCS), the economic unrest in the nation because of Brexit, 
legal and safety concerns, coupled with the recent COVID-19 pandemic has necessitated the 
need for optimised productivity (Davey, 2013; Oil and Gas UK, 2016; OGUK, 2020). In a 
state-of-the-art review of the UK OGI, Wood (2014), suggests that collaboration among the 
principal operators in the industry can help maximise the recovery in the UKCS.  
Notably, the issue of promoting cooperation in the oil and gas industry is not new (Oil and Gas 
UK, 2014; 2015; 2016; 2017), with the UK government and OG regulatory bodies even 
offering incentives to organisations willing to engage in a collaborative alliance (Deloitte, 
2017; McKinsey, 2018; Oil and Gas UK, 2018). A survey of collaboration in the UKCS 
Upstream by Deliotte (2017), reveals that the rate of successful collaboration in the sector 
increased by 43% (Figure 1.2).  
Notwithstanding, the industry still seems to be struggling, particularly with regards to 
minimising costs to retain competitive advantage, improving performances and productivity 
(Oil and Gas UK, 2017; 2018).  Going by the evidence of successful coopetition in other 
industries, the coopetition strategy may be a more suitable solution for addressing the 
challenges in the OGI. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate if coopetition can offer advantages 
in the oil and gas industry (OGI), specifically to improve and optimise production in the 
industry.  
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Figure 1.2: Proportion of successful collaboration in UKCS 
Consequently, Hokroh (2014), argues that the oil and gas industry is a highly competitive 
environment. It is essential to investigate the collaborative interactions in the industry for any 
evidence of coopetition. Since there is a presence of both competitive and collaborative 
elements in the industry, there may be instances of unintentional coopetition. Additionally, it 
is critical to study the benefits of coopetition to the OGI. Hence, this study would examine the 
extent to which coopetition can exist in a collaborative endeavour. 
This chapter provides an overview of the research. It discusses the research background and 
motivation and introduces the initial research questions, including the aim and objectives of 
the study. Additionally, the scope, assumptions, relevant theories and concepts for the study 
are discussed, including the research design. 
 
1.2 RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
 
The OGI is a volatile industry, which is extremely sensitive to both external and internal factors 
within its business environment. Any changes within the business environment can 
tremendously impact on crude oil prices, consequently affecting the performance of the sector 
(PwC, 2020; Shearman and Sterling, 2020; Oil and Gas UK, 2020). In fact, the current COVID-
19 pandemic caused the industry to experience its third major price collapse in twelve years 
(Barbosa et al., 2020). While reviewing the current state of the OGI, Chopra (2020), notes that 
the industry is currently in the midst of a two-prong crisis - a price war between OPEC and 
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Russia, affecting production (i.e. supply); and the impact of COVID-19 pandemic, affecting 
the demand for crude oil (Qin et al. 2020). Besides, Gil-Alana and Monge (2020) found that 
the COVID-19 outbreak made the oil market inefficient, and, in turn, oil prices challenging to 
forecast. 
An analysis of the industry's response to the COVID-19 pandemic reveals that organisations 
are having to cut down on capital and operational expenditure (Accenture, 2020; Chopra, 
2020).  
As a result, inefficient and highly leveraged companies may face liquidity crises with some 
organisations forced out of business. Evidence of this can be seen in BP and Shell's 
announcement to cut down about 19000 jobs within the UK (Thomas, 2020).  Chopra (2020), 
notes that this job loss may put organisations at a disadvantage, with regards to the shortage of 
skilled labour when the market rebounds.  
Thus, governing bodies and industry experts are encouraging organisations to improve their 
business resilience to remain productive even in periods of uncertainties.  
In addition to the current covid-19 crisis, the OGI was only beginning to recover from the 2015 
crash in crude oil prices. the oil and gas industry experienced a severe crisis resulting from the 
dramatic plummet in oil prices with the price of crude oil falling by 75% between mid-2014 
and November 2015 (Wingfield, 2017). The price drop resulted in a reduction in the UKCS 
production rate, thereby increasing the cost of operations for oil and gas companies (UK 
Economic Outlook, 2015; Husain et al., 2015; Oil and Gas UK, 2016). Consequently, to survive 
the harsh realities, oil and gas companies (OGC) re-evaluated their strategic positioning by 
engaging in more collaborative endeavours, to reduce the cost of production (Oil and Gas UK, 
2016). 
In addition to the drop in crude oil prices, the UK voted to leave the European Union (EU) 
following a 2016 referendum, introducing some agitation about the UK economy Post-Brexit 
(Oil and Gas Authority, 2016; 2017; 2019; Oil and Gas UK, 2017; 2019). The Brexit has 
introduced political and economic insecurity to the OGI, as it increases the complexities in the 
industry, especially considering the challenging business environment the industry is facing 
(Oil and Gas UK, 2017). Although the UK government reassures the OGIs that Brexit would 
only cause minimal disruptions since the country has control over its energy policies and oil 
and gas reserves (Oil and Gas Authority, 2018), it would affect long-term investment decisions 
for the sector (Oil and Gas UK, 2018; 2019). Brexit would cause significant distractions from 
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managing the current industry downturn and reduce the influence the UKCS has on the 
surrounding oil and gas producing region (de Leeuw, 2017). Oil and Gas UK (2017 p. 6) 
forecasted that owing to the uncertainty caused by Brexit, the cost of trade for the UK oil and 
gas industry could increase by £500 million per annum. Consequently, this political and 
economic instability would be a source of uncertainty in the industry. 
Even though the UKCS has one of the most mature offshore basins in the world, it still harbours 
many potentials for production (Oil and Gas UK, 2016). Unfortunately, Wood (2014) 
discovered that there is an abrupt decline in production efficiency due to the maturity of the 
basin. This decline in production and the effective management of ageing plants have become 
a source of challenge for both operators and regulators in the oil and gas industry (Oil and Gas 
UK, 2016). 
Organisations strive for strategic optimisation of their supply chain operations both within its 
internal and external business environment to accommodate the fast-paced business and 
economic realities (Phillips and Moutinho, 2018). Similarly, for the UK OGI, to cope with the 
fast-changing business environment, resulting from the political and economic instabilities, 
they need to optimise their supply chain. The maturity of the North Sea suggests that the OGCs 
need to operate in a hostile environment to compete for the limited resources to remain 
productive, which may explain the fierce competitive rivalry within the oil and gas industry 
(Oil and Gas UK, 2016). Adopting a strictly competitive strategy can adversely affect the 
optimisation of resources within the industry, which may affect the rate of production and 
performance in the sector.   
Consequently, one of the critical objectives of the UK OGI is to optimise the limited resources 
in the region. According to the review by Wood (2014), active collaboration among the major 
operators in the industry can be beneficial in meeting this objective. However, Wood (2014), 
noticed that there is a negative attitude towards collaboration in the industry, stating that 
operators prefer stranding organisational assets than collaborating amongst themselves. 
Hokroh (2014), reiterates that the intense rivalry in the industry prevents organisations from 
engaging in collaboration, impacts significantly on the productivity of the sector. It may be 
worthwhile for the industry to consider other strategies to address these issues. 
Therefore, it becomes critical to investigate the suitability of the coopetition strategy to provide 
benefits to the OGI, mainly in addressing the challenges in the industry. Since OG operators 
are unwilling to collaborate as a result of the industry rivalry, perhaps, a strategy that embraces 
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both elements may be more suitable. Effective supply chain collaboration can occur vertically 
among organisations within the same supply chain network (Salam, 2017), or horizontally 
between organisations not in direct competition (Chen et al. 2017). While collaboration among 
organisations in the oil and gas industry should be encouraged, it has over time proven to be a 
challenging endeavour because of its competitive environment. In fact, the OGI regulatory 
bodies offered incentives to organisations willing to engage in any collaborative relationships 
(Oil and Gas UK, 2016; 2018). Therefore, an important question to ask is; is coopetition, a 
more natural strategy to adopt in optimising production in the oil and gas industry? 
As introduced above, coopetition is a hybrid of two opposing traditional inter-organisation 
theories: competition and collaboration. While the collaborative perspective is grounded in 
convergent goals, the competitive aspect relies on divergent interests (Brandenburger and 
Nalebuff, 2000; Bouncken et al., 2015). From the competitive perspective, because every 
organisation aims to outperform its rivals, it relies on hostility, rivalry and conflicts which can 
constrain innovation and access to new opportunities (Lacomba et al., 2011). Whereas 
collaboration strives to achieve common goals by collective actions, so it is based on sharing 
information, knowledge, resources and risks, which is enabled by trust, commitment and 
reciprocity (Thomson, Perry and Miller 2009; Bouncken et al., 2015). Although it has been 
argued that these traditional theories are limited as they fail to depict the realities of inter-
dependencies amongst organisations (Bouncken et al., 2015). Within collaboration studies, 
competition is described as a negative influence, owing to the several associated risks such as 
opportunism (Ritala, 2018). 
Since the conceptualisation of coopetition by Brandenburger and Nalebuff (1996), studies have 
investigated the benefits of the strategy (Bouncken, 2015). It has become common knowledge 
in the coopetition community that the strategy is useful to help gain market power, improve 
innovation processes, and if well managed, improve competitive standing (Luo, 2007; Chen, 
2008; Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Ritala, 2018). Regarding the use of the coopetitive strategy 
to gain market power, Bengtsson et al., (2016), reasons that in coopetition, organisations 
collaborate to create a larger market and then compete to control the most substantial portion 
of this newly created market. Thus, implying that organisations aim to get the most prominent 
market power to the detriment of other market players. Examples of these dynamics is seen in 
several producing companies like Toyota, Peugeot and Citroen jointly designing and 
manufacturing a car, then competing to market the cars under different names with minor 
modifications (Gnyawali and Park, 2011) and within service companies such as the Amazon 
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business model that allows competitors use their platform to reach similar consumers (Ritala 
et al., 2009). This dynamic lead Rusko (2011) and Liu (2013) to conclude that the significant 
motives for coopetition are; to attain a broader market and add value to the organisations 
involved. Evidence of this theory can be observed in the smart card industry, where 
organisations commonly cooperate in input activities such as R&D, design implementation and 
compete to get the largest share of the value jointly created (output activities) like cost 
reduction and characteristics of use (Bouncken et al., 2015). Therefore, Bouncken et al., (2015), 
concludes that for coopetition to be used to gain market power, the collaborative endeavours 
need to occur as far away from the end-users as possible to avoid opportunism. Although, this 
may not always be the case or possible in some industries, especially since the nature of 
operations are different in various industries, for instance, the oil and gas industry where there 
is not a clear divide between the end-users and the operators. 
Additionally, coopetition is an effective strategy in responding to environmental threats and 
opportunities. With regards to changes in the business environment Ritala (2018), noticed that 
a changing and unstable business environment affects the coopetitive strategic behaviour of an 
organisation. For instance, Ritala (2012) observed a positive connection between coopetition 
and the innovation and market performance of organisations in general and particularly in the 
event of high uncertainties, positive network externalities, and low competition in the market. 
Besides, Mariani (2007; 2018), revealed that coopetition could emerge when lawmakers 
impose collaboration on organisations for institutional benefits — therefore suggesting that the 
external environment of an organisation can push it to engage in coopetition.  
As described above, since the lawmakers and regulatory bodies in the UK OGI, encourage 
collaboration, it is worthwhile to investigate the existence of coopetition within the sector. Due 
to the uncertainty in the industry, operators have been encouraged to collaborate (Wood, 2014). 
Studies within the OGI, show that there are several opportunities for collaborations within the 
industry, and several collaborative trends have emerged (Oil and Gas, UK, 2016; Delliote, 
2016). For example, 78% of operators and 82% of suppliers believe there is either a strong 
need to collaborate to improve the economics of decommissioning (OGUK, 2017). Similarly, 
Dellitte (2019), notes that a streamlined contract and procurement processes between operators 
and suppliers can reduce time wastage in the OG operations. Delliote (2019), also finds that 
cost reduction and knowledge sharing are among the key drivers of collaboration within the 
industry. Thus, OG governing bodies actively encourage organisations to collaborate. In fact, 
there are many pieces of evidence of government in oil-producing countries actively 
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encouraging the operators to collaborate, for instance in Norway, the state-crafted JOA (Joint 
Ownership Agreement) is mandatory and stipulates a duty of care by non-operators that gives 
them a full liability in the venture. The JOA is agreements between the state or its designated 
authority and companies, to allow a National Oil Company, to participate in a JV. The rationale 
for the host state is to be involved in decision making and benefit from the technical expertise 
of the International Oil Companies. Furthermore, the Ministry and the NPD (Norwegian 
Petroleum Directorate) have used their powers to force the operators in the industry to 
collaborate. For example, Luno and Draupne were instructed to explore a joint development to 
exploit synergies (Thorton, 2016). 
Despite the benefits of forced collaboration, Lynn (2017) points out that forcing operators can 
be counterproductive, especially since a collaborative endeavour requires proper planning to 
identify partner selection, governance structure, charter, and scope to attain mutual benefits, 
which can be overlooked if organisations are forced to collaborate. Consequently, it is crucial 
to investigate what factors would ensure success in both forms of coopetitive endeavour 
(intentional or unintentional), which may occur if the industry force organisations into 
collaborative alliances. At this point, it becomes useful to investigate if coopetition exists in 
the OGI, whether as a deliberate or emergent strategy. Reviewing its formation is especially 
important since the oil and gas industry is highly competitive, suggesting that there may be 
instances of unintentional coopetition in collaborative relationships.  
Scholars have suggested that overcoming knowledge lop-sidedness with regards to innovation 
is one of the critical benefits of coopetition (Brolos, 2009; Ritala et al., 2016). The likelihood 
of competitors having similar or joint knowledge base than non-competitors is relatively high; 
therefore, sharing knowledge supports new knowledge and product creation (Ritala and 
Hurmelinna-Laukkanen 2009; Bouncken et al., 2018). Besides, competitors encounter similar 
market environment, customers, and relatable uncertainties which in-turn creates a chance for 
a mutual insight of proposed changes and hence inspires the development of innovations that 
would be of advantage to all parties involved (Baumard, 2009; Ritala, 2016). 
Consequently, in comparison to alliance, integration or collaboration with non-competitors 
among the market players, coopetition necessitates vital benefits for innovation activities 
(Bouncken et al., 2015). Coopetition studies show that adopting the strategy can improve the 
rate of innovation in the organisations (Gast et al. 2015). Similarly, drawing from the Prisoner’s 
Dilemma of Game Theory, Rodrigues et al. (2009), proves that the expected outcome of 
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coopetition is a win-win situation for the parties involved. An example is of this outcome is the 
alliance between Apple and Nike. Both organisations experienced a significant increase in 
international brand recognition, market shares, sales and market penetration as a result of 
innovation made possible by coopetition (Rodrigues et al. 2009). Likewise, Bouncken and 
Fredrich (2012) observed that there is a progressive relationship between coopetition and the 
organisations’ entire competitive performance and their success in developing innovations. 
Therefore, it has been postulated that the critical effect of collaboration with competitors is the 
development of more radical innovation, especially when compared to collaborating with non-
competitors (Roig‐Tierno et al., 2018). 
Despite the appealing benefits of coopetition, the nature of the strategy which involves 
combing two opposing constructs subjects the alliance to several risks, especially with regards 
to innovative activities (Cygler et al., 2018). Unintentional knowledge leakage, opportunism 
and asymmetric of benefits and resources are some of the risks that can arise as a result of the 
coopetition (Bouncken et al., 2015; Cygler et al., 2018). Hence, to ensure beneficial 
coopetition, it is crucial to address the tensions in the relationship as well as their causes 
(Jakobsen, 2019). 
Notably, some studies have attempted to investigate solutions to addressing and managing the 
coopetition tensions. For example, Bengtsson and Kock (2000), encourages balancing the 
degree of friendliness and hostility as the relationship progresses. They add that failing to attain 
this balance may result in the build-up of tension in the coopetition alliance. Levy et al. (2003), 
proposes the use of a dynamic management team to define and monitor the boundaries in the 
relationship. Bouncken et al., (2015), opines that viewing coopetition partners as both rivals 
and friends would help organisations determine the nature and extent of information shared 
among the parties in the alliance. Additionally, Vanyushyn et al., (2018), suggests that 
coopetition activities should be limited to a specific non-core function of the organisation, 
where there is be a balance between the sharing and withholding of critical knowledge. 
As discussed above, even though several authors have proposed practical tension management 
techniques, two methods of tension management which involves either separating or 
integrating the paradoxical elements of the constructs have been subjected to rigorous debate 
in the coopetition community (Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Fernandez et al., 2014, Raza-Ullah 
et al., 2014; Tidström, 2014; Bengtsson and Raza-Ullah, 2046; Fernandez and Chiambaretto; 
2016; Pellegrin‐Boucher et al., 2018; Le Roy et al., 2018). Coopetition scholars consistent with 
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the separation principle of tension management argue that simultaneous collaboration and 
competition between individuals is impossible, the elements of the interactions should be 
separated (Bengtsson & Kock, 2000; Herzog, 2010; Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Pellegrin‐
Boucher et al., 2018). Whereas, some authors argue that adopting a separation principle creates 
internal tensions within the organisations in coopetition, especially on an individual level (Das 
& Teng, 2000; Chen, 2008). Therefore, to avoid introducing additional tensions in the alliance, 
the integration principle, which refers to a cognitive acceptance of the paradox, is encouraged 
(Lewis, 2000; Smith & Lewis, 2011). The integration principle involves the parties’ ability to 
understand each others roles and expectations and fit the coopetition duality into their daily 
activities (Pellegrin-Boucher et al., 2013; Fernandez et al., 2014; Pellegrin‐Boucher et al., 
2018). 
Although, there is no consensus about the most effective method of managing coopetition — 
either through separation or integration of the paradoxical elements of the constructs (Wilhelm 
and Sydow, 2018). Studies have identified additional methods to ensure a successful 
coopetition alliance. For example, Hiesse et al. (2011), posits that the use of a neutral third 
party to manage the cooperative phase of a coopetition relationship is a more practical way of 
managing the tensions in the relationship. Bouncken et al., (2015), suggests that it is essential 
to have formal protection mechanisms in place when managing coopetition to enable 
organisations to integrate and share necessary knowledge while also avoiding the leakage of 
vital information and core competencies. With the several means of managing coopetition, it 
is vital to investigate the most efficient manner of managing coopetition tensions in the OGI, 
as well as review the effects of tension management on the outcome of coopetition. 
Furthermore, several studies have shown that organisations that have a dedicated alliance 
function have an increased chance of attaining successful IORs. For instance, Liu and 
Ravichandran (2011), sums that the existence of a dedicated alliance function indicates a strong 
alliance capability of an organisation which leads to more successful alliances as the 
organisations can learn from past relationships and translate the lessons to current IORs. 
Similarly, studies have established that organisations that manage their alliances through a 
dedicated alliance function have an increased chance (about 70%) of achieving successful IORs 
(Dyer et al. 2001; Kale et al. 2002; Kale et al. 2009; Lavie, 2016). As such, it is crucial to 
examine if the presence of a dedicated alliance function improves the chances of coopetition 
success. 
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Even though the study of coopetition is increasing in the SC subject area (Klein et al. 2007; 
Gurnani et al. 2007; Bakshi and Kleindorer, 2009; Wilhelm 2011; 2018), there are still some 
noticeable gaps in knowledge. Many studies of coopetition in SCs address its effects on the SC 
performance (Rai et al., 2006; Fayazbakhsh et al., 2011), the positioning of the alliance (Klein 
et al. 2007; Rusko, 2011), SC resilence (Bakshi and Kleindorer, 2009; Ali et al., 2017) the 
effective management (Wilem 2011; 2018). However, there is a lack of studies reviewing the 
effects of supply chain capabilities on the outcome of coopetition. Although, some studies have 
shown that having a flexible supply chain strengthens inter-organisational (IO) ties, which 
positively influences the outcome of IORs (Martínez Sánchez and Pérez Pérez, 2005; Wang 
and Wei, 2007; Prakash and Deshmukh, 2010; Brinkhoff et al., 2015; Fayezi et al., 2017). 
However, it is not clear if a similar outcome is obtainable in a coopetitive alliance, which 
therefore warrants an investigation.  
Furthermore, literature has highlighted the benefits of successful coopetition to an organisation 
and a supply chain, however, there is an evident lack of research materials that can act as a 
guide to parties willing to take part in the coopetitive endeavour. As the coopetition 
management concept is still emerging, lack of guidance can hinder willing participants from 
venturing into the relationship. Although Vangen and Huxham, (2009), discussed the critical 
themes and guides to attain collaborative advantages, and Wolffe (2016), developed a 
coopetition implementation framework, additional studies need to be undertaken to extend the 
frameworks beyond the collaborative elements of the alliance, especially regarding the 
management of coopetition. For instance, when does competition begin in a coopetitive 
relationship? 
Moreover, understanding how coopetition works, particularly in light of the upsetting news 
arising from the oil and gas business environment, proper understanding and application of 
coopetition to their supply chain, in line with the highlighted benefits of coopetition 
(Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Ritala et al. 2016) would be beneficial to optimising 
production. 
Methodologically, most of the existing coopetition studies adopt a qualitative approach to make 
sense of the complex nature of the construct, particularly with the use of single and multiple 
case studies (Bouncken et al. 2015; Devece et al., 2019). Additionally, there are a few 
quantitative studies utilising game theory modelling and regression modelling to investigate 
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the coopetition concept, with even fewer studies combining both methods. This study combines 
both qualitative and quantitative methodologies to investigate the coopetition strategy. 
This research progresses the body of knowledge by creating a guideline for successful 
coopetition, through a holistic study of its nature, behaviour, tensions, management, especially 
within SCNs. It would study the occurrence of coopetition within the oil and gas industry and 
provide an industry framework for effective coopetition. 
 
1.3 RESEARH GAP 
 
The current crisis in the OGI, resulting from economic and political uncertainty as well as the 
maturity of the oil field, suggests that collaboration may provide benefits in improving the 
productivity of the industry (Wood, 2014). However, given the rivalry in the industry, it can be 
assumed that coopetition may provide significant advantages in optimising production in the 
oil sector. Going by Mariani (2007)’s stance, because of the external environmental factors in 
the industry, coopetition may already exist unintentionally within the sector, particularly 
among organisations in collaborative alliances.  Notably, there seems to be limited research 
addressing the formation, and antecedents and structure of emergent coopetition. This paucity 
of research represents a knowledge gap, addressed in this thesis by reviewing and investigating 
emergent coopetition in the UK OGI. The conclusions from the study would be beneficial for 
organisations, serving as a guide to successful coopetition, even if it occurs unintentionally. 
This study, therefore, addresses the following problems in coopetition studies.  
The first gap in literature this study addresses is the lack of a systematic review of the existing 
conceptual and empirical studies of coopetition, to set a foundation for reviewing the effects of 
coopetition on organisational performance. The coopetition phenomenon has been studied in 
management and strategy literature since its conceptualisation in the late 1990s/early 2000s 
(Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1998; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000). Following its 
conceptualisation, the concept has steadily gained popularity with several studies discussing 
the concept along with its related implications. Notably, several systematic reviews of 
coopetition have been conducted to help provide a foundation for the progression of the study 
area, for instance, (Bengtsson & Kock, 2014; Czakon et al., 2014; Bouncken, 2015; Bouncken 
et al., 2015; Dorn et al., 2016). Nonetheless, these reviews provided a general overview of 
coopetition and did not focus explicitly on any of the implications of coopetition, for example, 
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the management of the strategy resulting from its inherent tensions, its implication on 
organisational performance was not systematically investigated. An extensive coopetition 
literature review would have been beneficial to set the scene for the application of coopetition 
in the OGI to improve efficiency and productivity in the OGI operations.  Hence, a systematic 
review of coopetition, which highlights its application as a strategy to improve organisational 
performance is necessary.  
Secondly, the study of coopetition as an emergent strategy needs to progress in management 
and strategy studies. Since the conceptualisation of coopetition, only a few studies have focused 
on coopetition that occurs unintentionally. Most studies investigating coopetition as an 
unintentional strategy, focus primarily on its formation. For example, Mariani, (2007), focuses 
on the role of external factors in the formation of emergent coopetition, Czakon (2010), studies 
the emergence of coopetition within cooperative alliances. Kylänen and Rusko (2011), 
investigates the formation of unintentional coopetition between private and public sectors in 
the tourism industry. Tidström and Rajala (2016), adopts a strategy-as-practice methodology 
and lifecycle model to provide evidence regarding the formation of emergent coopetition in 
practice. Dahl et al., (2016), reviews the formation and implementation of coopetition both as 
a deliberate and emergent strategy, on an intra-organisational level. Despite these studies, the 
structure, management, success factors, antecedents and outcomes of emergent coopetition 
remains unclear. There are several questions which need to be addressed, regarding the 
implementation and management of unintentional coopetition, for instance, are the antecedents 
for deliberate coopetition, applicable when the strategy is unplanned? Although studies have 
established that coopetition can occur unintentionally even within the OGI, there are many 
questions about its antecedents, management, governance, success factors that need to be 
uncovered. Understanding the nature of the unintended coopetition may be helpful to improve 
the collaborative index in OGI. Therefore, it is crucial to advance the expand the knowledge of 
coopetition by reviewing what governance and management structures are vital to ensure the 
success of emergent coopetition.  
Another crucial area that requires further investigation is the issue of governance in coopetitive 
relationships. Even though the issue of governance has been discussed in the literature, with 
several studies first attempting to understand the dynamics of coopetition and then investigate 
the mechanisms to govern the strategy (Bouncken et al., 2016). Interestingly, Devece et al., 
(2017), groups the governance mechanisms into two; the transactional governance which 
covers legal agreements, economic incentives to guide coopetitive interactions and relational 
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governance, which deals with commitment, trust, mutual understanding in alliances. A study 
by Hung and Chang (2012), shows that organisations in coopetitive alliances decide on the 
mode of governance based on the volatility of the industry. The study, reviewing the 
governance model in the technology industry, found that transactional governance is preferred 
when the alliance occurs between direct or protentional competitors. Whereas, when the 
alliance occurs in technologically advanced industries, relational governance is applied.  
Interestingly, factors in relational governance is viewed in coopetition literature as both a 
control mechanism to guide the relationship (Kale, 2000; Osarenkhoe, 2010; Wolff, 2016), as 
well as a critical antecedent for a successful coopetition alliance (Chin et al., 2008; Petter et 
al., 2014; Ceptureanu et al., 2019). Despite the attention that has been given to the role of 
relational governance in coopetition literature, there are limited studies investigating how 
transactional governance affects coopetition alliances. More importantly, studies in coopetition 
view the two governance mechanisms as substitutes (Brolos, 2009; Osarenkhoe, 2010; Hung 
and Chang, 2012; Gnywali and Park, 2014), with little considerations about viewing them as 
complementary. Some studies suggest that the presence of formal control can remove trust 
from a relationship and therefore increase the tensions since trust is expected to precede the 
relationship and eliminate the need for contractual agreement (Wollthius et al., 2002; Chen et 
al., 2008; Nielsen 2011). On the other hand, scholars in the Transactional Cost Economy (TCE) 
school of thought argue that contracts form the basis for trust, as it limits the chances and 
incentives for opportunism, which then provides a trusting environment for the parties involved 
as breaching a contractual agreement will be at the cost of sanctions (Williamson, 1975; 1985; 
1993; Mellewigt et al., 2007; Bouncken et al., 2016). To advance the knowledge of coopetition, 
this study investigates the role of relational and transactional governance in coopetitive 
relationships and how it influences the performance of both emergent and deliberate 
coopetition. It also considers the effect of adopting the governance mechanisms in a 
complementary manner on the outcome of coopetition.  
Notably, some of the barriers to successful collaboration in the OGI, as identified by Delliote 
(2019) include misaligned expectations, asymmetric collaboration benefits, lack of trust, power 
imbalance, problematic partners, and inexplicit contracts. The issues barriers listed above can 
be resolved through adequate and effective management and governance of the IOR. Thus, it 
is essential to investigate the most effective governance and management technique for each 
form of coopetition.  
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Another area lacking extensive studies is the study of coopetition from a supply chain 
viewpoint. Studies of coopetition from a supply chain perspective revolve around comparing 
the distinct characteristics and behaviours of coopetition, collaboration and competition among 
the supply chain partners (Wilhelm, 2011; Klimas 2014; Wolff, 2016). Therefore, suggesting 
that there are vast opportunities to expand the study of coopetition from a supply chain 
viewpoint, as several questions remain unanswered. These gaps form a basis for this study, as 
one of its objectives is to review the extent to which coopetition can exist, not only between 
focal supply chains but also among members of the supply chain. For instance, can a focal 
organisation encourage coopetition among its suppliers and what would be the effect on the 
focal organisation? This study, unlike most coopetition studies within the supply chain field, is 
concerned with understanding how coopetition works and then providing a practical guideline 
for parties interested in engaging in such relationships. Thus, it goes beyond merely 
investigating the nature of the coopetition but also studies how the relationship can emerge 
unintentionally, particularly within supply chains. 
Additionally, while studies have shown the extent to which coopetition can affect SC 
performance, e.g. by improving its capabilities (Morris, Kozak & Özer, 2007), reducing the 
bullwhip effects (Lee, 2002), reducing costs and risks in a SC (Li et al., 2012), increasing SC 
resilience (Bakshi and Kleindorfer, 2009; Kovacs and Spens, 2013), and increasing the 
flexibility of the SC (Kwok and Lee, 2015). It is unclear how SC issues can affect the 
performance of coopetition. For example, how does the flexibility or SC strategy of an 
organisation affect the outcome of coopetition? Therefore, this study would explore how the 
flexibility of a SC can affect or influence the performance of coopetition.  
Furthermore, with regards to the application of coopetition in industries, there have been only 
a few studies of coopetition in the oil and gas industry (e.g. Kalanda (2016), studied the pre-
requisites and outcomes of coopetition in international oil companies, Ceptureanu et al., (2019) 
focuses on the coopetition success factors among oil and gas distribution networks). Even 
though, Czakon et al., (2015), found that most coopetition studies in industries are within 
industries characterised by rapid technology changes, involving complex products, high 
competition and has a high rate of uncertainty, which are all characteristics of the oil and gas 
sector, surprisingly, there is a low rate of investigation in the industry. However, Czakon et al., 
(2015), equally discovered that coopetition literature has failed to investigate more established 
industries, which may explain the lack of research in this area. Therefore, this study would 
broaden the coopetition study by examining the effects of coopetition in the oil and gas sector, 
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investigating the extent to which coopetition already occurs in the industry both deliberately 
and as an emergent strategy. Mainly, this study uses the UK Oil and Gas sector as a case study 
to improve coopetition performance.  
Another gap that is noticeable within the coopetition studies is regarding its manner of 
investigation. Bouncken et al., (2015) points out that most of the coopetition studies are 
exploratory with about 56% of studies adopting a primarily qualitative approach and only 5% 
using mixed-method research. It is not surprising that most coopetition studies are exploratory 
as the concept is yet to reach maturity, with scholars still attempting to understand the 
phenomena in its entirety (Bengtsson and Kock, 2014), and exploratory studies are 
advantageous in investigating new concepts (Creswell, 2003). However, to understand the 
coopetition concept more holistically, other approaches should be employed, for instance, 
explanatory methods are vital in drawing more unambiguous conclusions than its exploratory 
counterpart (Creswell et al., 2003). Thus, other research approaches should be employed in 
coopetition studies; in fact, Czakon and Rogalski (2014), suggests that the concept should be 
investigated using an explanatory or descriptive approach. Devece et al., (2017), advocates the 
use of mixed methods and case studies, to provide insight into the coopetition dynamics and to 
test the validity of the assertions. Hence, this study adopts a mixed approach to investigate 
coopetition. In the first instance, exploratory research is conducted by exploring the occurrence, 
antecedents and success of coopetition, both as a deliberate and emergent strategy in the oil 
and gas industry. Subsequently, based on the outcome of the exploratory qualitative study, 
quantitative research is conducted to attempt to explain the reasoning behind the factors 
uncovered in the exploratory analysis.  
 
1.4 RESEARCH PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
The research gaps discussed in the previous section have led to the identification of two crucial 
aspects within the coopetition field that requires further studies, to expand existing literature, 
and improve the outcome of coopetition practices.  
What factors are essential in ensuring successful unintended coopetition, and how does the 
flexibility of an SC affect its success? This problem definition will develop a better 
understanding of unintended or forced coopetition. Thus, the purpose of the research is to 
investigate coopetition alliances within the OGI for evidence of unintended coopetition and 
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then seek to understand its formation, management and governance. Additionally, investigating 
the effects of supply chain flexibility on the outcome of a coopetition alliance is helpful in 
partner selections. This study can subsequently be useful in providing an updated complete 
framework and guideline for engaging in coopetition relationships. 
 
1.5 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
 
Following the from the Wood Review (2014), which is the motivation for this study, this 
research focuses on investigating coopetition within the upstream sector of the UK oil and gas 
industry. Besides, Oil and Gas UK (2018), describes the UK OGI, as having one of the most 
advanced supply chain operations in the world and the industry has often been described as 
being the Oil and Gas Capital of Europe (Reed, 2013). Thus, adopting the industry as a case 
study implies that the results can be replicated or similar across other oil-producing countries.  
While the OGI is largely divided into three major segments; the upstream, midstream and 
downstream, the upstream is perhaps the most complex of all three sectors (Peters and Hood, 
2000). The upstream sector of the oil and gas industry is primarily concerned with the search 
and production of crude oil and natural gas (Weijermars, 2010). This sector of the industry is 
believed to influence the entire OG supply chain as it controls the amount of crude oil and 
natural gas that flows through the remaining SC (Brigs et al., 2012). Acha (2000), points out 
that this sector of the OGI is predominately controlled by a few international OG companies 
with an extensive global supply base and frequently sharing asset ownership. The primary 
operations involved in the upstream are exploration, which consists in searching for potential 
oil fields through seismic, geophysical and geological studies. Production is another upstream 
operation, and it involves drilling, production, facilities, engineering and reservoir (Brigs et al., 
2012). Chima (2007), adds that owing to the high level of similarities of the products being 
offered (crude oil), organisations cannot differentiate themselves by introducing new products. 
Thus, the companies focused on this activity need to distinguish themselves on other factors 
such as efficient, low-cost methods of oil production, and through the adoption of an effective 
SCM. Yarrow (1991) adds that since this sector requires ample investments as well as 
sophisticated transportation technologies to respond to its spatial pattern of demand and supply, 
then there is considerable asset specificity. For instance, pipelines need to be constructed for 
each production.  
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The midstream is concerned with the distribution and storage of the raw crude oil. According 
to Brigs et al., (2012), the midstream sector is not part of the production process as it is not 
involved in the modification or altering of petroleum products; instead, it deals with the 
distribution systems such as the pipelines that transport crude oil to either refineries or storage 
tanks. Hence, the primary activities in the midstream sector are the transportation and storage 
of crude oil.  
The downstream sector of the OGI is the part of the OG SC that has a direct link with the end-
users of the petroleum products. This sector involves activities such as the refining, 
transportation, marketing and distribution of petroleum products (Brigs et al., 2012). The end-
users for the petroleum products have been divided into two categories, wholesale (airlines, 
power plants) and retail customers (domestic uses like heating or transportation) (Chima 2007). 
It is important to note that this sector of the industry was categorised as the most competitive 
and developed sector (Brigs et al., 2012). The primary activities in this sector are refining the 
crude oil to transform it into usable products such as gasoline, jet fuel, and marketing which is 
the distribution of the end products to the consumers. 
Dauda (2008), argues that some of the supply chain challenges plaguing the downstream sector 
of the OGI are the cost of operations, as operators are continually striving to reduce the cost of 
extracting the crude oil as well as lowering the long lead time of delivering services by the 
contractors which can affect the competitiveness of the SC.  
Since the upstream sector of the OGI can influence its entire SC, it is worthwhile to adopt this 
sector as the case study. 
 
1.6 RESEARCH AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
 
The discussion in the sections above has shown the gaps in coopetition studies. The studies 
focusing on coopetition that emerges has an unintentional strategy is limited in coopetition 
literature. Additionally, there is no consensus about the most effective management and 
governance structure to ensure a successful coopetition alliance, particularly within the oil and 
gas industry. Moreover, the effects of the supply chain function on the outcome of coopetition 
are unclear. Therefore, this study seeks to improve the understanding and application of the 
strategy by exploring the various forms coopetition can occur in organisations and investigate 
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the practical approach to control and manage the tensions in the relationships, as well as to 
review the role of SC in ensuring coopetition success.  
Hence, this research aims to develop and test a conceptual framework that reviews the effects 
of management structure, control mechanisms and impacts of supply chain on both intended 
and unintended coopetition, using the UK Oil and Gas Industry as a case study.  
In order to achieve this aim, the following sets of objectives are proposed: 
1. To review relevant academic and business literature on inter-organisational 
relationships and coopetition to clarify the gaps in knowledge.  
2. To explore the UK Oil and Gas Industry, to uncover the extent to which coopetition 
already occurs in the industry, both deliberate and unintended. 
3. To investigate the factors that can influence successful coopetition in both intended and 
unintended coopetition.  
4. To develop a conceptual model to identify the similarities/differences between intended 
and unintended coopetition. 
5. To construct quantitative measures to test the framework developed in objective 4, 
using a structural equation modelling technique to estimate and verify the empirical 
data.  
6. To confirm the relationships between the factors necessary for successful coopetition.  
7. To provide theoretical and practical implications based on the study outcome, 
suggesting appropriate coopetition guidelines, and 
8. To suggests recommendations and areas of further research.  
 
1.7 PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH  
 
The purpose of this study is to contribute to coopetition and SC body of knowledge, by 
exploring and comparing the formation and structure of the coopetition alliances, as well as 
investigating the necessary management and governance structure to ensure a successful 
coopetition endeavour. Additionally, the study explores how the SC strategies of an 
organisation can influence the adoption and performance of coopetition. These objectives are 
achieved through a holistic assessment of the UK OGI to understand the opportunities and 
hindrances of adopting the coopetition strategy to improve productivity in the sector. The study 
draws from within the field of inter-organisational, supply chain and coopetition studies with 
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the aid of structural equation modelling technique. In more details, the purposes of this research 
are in fivefold: 
1. To improve the understanding of coopetition strategy, by conducting a holistic review 
of the literature regarding the various typologies, motivations, levels of coopetition in 
management literature, in order to identify and clarify the existing knowledge gap.  
2. To explore the UK Oil and Gas Industry, to uncover the extent to which coopetition 
already occurs in the industry. Particularly to investigate the unintended occurrence of 
coopetition since the industry highly encourages collaboration in the industry, it is 
expected that there would be instances of unintentional coopetition. It would also 
review the awareness and perception of the industry to the strategy and uncover 
potential causes of hesitations in adopting the strategy. Additionally, it would explore 
the methods of management and control utilised in such relationships.  
3. To develop a framework and derive a structural model of attaining success in both 
deliberate and unintended coopetition, based on the effects of effective management 
and control techniques, as well as having a flexible supply chain.  
4. To construct quantitative measures to measure and test the framework developed in 
objective 3, using a structural equation modelling technique to estimate and verify the 
empirical data.  
5. Finally, to provide theoretical and practical implications of the study outcome and 




In general, identifying the sources and the management of coopetition tensions have formed 
the bases of several coopetition studies. The formation, benefits and risks of coopetition 
alliances are also vital aspects of advancing coopetition studies. Therefore, understanding the 
formation and management of coopetition as well as the appropriate governing mechanism to 
ensure the success of a coopetition alliance would provide researchers and practitioners with 
valuable insights into the necessary factors for coopetition success and reduce the rates of 
opportunism. Consequently, this study is relevant and timely as it provides new perspective for 
understanding coopetition success based on the method of the strategy’s formation (Mariani, 
2007; 2018), the governance mechanism (Hung and Chang, 2012), the tension management 
(Fernandez and Chiambaretto, 2016; Wilhelm and Sydow, 2018), the role of a dedicated 
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alliance function (Liu and Ravichandran, 2011), and influence from SC (Qrunfleh and 
Tarafdar, 2014). Furthermore, as an emerging field in management studies, the study of 
coopetition has been influenced by frameworks and concepts from the traditional inter-
organisational strategies – competition and collaboration. Therefore, a structured coopetition 
model can be useful to allow coopetition practitioners to understand the formation, antecedents, 
management and success factors to obtain optimal benefit from the alliance. This factors would 
allow the potential coopetition manager to identify suitable coopetition partners and also 
recognise the ideal environment for coopetition to thrive, for example, by separating the 
elements of the coopetition strategy. Therefore, this study continues and extends the knowledge 
in the field by investigating if the success factors in engaging in deliberate coopetition are also 
applicable if the strategy occurs unintentionally.  
 
1.8 RESEARCH APPROACH AND DESIGN  
 
This section introduces the design and approach for the study and is described extensively in 
Chapter Three. Presenting the research design and plan at this stage is beneficial for the 
understanding of the overall research. Following a thorough review of methodological 
paradigms and philosophy, this study adopts a mixed-method design using well-established 
methodologies and techniques in two primary phases. Given the primarily exploratory nature 
of the study, a holistic investigation of coopetition was conducted using secondary sources, to 
uncover relevant themes within the subject area, which led to a concept clarification semi-
structured interview to create a better understanding of the themes and their real-life 
applications. This concept clarification was conducted by interviewing academic experts to 
ensure an effective theoretical positioning of the study and the practicality of the research’s 
aim and objectives.  
Subsequently, a detailed qualitative semi-structured interview was conducted to allow an 
exploration of the OGI. The semi-structured study targeted oil and gas industry experts within 
the SC field to explore the awareness, perception, success factors, effective control and 
management technique of the coopetition. It also uncovered the extent to which coopetition 
already occurs in the industry, both as a deliberate and emergent strategy based on the nature 
of the sector. As a result of the qualitative explorations, some hypothesis and a conceptual 
framework were developed for the study. In order to test the hypothesis, a web-based survey 
was identified as the most suitable and cost-effective tool for gathering empirical data for the 
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research. The questionnaire adopted pre-tested measures from existing literature based on their 
relevance to the study objective with slight modifications and developed new measures in cases 
where there were no pre-existing measures. The questionnaire was designed using google 
forms and deployed by directly contacting OG companies in the UK and using LinkedIn to 
recruit SC professionals in the OGI. The data collected was then subjected to rigorous analysis 
using descriptive tools and estimation using structural equation modelling. A detailed 
description of the methodology and approach will be covered in Chapter Three of the thesis. 
 
1.8.1 RESEARCH SETTING 
 
The study was conducted in the UK, with the unit of analysis based on individuals, with pre-
defined characteristics, for example, based on the length of work experience within a SC role 
of the Oil and Gas Industry. The UK is an essential player in the global OGI with a production 
of about 939,760 barrels per day and ranking 4th in terms of oil production in Europe (Oil and 
Gas, UK, 2018). Additionally, UKCS operations are served by a world-class UK supply chain, 
with skilled jobs and a significant turnover peaking at almost £40 billion in 2013 (Oil and Gas 
UK, 2014). Hence, findings from this study may be relevant to other similar industries, both 
within and outside of Europe.  
 
1.9 CONTRIBUTION AND ORIGINALITY 
 
As discussed above, coopetition studies are still emerging in management studies, particularly 
within the supply chain field, although, some studies in this field appear to focus primarily on 
horizontal relationships in the supply chain network. Other studies attempt to offer descriptions 
about, essential elements involved in coopetitive relationships; such as guides on partner 
selection, success factors. This study goes a step further by developing a framework, to test 
how certain factors such as the management and control can impact the outcome of coopetition 
performance. Additionally, the application of coopetition to the oil and gas industry is 
significantly under-researched, even though there is an opportunity for simultaneously 
collaborating and competing in an industry that is highly competitive such as the oil and gas 
industry. Therefore, this study would advance knowledge by investigating the occurrence of 
coopetition within the oil and gas industry. 
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Regarding the methodological approach, very few coopetitive studies have adopted mixed 
methods to uncovering the coopetition themes, with fewer studies utilising the structural 
equation modelling. As a result, there is a noticeable lack of pre-tested questionnaire items to 
measure some constructs within the coopetition field of study. This study, therefore, broadens 
the field of coopetition research by testing some additional questionnaire measures to be used 
in survey research and also adopts mixed-method study to understanding coopetition.  
 
1.10 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
 
The structure of the thesis reports on all aspects of the research conducted in this study, and it 
is presented in a five-chapter format (Perry, 2002) as illustrated in Figure 1.3, with each chapter 
containing several sections and subheadings.  
 
 
Figure 1.3: Structure of the Thesis 
Developed for the study 
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Chapter One: provides an introduction to the study by way of presenting the theoretical 
background to the research. The justification for the study and the research propositions and 
objectives are discussed. The methodology for the research will also be addressed, and the 
outline for the report is presented. 
Chapter Two: deals with the existing and pertinent literature on the coopetition and its 
strategies. It aims to provide a broad overview of prior scholarship on the concept of 
coopetition, its tensions, and other related themes. It includes the context for the research, a 
section covering the relevant coopetition themes such as its paradoxes and tensions, 
management. The chapter also discusses inter-organisational studies, its levels, networks and 
its implications on coopetition studies.  
Chapter Three: The chapter reviews the Oil and Gas Industry in relation to the coopetition 
strategy. It introduces the OGI, discussing how the UK Oil Sector evolved as well as its current 
state. It also highlights how the coopetition concept can be applied in the industry. The chapter 
concludes by asking the final research questions for the study.   
Chapter Four: introduces the research design and methodology used for this particular study. 
The research paradigm underpinning the research is chosen and justified. It includes the details 
on the design of the survey instrument, the data collection and the ethical considerations. The 
limitations of the research pertaining to the methodology are also discussed. 
Chapter Five: examines and discusses the results of the concept clarification and initial 
explorative semi-structured interviews. The analysis of the qualitative data is then used to 
develop the research hypothesis and conceptual model for the study.  
Chapter Six: explains the procedures for the quantitative data collection and the data collection 
instrument used in the study. It also discusses the outcome of the studies, piloting to access the 
reliability and validity of the data collection instrument. The sampling design and distribution 
techniques, the response rate, issues in recruiting participants are discussed. Additionally, the 
data analysis procedures, which includes the approach to cleaning and accounting for missing 
data, a reliability and validity test, procedures to account for common method bias and an 
overview of the SEM in AMOS is presented.  
Chapter Seven: presents the results of the survey analysis. A descriptive summary of the data 
is given, and a detailed analysis of the research data using several techniques in structural 
equation modelling to estimate model fit and test the hypothetical propositions.  
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Chapter Eight: serves as a conclusion to the research. The research propositions and 
objectives, as outlined in Chapter One, are revisited and findings made. The limitations of the 
study and suggestions for further research are also covered. 
1.11 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
This chapter was an introductory chapter; it laid the foundation for the study. The section began 
with a brief overview of the study; it also provided background and rationale for the study. It 
also provided a methodology for the research. The chapter also discusses the structure of the 
study.  
The following chapter, which is the review of existing pertinent literature, would discuss 
relevant literature for the study; it would include theoretical underpinnings as well as a research 
context. The final research questions would also be asked. 
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Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The previous chapter introduced the thesis topic, provided a general overview of the study, and 
justified the importance of the research area using relevant literature. The chapter also 
identified the aims and objectives of the study, presented the initial research questions, the 
research rationale and the structure of the research.  
In this chapter on literature review, existing research by credible scholars are explored and 
critiqued on their relevance to the research topic. Researchers use the scholarly literature in a 
study to present results of similar studies, to relate the present research to the ongoing dialogue 
in the literature and to provide a framework for comparing results of a study with other studies. 
According to Bruce (1994), the literature review is an essential chapter in a thesis as its purpose 
is to provide background and justification for the research undertaken.  
For this research, the literature review would focus on pertinent literature relating to inter-
organisational strategies and supply chain management, especially with regards to coopetition. 
This review is aimed at identifying the gaps in existing studies that motivate the research plans, 
as well as provides a basis for subsequent research questions. Eriksson (2008) believes that a 
properly written literature review is characterised by a coherent flow of thoughts which is 
impartial and comprehensive. It may also contain scholarship which is theoretical, analytical, 
empirical or methodological.  
Furthermore, owing to the complex nature of the research questions and how it relates to the 
contemporary world and its potential industrial application, it is crucial to review the literature 
to clarify gaps in knowledge and develop a more informed research question. Thus assisting in 
the development of a context for the research with a rounded view of the components that form 
the reality as pertinent fundamental conceptions such as trust, tensions in coopetition, alliance 
function, contractual control, are examined. For the specific purpose of this research, this 
chapter tries to provide a unified body of text that analyses the critical themes of existing 
knowledge on coopetition and coopetitive relationships and how it is applied in industries to 
ensure a successful implementation.  
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2.2 RESEARCH CONTEXT 
 
This section of the literature review develops from the research background discussed in 
chapter one (section Error! Reference source not found.). The section provides a broad 
overview of the relevant themes and the relationship between them. It also serves to introduce 
the context in which the study aims to review the existing literature in management literature. 
Coopetition is now recognised in management literature as an IOR, capable of increasing 
innovation among businesses while providing costs and risks reducing opportunities for the 
individual organisations (Gnywali and Park, 2009; Li et al., 2012; Ritala et al., 2016; Roig‐
Tierno et al., 2018; Runge et al., 2019). There are several pieces of evidence of successful 
coopetition practice, such as the relationship that exists between Yahoo and Bing, selling ads 
on the same platforms, to compete against Google (Velu, 2018). As discussed in the previous 
chapter, several factors can motivate organisations to engage in coopetitive alliances, e.g. 
creating a broader market, organisations jointly competing against a larger competitor or even 
to create a monopoly (Pulles, 2014; Wolff, 2016; Cygler et al., 2018).  
Since the conceptualisation of coopetition by Brandenburger and Nalebuff (1996), several 
studies have investigated the nature and practicality of the concept. For example, Morris et al., 
(2007), explores the relevance of the coopetition strategy for small businesses, Chen et al., 
(2008), studied its success factors, developing a hierarchal model for successful coopetition, 
Osarenkhoe, (2010), investigated the impact of the alliance with regards to value generation, 
Fernandez and Chiambaretto (2016) addressed tension management in a coopetition alliance 
Barney et al., (2017), reviewed the relationship between coopetition and innovation, Sahlan et 
al., (2018), examined the influence of religion on adopting the coopetition strategy.  
Despite the increasing attention, there still opportunities for further studies, particularly with 
regards to providing a framework for successful application in industries. Even though there 
are studies discussing coopetition success factors (Chen, 2008; Ritala, 2012; de Resende, 
2018), managing coopetition (Bengtsson, 2014; Wilhelm and Sydow, 2018; Le Roy et al., 
2018; Chiambaretto et al., 2019), levels and phases of coopetition (Dorn, 2016; Tidström and 
Rajala, 2016; Bouncken et al., 2018; Granata et al., 2019), there is no unifying study providing 
a guide for parties interested in engaging in a coopetitive relationship.  
Notably, Wolff (2016) developed a Coopetition Implementation Framework (CIF), to serve as 
a guide to managing coopetition relationships, the framework focused primarily on partner 
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selection in the alliance. Relevant coopetition issues such as relationship and tension 
management, control and governance techniques were missing from the framework. Hence, 
the CIF needs extending to capture management and control issues which would be beneficial 
in ensuring successful coopetition.  
In order to develop a coopetition guideline, it is necessary to review the primary elements of 
the strategy. The motives, formation, tension management, governance mechanisms guiding a 
coopetition relationship would be investigated to advance the understanding of the strategy and 
improve the success rate. Understanding the motives for engaging in a coopetition alliance may 
be vital in managing the relationship. For example, some organisations may enter into a 
coopetitive agreement for opportunistic reasons or promote illegal anti-competition practices 
by creating a monopoly (Bengtsson, 2014; Tidström and Rajala, 2016), which can put the other 
partners in jeopardy legally and economically. Therefore, the management of coopetition 
practices should be critical in any coopetitive endeavour. 
Additionally, the activity an organisation should coopete on as been subject to intense debate. 
For example, authors believe that coopetition should only occur in non-core functions of the 
organisation, to minimise the risks associated with the strategy (Dussauge and Garrette, 1997; 
Radziwon et al., 2017; Holotiuk et al., 2018). Whereas other authors claim that coopetition 
would offer more benefits if it occurs in core activities (Bouncken et al., 2015; Klimas and 
Czakon, 2018; Crick, 2018). These authors suggest that organisations should be more 
concerned about the proximity of the coopetition alliance to their final customers.  
Another area in coopetition studies that is vital to this thesis is the governance technique to 
control and guide the relationship. Relational governance, such as trust, is perceived not just as 
a governance structure but also a critical coopetition success factor (Chen, 2008; Ritala, 2012; 
de Resende, 2018). Although earlier IOR studies argue that trust does not exist IO alliances, 
instead organisations manage risks as it pertains to the situation (Sako, 1990; Cousins, 2002; 
Lee et al., 2018; Raza-Ullah et al., 2018). Additionally, studies have established that contractual 
agreement enables trust development in IORs (Sako, 1990; Mellewigt et al., 2007; Chai et al., 
2019). This thesis investigates the governance techniques and how it affects the outcome of 
coopetition.  
The formation of coopetition is also a crucial aspect of coopetition studies. According to 
Mintzberg and Water (1985), strategies can occur despite a lack of intention. With regards to 
coopetition, some authors argue that due to the complex nature of the alliance, the strategy 
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cannot occur without careful considerations, also adding that the absence of intention in a 
coopetitive endeavour is farfetched as there are no pure emergent strategies (Lundgren-
Henriksson, 2017). Additionally, most of the early coopetition studies, emphasises the 
intentionality of coopetition, citing its inherent benefits as a motivating factor for organisations 
(Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Luo, 2004; 2007). More 
recent studies on coopetition development strategies acknowledge both its deliberate and 
emergent nature (Mariani, 2007; Czakon and Rogalski, 2014; Dahl et al., 2016), especially 
considering the impact the external business environment has on organisations (i.e. government 
regulation, industry changes). However, it is unclear if the success factors critical to ensuring 
successful coopetition in a deliberate coopetition alliance can create a similar outcome in 
emergent coopetition. Does the nature of coopetition formation affect the outcome of the 
alliance? It is essential to investigate this notion since the industry under review in this study 
is highly influenced by external factors and may experience unintentional coopetition.  
Additionally, following a review of coopetition literature, it was observed that much of the 
current debate is focused on strategic management as can be seen in (Figure 2.1). State-of-the-
art literature review on coopetition, show that most of the coopetition studies are in the field of 
strategic management (Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Bouncken et al., 2015; Gast et al., 2015; 
Devece et al., 2019). This attention is not surprising as the coopetition is perceived as a strategy 
which offers several benefits to organisations, the industry and even the economy of a nation 
(Gulati et al., 2000; Bengstsson and Kock, 2014). To address the paucity of literature in other 
management fields, scholars have stressed the need to take advantage of the vast opportunities 
in other management areas to advance the coopetition literature (Devece et al., 2019). 
Therefore, this study continues the discussion on coopetition within the SC body of knowledge. 
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Figure 2.1: Frequently cited journals in coopetition research. 
Source: Gast et al. (2015, p. 6). 
 
One of the objectives of this thesis (objective 1, see page 26) is to conduct a thorough and 
comprehensive review of existing pertinent literature in the field of IORs and coopetition. In 
order to achieve this objective, the literature review would be conducted in a systematic format 
to ensure a coherent flow of idea, and to allow easier identification of the knowledge gaps.  
Therefore, the literature review is divided into four main parts, as follows: 
• The first part of the review explores inter-organisational relationships, its definition, 
nature, formation, antecedents, levels. The purpose of this section is to set the scene 
and provide more insight into the understanding of coopetition strategy.  
• The second part of the literature review explores the coopetition strategy; its definition, 
scope, motivators, its evolution in management studies, typologies, nature, drivers, 
success factors, management, formation. This section serves to identify the gaps in the 
coopetition field of study.  
• The third part clarifies the knowledge gaps identified from the review of coopetition 
studies. This section focuses on coopetition management, the governance structures, 
and the nature of coopetition formation.  
• The fourth part of the review explores coopetition from a SC viewpoint. Mainly, it 
explores the role of SCF on coopetition.  
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• This section of the literature review investigates the OGI, its nature, SC and forms of 
IORs adopted in the industry. It explores opportunities and disadvantages for the 
application of the coopetition strategy in the industry.  
• Finally, research questions for further investigation are posed.   
2.3 INTER-ORGANISATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS AND NETWORKS 
2.3.1 Defining Inter-Organisational Relationships 
 
Defining the relationships that occur among various organisations seems like a logical starting 
point for this study, which is centred around coopetition an inter-organisational relationship 
that occurs among competitors. This section seeks to uncover what elements are vital in 
defining and the classifications of IORs to allow proper positioning and exploration of the 
coopetition concept.  
The term ‘inter-organisational relations’ which first appeared in the 1960s is an umbrella term 
to describe relationships that occur between and among organisations (Cropper et al., 2008). 
Inter-organisational relationships in management literature refer to the interactions that occur 
between and among independent organisations, pursuing mutual goals and retaining their 
separate interest (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Tonge, 2012; Ebers, 2015; Agostini and Nosella, 
2017; Oliveira and Lumineau, 2019). The relationship can exist among various types of 
organisations, including private or public businesses, non-profit organisations, state-owned 
enterprises, governmental agencies and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) (Cropper et 
al., 2008). Additionally, the relationship can be between two organisations, multiple 
organisations or a network of organisations.  An IOR can occur in many forms, such as joint 
ventures (JV) (Nippa and Reuer, 2019), strategic alliances (Link and Antonelli, 2018; Robson 
et al., 2019), consortia (Chen, 2019), partnership (McCarthy, 2016), sourcing agreements (Park 
et al., 2018). Studies on IORs focuses on their origins, the patterns of relationship among the 
parties, the formation, survival, growth, management, dissolution and the consequences of the 
relationships (Copulsky and Wolf, 1990; Osborn and Hagedoorn, 1997; Murphy et al., 2005; 
Cropper et al., 2008; Eber, 2015; Oliveira and Lumineau, 2019).  
There are several definitions of IORs in management literature, for instance, Anderson and 
Narus (1991), define IOR as the set of social economic and technical ties that exist between 
two business organisations. This definition suggests that IORs are useful in creating helpful 
links to sharing resources or capabilities to meet the specific needs of an organisation. Kanter 
(1994), opts that a business relationship is a connection based on mutual agreement between 
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otherwise independent organisations, that can take different forms and contains the potential 
for further cooperation, to achieve added value. Similarly, Eikebrokk and Olsen (2005), 
perceive IORs as being advantageous for risk reductions and helps improve the 
competitiveness of the organisations in its business environment. 
According to Peng et al. (2012), the most crucial characteristics of an IOR is mutuality based 
on the exchange of cooperative and competitive activities on an organisational level. Exchange 
in IOR refers to a voluntary activity between two organisations which has consequences, actual 
or anticipates, for the realisation of their respective goals and objectives (Levine and White, 
1961; Ritter and Gemünden, 2003; Gulati and Nickerson, 2008; Huang, 2016; Roehrich et al., 
2019). This definition suggests that for an IO exchange to occur, there must be an understood 
requirement by the partners, to voluntarily participate in a beneficial relationship. 
Furthermore, studies have established that for a successful IO alliance to occur, it must be time-
bound. Exchange in IORs occur through a single interaction between organisations over an 
agreed timeframe, and continuous exchanges between these organisations result in a 
relationship (Johanson and Mattson, 1987; Lui, 2009; Marion et al., 2015; Howard et al., 2019). 
The definition shows that the notion of time is vital in IORs, as these bonds connect 
organisations, and the time duration is dependent on the outcome of prior interactions. The role 
of time in IO exchanges and interactions is not only useful for defining the timeframe of the 
relationship but also influences the subsequent interactions and manages the expectations of 
the organisations (Hakansson and Ford, 2002; Marion et al., 2015; Heaphy et al., 2018; Oliveira 
and Lumineau, 2019). 
Another crucial element of IOR, as identified by Clark (1998), is the definition of goals and 
expectations for the interaction is useful to determine behavioural patterns in an IOR. For 
instance, an organisation needs to determine the benefits a relationship would offer and decide 
if it is beneficial before the relationship begins. The two crucial elements of interaction that 
can help define goals are time and space. As presented above, time is relevant as lessons learned 
from previous interactions are beneficial in setting expectations and boundaries for the current 
and future interactions in IORs. Similarly, space refers to the context where organisations 
interact with each other using the availability of resources and the type of activities it engages 
in as the significant deciders of the outcome of their interactions (Johanson and Mattson, 1992; 
Jaskyte and Lee, 2006; Mallapragada et al., 2015; Mandják et al., 2016; Bouncken and Aslam, 
2019). 
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Moreover, authors have classified the interactions between organisations into three primary 
categories (implicit, explicit and asymmetric), depending on the level of relationship awareness 
(Clark, 1998; Provan and Sydow, 2008; Marion et al., 2015; Harmeling and Palmatier, 2019). 
Implicit interactions occur when an organisation is unaware of the effects another organisation 
has on its business, while interaction is explicit if all organisations are aware of each other and 
the exchanges between them and can be hostile, responsive or benign. Asymmetric interactions 
assume that one organisation is more aware of the benefits from the relationship than the other 
and can take advantage of this knowledge (Clark, 1998; Harmeling and Palmatier, 2019). This 
categorisation implies that the level of awareness of an IOR differs and can affect the outcome 
of the relationship, suggesting that organisations explicit recognition offers mutual benefits, 
seeing as the other levels increase the risks to organisations. Interestingly, the various levels of 
awareness of the effects of an organisation on another is an essential conceptualisation for 
emergent coopetition. Organisations that have both implicit and asymmetric level of awareness 
of IO interactions could be potential candidates of emergent coopetition.  
In sum, IORs are deliberate interactions that occur among one or more organisations, over a 
specific period, and space to add value to the performance of the individual organisations. 
However, while organisations can access the potential benefits of engaging in an IO interaction, 
there is a likelihood that they are unaware of the effects of other organisations on their 
performance. Thus, organisations should set prior boundaries or expectations before interacting 
with other firms.  
2.3.2 Defining Inter-Organisational Networks 
 
In management studies, networks refer to any pattern of relationships that exist among 
individuals or organisations, where each member is linked or connected to the other members 
either directly or indirectly (Provan et al., 2007; Padula and Dagnino, 2008; Baker and 
Faulkner, 2017; Jung et al., 2019). Brass et al. (2004), defined networks in the form of nodes, 
which represents the actors in alliances. According to them, a network is a set of nodes and the 
set of ties which represents the relationships between the nodes, which can occur directly or 
indirectly.  
In IO networks, organisations tend to create dependent links to oversee the management of the 
network, which is instrumental in determining the potential outcomes and behaviours within a 
system (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Baker and Faulkner, 2017). These links could combine 
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both competitive and collaborative motives, where the participating organisations have private 
or mutual interests, implying that relationships in a network can manifest in several forms 
(Abdallah and Wadhwa, 2009; Baker and Faulkner, 2017).  
In many instances, the presence of network ties signifies the existence of a relationship, 
although, the intensity of the connection influences how organisations relate with each other 
and create the avenue for identity formation within the networks (Gulati et al., 2000; Brass et 
al., 2004; Provan et al., 2007; Agostini et al., 2019; Mitterlechner et al., 2019). These authors 
agree that strong ties between organisations suggest a close and stable interaction with high 
intensity in the relationship, characterised by regular communication and results in continuous 
collaborative interests. Whereas, organisations with weaker ties involves casual, one-off 
exchanges that are temporal or indirect. Therefore, interactions between organisations are 
integral to network arrangements and can drive the formation of business relationships to create 
a network structure. 
Poulymenakou and Klein (2006), realised that because networks require a higher level of social 
integration, they have a dual boundary setting, internal and external boundaries. From the 
internal perspective, organisations within a network need to define their shared values, to align 
their shared interests, allowing them to take advantages of opportunities within the network. 
From the external viewpoint, the members of the network set the boundaries. Although, 
Hakansson et al., (2009), points out that even though the interactions between organisations in 
a network are complex, they are a fundamental dynamic of the relationship because these 
interactions determine the development of the links.  
Accordingly, networks highlight a connectedness that suggests that relationships cannot exist 
in isolation or independently. Thus suggesting that within this study, the network is 
characterised by an agreement based on mutual expectations to engage in business interactions, 
even though, the form and intensity of the interactions may not be appropriately defined.  
 Levels of Analysis in Network Research 
 
Studies relating to IO alliances highlight the importance of the relationship ties that 
organisations create. Hence, the interests that surround the associations between organisations 
in IO networks reviews has advanced in many disciplines (Provan et al., 2007; Albers and 
Schweiger, 2011; Baker and Faulkner, 2017; Agostini et al., 2019).  
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Fundamentally, for the network typologies existing (e.g. IO networks, organisational networks, 
intra-organisational networks), the structure of the network and the way the relationships are 
analysed are similar. For example, the levels of the relationships are studied under three 
categories, i.e. macro, meso and micro levels. The macro-level analyses the relationship 
between groups of organisations at the industry level, the meso-level is concerned with both 
the number of organisations in the interaction, i.e. dyadic and the positioning of the interaction, 
i.e. horizontal or vertical, while the micro-level investigates the number of interactions that 
occurs between the units and individuals in an organisation (Dagnino and Padula, 2002; Provan 
et al., 2007; Knoben et al., 2018).  
 A typology by Albers and Schweiger (2011) present a contrasting view of how cooperative 
and competitive relationships should be studied. They showed four groups of cooperative-
competitive relationships that combine the primary focus of organisations with their relational 
focus (Figure 2.2).  This study seeks to make sense of the IORs in the oil and gas industry from 
a network perspective; thus, group two and four, which focuses on the network level analysis 
would be discussed. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Level of analysis for IORs and networks (Albers and Schweiger, 2011 p. 95) 
Group two focuses on network relationships, with primary analytical emphasis on single 
organisations. Specifically, this group analyses the relationships within organisational 
networks. It applies a network perspective that suggests that network structure may offer 
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valuable insights into the relational ties of organisations and the relevance of an organisation’s 
position in the network (Gnywali et al., 2006). Whereas, Group four focuses on the external 
competitive relations of among two or more networks to create benefits to its members either 
by competing against other networks to gain more members, and to retain and gain a more 
extensive customer base. Therefore, the positioning of this thesis falls within group two of this 
typology as it seeks to investigate the coopetitive relationships between single organisations 
within a network (oil and gas) for improved performance.  
 
2.4 COOPETITION IN CONTEXT 
 
The origin of the term coopetition is not clear, as literature provides several accounts of how 
the term came to be. Some authors argue that the term was first used in 1913 by a merchant to 
describe the cooperative relationship between some of his suppliers (Cherrington, 1976), others 
claim that its initial usage was in a 1937 article by the Los Angeles Times (Smith and Vogel, 
2010). However, the most famous account believe that the term was coined by Ray Noorda, 
the former CEO of Novell in 1990, to depict the relationship between his competitors (Dagnino, 
2007).  
Notwithstanding its initial use, the term attained popularity in management literature, following 
an in-depth conceptualisation by Brandenburger and Nalebuff in 1996. According to 
Brandenburger and Nalebuff (1996), coopetition is more than just a linguistic combination of 
competition and collaboration, but a mindset and a phenomenon that combines two juxtaposing 
concepts to create value. Likening the coopetition to pies, they argue that the collaboration 
aspect of the relationship allows parties to create a larger pie, while simultaneously competing 
to obtain a more substantial portion of the ‘pie’. 
Even though the term and the strategy attained popularity in 1996, and has since gained the 
attention of many scholars, there is yet to be a single accepted definition for the term (Padula 
and Dagnino, 2002; Peng et al. 2012; Bouncken et al., 2015; Devece et al., 2019). Nonetheless, 
scholars agree that coopetition involves competitors, cooperating to create value and by 
combining resources to achieve a mutual goal, while also attempting to attain a more significant 
competitive edge (Bradenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Luo, 2004; 
2007; Kwai-Sang and Chan, 2008; Yami et al., 2010; Ritala et al., 2016; Bouncken et al., 2018).  
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Competition is the rivalry that occurs between organisations for resources, consumers, profits 
and even prestige (Simandan, 2017; Swab and Johnson, 2019), while cooperation involves 
more than one organisation engaging in a mutually beneficial relationship instead of competing 
(Lindenfors, 2017; Le Pennec and Raufflet, 2018). The combination of the two different forms 
of IOR shows that adopting this form of alliance would prove complex, especially since 
organisations’ motives for coopetition may be blurry and can lead to uncertainty of the parties 
involved. Hence, this section would investigate the coopetition strategy to uncover, its 
evolution, the various levels, motives, trends of the concepts and raise questions regarding the 
practicality of the approach.  
 
2.4.1 Definition and Scope of Coopetition 
 
Since the conceptualisation of coopetition by Bradenburger and Nalebuff (1996), the topic has 
become popular in management literature. Many authors have offered several definitions for 
the term in academic literature. For example, Lado et al. (1997) described coopetition as a 
‘rent-seeking strategic behaviour’ (p. 122) that seeks to provide a productive balance between 
competitive and collaborative strategies. Similarly, Zeldin, (2004), suggests that a coopetitive 
relationship is a form of affiliation that exists between various independent organisations with 
common interests that are simultaneously collaborating and competing with one another.  
Although there is a unanimous agreement about the nature of coopetition, researchers have 
investigated the concept from several viewpoints to help develop an extensive understanding 
of the complex phenomena. Despite the vast studies, there is yet to be one single accepted 
definition of the construct (Padula and Dagnino, 2002; Peng et al. 2012; Bouncken et al., 2015; 
Devece et al., 2019). However, the review of existing literature highlights three primary 
approaches to defining coopetition. 
Firstly, several authors have conceptualised coopetition as an IOR, which combines and 
alternates between both converging and diverging interests of competition and collaboration 
(Figure 2.3) (Bradenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Padula and 
Dagnino, 2007; Czakon, 2010; Rusko, 2011; Czachon and Mucha-Kuś, 2014; Lundgren-
Henriksson and Kock, 2018; Zacharia et al., 2019). For example, coopetition is portrayed as a 
form of interdependence, based on converging, overlapping benefits, such as value creation 
through knowledge sharing (Dagnino and Padula, 2002; Padula and Dagnino, 2007; Loebbecke 
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et al., 2016). The significance of this approach is that there are varying motives of focal 
organisations engaging in a collaborative association. Several studies, particularly within 
strategic alliances, investigates the various interests of organisations across several alliance 
portfolios (Dyer et al., 2008; Wassmer, 2008; Hoffmann, 2007; Lavie, 2007; Ritala, 2012; 
Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Raza-Ullah et al., 2018). Generally, studies within this approach 
investigate the emergence of competition within collaborative endeavours.  
 
Figure 2.3: Defining the Elements of Coopetition (Rusko, 2011 p. 312) 
 
Another approach considers coopetition from an institutional perspective. Breznitz (2007 p. 3), 
defines coopetition as “a systemic institutional configuration that shapes the capabilities and 
behaviour of specific industries and clusters of firms”. This approach follows from Porter’s 
(1985) school of thought that believes public policies should be considered when managing 
coopetition because they can influence successful coopetition practices within networks of 
organisations and thus impacts the success of the organisations. This definition of coopetition 
can be interpreted in two distinct ways; on the one hand, it may suggest that a coopetitive 
relationship on a network level between two varying industries characterised by their rules 
would uncover several competencies for both sectors to flourish. On another hand, it seems to 
advocate for network-level coopetition, such that an industry, for instance, the OGI, encourages 
coopetition among the firms in the industry to strengthen the overall performance of the 
industry. This approach to defining coopetition is essential to this study as one of the central 
focus of the research in line with Wood (2014) recommendation of collaboration, suggests that 
when companies within the industry engage in coopetition, it can improve the industrial 
performance.  
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The third approach to defining coopetition is as a conduit for an organisations value creation 
and appropriation. According to Bradenburger and Nalebuff (1996), coopetition occurs when 
an organisation collaborates with other organisations within its value net (Figure 2.4) for value 
creation and then competes to earn a more significant competitive edge based on the value 
created. This definition is from the game theory perspective and is based on two coordinating 
games, prisoner’s dilemma and the stag hunt (Ritala and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2009). 
Bradenburger and Nalebuff (1996), proposed the value net, as a tool for mapping the set of 
competitive and collaborative involvement of an organisation. The definition extends the 
conventional Porters Five Forces by including the sixth force; products and resources 
complement (Porter, 1985; Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996). 
 
 
Figure 2.4: The Value Net, (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996, p.30) 
Studies regarding viewpoints suggest that even though the two progressions of value creation 
and value appropriation are different in their competitive and collaborative tactics, there is still 
an interrelationship between them. Thus, researchers believe that the two functions together 
make up is the foundational principle of an organisations’ performance generation (Teece, 
1986; Teece et al., 1997; Teece, 2006; Afuah, 2009; Rusko, 2011; Ritala and Tidström, 2014; 
Park et al., 2014; Volschenk et al., 2016; Bouncken et al., 2019).  
The three definitions discussed above are accepted and crucial for this study. The initial 
conceptualisation of the coopetition, which forms the basis of the coopetition research, suggests 
that for coopetition to exist, there must be an interaction between the two opposing elements 
of IORs (competition and collaboration), and from a network perspective, industries 
encouraging coopetition among its operators can improve the performance of the sector and 
finally, coopetition is a beneficial strategy for value creation and appropriation.  
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Additionally, coopetition was defined with respect to its process of occurrence, where it was 
described as an IOR, with the cooperative and competitive interactions unfolding over time 
(Bengtsson et al., 2010). This view considers coopetition through two continua. One continuum 
perspective (Figure 2.5), suggests that coopetitive relationships exist between two extremes, 
the other (Figure 2.6) argues that the cooperative and competitive elements can co-exist from 
one continuous dimension.  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Coopetition one continuum (Bengtsson et al., 2010 p. 199) 
In essence, (Figure 2.5) suggests that for coopetition to occur, the cooperative and competitive 
interactions should be extreme (i.e. high competition and high cooperation), while (Figure 2.6), 
shows that the cooperative and competitive elements can occur in any dimension (i.e. strong 
competition and weak cooperation). The second perspective, (coopetition on two continua), is 
in line with the aim of this thesis, as such, this definition would be adopted for this study.  
 
Figure 2.6: Coopetition on two Continua (Bengtsson et al., 2010 p. 199) 
 
Interestingly, most coopetition literature is based on this standpoint, albeit some studies 
focusing only on some of its characteristics. For instance, some studies investigate some 
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competitive tendencies amongst organisations with familiar collaborators, which are its 
customers, suppliers and complementors (Dowling et al., 1996;  Khanna et al., 1998; Di Guardo 
and Galvagno, 2007; Padula and Dagnino, 2008; Afuah, 2009).  
 
2.5 REASONS AND MOTIVES FOR COOPETITION 
 
One of the popular areas of studies in coopetition literature is uncovering the reasons and 
motives for organisations to engage in the relationship. The most common reason for 
coopetition identified in management literature is value creation to improve the financial 
position of the organisations (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; 
Ritala and Tidström, 2014; Raza-Ullah et al., 2018; Cygler et al., 2018). From the resource 
dependence theory and the resource-based view, organisations seek to utilise their resources 
efficiently to remain productive and retain or improve their competitive standing (Oum et al. 
2004; Garrette et al. 2009; Ritala 2012; Dorn et al. 2016; Devece et al. 2019).  
Bengtsson and Raza-Ullah (2016), while investigating the motives for coopetition, categorise 
the coopetition drivers into three classes, namely: internal, external and specific to the alliance. 
According to them, the internal drivers refer to specific motives such as capabilities, resources 
that can encourage organisations to collaborate with the competitors (Luo 2007; Gnyawali and 
Park 2009; Ritala et al. 2014). The external drivers are environmental or industry-specific 
factors that force organisations into coopetition (Sahaym et al. 2007; Ritala 2012; Bengtsson 
and Johansson 2014). The drivers specific to the alliance relates to the specific factors in 
relationships between partners that can enable the formation of a coopetition alliance (Khanna 
et al. 1998; Luo et al. 2008; Peng and Bourne 2009; Gnyawali and Park 2011).  
Scholars have observed that there are several economic (Osarenkhoe, 2010; Barney et al., 2017; 
Fernandez et al., 2018), social (Stree et al., 2016; Wang, 2018), and strategic (Tidström and 
Rajala, 2016; Christ et al., 2017; Monticelli, 2018) factors that have necessitated the need for 
coopetition among organisations. For example, coopetition can assist rivalling organisations in 
enhancing their internal capabilities, ensure technological advancements and improve the 
efficiency of their operations (Hamel et al., 1989; Luo, 2007; Gnyawali and Park 2011; Czakon 
et al., 2015; Cygler et al., 2018).  
Additionally, Hamel (1989; 1991), rationalises that close collaboration among competitors can 
allow an organisation to absorb the competencies and skills of their rivals while being 
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protective of revealing their skills. Hamel (1991), points out that coopetition allows 
organisations to benefit from one another (quasi-internalisation) and offers the opportunity to 
acquire the skill of competitors (de facto internalisation). Luo (2007), in agreement, argues that 
the skills inherited from competitors can subsequently be adapted to new products and markets 
to improve the market value of the organisation.  
Absorbing the skills of competitors, particularly those in coopetition relationship is called 
opportunism and is the most common danger of coopetition identified in the management 
literature (Tidström, 2014; Estrada, 2018; Kraus et al., 2018; Chai et al., 2019). The fear of 
opportunism among coopetition partners is one of the major factors that deter organisations 
from adopting the coopetition strategy. Studies show that it is not uncommon for organisations 
to give away more than they gain in the risk-return equation; this imbalance is because of 
improper application of the coopetitive strategy (Luo, 2007). Therefore, several coopetition 
studies are devoted to the proper management of coopetition relationship to minimise the risks 
of opportunism (Luo, 2007; Tidström, 2014; Czakon et al., 2015; Cygler et al., 2018). For 
example, such as internal stability, proximity to the customers, activities to collaborate are 
some factors that can assist organisations in addressing opportunism in a coopetitive 
relationship (Tidström, 2014; Estrada, 2018).  
Another motivation for coopetition is the associated benefits that are attainable from the 
alliance, such as, risk, cost and uncertainty reduction in new products development and 
innovative endeavours (Luo, 2007; Ritala and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2009; Bouncken and 
Kraus, 2013; Ritala et al., 2016; Roig‐Tierno, 2018). According to Luo (2007), due to the high 
costs and risks involved in innovation, and market entry for new products, organisations, may 
consider collaborating with competitors who already have similar competencies and target 
audience, as they would have insights to the needs of the market and the business environment, 
which can ease the process of new product development and create value for the organisation.  
To explain the factors that can motivate organisations to engage in coopetition, Song (2004), 
developed a framework that categorises the factors which motivate coopetition endeavours 
(Figure 2.7) into five groups; strategic, economic, operational, marketing and financial.  
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Figure 2.7: Motivation for Coopetition (Adapted from Song, 2004) 
 
Strategic motives are the most popular and widely researched motive for coopetition because 
it involves market positioning and relates to resources and resource allocations to create long-
term benefits for the organisation (Schwab, 2012; Christ et al., 2017). Innovativeness, market 
expansion, enhancing competitive advantage are some of the benefits for coopetition motivated 
by strategy. The strategic motivation for coopetition is influenced by the opportunities 
organisations have to take advantage of each other’s complementary resources (Song, 2004; 
Tidström and Rajala, 2016). With regards to economic motivation, authors found that factors 
such as promoting economies of scale, increasing organisations capabilities can motivate 
coopetition and create collaborative advantage (Contractor and Lorange, 1988; Song, 2004; 
Fernandez et al., 2018). Similarly, organisations engage in coopetition to reduce costs and share 
financial risks, as most organisations aim to attain a robust bottom-line, which can be achieved 
by joint investment (Song, 2004; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Wang, 2018). Operational 
motivations are also crucial because operations can be improved by sharing knowledge or 
know-how that can enhance the quality of service and consequently result in more profit 
(Hwang and Chiang 2010). Additionally, technological advancement and marketing 
capabilities are other factors that can motivate coopetition. For example, Chim-Miki and 
Batista-Canino (2017), using the tourism sector as a case study argues that sharing marketing 
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From the above, there are several motivations for OGI to engage in coopetition. For instance, 
on a strategic level, the industries, as well as the operators within the sector, can adopt the 
strategy to improve the rate of innovativeness, and reduce the cost of operations, which also 
relates to economic, technological and financial motivation.  
Notably, deciding on the coopetition motives using Song (2004) framework may be difficult 
as there seem to be overlapping elements amongst them. For instance, strategic and economic 
reasons are inter-related as they aim to improve competitive positioning and reduce costs for 
the organisation. Consequently, Möller and Rajala, (2007), suggests that the motives for 
coopetition can be divided into two groups; exploitative; concerned with improving existing 
business opportunities and explorative; which involves value creation for new business 
networks. Market expansion and innovation pertain to explorative motives, whereas 
exploitative reasons concentrate on cost reduction through the achievement of synergies or 
scale effects, reduction in insecurity in the supply chain and reducing investment costs. The 
compilation of competitive advantage through an increase in competitiveness and market 
power can be a strong motive for coopetition. Nevertheless, it stems from realising explorative 
and exploitative reasons. 
Song (2004), can be instrumental in categorising motives, as the factors can be divided into the 
two categories, based on the particular business situation, thus allowing organisations to 
determine the purpose of coopetition. It should be noted that while this study is not explicitly 
focused on the factors that motivate coopetition, understanding the motivators is instrumental 
in conceptualising the forms of coopetition (i.e. deliberate and emergent).  
 
2.6 THE EVOLUTION OF COOPETITION RESEARCH 
 
Strategic management literature has shown a significant shift in studies and practice in the 
recent decade, showing a move from a purely competitive mindset, grounded in organisational 
economics and resource-based views (RBV), to a more cooperative approach  (Brandenburger 
and Nalebuff, 1996). The collaborative aspects gained its roots from extending the RBV outside 
the organisational boundaries by attempting to access the relational benefits obtainable from 
organisations and networks alliances (González-Benito et al., 2016; Bong et al., 2018; Clarke 
and MacDonald, 2019). More recently, scholars in strategic management are interested in 
reviewing the advantages of combining both the competitive and collaborative strategic 
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mindset (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Padula and Dagnino, 
2002; Peng et al. 2012; Bouncken et al., 2015; Devece et al., 2019). As part of objective 1 (see 
page 26), this study reviews the evolution of coopetition in management literature by reviewing 
the opposing constructs of the relationship separately.   
 
2.6.1 The Competitive Perspective 
 
The competitive perspective has dominated many areas in management studies for a long time, 
including strategic management (Porter, 1980, Barney, 1986; Stonehouse, and Snowdon, 2007; 
Madsen and Walker, 2015), organisational economics (Wiilamson 1975; 1985; Pitelis, 2005; 
Clark 2012; Clark and MacDonald, 2019), marketing management (Borden, 1964; Coughlan, 
1985; Gronroos, 2007; Armenia et al., 2018). According to Richardson (1972), the metaphor, 
‘an island in a sea of market relations’ best captures the features of the competitive perspective.  
Several studies investigate the competitive dynamics and interactions among competing 
organisations. For instance, Ferrier et al., (1999) studied the nature of inter-organisational 
competition while Hoskisson et al., (1999), investigated how organisations translated 
competitive dynamics into competitive advantages. Competitive dynamics which is based on 
Schumpeter’s (1942) theory of creative destruction and Austrian Economics. It highlights the 
way organisations act and reacts to its competitive environment to attain a competitive edge 
(Ferrier et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2007; Clark, 2012; Clark and MacDonald, 2019). 
The competitive perspective is primarily concerned with how organisations achieve and 
maintain a competitive edge over their rivals. Organisations develop competitive strategies to 
allow them to contend with their rivals to create or maintain a competitive advantage. 
Competition in management literature is described as a situation where several similar actors 
in a market struggle for limited resources to produce goods or services that meets the needs of 
similar consumers (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Hunt, 2007). The competition perspective 
focuses on the interdependence of individual organisations. McNulty (1968), describes the 
concept in terms of an exchange relationship occurring between existing and unchanging 
economic units. Whereas, in line with Schumpeter's reasoning, (Schumpeter 1962), 
competition is associated with internal industrial efficiency and the development of innovative 
technology, new sources of supply as well as types of organisation. McNulty (1968), adds that 
one of the downfalls of competition is its failure to recognise the effects of competition on one 
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economic unit on other groups, including the industrial structure. Additionally, Hunt and 
Morgan (1995), stress the passive nature of competition in management literature.  
Competitive strategies were rationalised as either involving the internal or external parts of an 
organisation (Copeland, 1962; Porter, 1980; Chen et al., 1999; Clark and MacDonald, 2019). 
The external perspective positions competition within the Structure-Conduct-Performance (S-
C-P) model of industrial-organisation economics. This model known as Porter’s Five Forces 
shows that the structure of an industry can influence its state of competition and the structural 
dynamics within the industry (Porter, 1980; Porter and Kramer, 2002; Armenia et al., 2018). 
Additionally, Porter (1980), claims that these forces could demonstrate the average profitability 
of the industry. Within the internal perspective, authors emphasise the importance of 
developing the internal attributes of an organisation such as its resources and capabilities based 
on the RBV (Copeland, 1962; Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1986; Stonehouse, and Snowdon, 
2007; Madsen and Walker, 2015). RBV claims that the capabilities and resources of an 
organisation give rise to its competitiveness within an industry. Therefore, based on the 
diversification of resources, researchers attempt to understand the impacts of resources on 
organisational performance. 
Moreover, Chen (1996), proposed the concept of market commonality and resource similarities 
to make sense of the pre-competitive tensions. Although, based on RBV, an organisation’s 
advantage is dependent on it having strategic assets that are superior to its competitors. 
Therefore, the ability to sustain the edge is a function of the heterogeneity of such resources 
(Madhani, 2010). Notwithstanding, Chen (1996), suggests that three factors; awareness, 
motivation and capability (AMC), are responsible for providing the theoretical backgrounds 
for evaluating elements capable of influencing an organisations reaction to competition. It was 
argued that competitors could only react to a competitive move if they are; (1) aware of the 
move, (2) are motivated to respond and (3) possess the capacity to react (Chen et al., 2007; Liu 
and Hou, 2010; Chang and Chiu, 2016; Stadtler and Lin, 2017; Chen et al., 2018). Thus, they 
believe that understanding organisations AMC would influence competitive tensions.  
Lado et al. (1997), further argues that competition provides economic advantages since it 
motivates innovation and encourages the efficient allocation of scarce resources. However, 
Dagnino (2009), argues that competition encompasses a zero-sum orientation. It assumes that 
economic value creation occurs within an organisation, claiming that IO interactions are 
responsible for the distribution of economic values. Therefore, organisations may be unaware 
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of the opportunities to realise positive-sum benefits through effective collaboration (Kanter, 
1994).  
Furthermore, Lado et al. (1997), maintains that structuring IORs as a zero-sum; would 
encourage competitiveness, which would make organisations protective of their resources, 
capabilities and core functions. Thus, making cooperation difficult or increase the risk of 
opportunistic behaviour (Williamson, 1985). It is, therefore, putting organisations at the risk of 
the learning race, which occurs when organisations seek to absorb the competencies of its 
partners while protecting their competitive capabilities (Kale et al. 2000). As a result, Quintana-
García & Benavides-Velasco, (2004), discovered that having a purely competitive behaviour 
provides temporary gains and organisations with this view are unable to maintain a sustainable 
competitive advantage.  
Within the study of competition dynamics, there is an implicit vies that some competitors are 
more suited to engage in competition than others. This difference in competitiveness allows 
differential growth and profit rates among organisations in an industry. This view suggests that 
longterm competitive behaviours can lead to a monopolistic position for the organisation in a 
sector, as opposed to a state of perfect competition (McNulty, 1968). According to Park (1998), 
the Schumpeterian, or neo-Austrian, view competition as a rivalry process existing among 
organisations where only the fittest competitors survive. The classical economists perceive 
competition as a behaviour concerned with pricing, whereas Schumpeter claims that for an 
organisation to retain competitive advantage, innovation and new product development should 
be prioritised. Therefore, the ability to innovate, create and invent can separate a successful 
organisation from an unsuccessful one and allow the creation and retention of competitive 
advantage (Schumpeter, 1942). Based on the Schumpeterian tradition, the dynamic model of 
competition views the nature of competition along dimensions of intensity, hence intense 
competition is considered to be the key defining factor for motivating firms to innovate and 
upgrade their competitiveness (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000).  
The summary of the competitive theoretical framework are as follows: 
1. Economic value creation occurs within the organisation, while IORs influences the 
distribution of the value created. From the vertical viewpoint, the price of exchange explains 
the part of economic value retained by the supplier and the part of economic value allocated to 
the client. While the horizontal perspective focuses on the results from the allocation of 
customers’ preference among competitors.  
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2. Competition is based on a zero-sum game, since the success of an organisation, implies 
the loss defeat of other organisations.  
 
2.6.2 The Cooperative Perspective 
 
According to Newton (2016), the ability to make joint decisions for mutual benefits may have 
evolved among the ancient population, despite their limited reasoning capabilities, suggesting 
that collaboration is an essential aspect of human interaction. Despite its long history, the 
interest in collaboration increased after the realisation that organisations can still achieve added 
value by collaborating with other organisations (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981; Taylor, 1987; 
Child et al. 2005; Rand and Nowak, 2013; Wang et al., 2018). As a result, organisations focused 
on developing relational advantages with other firms, especially those that possess the 
capabilities to compete effectively in the evolving business environment (Ireland et al., 2002; 
Child et al. 2005; Wang et al., 2018). Through cooperation, an organisation can make up for 
its lack of resources or competence by collaborating with other organisations that can provide 
the missing resources (Taylor, 1987; Child et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018). 
Inter organisational collaborations in their many forms; joint ventures, partnerships, strategic 
alliances, networks (Beamish and Berdrow, 2003; Osborne, Williamson and Beattie, 2002; 
Grant and Baden-Fuller, 2004; Sydow and Windeler, 2003) have been extensively researched 
from a wide range of disciplinary bases, including several, such as geography and politics, 
which do not relate directly to management or organisation studies. Even within the realm of 
management and organisation studies, the subject is studied from a rich diversity of theoretical 
perspectives, including mid-range theorising grounded in psychology (Gomes et al., 2005), 
sociology (Gustavs and Clegg, 2005; Larsson et al., 2003) or economics (Nguyen and Meyer, 
2004), as well as theoretically promiscuous approaches such as institutional theory (Steensma 
et al., 2005; Teague, 2005). 
 
The collaborative perspective presents the business environment as a composition of 
interdependent networks of organisations entangled in complex relationships with other 
organisations (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981; Dyer and Singh, 1998; Cozzolino and Rothaermel, 
2018). This form of alliance allows organisations to have access to resources or skills that may 
have been unavailable to them, to create new opportunities — thus creating an advantage for 
the organisation (Ireland et al., 2002). 
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Lado et al. (1997), discovered that it is not uncommon for organisations in collaborative 
interactions to exhibit rent-seeking behaviours, where they strive to obtain value and provide 
little or no value in exchange. However, Dagnino (2009) claims that economic value creation 
in a cooperative endeavour is based on the positive-sum game, where organisations seek to be 
engaged in a mutually beneficial relationship. Thus, a collaborative effort cannot be successful 
if the organisations involved are not obtaining value from the alliance. 
Furthermore, for organisations to achieve a collaborative advantage, they need to collaborate 
within a trusting and committed environment ((Kanter, 1994). A trusting environment can 
minimise the risk of opportunism in a collaborative alliance, because trust can generate 
economic rents, e.g. providing mechanisms for social control and reducing transactional costs 
Lado et al. (1997). Authors argue that another factor that can reduce the risk of opportunism in 
a collaborative alliance is reciprocity (Dagnino, 2009; Matthews and Harris, 2018; 
Schweinfurth and Taborsky, 2018). 
Notwithstanding, there are still some limitations to engaging cooperative endeavours. Frank 
(1988), observes that the true intentions of some organisations may be difficult to understand 
as opportunistic partners may be difficult to differentiate from genuinely trustworthy partners. 
Besides, it was observed that collaboration increases mutual commitments of unique and 
specific resources to the cooperative efforts, which, in turn, aggravates strategic inflexibility 
(Bresser and Harl 1986; Barkley and Henry, 2001; McQuaid, 2010; Daroń, 2017; Meschi et 
al., 2018). Moreover, it is believed that external reliance of organisations on other firm’s 
resources can be detrimental to the organisation's performance as it makes them vulnerable to 
external elements or isolating them from relevant information that exists outside their network 
(Dagnino, 2009). Consequently, although the cooperative mindset is essential to create 
collaborative benefits, it may be not enough for achieving sustained superior performance and 
viability. 
 
2.6.3 Collective Competition VS Competitive Collaboration (Coopetition Terminologies). 
As described in previous sections, the competitive and cooperation constructs were 
traditionally viewed as opposite ends of a single continuum (Quintana-García & Benavides-
Velasco, 2004). The relationship dynamics between the constructs were also studied separately, 
based on the argument that integration would threaten each dynamic (Bengstsson and Kock, 
2000). Management scholars realised that integrating the two juxtaposing concepts may be 
advantageous, which led to the conceptualisation of another form of IOR. As this form of IOR 
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gained popularity, studies within alliances and competitive dynamics increased, although, 
using different terminologies such as ‘collective competition’, ‘competitive collaboration’ or 
even ‘cooperation with rivals’ depending on the focus of their study (Gomes-Casseres, 1994; 
Chen, 2008). Alliance literature views the construct of collaboration among competitors as a 
zero-sum approach, adopting an opportunistic perspective Transactional Cost Economics 
(TCE) framework. For instance, Hamel et al. (1989), referring to the construct as competitive 
collaboration, reviewed how to obtain more value than the other partners in the relationship. 
Subsequently, Hamel (1991) reasons that this form of relationship results in a learning race, 
where each firm strives to obtain more knowledge than their partners before the termination of 
the alliance — thus implying a zero-sum game between collaborators. 
Similarly, Park and Russo (1996), discovered that value appropriation in joint ventures is 
increased between direct competitors. Collaboration among competitors has also been studied 
in competition literature. Notably, Ketchen and Snow (2004) include coopetition in a 
competitive dynamic study, while Chen (2008), discovered that competition-based coopetition 
adopts competitive attributes (e.g. industry structure and inter-firm competition to predict 
outcomes (e.g. intensity, duration, organisational learning among partners) of collaborative 
efforts (e.g. JV). 
The issue is that there are various studies on coopetition, but use different terms to 
conceptualise the construct, even after, the introduction of the coopetition term. Therefore, 
there may be confusion about the differences between coopetition and other alliances such as 
horizontal alliance or even collective competition. Hence, scholars developed a framework for 
classifying collaborative relationships between competitors. Burger et al., (1993), referred to 
alliances between competitors within an industry as a horizontal alliance, distinguishing it from 
vertical alliances which occurs between organisations in adjacent stages of a value chain 
(Harrigan, 1988). Hence, according to Harrigan (1988), JVs are considered vertical if buyer-
seller relationships are created between the owner and the venture, and horizontal if similar 
strategic activities link them. The second useful classification which supports implicit 
coopetition theory, suggests that organisations, that contribute similar resources to achieve 
scale advantages is categorised as scale alliance, while the contribution of complementary 
resources to attain differential advantage is referred to as link alliance (Dussage et al., 2004). 
In addition, Luo et al. (2007), suggests that organisations can form alliances with their 
competitors to accomplish both competitive and collaborative benefits.  
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Therefore, the coopetition construct has been studied in both competitive and collaborative 
literature and can aid in advancing the understanding of coopetitive dynamics, by drawing from 
the existing studies.  
2.6.4 The Coopetition Perspective 
Yami et al., (2010) described coopetition as a non-conventional, paradoxical and unorthodox 
approach to IOR because it combines two contradictory concepts. Although, coopetition 
researchers maintain that it is an evolving strategic perspective possessing the capabilities to 
combine and outperform the advantages of the traditional strategies and encourage 
organisations to adopt the strategy (Bradenburger and Nalebuff, 1996). Similarly, Chen (2008), 
observes that, despite the competition and collaboration perspectives being essential in the 
overall organisational strategies, researchers have not fully grasped the interrelationships that 
can occur between the constructs and its inherent benefits. Therefore, this study seeks to dig 
deeper into the coopetitive construct, by reviewing its nature, recurring themes and impacts on 
organisations. 
 
 A Scan of Related Literature 
 
The coopetition concept has been studied in various management fields, following the 
foundational works of Brandenburger and Nalebuff (1996) as well as Bengtsson and Kock 
(2009). The literature on coopetition offers several characteristics of the construct. 
First, coopetition was described as a multi-level construct consisting of at least three levels 
(inter-firm, intra-firm and network levels) (Bengtsson et al., 2013). Coopetition literature 
focuses on inter-firm level alliance and pays little attention to network-level and intra-firm 
level coopetition (Luo, 2005; Gnyawali et al., 2006; Peng and Bourne, 2009; Bouncken et al., 
2015; Devece et al., 2019).  
The conceptual development of the coopetition construct has progressed significantly since its 
initial conceptualisation (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; 
2009; Gnyawali et al., 2006; Peng and Bourne, 2009; Dagnino and Padula, 2009; Bouncken et 
al., 2015; Devece et al., 2019). The progress in development follows several calls to expand 
the nature of coopetition theoretically (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Luo, 2005; 2007). In 
developing the coopetition, a differentiation of the construct was made based on the number of 
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rival organisations and value-adding activities in the relationship (Dagnino and Padula, 2002). 
Luo (2007), typifies coopetition into four main categories based on the intensity of the alliance; 
contending, isolating, partnering and adapting situations. Similarly, Gnywali et al., (2008), 
indicates that the intensity of a coopetitive relationship increases when the competitive and 
collaborative elements coincide, as opposed to when they occur in separate time frames.  
The subjects examined in coopetition literature are in three categories; the drivers, the context 
and the outcomes (Gnywali et al., 2008). Although coopetition literature acknowledges the 
main drivers for coopetition (e.g. government regulations, market condition) (Padula and 
Dagnino, 2007; Walley, 2007; Peng and Bourne, 2009; Bouncken et al., 2015; Devece et al., 
2019), limited studies are investigating the coopetition drivers and its implications. From the 
contextual perspective, coopetition has been applied to explain various relationships and 
phenomena, including supply chain relationships, firm-government (or broad stakeholders) 
relationships, and collaboration with direct/indirect competitors. For instance, Luo (2007), 
suggests that coopetition can be applied to study the relationship between multinational 
companies (MNC) and their host governments. 
Finally, in the study of the outcome of coopetition, scholars (e.g., Lado et al., 1997; Bengtsson 
et al., 2010; Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Lindström and Polsa, 2016; Kraus et al., 2019) 
conceptually address the performance implications of coopetition. However, fewer studies 
focus on the empirical aspect of coopetition (Walley, 2007; Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Devece 
et al., 2019). Only a few studies have dealt with financial performance (Luo, Rindfleisch, & 
Tse, 2007; Ritala et al., 2008; Baierl et al., 2016; Chen, 2019; Hennig and Malmsten, 2019), 
innovation performance (Quintana-García & Benavides-Velasco, 2004; Park et al., 2014; 
Bouncken et al., 2016; Estrada et al., 2016; Runge et al., 2019), JV stability (Park & Russo, 
1996; Park, 2011; Park et al., 2014; Vanyushyn et al., 2018), and competitive behaviour 
(Gnyawali et al., 2006; Park et al., 2014; Gnyawali and Ryan Charleton, 2018; Czakon et al., 
2019). With limited empirical studies and some inconsistent results, however, there is a great 
deal of ambiguity concerning the effects of coopetition on firm performance. More coopetitive 
themes would be discussed to help broaden the view and understanding of coopetition 
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2.7 COOPETITION THEMES 
2.7.1 Paradoxes and Tensions in Coopetition 
 
Since the introduction of coopetition to management literature, there has been an exponential 
rise in the interest of both academics and industry professionals in the concept. The increase in 
interest is attributed to the inherent benefit the concept offers to the individual firm, the SC and 
the industry (Bradenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Luo, 2007; 
Gnyawali and Park, 2009; 2011; Wu, 2012). However, despite this growing popularity, it has 
been observed that there are several opportunities to expand the knowledge, particularly 
regarding its materialisation, management and its nature (Raza-Ullah et al., 2013; Bouncken et 
al., 2016; Devece et al., 2019). For instance, there is no clear consensus about how to manage 
the tensions in a coopetition relationship. Gnywali and Park (2011), established that tension in 
a coopetition alliance is inevitable, due to its paradoxical nature and the drivers for the alliance 
may differ between the coopeting parties (Raza-Ullah et al., 2014).  
Several studies have explored the tensions in coopetition relationships. For example, Park and 
Ungson (2001), stresses the importance of studying coopetition through a paradoxical lens, 
since the strategy encourages joint efforts between rivals. They added that the relationship 
mismanaging the tensions could result in managerial complexities which can affect the 
outcome of the alliance — therefore substantiating the need to review how to manage the 
tension in the relationship effectively. 
Raza-Ullah et al. (2014), presented two contradictions responsible for the paradoxical nature 
of the coopetition strategy. The first contradiction of coopetition, as reported by Brandenburger 
and Nalebuff, (1996), is joint value creation versus private value creation. This contradiction 
is concerned with balancing the individual goals of an organisation with the mutual goal of the 
other parties. The particular focus is on resource and knowledge sharing, and allocation, 
involuntary information leakage, mainly since the motives may be underhanded to obtain 
sensitive information (Hamel et al., 1989; Khanna et al., 1998; De Rond & Bouchikhi, 2004; 
Luo, et, 2008; Raza-Ullah et al., 2014; Czakon et al., 2015; Christ et al., 2017; Fernandez et 
al., 2018). Since the contradiction leads to knowledge sharing/protection dilemma, Bouncken 
and Kraus (2013) recommend that organisations ensure that their internal maturity outweighs 
the strength of its external boundaries before engaging in a coopetitive endeavour to avoid 
opportunism.  
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The other contradiction that can occur from a coopetitive relationship is a long-term vs short-
term orientation of the organisations. As Das and Teng (2000) argued, while one of the 
competitors may commit to a coopetitive relationship on a long-term basis, the other may 
behave deviously for short-term gains. The inability of partners to judge the long-term vs short-
term motives of potential coopetitors is a major discouraging factor in the decision to fully 
collaborate in such relationships.  
To emphasise boundaries in coopetition, Raza-Ullah et al., (2014), demonstrates that different 
contextual factors generate forces to create internal and external boundaries of paradox in 
coopetition. While the internal boundaries dwell on the differences between the two 
contradicting elements, the external boundaries unify these elements. It is also important to 
note that these boundaries are formed concurrently and are the prerequisites for the 
materialisation of a paradox. Hence, these boundaries are necessary conditions for the 
materialisation and sustenance of paradox in coopetition. Since, this notion has been studied 
extensively, with the use of various terminologies, to avoid confusion, (Table 2.1) presents the 
differences between paradox and similar organisational tensions.  
 
Organisational Tensions Characteristics 
 
Paradox 
Contradictory yet interrelated elements (dualities) that 
exist simultaneously and persist over time; such elements 
seem logical when considered in isolation, but irrational, 
inconsistent, and absurd when juxtaposed.  
 
Dualities (A and B) — Opposites that exist within a 
unified whole:  
- internal boundary creates distinction and highlights 
opposition. 
- external boundary encourages synergies by 
constructing the unified whole.  




Competing choices, each with advantages and 
disadvantages.  
Paradoxical when options are contradictory and 
interrelated such that any choice between them is 
temporary and tension will resurface. 
 
Dialectic  
Contradictory elements (thesis and antithesis) resolved 
through integration (synthesis), which, over time, will 
confront new opposition.  
Paradoxical when elements are both contradictory and 
interrelated.  
Because synthesis stresses their similarities, neglecting 
valued differences, integration is temporary. The need for 
different qualities persists such that synthesis gradually 
favours one over the other (i.e., C and D retain core 
characteristics of A and B, respectively). 
Table 2.1: Distinguishing among organisational tensions  
(Source: Smith and Lewis, 2011, p. 387). 
 
Das and Teng (2000), from a dialectic viewpoint, differentiate competing forces based on three 
notions; short-term vs long-term, rigidity vs flexibility, and cooperation vs competition. They 
argue that this notion can lead to internal tensions and as a result, cause instability, which can 
terminate the alliance. Subsequently, De Rond and Bouchkhi, (2004) identified additional 
sources of tension in inter-organisational engagements (Figure 2.8), and divided them into four 
categories, i.e. their performance, organisation, belonging (identity) and learning, according to 
the activities and elements in organisations (Lüscher and Lewis, 2008).   
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Figure 2.8: Potential Sources of Dialectical Tensions in Alliances  
(Source: De Rond and Bouchikhi, 2004 p.66) 
 
From Figure 2.8, De Rond and Bouchikhi, (2004) represents the various tension in opposite 
directions. For example, cooperation and competition represent organisational tensions. This 
categorisation of strains is crucial for this study. Besides the apparent tensions that exist 
between collaboration and competition, additional tensions applicable to this study can be 
identified (e.g. trust vs vigilance and emergence vs design) and would be reviewed further in 
the research.  It should be noted that some authors have discussed the balancing of these 
dialectical tensions, for instance, Astley and Fombrum, (1983) covered the individualism vs 
collectivism pair, Tracey and Clark (2003), discussed replication vs innovation, conflict vs 
compromise was investigated by De Rond and Bouchiki, (2004). 
In addition, paradoxical constructs can be categorised according to directions (vertical and 
horizontal) and time (diachronic and synchronic) dualities (Table 2.2) (Ford and Backoff, 
1988). For instance, paradoxes can arise from the breakdown of a diachronic duality into a 
synchronic duality or from a diachronic and vertical duality. Based on this, Clarke-Hill et al., 
(2003), realised that the coopetition paradox arises from the breakdown of the diachronic 
duality into a synchronic one, resulting in tensions in the relationship. These tensions arise 
because of the relationship between contradicting logics that characterises coopetition 
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Same Level Different Level 
Same Time Same Time 
Diachronic 
Same Level Different Level 
Different Time Different Time 
Table 2.2: Forms of Dualities  
(Source: Adapted from Ford and Backoff (1988)) 
 
Regarding the dealing with tensions in a relationship, Poole and Van de Ven (1989), suggests 
four ways to respond to tensions in relationships. They propose that tensions should be 
(accepted) implying that, the dualities and elements should be separated, to acknowledge the 
difference between them. They also recommend that opposing forces should be allocated across 
various units (spatial separation); dealing with one at a time (temporal separation), and, 
(synthesis), seeking a view that accommodates the opposing poles. This typology aims to 
encourage the acceptance and resolution of the tensions in relationships.  
Subsequently, Das and Teng (2000) encourage a balancing strategy where neither of the 
contradictory forces dominates over the other. They claim that when there is a balance, the 
strength of competing forces is at similar levels (high-high or low-low). When partners achieve 
a balance between all these pairs of competing forces, the alliance will be stable and will 
achieve its objectives. When one force is powerful enough to dominate over its competing one, 
the alliance will turn into either a merger, acquisition or lead to the dissolution. Although, this 
argument has been criticised for attributing a higher value to stability than change by indicating 
that partner should balance the contradictory forces that may unsettle the status quo. De Rond 
and Bouchikhi, (2004), believe that Das and Teng’s (2000), contradicts the dialectical 
perspective by giving normative assumptions as to which states of social phenomena are better 
or more desirable than others. Based on the above typologies (management and balancing), this 
study would review tension management and its influence on coopetition success.   
Another typology stresses the importance of conflict management views in managing 
coopetitive tensions (Tidström, 2009). According to her, the tensions in coopetition can be 
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developed into, operational, normative and strategic tensions, and positioned at three levels: 
organisational, relational and external (suppliers, salesmen and institutional) (Figure 2.9). 
Tidström (2009), believes that organisational level conflicts could either be operational or 
normative, relational level conflicts are normative or strategic, while at the external level, there 
are several third actors affecting conflict, i.e. suppliers, salesmen, customers and political 
actors.  
 
Figure 2.9: Causes of tensions in coopetition  
(Source: Tidström, 2009 pg. 514) 
 
Therefore, it can be implied that the type of cooperation that exists between competitors either 
(less or more collaboration or voluntary or forced cooperation) can explain the kind of conflicts 
that can arise.  
Consequently, Tidström (2014) proposes three styles for tensions management: collaboration, 
competition or avoidance. The typology is based on the findings of Bengtsson et al. (2010) 
study comparing the form of tension management technique with the nature of the alliance.  
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Where the cooperation is high, and the competition is low, the three tensions management 
styles can be mobilised based on the nature of the tension. The collaboration was utilised to 
manage tensions relating to field activities. These tensions emerged when two of the coopeting 
organisations decided to refocus their activities to their core competencies, i.e. transform 
coopetition from horizontal to a vertical one. The partners faced suspicions of the requirement 
that a company had to stop manufacturing and selling its product to its customers. Hence, 
collaboration removed doubts and transformed the situation into a win-win one. Lüscher and 
Lewis, (2008), proposed a similar process, stating that collaboration was utilised to make sense 
of the coopetition paradox, while partners that are incapable of managing the paradox moved 
to competition to resolve conflicts. The study found that most of the tensions in coopetition 
were resolved through either the competition or avoidance conflict management style. This 
finding suggests that neither acceptance nor resolution or synthesising of the competing forces 
was at play in managing tensions. This form of tension management is therefore positioned 
within a dialectical tradition where one force dominates the other, in line with Das and Teng, 
(2000)’s assertion.   
Coopetition tensions can also appear at inter-organisational (IO), intra-organisational and inter-
individual levels for various causes (Fernandez et al., 2014). They suggested different strategies 
to address the tensions based on their roots. The tensions at the IO level were strong and intense, 
owing to the dilemma between value creation and value appropriation. Managing this form of 
tension is limited to a third party (two institutional actors), playing a mixed role which resulted 
in either intensifying or reducing the tensions. The third-party was used to organise and 
coordinate the coopetition endeavour. Intra-organisational level tensions were caused by the 
dilemma that occurs between combining two distinct industrial approaches, and the need for 
protection and sharing. Finally, at the inter-individual level, tension appears between 
individuals in a team, as members were from competing organisations, they could not see each 
other as partners. Fernandez et al., (2014)’s investigation showed the existence and persistence 
of coopetitive tensions at different organisational levels and proved that the integration and 
separation principles could be combined to manage coopetition tensions (Figure 2.10). 
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Figure 2.10: Management of tensions in coopetition (Fernandez et al., 2014 p.232) 
 
Drawing from Fernandez et al. (2014)’s stance, regarding the use of a third party to manage 
coopetition, several questions arise which this study aims to answer, for instance, who are the 
members in the third party, since selecting members from within the coopeting organisations 
can result in inter-individual tensions. 
Similarly, if an independent third-party organisation is used to organise and manage a 
coopetitive relationship, it could introduce another for of inter-organisational tensions among 
the coopeting organisations. Another question regarding integration and separation is the 
choice between these management strategies dependent on the activity being collaborated on 
or the location of the activity in the value chain? Based on the above typologies, this study 
would review tension management and its influence on coopetition success.   
 
2.7.2 Coopetition Drivers in IORs 
 
As mentioned in Section 2.5, one of the primary themes in coopetition studies is identifying 
the reasons and motives for coopetition. This section focuses on the factors that drive 
coopetition. However, since there are limited studies on coopetition drivers in management 
literature, factors that drive IOR would be reviewed and compared to coopetition.  
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With regards to the formation of IORs, Oliver (1990) highlights six determinants of 
relationship formation based on various theoretical approaches such as TCE, social capital. 
These determinants are; necessity, asymmetry, reciprocity, efficiency, stability and legitimacy 
(summarised in Table 2.3) 
Determinants Characteristics  
Necessity Establishes IORs to meet necessary legal or regulatory requirements (i.e. 
government regulations, professional regulatory bodies). 
Asymmetry IORs are motivated by the potential to exercise power over other 
organisations or their resources. There is an imbalance of power, which 
could be influenced by organisational size. 
Reciprocity IORs to pursue common or mutually beneficial goals or interests. It 
emphasises cooperation, collaboration, and coordination rather than 
domination, power, and control. 
Efficiency IOR is prompted to improve the internal input-output ratio. It is useful to 
improve efficiency if a firm anticipates increases in return on assets or 
reductions in unit costs, waste, downtime, or cost per client. 
Stability IORs are formed to enhance stability (predictability), used as a coping 
mechanism to forestall, forecast or absorb environmental uncertainties. 
Legitimacy IORs are formed to increase legitimacy. Can be used to improve 
reputation, image, within its environment. Organisations aim to interact 
with other firms with a higher level of legitimacy. 
Table 2.3: Determinants of relationship formation  
(Adapted from: Oliver, 1990) 
 
Oliver, (1990), stressed that besides necessity which occurs based on mandates, the 
determinates occur voluntarily to address specific needs of organisations from its external 
environment. Notably, even though each determinant provides sufficient basis for IORs, more 
than one determinant can influence IOR choices.  
Similarly, to understand the dynamics of partners selection in IORs, Gulati and Gargiulo 
(1999), combined resource dependency theory (RDT) to determine if the organisation should 
engage in IORs, and social network theory to decide on potential partners. Primarily, 
organisations interact with one another to manage their dependence on other organisations in 
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their business environment, to mitigate the uncertainties generated by dependence.  Pfeffer and 
Salancik, (1978), argued that resource-dependency is a process that mediates between 
environmental demands and organisational actions. Therefore, when choosing collaborative 
partners, organisations should identify the competencies, need, and reliability of the potential 
partners; these would aid the creation of stable, preferential relationships. Thus, Gulati and 
Gargiulo (1999), suggests that the interdependency; the amount to previous direct (relational 
embeddedness), and indirect (structural embeddedness) including the combined network 
centrality (positional embeddedness) improves the probability of a relationship between 
organisations. They also noted that, even though network differentiation (maturity) positively 
influences the chances of relationship formation, the transformation of the emerging network 
into mature one will reduce the role played by strategic interdependence and enhances the 
function of combined centrality on relation formation probability. One explanation of the 
increasing maturity of the network enables organisations to use this network as a source of 
information for their future partnerships, which mitigates the effects of exogenous 
interdependence on the formation of a new relationship. 
Subsequent studies on the formations of IORs found that neither the resource needs of the 
organisations nor its social structure is significant in predicting a relationship. Instead, they are 
linked to inducements and opportunities (Ahuja, 2000). They added that possessing the three 
tenure related advantages (commercial, technical and social capital), influences the IOR 
formation inducements and opportunities. Additionally, the innovativeness of the organisations 
creates an added benefit for IOR formations in organisations lacking the tenure-based 
advantages.  
While studying the multifaceted nature of coopetitive relationships, Dowling et al. (1996), 
adopted resource dependency and transactional costs theories to review the antecedents of IOR 
formations. They discovered that some external factors or structural characteristics such as 
concentration, interconnectedness and munificence (based on resource dependency theory), 
and some internal factors such as the importance of resources, asset specificity and 
opportunism (based on transaction costs), can result in the formation of a coopetitive 
relationship. Dowling et al., (1996), also realised that coopetitive relationships are more likely 
to occur in highly regulated and global industries, than in less munificent environments. Within 
the concentrated industries, organisations are more involved with a higher number and variety 
of suppliers and buyers who may also be competitors, while munificent environments tend 
increased conflicts and interdependence between organisations because of scarce resources in 
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the industry. Notably, the UK OG industry is highly concentrated, with many organisations 
competing for limited resources, which implies that coopetition can exist within the industry.  
Time is also considered as a resource which could be scarce, particularly in hyper-competitive 
industries where the time needed for innovation or the design and generation of new 
components are time-sensitive. Here, making a competitor, a supplier may be a realistic 
alternative to maintaining a competitive advantage. This factor is consistent with Oliver 
(1990)’s necessity IOR determinate, where relationships are formed because of legal mandates. 
Resources are critical to an organisation, primarily if they represent significant percentages of 
their inputs or outputs on internal levels. The more specialised an asset or resource becomes, 
the higher the transactional cost and switching costs become, with regards to changing 
suppliers. These forms of assets make it difficult for organisations to find new suppliers, even 
if their supplier's strategy changes to become competitors. An example of this form of 
relationship is between tech giants, Apple and Google. Apple now relies on Google to provide 
a public cloud for data storage for its iCloud services (CNBC, 2018), while Google has become 
the default search engine for Apple’s Siri (Boland, 2017).  It should be noted that sourcing 
specialised assets from competitors can lead to opportunistic behaviours, seeing as the 
competitors can obtain information from the types of assets being sourced. Sourcing from a 
competitor can lead a firm to unintentionally, signalling its competitors when new product 
development is ongoing, thereby allowing the competing firm additional gains through 
opportunism.  
There have been several studies attempting to uncover the rationale behind collaboration 
among competitors. For instance, Hamel et al., (1989), believes these relationships are useful 
to tackling common issues faced by the organisations such as regulatory changes, Tether 
(2002), suggested that competitors collaborate to set industry standards or learn about their 
competitor’s competencies. Fjeldstad et al., (2004), claims that environmental factors such as 
the need for market penetration, encourages coopetition, while Gnywali and Park (2009), the 
high costs of R&D, the productions of short life cycle products (reducing time to market to 
attain added benefits during the short life-cycle from the products), technological convergence, 
the risks of new technologies drive collaborations among competitors.  
Moreover, Carayannis and Alexander, (2003), revealed that organisations decide which 
competitors to collaborate with based on the traditional determinants related to relational 
strategies complementarities between partners, costs and risk sharing arguments, and similar 
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or overlapping resources. The meeting between these contextual and the specific characteristics 
of the organisations that results in the organisation’s decision to engage in collaboration, which 
is in line with Ahuja (2000)’s argument that the formation of IORs is systematically related to 
inducements and opportunities.  
Consequently, the coopetitive strategy would be adopted if the expected benefits are positive 
and outweigh the values that can be attained from other forms of IORs which may provide 
similar advantages (Borys and Jemison, 1989; Williamson, 1995). Arino and Ring (2010) also 
realised that fairness as well as expected value creation in the formation phase influences 
organisations’ decision to engage in coopetition. In other words, coopetition partners need to 
be convinced that the expected value produced by the relationship is proportional to their 
contributions and that their partners will not diminish value from the relationship. These 
conditions are necessary for the formation of a coopetitive relationship.  
Regarding the UK OGI, some of these drivers would come into play. Wood (2014), strongly 
encourages collaboration within the industry and organisations are offered incentives to 
collaborate (Oil and Gas UK, 2016); however, there are no strict government regulations for 
organisations to collaborate. Thus, removing necessity as a determinant for IORs in the 
industry. Therefore, it can be implied that organisations would collaborate with their 
competitors in the industry if they expect additional values to be attained, especially with 
regards to firm performance.  
 
2.7.3 Impacts of Coopetition on Organisational Performance 
This study aims to review the impacts of coopetition on organisational performance in the OGI. 
Coopetition literature identifies improvement in organisational performance as one of the 
benefits of engaging in a coopetition relationship (Gnywali et al., 2008). Therefore to 
understand the impacts of coopetition on performance, it is crucial to review Lado et al., (1997) 
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• High cooperation + low 
competition. 
• Organisations seek 
mutual benefits. 
• Collective interests 
rather than self-interest 
are promoted. 
• Relationships are 
fostered by value 
sharing and creation. 
 
• High cooperation + high 
competition. 
• Positive sum orientation 
• Organisations strive to 
balance the cooperative 
and competitive 
elements. 
• Behaviour is based on 
endogenous growth 




• Low cooperation + low 
competition. 




• Collude to control 
market prices. 
• Lobby governments to 
enact regulations to curb 
competitive rivalry.  
Competitive Rent-Seeking 
Behaviour 
• Low cooperation + high 
competition. 
• Organisations are 
willing to attain 
competitive advantage. 
• Zero-sum orientation 
• Organisations strive for 
higher performance. 
• Acquire and utilise 
scarce resources 
efficiently. 
Table 2.4: Coopetition Rent-seeking Behaviours (Lado et al., 1997). 
 
Consequently, Lado et al. (1997), realised that organisations that adopt syncretic behaviour are 
more likely to attain superior performance as opposed to the other three practices. They 
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explained that combining high levels of cooperation and competition creates economic rents, 
improves market growth and provides an avenue for knowledge creation and development. 
Despite the benefits of this form of coopetition, Lado et al., (1997), stresses the difficulty in 
managing these relationships, as maintaining a sustainable coopetitive relationship depends 
mainly on resource heterogeneity among the coopeting parties as well as organisations having 
suitable internal and external conditions. Additionally, Lado et al., (1997), explained that the 
more organisations that exist within an industry, the less opportunity for market growth as 
resources becomes scarce. Thus, syncretic coopetition offers added benefits by leveraging on 
the competencies of other organisations to create and improve value.  
Regarding the difficulties involved in coopetitive practices, Hamel et al., (1989), suggests that 
organisations need to adopt some principles to overcome the challenges involved in combining 
collaboration and competition.  
1. Organisations need to grasp its strategic objectives as well as the objectives of its 
potential partners to understand how it can influence their likelihood of success.  
2. Organisations must acknowledge that conflicts would arise in the relationship and be 
prepared to work through and effectively manage the conflicting situations to attain 
their company objectives.  
3. Organisations need to be cautious about strategic knowledge sharing, ensuring that 
internal boundaries are present when deciding the form of information that should be 
exchanged, while also monitoring what information their partners request.  
4. Organisations should try to learn from its alliances by seeking to absorb knowledge 
even outside the confines of the relationship agreements and, also increasing the 
avenues to apply the new knowledge.  
 
Moreover, Gnywali et al., (2008), discovered that proactive organisations with the resources, 
capabilities and competence to manage a complicated relationship and have coopetitive 
mindset have a higher chance of engaging in a successful coopetition endeavour. This leads to 
the question about the effects of SC flexibility on the outcome of coopetition.  
Furthermore, while studying the effects of horizontal alliance on organisations’ productivity 
and profitability, Oum et al., (2004), realised that while horizontal relationships have no 
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significant impact on an organisation’s profitability, it has a positive association with the 
organisations’ productivity. Whereas, a relationship with high cooperative elements positively 
influences the organisations’ productivity and profitability. A similar study by Ritala et al., 
(2008), investigating the impacts of coopetition on organisational performance, revealed that a 
coopetitive relationship is beneficial when the organisation collaborates with some (not all) of 
its primary competitors. Peng et al., (2012), while studying coopetition in low-tech industries 
noticed a positive correlation between coopetition and organisation’s improved performance, 
stressing that coopetition reduced the timeframe necessary for the organisations to attain the 
increased level of performance. These studies, therefore, prove that coopetition can increase an 
organisation’s performance and productivity which this study is concerned with, as a practical 
application of coopetition in the OGI can aid in improving the productivity of these 
organisations.  
Although it is difficult to have a comprehensive definition of an organisation’s coopetitive 
performance, which can be evaluated by researchers to clarify the contradictory interaction 
between competition and collaboration, for instance, an organisation’s performance is assessed 
as an isolated lease from a competitive viewpoint, while it is viewed as a relational rent of the 
organisations involved in an alliance from the collaborative standpoint.  
It is crucial to acknowledge Eikebrokk and Olsen (2005) attempt to empirically study the 
theorised positive connection between coopetition and the success of e-business in SMEs. 
Although, they further pointed that coopetition has been conceptualised as an organisation’s 
ability to partake in an alliance and assess it as the combination of factors related to the 
organisation’s capability of sourcing alignment and external governance. Although, this view 
of coopetition does not consider the competitive aspect of the paradox. 
 
2.7.4 Critical Coopetition Success Factors 
As established in previous sections, coopetition is a strategy that combines two juxtaposing 
paradox to create added value for the parties. Since, the strategy combines two uniques 
elements, ensuring its success may not be straightforward. Walley (2007), warns that not all 
coopetitive relationships are successful, therefore stressing the need to identify success factors.  
One of the success factors presented in coopetition literature is concerned with the mindset of 
the parties in the alliance. Bengtsson and Kock (2000), argue that a friendly mindset is critical 
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to ensuring that cooperation element of coopetition is successful, as hostility in the cooperation 
phase can cause tensions in the relationship where the parties become more invested in their 
personal gains than in the collective value creation that can be achieved from the relationship. 
Levy et al., (2003), therefore suggests that organisations should separate the two significant 
stages of coopetition; the competitive and pre-competitive stages of the relationship to reduce 
the tensions in the alliance thus making the IOR easier to manage. Levy et al., (2003) sum that 
active management of the relationship is critical to its success, as, through active management, 
organisations can decide what information to share, with whom to share this information and 
under what conditions. Bengtsson and Kock (2000), agreeably, state that separating the stages 
of coopetition help prevent unintended knowledge and competency sharing, which may 
otherwise put the organisations at risk of opportunism.  
Furthermore, Bengtsson and Kock (2000), added that proximity is another factor that 
determines success in a coopetitive relationship. According to them, proximity to the 
consumers plays a vital role in separating the cooperative and competitive elements of 
coopetition, arguing that collaborative endeavours occur further away from the end-users while 
the organisations then compete on activities closer to the consumers.  
Zineldin (2004, p. 783), stresses the importance of motivation and strategic fit in ensuring 
successful coopetition. He added that for a coopetitive relationship to be successful, the 
partners need to meet five essential criteria; 
• Strong motivation and willingness to engage in coopetition, and also have something 
valuable to contribute to the relationship (strategic fit), adding that a coopetitive 
relationship is more sustainable if the parties involved have a clearly identified source 
of competitive advantage.  
• The need for interdependencies. Each partner should have complementary resources or 
skills that are advantageous to other partners, thus demonstrating the need for the 
relationship and proving the reliance and level of investments in the alliance.  
• The partners also need to have a cultural fit. He suggests that possessing the right 
attitude would allow the partners to commit to the relationship and encourage sharing 
the necessary information and resources to ensure a beneficial outcome. 
• Adequate organisational arrangements and institutionalisation. The relationship should 
be formalised, with each partner having clearly defined roles, responsibilities and 
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expectations. They should also put conflict resolution measures in place to ensure the 
alliance can handle disputes without declining the quality of the relationship. 
• Finally, the partners need to integrate their activities and have some level of integrity. 
This integration would create an avenue for effective communication, to help minimise 
the risk of opportunism, and improve the process of transparency. The integrity ensures 
that partners do not take advantage of the relationship for private gains and encourages 
mutual respects among the partners, ensuring that they conduct their affairs honourably.  
 
Zineldin (2004), further added that, because the dynamics of an IOR changes during the 
lifecycle of the relationship, as parties may interpret, re-interpret and react differently to the 
actions of their coopetitive partners, therefore stressing the need for similar organisational 
cultures. While Zineldin (2004)’s criteria seem logical, it may be difficult to assess the motives 
of other partners as organisations decide to engage in coopetition for varying reasons Raza-
Ullah et al., (2014), which may be harmful to the relationship. Similarly, since the coopetition 
occurs for various reasons and in some cases, coopetition is forced strategy, Mariani (2007), 
the partners may not value the role of integrity as much as having a robust contractual 
agreement to protect their competitive advantage.  
Consequently, Chin et al., (2008), postulated a hierarchical model of coopetition, drawing from 
Zineldin (2004)’s assertions (Figure 2.11), to enable organisations cope with the several 
tensions involved in the relationship and create a formal protection mechanism in the 
management of coopetition to allow the sharing of vital information and resources while 
avoiding the leakage of technological or core competencies.  
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Figure 2.11: Hierarchical Model of coopetition strategy management (Chin et al., 2008 p. 442) 
 
Their model suggests that management leadership, long-term commitment, organisational 
learning, trust, knowledge and risk sharing, information system support and conflict 
management are critical in determining the success of a coopetitive relationship. The 
characteristics of the model were summarised in Table 2.5. 
Category of Factors Summary 
Management Commitment  Management leadership, reflecting the extent to which 
management supports the implementation of coopetition 
strategy, which can be perceived through its mission and 
vision statement, willingness to allocate resources and put 
policies in place to promote coopetition all contribute the 
success of the coopetitive endeavour. Thus, potential 
partners can determine the outcome of a coopetitive attempt 
through the attitude of its management to the relationship. 
Furthermore, they believe that long-term commitment also 
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benefits the relationship as responsibilities between 
partners become clearly defined.    
Relationship Development The two essential elements responsible for influencing 
relationship development are common goals and 
knowledge and risk-sharing. They also claimed that trust is 
also a vital element for relationship development. Trust in 
this regard was conceptualised as the thread that ties two 
distinct organisations with common goals and interests. 
Communication Management  Conflict management and information system supports are 
the two essential factors in internal and external 
communication. The conflict management system is 
identified as a critical function in helping to maintain an 
intensive level of cooperation with competitors, which can 
balance the advantages and disadvantages of the 
relationship positively and minimise the sources of 
insecurity and uncertainty. Whereas, information systems 
exist within the supply chain to help a corporation create 
value. An effective information system could assist top 
managers in making the correct decisions and deal with 
conflicts in time by analysing timely and precise messages. 
Table 2.5: Summary of critical coopetition success factors (Chin et al., 2008). 
 
While contributing to the study regarding coopetition success factors, Gnyawali and Park 
(2011), argue that a coopetitive mindset, previous coopetition experience, and complementary 
resources are capabilities are the three factors that must exist for the benefits of coopetition to 
be attained, and therefore resulting in a successful coopetition strategy. In addition, Enberg 
(2012), develops a framework for knowledge sharing in a coopetitive relationship to minimise 
the inherent risks. He suggests that the parties involved in the relationship create a pre-
determined work statement before the commencement of the relationship, which would allow 
the members produce a knowledge sharing and integration plan, thus preventing unintended 
information sharing. Similarly, Gnyawali and Park (2011), noted that a formal cross licencing 
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agreement helps create a balance between knowledge sharing and maintaining the 
organisation's uniqueness.  
Ritala (2011), while investigating the factors that lead to successful coopetition, discovered 
that the business environment is critical to a successful coopetitive relationship. For instance, 
coopetition has more potential for success within a market with high uncertainties since risk 
and cost-sharing provides added value for the actors. Ritala (2011) also discovered that network 
externalities increase the chances for coopetition success, i.e., when the value of the offering 
increases along with the number of users. 
Similarly, Petter et al., (2014), suggests another hierarchical structure for CSF (Figure 2.12) 
based on the level of interference and scope that exists amongst each group of success factors 
and on coopetition within a business network, by subgrouping them into (1) factors that 
condition systematic competitiveness and, (2) factors that condition the competitiveness of the 
network.  
 
Figure 2.12: Coopetition structure in horizontal business networks. (Petter et al., 2014, p. 164) 
 
Notably, a contractual agreement was presented as a vital coopetition success factor, 
particularly in cooperative relationships that occur among direct competitors (Ritala and 
Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2009; Hung and Chang, 2012). They argue that contractual 
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agreements are essential in enabling an organisation to maintain and protect its core 
competencies and business despite the cooperative efforts, which may otherwise be at risk with 
an integrated JV. Similarly, in an attempt to investigate how coopetition theory differs from 
practice, Klisonyte (2015), reviewed two separate cases of coopetition and realised that one of 
the critical factors to ensure a positive coopetition outcome is contractual agreements (Figure 
2.13). Additional, Klisonyte (2015), found that prior training to align the cultures of the 
organisations and set expectations, transparency regarding the actual agenda for the 
relationship, trust by non-hesitation in revealing sensitive information for the advancement of 
the alliance, effective and efficient two-way communication, as well as setting rules and 
guidelines would ensure a successful interaction. This model is questionable, especially 
regarding the areas of trust and transparency. The dynamics of a coopetition alliance, suggests 
that an organisation should be protective of its competitive advantage and should hesitate 
before revealing sensitive information. Also, due to the risks of opportunism, the issue of 
transparency becomes debatable; however, in line with the model, potential coopetition 
partners need to be upfront about their expectations from the alliance.  
 
Figure 2.13: Characteristics of Coopetition Success (Klisonyte, 2015, p. 8). 
 
Several studies attempting to rank and investigate the coopetition success factors (Chin et al., 
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contractual agreements in ensuring the success of coopetition. Most of these studies rank the 
development of trust as the most critical criteria in determining coopetition success. This study, 
therefore, posits that while trust is essential in a coopetitive relationship, a comprehensive 
contractual agreement is also as important in determining the outcome of a coopetitive 
endeavour. This study tests the proposition that trust alone is not enough to ensure a successful 
coopetition relationship.   
Following the review of the evolution of coopetition literature and the coopetition themes, such 
as its typologies, drivers, its tensions and success factors, several questions have been raised, 
such as the characteristics of the two primary forms of coopetition formation, the deliberate 
and emergent, and what factors can ensure their success; the effective and most practical ways 
of managing coopetition tensions, the role of dedicated alliance function and the most effective 
way to control a coopetitive relationship (trusts or contracts). These emerging themes would 
be discussed in the following sections.  
 
2.8 COOPETITION AND ANTI-COMPETITION 
 
One of the primary concerns in coopetition studies is regarding its position and role in anti-
competition laws. Authors have questioned the motives for coopetition, stating that it can be 
used as a smokescreen for cartel-like collusions. While studying the most suitable business 
model for coopetition, (Ornstein et al., 2015), discovered that organisations were hesitant to 
engage in the alliance for fear of strategy being confused for the illegal cartel collusion. 
Moreover, neoclassical economists view coopetitive alliance as anti-competitive collusion, 
with a potential to violate anti-trust laws (Levin and McDonald, 2006). This view follows from 
what Spicvack and Ellis, (1993), term as ‘collusionary’ behaviour, where firms create alliances 
to fix prices in a market or divide a market into territories to benefit each firm, or to create a 
monopoly in a market. This concern makes it necessary to discuss coopetition from a legal 
perspective, particularly in relation to anti-competition and anti-trust laws.  
Anti-competitive behaviour which may affect trade within the UK is prohibited by Chapters I 
and II of the Competition Act 1998 (Vickers, 2017). Where anti-competitive behaviour may 
affect trade between EU member states, it is also prohibited by Articles 101 and 102 of the 
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). The EU rules will cease to have any 
effect within the UK from 1 January 2021, but UK businesses with cross-border activities 
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within the EU will still be subject to EU competition law in respect of those activities, as well 
as domestic competition law in the EU member states (Jones, 2017). 
UK and EU competition law prohibit two main types of anti-competitive activity: anti-
competitive agreements (under the Chapter I / Article 101 prohibitions); and abuse of a 
dominant market position (under the Chapter II / Article 102 prohibitions) (Paha, 2016; 
Bradford et al., 2019).  
• Anti-competitive agreements (Chapter I / Article 101) 
Both the UK and EU competition law prohibit agreements, arrangements and concerted 
business practices which appreciably prevent, restrict or distort competition, or where this is 
the intended result, and which affect or may affect trade within the UK or the EU respectively 
(Jones, 2017; Caliskan, 2019). 
Infringements of Chapter I or Article 101 can have severe consequences for a business as 
recorded by Caliskan (2019): 
• firms engaged in activities can face fines of up to 10% of global group turnover; 
• anti-competitive restrictions in agreements may be automatically void and 
unenforceable, and may lead to the entire agreement being unenforceable; 
• firms also leave themselves exposed to actions for damages from consumers, customers 
and competitors – including mass actions – who can show the anti-competitive 
behaviour has harmed them; and 
• individuals in the UK can face being disqualified from acting as company directors as 
well as risk prosecution under the criminal cartel offence. 
Types of agreement within scope 
Whether an arrangement is anti-competitive is assessed based on its objective, or its effect on 
competition, rather than its wording or form (Paha, 2016). This means that verbal and informal 
‘gentlemen’s agreements’ are equally capable of being found to be anti-competitive as formal, 
written agreements (Bradford et al., 2019). 
Examples of the types of arrangement which are generally prohibited under Chapter I and 
Article 101 include: 
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• agreements which directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices, or any other 
trading conditions, for example, discounts or rebates; 
• agreements which limit or control production, markets, technical development or 
investment, for example, setting quotas or levels of output; 
• agreements which share markets or sources of supply; and 
• agreements which apply dissimilar conditions to similar transactions, placing other 
trading parties at a disadvantage. 
The prohibitions will not catch agreements between companies in the same corporate group. 
Cartels 
Cartel behaviour between competitors is the most severe form of anti-competitive behaviour 
under Chapter I or Article 101 and carries the highest level of penalties. A ‘hardcore’ cartel is 
one which involves price-fixing, market sharing, bid rigging or limiting the supply or 
production of goods or services. Individuals prosecuted for a UK cartel offence may be liable 
to imprisonment for up to five years and the imposition of unlimited fines (Caliskan, 2019).  
In addition, individuals involved in international cartels, such as those involving activities in 
the US, could also face extradition and criminal prosecution under applicable national 
competition laws (Caliskan, 2019). 
Exemptions 
The fact that an agreement restricts competition does not mean that it is automatically 
prohibited unless it is a hardcore cartel. It may be that an agreement which falls within the 
scope of the prohibitions under Chapter I or Article 101 is excluded or exempted from the 
competition rules. 
For example, an agreement which would otherwise be caught by Chapter 1 or Article 101 may 
be assumed to be harmless where the parties to it are not actual or potential competitors, or 
they have market shares sufficiently low that there can be no real effect on competition or trade 
within the UK or between EU member states. However, agreements which are deemed to 
restrict by the object, in particular, cartel behaviour, will almost always be found to infringe 
the competition rules regardless of market shares. 
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Other agreements may be exempted under a ‘block exemption’ – a group exemption, which 
automatically exempts certain agreements falling within its scope. Different block exemptions 
may apply depending on the nature of the agreement or the market sector concerned. For 
example, there are block exemptions available for vertical agreements, technology transfer 
agreements and research and development agreements (Paha, 2016). 
Each sets out certain conditions which must be satisfied in order for the agreement to be block 
exempted. These conditions might include, for example, those relating to the market shares of 
the parties and the types of restriction contained within the agreement. A number of EU block 
exemptions have been carried across, with some minor modifications, into UK domestic law 
and will continue to apply under UK competition law after Brexit (Vickers, 2017). 
Even if an agreement does not fit squarely within a block exemption, it is still not automatically 
unlawful or unenforceable. An agreement may also be individually exempted on the grounds 
that its beneficial effects outweigh the restrictions of competition. The evidential burden for 
satisfying the requirements for individual exemption is relatively high, and it is incumbent on 
businesses to ensure that they self-assess their compliance with the competition rules; it is not 
possible to apply for clearance from the competition authorities, except in minimal 
circumstances. 
Abuse of a dominant market position (Chapter II / Article 102 prohibition) 
Both UK and EU competition law prohibit businesses with market power from unfairly 
exploiting their strong market positions, known as an “abuse” of dominance. However, having 
a dominant position does not in itself breach competition law. It is only the abuse of that 
position that is prohibited (Paha, 2016). 
Consequences of breach 
Breaching Chapter II or Article 102 can have severe consequences for a business: 
• firms that abuse their dominant position can face fines of up to 10% of global group 
turnover; 
• conduct in breach of Chapter II or Article 102 can be stopped by court injunction; 
• firms in breach of Chapter II or Article 102 also leave themselves exposed to actions 
from third parties who can show they have suffered loss as a result of the anti-
competitive behaviour; and 
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• breach of Chapter II can result in individuals being disqualified from being a company 
director (Caliskan, 2019). 
Type of behaviour within scope 
To be in a position of dominance, a business must have the ability to act independently of its 
customers, competitors and consumers. Establishing if a company is dominant requires a 
complex economic and legal assessment of a number of elements but, as a general rule, if a 
business has a 50% market share or more significant, there is a presumption that it is dominant. 
However, dominance has been found to exist where market share is as low as 40%. 
Article 102 requires dominance in a substantial part of the EU, but there is no requirement 
under Chapter II that a dominant position must be held in a substantial part of the UK, meaning 
that, in theory at least, dominance could be considered to exist in a relatively small geographical 
area of the UK. 
Examples of behaviour that could amount to abuse by a business of its dominant position 
include: 
• imposing unfair trading terms, such as exclusivity; 
• excessive, predatory or discriminatory pricing; 
• refusal to supply or provide access to essential facilities; and 
• tying – i.e. stipulating that a buyer wishing to purchase one product must also purchase 
all or some of their requirements for a second product from the dominant supplier. 
Exemptions 
There is no equivalent to the exemption for anti-competitive agreements. However, a dominant 
company may be able to show that it has an objective justification for otherwise abusive 
behaviour in certain circumstances. 
For example, a company may refuse to supply to a particular customer based on its low credit 
rating, which would amount to the protection of legitimate business interests and not, therefore, 
constitute abusive conduct under Chapter II or Article 102. It would only be when such 
behaviour goes beyond what is necessary to protect the business’ interests that this could 
amount to an abuse. 
Enforcement of competition law 
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EU competition law no longer applies in the UK after 31 December 2020 and the UK 
competition authority and courts will no longer apply it. However, EU competition law in force 
before that date, including the European courts’ historical case law, will continue to apply in 
the UK as “retained EU law”. This means that UK competition law will continue to be 
interpreted in accordance with pre-Brexit EU law and case law (Vickers, 2017). However, 
going forward, some UK courts will be able to depart from the retained EU law in certain 
circumstances (Jones, 2017). 
The Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) is the principal competition law enforcement 
authority in the UK, though there are a number of sector regulators with concurrent powers to 
enforce competition law in their respective sectors (Paha, 2016). These include the FCA for 
the financial services sector, Ofgem for the electricity sector and Ofwat for the water sector 
(Paha, 2016). 
The CMA and sector regulators have significant powers to investigate suspected anti-
competitive behaviour. Those powers can be used to enter and search business and private 
premises with a warrant in what is known as “dawn raids”. They also have the power to impose 
fines on businesses found to have infringed competition law. Criminal sanctions for the most 
severe breaches of competition law are prosecuted by the CMA, together with the UK’s Serious 
Fraud Office (Paha, 2016). 
As mentioned above, the collaboration between competitors was perceived as a strategy, that 
is detrimental to competition through the collusive actions and other anti-competitive 
behaviours (Vonortas, 2000). As such, several studies have focused on investigating the 
connections between coopetition and the risks of anti-competition. A general line of reasoning 
(Vonortas 2000) suggests that this kind of collaboration is collusive. For instance, the U.S. 
Sherman Act clearly defined the basic view of anti-trust regulations that any “contract, 
combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce 
among the several states, or with foreign nations, is declared illegal.” The legal view is that 
price-fixing always brings inflated prices and reduced outputs; therefore, its anti-competitive 
consequences are presumed. 
From the strategic management stance, collaboration with competitors may be directed against 
customers or suppliers in order to increase the bargaining power of collaborating firms and, 
thus, improve their competitive position (Porter 1980). The advantages come both from 
exerting much more control over prices and also from putting rivals who are not included in 
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the agreement in a relatively worse position. In turn, rival collaboration raises entry barriers or 
slows the innovation pace. However, this view remains static or in a zero-sum game, as far as 
it suggests ways to appropriate value while leaving value creation out of focus. Some of such 
value appropriation efforts are considered as illegal, and, therefore, prohibited. 
In sum, while being beneficial to some, the collaboration between competitors is seen as 
weakening competition, as well as reducing market efficiency. A well-established exception to 
this anti-competitive view focuses on research and development activities. Collaboration with 
competitors is seen, in this instance, as a tool to grow entrepreneurial firms successfully 
through alliances with established companies and to foster innovation (Marks 2009). 
The coopetition concept challenges the established anti-trust view by pointing out that, from a 
theoretical game stance, firms are able to preserve the advantages of both competition and 
collaboration. From this perspective, coopetition differs from collusion in that firms care about 
generating additional value, not just seeking the most significant part of it. However, some 
prior studies show that while coopetition should be a theoretically privileged option, firms are 
reluctant to use it (Okura 2007). 
 
2.9 COOPETITION AS AN EMERGENT AND DELIBERATE STRATEGY 
The study of coopetition has traditionally been investigated as an intentional and planned 
strategy, entered into by willing participants. However, studies have shown that the coopetition 
strategy can be both deliberate and emergent (unintentional) (Mariani, 2007; Czakon and 
Rogalski, 2014; Tidström and Rajala, 2016; Dahl et al., 2016; McGrath et al., 2019), based on 
the realisation that strategy can evolve outside the human intentions due the evolvement of 
certain practices (Chia and Rasche, 2015). Rusko (2014), argues that emergent coopetition 
occurs as a result of the presence of competition in collaborative IORs. 
Strategic management literature acknowledges the emergent nature of various strategies, which 
is also applicable to the coopetition strategy (Mintzberg et al., 1998). Following this logic, 
authors have attempted to uncover the emergent perspective of coopetition. For instance, 
studies show that spillover effects (Okura, 2007), the actions or the public sector (Mariani, 
2007), consumer needs (Walley, 2007), the nature of the business environment (Bonel and 
Rocco, 2007), changes in the industry and government regulations (Mariani, 2007; Kylänen 
and Rusko, 2011), the manifestation of opportunistic behaviours (Ritala, 2010) are some of the 
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causes of emergent coopetition. Additionally, scholars claim that some of the causes of 
unintentional coopetition are geographical proximity, co-location and the formation of micro-
clusters (Rusko, 2008, Kylänen and Rusko, 2011; Mariani & Kylänen, 2014). However, a 
counterargument by Della Corte & Aria (2016), shows that geographical proximity reduces the 
intensity of coopetition among local businesses. Della Corte & Aria (2016) follows the 
resource-based theory of social complexity to assert that business culture is more significant in 
determining the likelihood of coopetition among firms than geographical proximity; adding 
that organisations in close proximity may have significant cultural differences.   
Scholars investigating the emergent nature of coopetition found that emergent coopetition can 
occur in several coopetition phases, including the formation, development and outcome phases. 
For example, Bonel and Rocco (2007), argue that the unintended effects in the implementation 
of coopetition, and unanticipated behaviour during coopetition falls within the emergent 
coopetition spectrum. Additionally, the pattern of emergent coopetition can also be observed 
in the unpredictable manner coopetition evolves; as a dynamic flow occurs from the 
competition to a cooperative mindset (Bengtsson et al., 2010; Tidström and Hagberg-
Andersson, 2012; Dahl, 2014; Czakon and Rogalski, 2014). Coopetition as an emergent 
strategy is in line with Mintzberg and Water’s (1985), description of emergent strategy, where 
they described emergent strategies as patterns or consistencies achieved, despite lack of 
intentions. From this definition, for a strategy to be considered as emergent, the activities of 
the strategy need to be practised without explicit intentions.  While it has been established that 
coopetition can occur unintentionally, it is surprising that little attention has been paid to this 
form of coopetition in literature.  
While investigating the various perspectives of coopetition, Rusko (2014), argues that some of 
the features may overlap, therefore realising sixteen various forms coopetition can manifest 
(Figure 2.14 and Table 2.6). Ruskso (2014), claims that an emergent strategy might be 
associated with coopetition between different parts of an organisation, including dyadic 
relationships between firms, networks or other actors. Since this study is concerned with the 
occurrence of emergent coopetition in an inter-firm alliance, it only focuses on Rusko (2014), 
it only lists the relevant situations in Table 2.6 
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Figure 2.14: The relative positioning of different perspectives of coopetition (Rusko, 2014 p. 
803) 
 
Combination of Coopetition  Situation Description 
Unintentional coopetition and 
multifaceted coopetition (C) 
There are several actors involved in the coopetition situation, 
and some of these actors have not noticed the coopetition (e.g. 
co-location, spatial spillovers). 
Dyadic and multifaceted 
coopetition with unintentional 
relationships (D) 
Multifaceted coopetition in which there are intentional 
simultaneous (partly dyadic) competition and cooperation 
activities between actors, but some of the participants have not 
noticed the situation. 
Unintentional coopetition (I) 
  
Coopetition situation based on spillovers, emergent strategy 
or geographical proximity without any intentional strategy. 
– 
A difficult situation to realise in practice. 
Unintentional coopetition with 
dyadic coopetition (J) 
This kind of a situation might be procedural coopetition, e.g. 
with unintentional technical spillovers between two firms. 
Table 2.6 Different coopetition situations (Rusko, 2014 p. 804) 
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The classification above shows four situations where unintentional coopetition can occur in IO 
interactions, based on the form of alliance between the organisations. In classes, C, D and J, 
the organisations were involved in some form of coopetition, with varying intensity with some 
of the actors being unaware of the relationship. However, in the case I, the parties are not in 
any form of coopetition, prior to the emergence of the alliance.  This study is interested in 
situations D and I. Since the OGI is mostly competitive, any collaborative alliance may evolve 
into unintended coopetition. Similarly, in a case where the competitive aspect of the alliance is 
low or based on government regulations, coopetition may also occur. This study, therefore, 
positions its definition of unintended coopetition on cases D and I.  
Lundgren-Henriksson and Kock (2016), applied the strategy-as-practice approach to review 
the emergent nature of coopetition and concluded that since no organisation is born into 
coopetition, there is a logical flow of coopetition as organisations interact amongst themselves 
and these interactions may be deliberate or emergent based on the level of influence. They 
suggest that emergent coopetition is influenced by interactions that occur at a micro-level, 
whereas, deliberate coopetition is imposed on the organisation at a macro level, usually by the 
management.  
Czakon (2010), developed a framework for the development of emergent coopetition (see: 
Figure 2.15), where he made three postulations. Czakon (2010) proposes that emergent 
coopetition is an alternative to IOR dissolution, where the parties continue to cooperate despite 
having realised they do not have a strategic cooperative fit, in order to enjoy the benefit of the 
cooperation and have the choice to compete on the same level. Additionally, Czakon (2010), 
presents emerging coopetition as a form of opportunistic behaviour where one partner seeks to 
achieve their private gains in the cooperative setting, without any regard for the interest of their 
partners or the set mutual goals. He suggests that this behaviour occurs as a reaction to the 
tensions in the relationship. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to investigate the effects of tension 
management on the emergent coopetition performance.  
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Figure 2.15: Emerging Coopetition in the IOR development process ( Czakon, 2010 in Yami et 
al., 2010 p. 69).  
 
To describe the interactions between the emergent and deliberate coopetition strategy, Dahl et 
al., (2016), adopts Whittington, (2016)’s approach to underpin the underlying organisational 
strategy based on three elements. These elements are; practices; which are the shared norms, 
praxis; the formation and implementation of activities and the practitioners; the actors that 
engage in the practice and perform the strategic actions. Therefore, to conceptualise coopetition 
as a general strategy framework, Dahl et al., (2016), considered the influence of all parties 
involved in the strategic activities, structures, roles and social embeddedness to conceptualise 
coopetition as occurring on four various scenarios (see Figure 2.16). These scenarios 
differentiate how coopetition can manifest based on the extent of deliberate or emergent 
strategic activities in the relationship.    
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Figure 2.16: The Deliberate and Emergent Nature of Coopetition (Source: Dahl et al., 2016, 
pp., 99). 
 
From the above, the first scenario conceptualised by Dahl et al. (2016) is coopetition as a 
planned practice. This scenario is a deliberate and formally planned coopetition on the inter-
organisational and intra-organisational dimensions. The scenario assumes that the parties have 
a mutual understanding at various level to intentionally engage in coopetition, and the 
organisations are capable of planning, predicting and managing the influence the external 
environment. The top management is the practitioners of this scenario, as they deliberately 
control the competitive and cooperative actions, while the organisational level deals with the 
coopetition at the implementation phase. On the other hand, the scenario ‘coopetition as an 
adapting practice’ is conceptualised as a fully emergent coopetition strategy, where the 
business environment influences the formation and development of the strategy based on the 
market power. 
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Additionally, the third scenario, coopetition as a reacting practice, assume that the management 
can predict and influence its business environment in activities relating to competition and 
collaboration. Here, the intra-organizational level takes an emergent nature as a result of 
assumed self-interested behaviour, e.g. opportunism, which leads to a spontaneous 
reformulation of strategic activities and intentions. The final scenario, coopetition, as a 
contextually derived practice, consists of emergent characteristics at the intra-organisational 
level and deliberate features at the inter-organisational level. The scenario assumes that the 
management has limited influence or control on the external environment, while the intentional 
coopetition at the inter-organisational level is expected to be deliberate as a result of the 
favourable external environment.  
Only a few studies have studies the management of emergent coopetition. McGrath et al. 
(2019), claims that the management of unintended coopetition is mostly intuitive. Following 
an analysis of the IORs between entrepreneurs, McGrath et al., (2019) found that even though 
the entrepreneurs did not have a strategic plan for a coopetitive relationship, they understood 
the boundaries, limitations and benefits of the alliance. They also found that the research 
subjects managed the coopetition alliance skilfully, while being unfamiliar with the form of 
alliance, thereby buttressing findings from studies including Mariani (2007), Kylänen and 
Rusko, (2011), Rusko, (2011), Rusko, (2014), O’Toole and McGrath, (2018). 
As above, several studies have investigated the emergent nature of coopetition; however, there 
is a noticeable lack in the study of managing coopetition that occurs as an emergent strategy. 
Going by, Mintzberg and Water’s (1985) description of emergent strategy, can it be implied 
that the success factors in deliberate strategy applicable to those of emergent coopetition? 
However, since the antecedents of the coopetition formation are different as it occurs without 
proper planning, perhaps the management, control or success factors may also be different. 
These questions are vital to advancing the understanding of the coopetition concept.  
 
2.10 MANAGING COOPETITION TENSIONS 
 
Given the paradoxical nature of the coopetition strategy, tensions between the players in the 
alliance are expected. Therefore, it is important to discuss the management of these tensions to 
limit frictions in the alliance. The paradox and tensions in coopetition relationships,  the sources 
of tensions and the typologies for tension management are expanded further in appendix 1. 
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One of the highly debated areas of coopetition study is its management. Coopetition is a highly 
complicated and complex endeavour, comprising of several facets and should be optimally 
managed to attain the benefits of the alliance. The combination of two opposing constructs 
raises tensions at various levels; inter-organisational, intra-organisational and individual 
(Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Luo et al., 2006; Padula and Dagnino, 2007; Fernandez et al., 
2014; Tidström, 2014; Le Roy and Fernandez, 2015; Ansari et al., 2016; Fernandez et al., 
2018). These tensions are driven by the conflicts between the creation and appropriation of 
value (Ritala and Tidström, 2014; Rai, 2016).  
There have been several assertions about how coopetition should be managed based on several 
aspects of the concept. Some authors reviewed the management of coopetition based on its 
inherent tensions, with the belief that managing the paradoxical tensions of the relationship 
would help address its conflicts (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Chen 2008; Smith and Lewis, 
2011; Pellegrin-Boucher et al., 2013). Pellegrin-Boucher et al. (2016), investigated how formal 
and informal management tools and techniques impacted individuals in coping with 
coopetition tensions. Meuer et al. (2016) studied how leadership styles and management 
structures affect coopetition; they found that formalisation and centralisation have opposite 
effects on cross-functional coopetition. Other authors have investigated the role of information 
sharing and protection in managing coopetition. For instance, Estrada et al. (2016), discovered 
that it is easier to manage coopetition when knowledge sharing and protection mechanisms are 
in place. Fernandez and Chimbaretto (2016) also stress the need for informal and formal 
controls in coopetition management.  
There is yet to be a consensus in management research about the most suitable coopetition 
management technique or under what conditions each method should be adopted. On the one 
hand, authors suggest splitting the primary elements of coopetition; collaboration and 
competition and managing the two dimensions separately (Dowling et al., 1996; Bengtsson and 
Kock, 2000; Herzog, 2010), which is known as the separation principle. They argue that the 
separation can be functional, spatial or temporal. For instance, while partners cooperate on an 
activity such as R&D, they can compete on other activities, e.g. marketing. However, other 
studies have pointed the limitations of this principle, claiming that it creates new internal 
tensions in the relationship and can cause conflicts and issue of distrust among the parties (Das 
and Teng, 2000; Chen 2008). It was also observed that this form of tension management is 
more accepted in western literature because the coopetition paradox is usually considered 
within an ‘either/or’ framework (Raza-Ullah et al., 2014). 
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Fernandez et al., (2014), adds that the most suitable approach to adopting the separation 
concept is to create two distinct dedicated teams to maintain the competition and cooperation 
phases of the alliance. Although, Castaldo et al., (2010), suggests that an independent third-
party can be jointly selected by the collaborating parties to manage the relationship within the 
separation concept. However, Fernandez (2015), argues that an impendent third party cannot 
successfully manage a coopetitive relationship. Further studies found that this management 
style is more suited to coopetition that occurs as a planned strategy, with no evidence about its 
success in unintentional coopetition (Castaldo et al., 2010; Le Roy and Fernandez, 2015; 
Fernandez et al., 2018).  
On the other hand, some authors agree that each coopetition partner accepting the tensions in 
the relationship by simultaneously engaging with both coopetitive dimensions is beneficial for 
the alliance, as the parties would understand their roles in a paradoxical context and act 
accordingly (Lüscher and Lewis, 2008; Smith and Lewis, 2011). This principle is called the 
integration principle, which seeks to balance the opposing elements of coopetition, within the 
‘both/and’ framework (Raza-Ullah et al., 2014). Clarke-Hill et al., (2003), argues that instead 
of reducing the cooperative or competitive dimensions of coopetition, partners should attempt 
to maintain a healthy balance of both dualities. However, Luo (2007), notes that it may be 
challenging for partners in a complicated relationship, such as coopetition, manage the dualities 
simultaneously and achieve optimal benefits. Notwithstanding, Le Roy and Fernandez (2015), 
recommends this technique particularly for coopetition with high levels of tensions.  
The integration technique posits that management actions within this concept affect both the 
competition and collaboration phases of the relationship (Chen, 2008). In agreement, Park, 
Srivastava and Gnyawali (2014), propose a strategy to balance the opposing elements of 
coopetition. Their strategy is such that the competition element of the relationship should be 
managed dependent on the level of the collaboration and vice-versa. Thus, a high level of 
competition requires equally high management of cooperation.  
Interestingly, studies have shown that these two principles can be combined to mitigate the 
challenges with the principles being adopted separately and to ensure the relationship is 
effectively managed (Pellegrin-Boucher et al., 2013; Fernandez et al., 2014; Fernandez et al., 
2018; Wilhelm and Sydow, 2018). As mentioned above, the separation principle introduces 
another source of tension in the relationship, particularly inter-individual conflicts (Wong and 
Tjosvold, 2010). The integration principle relies on the capabilities of the partners to 
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understand the roles and accept the tensions present in all aspects of the relationship, thus, 
helping to balance the interactions to make sure it is not focused more on one dimension of the 
alliance. Thus, integration helps manage inter-individual tensions by setting expectations in the 
relationship (Smith and Lewis, 2011). Therefore, the two principals have been described as a 
complementary and simultaneous solution to managing a coopetitive alliance.  
Wilhelm and Sydow (2018) argue that a paradox cannot merely be broken down into 
antecedents-process-outcome relationships among the core constructs, but should be studied as 
a process reflecting cynical dynamics (Hargrave and Van de Ven, 2017). The study of 
coopetition tension management by Wilhelm and Sydow (2018) shows that both the integration 
and separation tension management approaches can be lead to successful coopetition outcome; 
however, the organisations must possess strong coopetitive capabilities, which corroborates the 
stance by Gnyawali and Park (2011), about the need for coopetitive mindset.  
Another method of managing coopetition tension, as suggested by Le Roy and Fernandez 
(2015) is the co-management approach, which is essentially the duplication of governance 
structure and managerial functions to balance the coopetition elements.  
A notable study by Tidström (2014), presented four scenarios of coopetition tension 
management. The study found that a cooperative approach to managing tension resulted in a 
mutually positive outcome for the parties, whereas a competitive management style leads to a 
mixed outcome. In the third scenario, Tidström (2014) investigated companies where the 
coopetition strategy was forced and found that the companies used avoidance strategy instead 
of the competitive or cooperative means to manage the tensions. The study concluded that the 
successful management of coopetition tensions depends on the awareness of the drivers of the 
relationship.  
Since studies have shown that the ability to manage tensions is more successful when they are 
aware of the relationship (Castaldo et al., 2010; Le Roy and Fernandez, 2015; Fernandez et al., 
2018), this study would investigate the effects of tension management on forced or 
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2.11 THE ROLE OF A DEDICATED ALLIANCE FUNCTION IN COOPETITION 
 
Alliance functions is another crucial aspect of studies carried out in management literature 
concerned with IORs. Alliance functions have been studied extensively, as researchers and 
organisations have realised the benefits of alliances; which includes: enhancing market power, 
increasing organisational efficiencies, providing the opportunity to enter new markets, and 
allowing organisations access new resources and capabilities (Kogut, 1991; Ahuja, 2000; 
Garcia-Canal et al., 2002; Rothaermel & Boeker, 2008; Bouncken et al., 2015; Ritala et al., 
2016; Chou and Zolkiewski, 2018). As previously established, organisations cannot exist in 
isolation; hence, organisations focus on achieving beneficial alliances. Studies show that 
organisations dedicate a minimum of 20% of their resources to alliances (Ernst, 2004; Kale et 
al., 2009; Bouncken and Fredrich, 2012; Fernandez et al., 2018; Klein et al., 2019). However, 
not all alliances are successful. Studies show that up to 70% of IO alliances are either 
unsuccessful or terminated before the expected dissolution of the alliance ties at a high cost to 
the parties involved (Huxham and Vangen, 2000; Dyer et al., 2001; Kale at al., 2002; Bamford 
et al., 2004; Zineldin et al., 2005; Walley, 2007; Lunnan and Haugland, 2008; Bakker, 2016). 
A strategic alliance is defined as a purposive IOR between more than one independent 
organisation, which involved sharing, exchange or co-development of resources or capabilities 
to achieve a mutual goal (Kale and Singh, 2009; Mesquita et al., 2017). Previous sections have 
established that coopetition is a form of strategic alliance; however, its choice of strategic 
partner is what differentiates it from other forms of traditional alliance. Therefore, several 
learning opportunities can be realised from adopting alliance capabilities to coopetition.  
Alliance capabilities refer to an organisation’s ability to initiate, develop and maintain 
collaborative relationships with its alliance partners to ensure a successful alliance (Lavie, 
2016). Thus, an organisations ability to manage IORs suggests a dynamic alliance capability. 
Scholars attributes the performance of an alliance function to the alliance capability of the 
individual organisations (Anand and Khanna, 2000; Dyer et al., 2001; Kale et al., 2002; Kale 
and Singh, 2007; Wassmer, 2010; Wang and Rajagopalan, 2015; Kohtamäki et al., 2018). They 
add that strategic fit and the strength of the alliance also influence the outcome of an alliance 
function. The scholars agree that organisations with useful alliance capabilities are better 
positioned to select partners that are a strategic fit for the organisation (Degener et al., 2018; 
Robson et al., 2019). Alliance capabilities are concerned of both individual IOR alliances and 
the entire organisation’s alliance portfolio. The alliance function is concerned with activities 
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such as; selecting strategic alliance partners, initiating the relationships, negotiating the terms 
of the alliance, deciding on the structure and governance of the exchanges, adapting and 
dissolving the relationship, as well as managing the coordination, communication and bonding 
processes during the alliance (Anand and Khanna, 2000; Dyer et al., 2001; Kale et al., 2002; 
Schreiner et al. 2009; Wang and Rajagopalan, 2015; Degener et al., 2018; Robson et al., 2019).  
Primarily, alliance capabilities are concerned with proactively managing organisational 
alliances by studying their past engagements and observing and adopting best practices to 
improve the performance of future collaborations (Zollo and Winter, 2002; Wassmer, 2010; 
Wang and Rajagopalan, 2015). Scholars suggest that assembling a dedicated alliance 
management team can enhance organisations alliance capabilities (Heimeriks and Duysters 
2007; Kale and Singh 2007; Degener et al., 2018). The alliance management function involves 
assembling a team of alliance specialists dedicated solely to managing organisational alliances, 
consisting of individuals competent in partner selection and relationship assessment, conflict 
resolution, knowledge sharing and legal issues (Kale et al. 2002; Heimeriks et al. 2009; 
Degener et al., 2018). The alliance team, therefore, becomes instrumental in trust-building, 
knowledge sharing, recognising and accessing complementary assets, establishing safeguards 
and engaging problem solving and resolving conflicts; which contributes to value creation in 
IORs (Kale et al. 2002; Reuer et al. 2006; Degener et al., 2018). 
In the study of alliance capability development, several studies have stressed the role of having 
a dedicated alliance function. For example, Kale et al., (2002), discovered that organisations 
with a dedicated alliance function outperform organisations without this function in IO 
alliances. Other studies confirm this stance, while also stressing the need for partnering 
experience (Kale and Singh 2007; Schilke and Goerzen 2011). They argue that a robust 
dedicated alliance function team can assist with effective partner selection, alliance formation 
and the adoption of the most appropriate governance for the alliance (Gulati et al. 2009; Wang 
and Rajagopalan, 2015; Robson et al., 2019). Additionally, this capability can allow the 
organisation to identify best practices, avoid pitfalls, enhance experiential learning while 
facilitating internal coordination and specialisation, which are all critical for a positive alliance. 
Kale and Singh (2007), shows that the dedicated function allows organisations to become a 
more attractive alliance partner, allowing the organisation to become more visible to 
stakeholders, which therefore promotes corporate support. The dedicated alliance function 
primarily manages any IOR from inception to its dissolution. 
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Several studies have supported the benefits of having a dedicated alliance function to promote 
standardisation, formalisation and the centralisation of alliance management in organisations 
(Dyer et al., 2001; Kale et al., 2002; Kale and Singh, 2007; Wassmer, 2010; Wang and 
Rajagopalan, 2015; Kohtamäki et al., 2018). However, other studies claim that the role of a 
dedicated alliance function is negligible, arguing that the function does not create any added 
value to alliance relationships (Anderson and Jap, 2005; Fang et al., 2011; Findikoglu and 
Lavie, 2018). They argue that once the necessary factors for alliances are present such as trust, 
strategic partnership fit, contractual agreements, conflict resolution mechanism, the outcome 
of the partnership would be positive regardless of the presence of an alliance function 
(Anderson and Jap, 2005; Fang et al., 2011; Findikoglu and Lavie, 2018). 
While the role of dedicated alliance functions has been established in IO alliance literature, 
only a few studies have investigated its role in coopetition relationships, especially its role in 
improving organisational performance. Some coopetition scholars have stressed the 
importance of a dedicated alliance structure in attaining coopetition success based on its 
application in alliance literature (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Zeng, 2003; Bouncken and 
Fredrich, 2012; Yong et al., 2014; Bouncken et al., 2015; Dorn et al., 2016). There are a few 
studies that have investigated the application of dedicated alliance function in a coopetition 
relationship. For instance, Bouncken and Fredrich, (2012) found that in a coopetition 
relationship dominated by high trust and dependence, a dedicated alliance team increases the 
chances of coopetition success. Dorn et al. (2016) position the assembling of an alliance team 
at the initiation phase of a coopetitive alliance. What is unclear about this positioning is if an 
alliance team is assembled at the initiation phase, does that imply that the team is created for 
the specific relationship? There are many questions left unanswered with regards to the 
influence of an alliance function on coopetition performance. For instance, how does the 
alliance function influence the choice of governance structure and the outcome of the 
relationship?  
There have been several calls for papers to address the lack of studies in this area with a recent 
publication calling for the studies on the influence of a dedicated alliance function on 
coopetition performance (Klein et al., 2019 p. 12). Therefore, this study seeks to uncover the 
influence of a dedicated alliance function on coopetition performance.  
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2.12 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE IN COOPETITION  
 
Governance in IORs refers to the formal or informal rules of exchange between the parties in 
the alliance (North, 1991; Gulati, 1998; Vandaele et al. 2007; Provan and Kenis, 2008; Müller 
et al., 2016). The choice of governance mechanism to develop and manage IORs is pivotal, as 
it can determine the outcome of the alliance (Klein-Woolthuis et al., 2005; Carson et al., 2006; 
Cao and Lumineau 2015; Müller et al., 2016). For example, Hoetker and Mellewigt (2009), 
found that the choice of governance mechanism influences the coordination of activities and 
resources among the partners in the alliance, which can protect parties from opportunism.  
Governance can adopt various mechanisms such as; trust (Das and Teng, 1998; Müller et al., 
2013), contracts (Mayer and Argyres, 2004; You et al., 2018), relational norms (Liu et al., 
2009), formal control (Yang et al., 2011), social control (Li et al., 2010), reporting mechanisms 
(Hoetker and Mellewigt, 2009), social bonds (Randolph, 2016), reciprocity (Voss et al., 2019), 
specified directives (Bouncken, 2009). The various forms of governance mechanisms fit into 
two main classes of governance – transactional and relational governance. Transactional 
governance (TG) is based on TCE (Williamson, 1975), and centres around explicit, formal 
mechanism such as contracts (Vandaele et al. 2007). Relational governance (RG) manifests in 
socially derived arrangements, which are informal such as reciprocity, trust and social 
embeddedness of actions, which can prevent issues relating to opportunism and coordination 
problems (Muthusamy and White, 2005; Vandaele et al. 2007). 
Coopetition literature has established that proper governance can reduce the risks associated 
with the strategy, thus enhancing the performance of the alliance (McGill 2007; Cassiman et 
al., 2009; Müller et al., 2016). For instance, Hung and Chang (2012) show that contractual 
agreements help protect organisations core function, which improves its competitive 
advantage. On the other hand, scholars claim that RG can help reduce opportunistic behaviours 
among partners (Das and Teng, 2000; Chin et al., 2008; Fernandez et al., 2014). The two forms 
of governance mechanism are discussed further in the following sections.  
As mentioned above, relational governance is embedded in social relationships and is based on 
a mutual exchange between the parties in IO alliances (Granovetter, 1985; Muthusamy and 
White, 2005; Vandaele et al. 2007). It centres around exchanges governed by trust, 
commitment, fairness, mutual understanding in a cooperative atmosphere (Muthusamy and 
White, 2005; Liu et al., 2009). According to Puranam and Vanneste (2009), a relational 
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governance mechanism develops over time, where the partners become familiar with each 
other, and learn their capabilities. This experiential learning of the potential partners can help 
reduce opportunism and creates a stronger bond among the partners (Woolthuis et al., 2005; 
Liu et al., 2009; Tangpong et al., 2010). Authors argue that relational governance is useful in 
alliances where it is challenging to specify duties, timelines, the process for conflict resolution 
(Liu et al., 2009; Randolph, 2016; Voss et al., 2019). The authors argue that repeated 
interactions between the partners help establish the behaviours and interest of the parties. This 
knowledge of the party’s motives can then foster better knowledge sharing and understanding 
among the firms (Dyer and Hatch, 2006; Liu et al., 2009; Tangpong et al., 2010). RG allows 
partners to deal with uncertainties in IORs and encourages openness towards knowledge 
transfer and communication. Therefore, suggesting that the RG governance mechanism 
suitable for long-term relationships, especially when the level of uncertainty is high (Wang et 
al., 2011).  
Importantly, RG stresses the need for social interactions and joint efforts in developing and 
maintaining long-term alliances based on trust and commitment. The core of RG is to develop 
trust and commitment through continuous social interactions, reflected in mutual goals and 
joint problem-solving (Muthusamy and White, 2005; Randolph, 2016). As a result, scholars 
argue that RG is more effective in reducing transactional costs and coordinating IO activities 
(Frazier, 2009; Tangpong et al., 2010; Müller et al., 2016).  
To further understand the role of relational governance mechanism in coopetition alliances, 
this study focuses on the role of trust as a governance mechanism and its influence on the 
outcome of coopetition.  
 
The paradoxical nature of coopetition implies that coopetitive partners would require to share 
resources and information which may include highly sensitive intellectual properties perhaps 
responsible for their competitive advantage. Therefore, several studies of IORs have identified 
trust as critical to the success of any collaborative alliance (Anderson et al., 1994; Cannon and 
Perreault, 1999; Chin et al., 2008; Osarenkhoe, 2010). Trust has been viewed as an indication 
of the extent of confidence that exists among parties involved in IORs, and their willingness to 
sacrifice to attain mutual benefits (Osarenkhoe, 2010). Kale et al., (2000), argues that a 
relationship with a high level of trust can ensure a freer exchange of information and 
capabilities, as it lowers the fear of opportunism, therefore, making the alliance more attractive 
to potential partners. In agreement, Osarenknhoe (2010), adds that there is a positive 
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relationship between the level of trust and the degree of transparency in a coopetitive 
relationship. This assertion is in line with Luo (2004)’s argument that for successful 
coopetition, organisations should adopt a coopetitive mindset which includes trust creation and 
development.  
According to Zindeln, (2004), success in a coopetitive interaction can only be achieved when 
the partners involved can communicate, collaborate and compete in a trusting environment, 
characterised with honest debate, mutual positive goals and interdependence. Similarly, 
Nielsen (2011), found that trust in a relationship can reduce risks and conflicts as it allows for 
the creation of goodwill, which can foster commitment among partners. Notably, since the 
notion of trust in IOR literature is seen as a governance mechanism, they appear in the post-
formation phase of a relationship (Kale, 2000). However, Dorn et al. (2016) argue that trust-
building should be considered at the initiation of the alliance. They argue that the notion of 
trust is vital when selecting alliance partners, as a relationship in a trusting environment 
improves the chances of coopetition success (Wolff, 2016).  
Management literature studying the role of trust in IOR has agreed that trust is a necessary 
condition in collaborative alliances, both among individuals and groups. Trust has been 
considered as a critical requirement for information sharing and the avoidance of opportunism 
in interactions among organisations, to ensure success and improve opportunity for innovation 
(Dodgson, 1993; Müller et al., 2013; Voss et al., 2019). Creed and Miles (1996), state that an 
IOR without trust or with low trust levels is destined for failure, implying that no IOR can 
occur successfully without a high level of trust. Similarly, Grandori and Saod (1995), suggests 
that the level and nature of trust that exists among organisations largely depends on the form 
of trust-building mechanism in place to facilitate the interaction.  
Although inter-organisational trust has been defined and conceptualised in several ways, the 
two critical issues that trust addresses in an IOR are the risk and uncertainty that emanates from 
a relationship with other parties where the real motives for the association are unclear and the 
issue of accepting vulnerability in these interactions. For instance, Luhmann (1988), argues 
that trust is an essential mechanism which allows a party to calculate the risks of being 
vulnerable in a situation with some degree of uncertainty. Therefore, suggesting that for trust 
to occur, there must be some uncertainty, where one must determine the risk of vulnerability, 
with the expectation that the other party would not jeopardise the relationship, regardless of 
the presence of control mechanism (Mayer et al., 1995; Chin et al., 2008; Nielsen, 2011; 
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Randolph, 2016). Additionally, Meyerson et al. (1996), claims that the need for trust in an IOR 
is high when the parties are interdependent. Some examples of sources of vulnerability in IOR 
can be reputation, resource and information sharing.  
Trust is a multi-dimensional concept which has been conceptualised in various forms by several 
authors. For instance, trust has been viewed as an interaction of values, attitudes and emotions 
(Jones and George, 1998). Similarly, Sako (1992), suggests that the three reasons for a party to 
expect another party would behave in a mutually beneficial way are based on contractual 
agreements, they are confident in the competency of the other parties, and, the existence of 
goodwill. These reasons are in line to Shapiro et al., (1992), classification of trust, where he 
suggests that trust can be classed based on deterrence, knowledge and identification. 
Additionally, Zucker (1986), indicates that the three primary mechanisms for trust-building are 
based on process (reciprocity), character (social similarity), and institutional (social 
embeddedness). Another dimension as identified by Ring and Van de Ven (1994), is regarding 
the formation and maintenance, fragile trust is easily formed and broken, and resilient trust, is 
stronger than fragile trust and can withstand several transactional relationships. Jones and 
George (1998), adds that there is conditional trust which is usually formed at the inception of 
an interaction, based on the assumption that it is easier to trust than to distrust and unconditional 
trust which is developed when the cooperation has advanced over a certain period, and 
experiential learning of the other parties have occurred. Typically, Jones and George (1998), 
claim that absolute trust creates a more conducive cooperative environment than conditional 
trust, which leads to the question of the logicality of trust another party unconditionally. Other 
dimensions of trust identified focuses on the effects of time in trust-building. For instance, 
Meyerson et al., (1996) suggest that swift trust can be developed among parties in interactions 
characterised with a short period, and its developmental process would be dependent on 
interpersonal relationships.  
These dimensions and typologies of trust are critical in reviewing the role of trust in 
coopetition. For instance, to accept vulnerability to another party, particularly when sharing 
vital information, a party needs to be assured that the risk of opportunism is averted, what 
remains unclear is if trust alone is enough to prevent the threats.  
Zaheer et al. (1998) define inter-organisational trust as the extent of collective trust orientation 
that exists among organisations. Similarly, Currall and Inkpen (2002), adds that this mutual 
trust exists as a result of previous experience. They noted, however, that inter-organisational 
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trusts should be treated differently from the trust that exists among humans as they are not 
equivalent. The concept of trust is comprehensive and complex; hence, it has been 
deconstructed into several dimensions to make sense of all the attributes of the notion, for 
example, good-will trust and competence-based trust (Saparito et al., 2004; Lui & Ngo, 2004).  
Due to the multidimensional nature of trust, it has been conceptualised in various forms by 
different authors. For instance, Gambetta (1988), describes trust as a quasi-rational estimate of 
how a party perceives the future action of another, while Dasgupta (1988), views it has a 
dispositional characteristic of the trustor and reciprocal or relational from an organisational 
viewpoint (Zaheer and Venkatraman, 1995).  
Notably, while there are several definitions of trust in management literature, Johnston et al., 
(2004), points out that most of these definitions contain two significant elements, confidence 
or predictability in one party’s expectation about the behaviour of other (competence-based 
trust) as well as the hope of goodwill from that party (goodwill trust) (Ring and Van de Ven, 
1992; Ganesan, 1994; Mayer et al., 1995; Doney and Cannon, 1997; Zaheer et al., 1998). The 
premise of competency-based trust is that a party behaves predictably, performs according to 
expectations with consistency and stability (Nooteboom et al., 1997; Ganesan, 1994; Klein et 
al., 2002), while goodwill trust is focused on the motives of the parties and the expectation that 
a party would act fairly even when there is an opportunity to make private personal gains 
(Saparito et al., 2004). 
According to the Transactional Cost Economics (TCE), which is one of the essential theories 
for calculating the risks in IORs (Williamson 1975), the extent of a partner’s opportunism is 
unknown. It cannot be wholly calculated, and the notion of trust in IOR, cannot avert the risks. 
Therefore, control measures should be established to guard against opportunism. Some of the 
actions that can be adopted are the use of coercive power, deterrence, hierarchal supervision, 
contract enforcement and monitoring, the threat of exit, damage of reputation, impairment of 
hostage (Maguire et al., 2001). Another view of trust is from the social science perspective, 
where it is believed that trust does not have to be unconditional or blinding and can serve an 
informal control mechanism to reduce the relational risks in IORs (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; 
Berger and Noorderhaven, 1997). They argue that not all humans in the business environment 
are opportunistic and driven by self-interest, but some are honest and have the common human 
decency with can be enhanced in a trusting relationship, through reciprocity, personal bonding 
etc.  
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Some authors have argued that the two perspectives of trust mentioned above are alternatives 
and can only serve as substitutes, i.e. where there is low trust level, control measures are 
essential, where the trust is high, limited formal control is required. (Anderson and Narus, 
1990; Knights at al., 2001). However, counter-arguments suggest that because trust and legal 
controls are interrelated in several dynamic patterns, they should be viewed as complementary, 
rather than substitute constructs (Zaheer and Venkatraman, 1995). For instance, Luhmann 
(1988), argues that formal control in IORs, facilitates a trusting relationship, as it improves 
predictability. Since management literature supports the complementarity of legal controls and 
trust; it becomes essential to discuss what these controls are, in particular, contracts and how 
they influence, trusts in IORs.  
Formal contracts are legally binding written agreements between two or more parties (Lyons 
and Mehta, 1997). Notable, while an agreement can take several formats, such as verbal, 
implicit or explicit, a formal contract refers to an agreement written in a legal form (Lyons and 
Mehta, 1997). For a preferable outcome in an IOR, the formal contract should contain 
necessary extensive clauses to address issues such as uncertainties, asset specificity and the 
frequency of the transaction (Williamson, 1985). Accordingly, Chen (2000) realised that 
contracts vary in degree of completeness, adding that the more specific clauses a contract has, 
the more complete it and legally binding it is, as it is easier to enforce agreements with 
provisions which are not open to interpretation. For instance, a contract for an IOR, should 
contain specific terms relating to sharing and managing of intellectual properties, issues to 
relating conduct in a relationship, such as working with other parties that may be detrimental 
to the relationship, non-disclosure, relationship duration, roles and responsibilities of each 
party, conflict resolution, relationship termination etc.   
There are two primary reasons for contracts in an IOR, control and coordination (Mellewigt, 
Madhok and Weibel, 2007). Control is necessary to ensure effective outcomes in IORs by 
establishing measures to prevent devious behaviours and holding parties responsible for their 
actions. Coordination, on the other hand, serves as an enabling process to achieve a mutually 
desired outcome by providing linkages between various tasks. For instance, this dimension 
encourages communication and information sharing among the parties and ensure all partners 
understand the objectives of the relationship and how they to be achieved.   
There are three different perspectives regarding how formal contracts influences trust in an 
IOR. The first perspective is that formal contracts enhance a trusting relationship since the 
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parties cannot break a formal agreement, which may result in legal sanctions; contracts are 
viewed as a prerequisite for trust (Mellewigt et al., 2007). On the other hand, contracts have 
been perceived as being detrimental to trust in a relationship, as contracts may be seen as a sign 
of distrust and can increase the level of tension in the relationship and affect future relationships 
(Lyons and Mehta 1997; Chen, 2000). Thirdly, trust is perceived as preceding a relationship, 
therefore, eliminating the need for contracts. This perception of trust and formal contracts 
argues that a trusting relationship, e.g. intimate personal relationships can serve as a control 
mechanism in an IOR capable of preventing opportunism, thus making the need for contracts 
unnecessary (Bradach and Eccles, 1989).  
From a coopetition viewpoint, Brolos, (2009), believes that trust can act as a social lubricant 
to improve the relationship among partners and help develop shared values even if the parties 
are in competition with each other. This stance follows from (Das and Teng, 2001), claim that 
trust has a positive impact on IOR and can be substituted for formal contracts. According to 
them, under high trust, partners in coopetition do not require a detailed contract with specific 
anti-opportunistic clauses. Instead, the partners rely on effective communication and have 
limited need to manage and control the alliance process. Thus, they suggest that under high 
trust situations, coopetition alliances can be initiated, implemented and managed by in house 
managers as opposed to having a formal contract dictate the mode of the relationship.  
However, Gargiulo and Ertug (2006), found that relationships with high trust are not immune 
to adverse outcomes. For instance, Gargiulo and Benassi, (2000), found that IORs with high 
trust can be unproductive, Garguiolo and Ertug (2006), adds that this types of IORs can increase 
the likelihood of abuse and betrayal in the relationship. Similarly, Corsten and Felde, (2005), 
notes that relations with high trust can become uncomfortable, especially when the rate of 
dependency is not balanced, which may lead to a party feeling vulnerable. Thus, they argue 
that despite the trust in the relationship, control measures such as contractual agreements need 
to be in place.  
Interestingly, a study by Woolthuis et al., (2005) investigating the outcome of IORs based on 
the level of trust and contractual agreements (Table 2.7), suggests that only relationships with 
high levels of trust are successful. According to them, contracts are not essential to the success 
of an IOR. However, their study did not consider the level of dependency on the results and 
outcome of the relationships, even though they acknowledged and discussed the effects of 
dependence.  
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Low Conflict and premature end Successful 
High Conflict and premature end Successful 
Table 2.7: Outcome of the relationship between contracts and degree of trust (Adapted from Woolthuis et al., 2005, p. 823) 
In the situation with low trust and high contract completeness, which was not a successful 
relationship, one party was highly dependent on the expertise, resources and capabilities of the 
other party and only provided financial assistance in the alliance, which caused the relationship 
to fail as the independent party had no incentive to continue the relationship. Additionally, the 
dependent party could not enforce the contract agreement as they realised that the independent 
partner may still be useful for future relationships. On the other hand, the relationship with high 
trust and low contract completeness, the rate of interdependency were balanced. Each party 
invest a similar amount of resources and expertise to the relationship and any risks to the 
alliance would be shared by all parties involved. Similarly, the situation with low trust and low 
contracts control involved parties with an asymmetric rate of dependency. In fact, if Table 2.7 
is presented with the rate of interdependency replacing the contract agreements, the outcome 
would remain the same. Therefore, showing that the study about the effects of contract 
agreements in an IOR is flawed. 
Since there is no consensus on the appropriate control mechanism, it is vital to investigate the 
influence of trust and contractual agreements, both on deliberate and emergent coopetition.  
 
 
2.13 THE SUPPLY CHAIN PERSPECTIVE 
 
Even though, the supply chain role was previously relegated to a tactical level in organisations 
to provide cost-efficient goods or services (Bovet & Martha, 2000), it is now increasingly being 
seen in a strategic light, as it is can contribute an organisations’ competitiveness (Fine, 2000; 
Dath et al., 2010). Substantially, SC has been described as a tool to allow an organisation to 
achieve its strategic goals (Hill and Hill, 2009). An effective and efficient SC can reduce waste, 
unnecessary inventories, increase profits, suitable market positioning, which all contributes to 
the bottom line of the organisation.  
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Although, there are several definitions of SC in literature, for example, it has been described 
from a push approach, used to transform raw materials to finished products (Mabert and 
Venkataramanan, 1998), it has also been described as to encompass the management of 
business activities and relationships with the organisations’ suppliers and customers (Harland, 
1996). A more explicit description of SCM, as offered by Cohen and Lee (1998), states that 
SCM involves the management of both intra-firm and inter-organisational business activities. 
They add that the intra-organisational aspect includes activities such as procurement, and the 
inter-organisational part is concerned with the distribution and delivery of these products to the 
end-users. As a result, SC has been described an encapsulation of several complex inter-related 
strategic elements that can be leveraged to improve an organisation’s competitiveness (Tan, 
2001).  
SC had evolved over the past decade when it was merely interested in minimising the cost of 
production and collaboration or integration within suppliers was not an accepted practise (Tan, 
2001). However, as a result of globalisation, SCs, were forced to implement more efficient 
practices, thus, began to pay attention to the flexibility of the SC, and the production of high-
quality goods in addition to its focus on costs (Tan, 2001). As a result, strategic partnership and 
SC integration became more popular. Some of the benefits of these partnerships are that the 
focal organisation can leverage on the strength of their suppliers to improve the efficiency of 
their SC (Ragatz et al., 1997). Additionally, it has allowed the focal organisation to understand 
their critical activities, to identify areas for improvement, and will enable the coordination of 
material and information flow across the SC (White et al., 1999). The integration of SC 
activities within the value chain has now been described as useful, such that a higher level of 
integration between a focal organisation and its suppliers is expected to increase the 
competitiveness of the organisation (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2014).  
2.13.1 Flexibility in Supply Chain 
 
As mentioned above, speed and costs were described as the most critical SC drivers for 
organisations. These drivers have been said to be effective in steady market conditions, as the 
SCs are focused on economies of scale, i.e. quick delivery of supplies at the lowest possible 
cost. However, SCs that focus on these drivers are not able to react to any changes in the SC 
as a result of the external business environment, such as a change in demand.  
The current reality of the business environment, for instance, Brexit, the dwindling crude oil in 
the North Sea, change in market demand (i.e. the shift towards cleaner, renewable energy) etc., 
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are potential sources of uncertainties in the OGI and requires SCs that can effectively address 
these issues, in a manner that still allows the organisation maintain its competitive advantage. 
It has been suggested that having a flexible SC will enable organisations to deal with issues 
regarding the changing demand of the industry (Nsikan et al., 2019).  
Flexibility in SC has been extensively researched in supply chain literature (Gosain et al., 2004; 
Wang and Wei, 2007; Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2014; Amoako-Gyampah, Boakye and Adaku, 
2019 etc.), with various typologies proposed. For instance, Slack (1983), presented five types 
of flexibility - new product, product mix, product quality, volume and delivery. Following 
studies extended these types of flexibility to seven (Gerwin, 1987), Narasimhan and Das (2000) 
presented 10, while Vokurka et al., (2000) showed 15 including machine, material handling, 
operations, labour, automation etc. Notably, the focus of these typologies was presented on a 
firm level.  
More recent studies have started to realise the benefits of SC flexibility on an inter-firm level 
particularly within an SC network (Duclos et al., 2003; Lummus et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 
2006). The concept has been described as the ability of a business process to manage or 
effectively react to changes in the SC, without a significant effect on the speed, cost, quality 
and performance on the SC (Viswanadham & Raghavan, 1997). The flexible ability of an 
organisation has been further divided into three components based on how it affects the 
operations of the SC. These categories are; adaptability refers to the capability of the SC to 
adjust its structure based on the shifts in the markets. Alignment refers to a focal organisation 
creating incentives for collaboratives partners within the SC, which can improve the 
performance of the organisation and agility, which refers to the SCs ability to quickly react to 
the changes or disruption in the SC caused by external factors (Lee, 2004).  
Although, these categorisations of SCF, has been critiqued as authors suggests that for any of 
the other classifications to be met, there needs to be prior understanding between the 
collaborative partners in the SC, hence alignment should be considered as a prerequisite to 
flexibility rather than a form of flexibility (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2014). Thus, it has been 
argued that flexibility is a combination of agility and adaptability.  
The role of SCF has been discussed as being crucial in IORs such as the relationships that exist 
between buyers and suppliers, in demand-driven and marketing roles as well as in production 
and manufacturing SCs. With regards to the effects of SCF in IORs, it has been argued that the 
changes that occur in the external business environment have reinforced the need for a mutually 
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trusting relationship between a focal organisation and its suppliers. Wadha et al., 2008, argue 
that routing flexibility, which is a focal organisation’ ability to choose and change suppliers as 
necessary (based on its immediate needs) can improve the performance of the organisation 
since they have the opportunity to select the best suppliers to suit their needs. Even though 
some authors have argued that the substantial cost implication of switching suppliers outweighs 
the benefits of flexibility, other researchers believe that the cost of competitiveness and 
relevance compensates the cost incurred. Nonetheless, there is evidence that a flexible SC can 
positively impact the performance of both an organisation and its overall SC, especially when 
there is a high level of uncertainties in the external market.  
Unsurprisingly, several studies have suggested that the flexibility of an SC can allow the OGI, 
address and cope with the current downturn and uncertainties in the industry (Agarwal, Sharma, 
and Mathew, 2016; Nsikan et al., 2019). Similarly, (Accentures, 2016; Mckinsey, 2017; Oil 
and Gas UK, 2018) observed that many OG organisations are now integrating their SC to 
become more flexible in addressing the risks in the industry, and it has positively influenced 
their business performance. Although, there are limited studies regarding the impacts of 
coopetition on SCF, Yu-Ying, Chang-Sheng and Ning (2013) found that coopetition can 
improve SC flexibility as organisations are able to leverage on the resources of other 
organisations, thus providing the capacity to respond effectively to challenges or changes in 
their SC in an efficient manner. Therefore, it becomes necessary to investigate the effects of an 
organisations’ flexibility on the outcome of coopetition.  
 
2.14 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
This chapter reviewed some of the relevant themes in coopetition and SC studies, drawing from 
theories such as RBV, TCE, SET, institutional and game theory. The section discussed issues 
relating to coopetition, such as the evolution of coopetition, its themes, legal implications, 
success factors, governance and tension management as well as reviewing the SC perspectives 
of coopetition.  
The review uncovered that while the study of coopetition is maturing, there are still several 
gaps in studies that need to be filled. For instance, the review showed that coopetition could 
occur as an unintentional strategy, particularly where industrial regulatory bodies impose 
collaboration. However, the issue of unintentional coopetition has received limited attention in 
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literature with authors only showing how the strategy occurs. Therefore, it is essential to 
uncover if all the critical factors in intentional coopetition apply in a similar manner if the 
coopetition occurs as an unintentional strategy.  
Furthermore, there is still an on-going debate in the field of coopetition regarding the most 
suitable manner of governing and managing the complex relationship. Regarding governance, 
no consensus has been reached regarding if trust, contractual agreement or the application of 
both techniques would provide the best performance outcome for a coopetitive endeavour. 
Similarly, regarding the management of coopetition, several methods have been discussed, 
such as the separation, integration, or utilising an independent third-party to manage the 
interactions. Some authors have suggested that a dedicated alliance function may be suited for 
effectively managing the relationship.  
In addition, this chapter discussed the SC perspectives of coopetition, particularly with regards 
to the flexibility and agility of an SC. It was uncovered that coopetition, improves SC 
performance. However, what remains unclear is how SC influences the outcome of coopetition. 
Thus, making it essential to advance the SC knowledge by reviewing its impact on coopetition 
performance, both intentional and unintentional coopetition.  
Having reviewed the literature on the coopetition concept, the following chapter investigates 
the OGI and the role of coopetition in the sector. Since the OGI is the case study for this study, 
it is necessary to review the industry prior to asking relevant questions.  
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The previous chapter discussed the existing literature within the coopetition study area, to aid 
in positioning the study within academic discourse and identifying knowledge gaps. This 
chapter focuses on introducing the oil and gas sector, which is the case study adopted for this 
study. As discussed in the research background, the UK OGI was selected as the case study for 
this research, following the recommendation of Sir Ian Wood (2014). However, it is essential 
to review the investigate the current state of the industry to uncover how the role of coopetition 
in the industry. A detailed review may also highlight opportunities to improve the application 
of the coopetition strategy in the sector. 
 
3.2 AN OVERVIEW OF THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 
 
The Oil and Gas Industry (OGI) which is also known as the petroleum industry is primarily 
concerned with the production of crude oil and natural gas, which can be found in offshore 
areas or underground (Hussain et al., 2006). These petroleum products are the second-largest 
consumable natural resources in the world after water and are engrained in the daily activities 
of humans, making them highly significant (Nnadili, 2006; Yargin, 2008). In fact, Garbie, 
(2011), argues that the importance of the crude oil has led to the industry playing a huge role 
in national strategies and global politics; hence producing countries are investing resources to 
ensure the industry remains competitive. Similarly, Yargin (2008), points out that the sector 
contributes to wealth generation for both the Oil and Gas (OG) companies and the producing 
countries. Owing to the unequal distribution of OG reserves in the world, countries and 
companies with sizeable deposits of crude oil are amongst the richest (Nolan and Zhang, 2003). 
Notably, (The World Factbook, 2017), realised that about 80% of the world OG reserves are 
controlled by national oil companies, which shows the significance of OG products to the 
economies of the producing countries.  
OG products are necessary for regular activities, both for domestic and commercial purpose, 
including, powering of machinery and plastic and fertilisers production, hence, the high 
demand for the products (Hussain et al., 2006; Brigs et al., 2012). The high demand for the 
products has therefore resulted in the high cost of production (Aspen technology, 2005). Yargin 
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(1991), adds that the price of OG products directly influences the costs of other commodities 
in the market; hence, the cost of OG should be regulated to ensure optimal prices of other 
products.  
There has been a long history of mergers and acquisition and other organisational restructurings 
within the oil and gas industry, and a series of evolutionary stages and paradigm shifts in the 
industry (Schweitzer et al., 2011). The industry has evolved from demand-based low 
production to mass production resulting from an increase in demand, subsequently to lean 
production with the aim of controlling the oil prices and then to a more agile approach, and 
more recently, to sustainable oil production, aimed at remaining competitive in the global 
market owing to global financial crisis and unstable oil prices (Garbie, 2011). Yargin (2008) 
presented several examples of these changes, including Exxon Mobil, which has its origin in 
the United States of America and was birth from Standard Oil Company founded in 1870 by 
John D. Rockefeller. Exxon Mobil has undergone several transformations including a recent 
merger in 1999 between Exxon and Mobil. Similarly, BP, which originates in the United 
Kingdom, has also undergone a series of transformation including a merger among British 
Petroleum, Amoco and Arco in 2000. Another example is Royal Dutch Shell, whose origin can 
be traced back to companies with British and Netherland roots, i.e. there was a merger between 
Royal Dutch Petroleum Company founded in the Netherlands in 1890, and Shell, a former 
Trading and Transportation Company, founded in the United Kingdom in 1897. 
 
3.3 THE OIL AND GAS SUPPLY CHAIN 
 
The oil and gas have a complex supply chain involving several activities from the oil fields to 
the final products. The OG-SC generally consists of upstream, midstream and downstream 
operations, which is similar to the SC structure of other industries (suppliers, producers and 
customers) (Peters and Hood, 2000). The OG-SC differs from the SC of other sectors as it has 
a very complex upstream and there are also intermediate markets, where crude or its products 
can be bought or sold between the levels, i.e. between upstream production and final retail 
delivery (Brigs et al., 2012). Another difference between the OG-SC and other SC is its mode 
of organisation in the upstream sector, in crude oil extraction. The structure of the OG upstream 
sector is discrete in comparison with other SC, as the OG-SC including independent operations, 
beginning with exploration involved in trading and extending to a variable mode of 
transportation, which depends on sources to the refining process (Garbie, 2011).   
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OGI is involved in global SC, which includes national and international transportation, 
inventory management, requisition, material handling import/export expedition, and 
information technology. Therefore, the industry offers a model for effective implementation of 
SC techniques. Chima (2007), argues that in an SC, an organisation shares links with its 
upstream suppliers and distributors as materials and information flows through the supply 
chain. The opportunities for coordinating activities in an SC are continually improving as the 
quality of information and communication increases. Chima (2007), argues that primary issue 
plaguing the OGI is the optimisation of the available OG resources, as the industry struggles 
with the efficient and effective production and transformation of the resources. Garbie (2011), 
also adds that the uncertainties within the industry are another critical issue in the sector. 
There are six significant activities within the OGI supply chain (Figure 3.1); the first activity 
involves the exploration and extraction of the crude oil, followed by the transportation of the 
crude oil which can be done either through tankers or by pipeline. The crude oil is then refined 
into useable products such as kerosene, diesel etc., these products are then transported to 
wholesale racks before being moved to retail outlets such as filling stations and later purchased 
by the end-users (Mansur, 2010). These activities all fall within the three primary sectors of 
the OGI has mentioned earlier (i.e. upstream, midstream and downstream sectors) and 
significant OG companies engage in exploration and extraction, transportation, refining, 
wholesaling and retailing of crude oil (Mansur, 2010). 
 
Figure 3.1: The Oil and Gas Supply Chain  
Source: Joshi et al., (2017) p: 3 
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In line with the scope of this study which is concerned primarily with the production and 
exploration of crude oil, the discussion focuses on the upstream segement. 
 
3.4 THE UK OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 
 
Historically, the UK has had a well-established oil and gas industry that has focused on 
exploring and producing petroleum from both onshore and offshore fields. The strong oil and 
gas industry in the country has been directly linked to its leading position in the early 
industrialisation and extensive research in geology. Since then, the country has registered 
tremendous milestones in gas and oil exploration and production.  However, the exploration 
and production of oil and gas have been declining over the years, as demonstrated by Statista 
(Sönnichsen, 2020). Although this is in line with the government’s goals to reach carbon 
neutrality by 2050, the decline has had adverse effects on the UK’s economy.  In 2003 the daily 
production was 2.2 million barrels compared to 1.1 million barrels in 2019 (Sönnichsen, 2020). 
The decline in production is continuing when more companies and people are being issued 
with licenses every year. According to Statista’s report, the amount of oil reserves in the UK 
as of 2019 was 2.7 billion barrels, which dropped from 4.5 billion barrels in 1995 (Sönnichsen, 
2020). Perhaps this explains why the UK has switched from net exporter of oil and gas to net 
importer as discussed by (Hinson et al., 2020).  
Exploration and production of oil and gas in the United Kingdom is guided by the Petroleum 
Act. The Act has granted all right to petroleum to the Crown, which then delegates this 
responsibility to Oil and Gas Authority (OGA) (Ashurst LLP, 2019). OGA licenses people and 
organisations that are deemed fit to explore and produce petroleum. It is only under the terms 
of the Petroleum Act and licenses issued by OGA that the search and drilling of petroleum can 
take place in the UK and on the UKCS (Ashurst LLP, 2019). The exploration and production 
are guided by various types of license, including seaward production licenses, landward 
production licenses, offshore innovate licenses, exploration licenses as well as traditional, 
promote and frontier licenses. The last three licenses have ceased to be issued, but they are still 
in existence. OGA issues competing licenses every year, permitting more persons and 
companies to join the upstream segment of the industry. Unlike in many countries, in the United 
Kingdom, there is no national oil company that directly engages in oil and gas exploration and 
production activities. The exploration and production of oil and gas in the country is strictly 
regulated by the licenses, work performance and work programmes approval requirements. 
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However, the Secretary of State is permitted the country’s Energy Act 2016 to stop or regulate 
oil and gas production in the event of a threatened or actual emergency that will affect the 
supply of fuel in the UK. 
Commonly abbreviated as UKCS, the United Kingdom Continental Shelf refers to an area 
owned and regulated by the UK Government. It is the water region surrounding the UK, where 
it claims mineral rights (Shingler, 2016). It is primarily the North Sea area. The area is vital for 
oil and gas exploration, production and development since the 1960s after the issuance of the 
first license by the UK Government. The Continental Shelf Act was signed in 1964, detailing 
the licensing terms that companies should follow while applying for licenses to explore and 
produce oil in the North Sea. The Act facilitated the issuance of 53 licenses in the first round 
in 1964, and since then 28 offshore licensing rounds have been covered with the last one taking 
place in 2014. With continued exploration, development and production, UKCS and 
particularly in the North Sea have become one of the most technologically advanced areas 
(Shingler, 2016). However, competition and reduced oil prices over the years have reduced the 
growth and development of the area. Today, UKCS is slowly losing its strength in exploration 
and production of oil. This has been caused by difficulties to find new commercial reserves 
(Shingler, 2016). As a result, there has been a significant decline in the exploration and 
production of oil and gas in the last 20 years.  
 
UKCS comprises of various stakeholders, including Oil and Gas Authority, UK Government, 
gas companies, technology organisations, societal stakeholders, supply chain, investors and 
wide UK industrial sectors (OGA Authority, 2017). OGA plays a fundamental role in 
regulating and influencing the growth and development of UKCS. It is the leading regulator 
with the approval of the UK Government to ensure the industry is availed favourable and 
enabling environment to carry out trade practices. The gas companies contribution in the sector 
cannot be ignored since, without them, it will never exist. They are players that execute 
exploration and production in the industry with collaboration from technology organisations, 
supply chain partners, investors and wide UK industrial sectors. The societal stakeholders form 
part of society, and they comprise both indirect and direct partners. Customers can be placed 
in the list of the societal stakeholders, and they play a crucial role in the industry by providing 
the revenue needed to sustain gas companies in the trade.  
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The activities of UKCS have a significant contribution to the United Kingdom’s economy. 
Shingler (2016) points out that UKCS has been contributing to the funding of government 
activities and supporting the country’s economy since its initiation. For example, in the last 
forty years, the North Sea has been contributing to the HM Treasury. It has ensured the security 
of the country’s petroleum products and is still doing so even when the UK’s oil and gas level 
of production has dropped (Shingler, 2016). As a result of the extensive knowledge, experience 
and innovation, the sector has developed excellent professionals, including the creation of 
world-class expertise that has been exported in other countries. It also contributes to both 
employment creation and revenue to the UK Government. For example, in the report by 
Hinson, et al., (2020), the offshore oil and gas activities in the United Kingdom have been 
creating both direct and indirect employment opportunities. In 2015, the report by Oil and Gas 
UK estimated the UKCS sector had contributed 35 billion pounds to the country’s economy 
(BBC News, 2015). This is in addition to that tax contribution from the sector that goes directly 
to the government. The government can claim three components of taxes: Ring-Fence 
Corporation Tax (RFCT), which is 30 per cent, Supplementary Charge (SC) which is 10 per 
cent and Petroleum Revenue Tax, that might be zero per cent (Oxford Institute for Energy 
Studies, 2019). These taxes are prone to revisions in line with the changes in the industry. The 
government also gains from other indirect taxes from the sector. For example, in 2016-2017 
fiscal year as reported by Energy Information Administration [EIA] (2018), the UK 
Government earned a revenue of over GBP 1 billion from VAT, customs duties and 
employment for the oil and gas industry. 
 
3.5 COLLABORATION AND COMPETITION IN THE OGI 
 
Competition in the UKCS sector exists in some activities, with the players in the industry 
having a collaborative approach in other activities. For example, there have been collaborations 
in joint operating agreements, licensees entering, and industry initiatives (Hinson et al., 2020).  
It is a culture that has been going for the time, but it has been proved inefficient in the UKCS 
Maximizing Recovery Review led by Sir Ian Woods (Oil and Gas Authority [OGA], 2016). 
Wood’s review finds that extending the collaborative approach to other UCKS’ activities such 
as rig sharing, production efficiency, decommissioning, sharing access to technology and key 
pares, shutdown coordination, risk diversification, sharing experience and knowledge and 
bringing together different perspectives will be more efficient (Oil and Gas Authority [OGA], 
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2016). In the past, collaboration has been a general culture that has encouraged stiff 
competition among the players in the industry. This has led to the development of the 
competition law to encourage collaboration, which the industry’s key leaders believes will 
influence regular interaction and association, leading to beneficial impact.  
To foster collaboration and discourage competition, OGA has come up with provisions guiding 
anti-competition agreement among the players in the UKCS industry in the UK and EU. The 
Competition Act provide guidelines on how certain undertakings and agreements should be 
pursued. The agreements meant for trade associations should not distort, restrict or prevent 
competition between the UK and the EU Member States (Oil and Gas Authority [OGA], 2016). 
OGA anti-competition laws are not meant to deter the growth of UKCS sector but rather to 
encourage its growth and development through its key responsibilities of regulating, 
influencing and promoting (Energy Information Administration [EIA], 2018). The need to 
cultivate collaborative culture is aimed at promoting investment in UKCS and increase fuel 
products exports from the UK-based companies. The promotion also attracts foreign investors, 
encouraging the recovery of the UKCS. 
 
3.6 COOPETITION IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 
 
There is a significant gap in the literature regarding the study of coopetition in the OGI. Upon 
a rigorous search of the literature, only a few prominent studies were found investigating how 
coopetition affects the OGI. One of such studies is by Ceptureanu et al. (2018a). They reviewed 
the behavioural pattern of coopetition in the Romanian OGI. Ceptureanu et al. (2018a) found 
that the potential to create value attracts OGI to adopt the coopetition concept. Also, 
Cepetuernu et al., (2018), found that OGIs do not necessarily favour the use of contracts in 
their alliances and would rather trust their partners. However, the study proved that there is a 
significant lack of trust among the OGI partners in the industry. This contradictory result 
stresses the need for further investigation into the adequate governance mechanism for 
coopetition in the OGI. 
Another study conducted by Ceptureanu et al. (2018b), studied the coopetition success factors 
in the oil and gas distribution network. Ceptureanu et al. (2018b), concludes that one of the 
significant drawbacks of adopting coopetition in the industry is the ability to manage the 
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tensions in alliance. Therefore, this study seeks to explore the UK OGI on adequate tension 
management techniques to promote the adoption of coopetition within the industry.  
Since the drop in the price of crude oil in 2014, the UK OGI has experienced a downturn in the 
industry. The lack of willingness to engage in collaborative efforts has also affected the rate of 
production in the industry. A study by Wood (2014), encourages the industry to promote 
collaboration in the industry in order to improve production and save costs. Although, 
coopetition may offer benefits for improving the performance in the industry. In fact, a study 
of coopetition in the Chinese OGI found that due to government regulations, the strategy was 
influential in improving the performance of the industry (Yu-Ying et al., 2013). This study 
seeks to investigate the extent to which coopetition can be applicable in the industry to improve 
its performance.  
 
3.7 THE RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
Following an extensive review of management literature concerning coopetition, its various 
forms of occurrence, success factors, governance structures and its applicability in the OGI, 
several gaps in knowledge were identified, and as a result, some questions were asked. This 
section presents the questions this study seeks to address below.  
1. To what extent does coopetition already exist (intentionally and unintentionally) in the 
UK Oil and Gas Industry? 
2. Does the flexibility of an organisation's supply chain, influence the outcome of 
coopetition? 
3. How does the governance technique, affect coopetition performance in both deliberate 
and unintentional coopetition?  
4. Does the use of a dedicated alliance function positively influence the outcome of 
intentional coopetition?  
5. What are the effects of tension management capability on the outcome of unintentional 
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3.8 PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
A conceptual framework is a structure which the researcher believes can best explain the 
natural progression of the phenomenon to be studied (Camp, 2001). It is linked with the 
concepts, empirical research and important theories used in promoting and systemizing the 
knowledge espoused by the researcher (Peshkin, 1993). It is the researcher’s explanation of 
how the research problem would be explored. The conceptual framework presents an integrated 
way of looking at a problem under study (Liehr & Smith, 1999). In a statistical perspective, the 
conceptual framework describes the relationship between the main concepts of a study. It is 
arranged in a logical structure to provide a picture or visual display of how ideas in a study 
relate to one another (Grant & Osanloo, 2014).  
Following the review of the literature, this study proposes a conceptual framework (Figure 3.2). 
This framework would help guide the research, particularly the collection of qualitative data. 
It should be noted that following the analysis of the qualitative data, the results, as well as other 
relevant theories, would be adopted in developing the final conceptual framework for this 
study. 
 
Figure 3.2: Proposed Conceptual Framework 















1. Flexible Supply Chain
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3.9 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
The chapter discussed the oil and gas industry, providing a general overview of the sector. The 
section focused specifically on the UK OGI, highlighting its impacts on the UK's economy, the 
stakeholders, how the UKCS evolved, as well as the collaboration and competition culture in 
the sector.  
The review found that while the stakeholders in the industry have strongly encouraged 
collaboration in the sector, there are still several opportunities for improvement. Additionally, 
the review reinforced the need to uncover the extent of unintentional coopetition within the 
industry.  
Following the review of the literature in both chapters 2 and 3, this chapter asked some relevant 
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The previous chapter discussed the existing literature within the coopetition study area, to aid 
in positioning the study within academic discourse and identifying knowledge gaps. This 
chapter focuses on the methods used to achieve the laid-out research aim and objectives by 
identifying and describing the research approaches, paradigms and philosophies, including the 
data collection and analysis methodologies. This study set out to develop a framework to aid 
in successful coopetition while also understanding the extent to which coopetition exists within 
collaborative endeavours. It is useful to state at this point that due to the exploratory and 
explanatory nature of the research objectives and aim, the questions that emerged from the 
literature review chapter and research background, were obtained using a post-positivist 
paradigm, based on the abductive research approach; which was facilitated by the surplus data 
on coopetition. Notably, some of the research questions can be answered through a qualitative 
understanding of the construct; for example, research question 1 of the study requires a 
qualitative means of enquiry while some of the other objectives require a quantitative approach. 
Additionally, the outcome of the qualitative research is crucial as it would be instrumental in 
developing the conceptual framework for the study. Thus, a mixed-method approach seems 
appropriate to gather the necessary data to attain the research aim, while using Structural 
Equation Modelling (SEM), to analyse the fitness of the proposed model. This chapter, 
therefore, discusses and justifies the methods adopted from a theoretical and practical 
viewpoint.  
 
4.2 PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE 
 
Research philosophy is the belief system that guides the knowledge development of a 
phenomenon, including data collection and analysis (Saunders et al., 2007). Thus, defining a 
research philosophy aids in providing a direction for the data gathering and analysis for the 
study and to make sense of the information attained. Similarly, Creswell (2003), stresses the 
importance of underpinning research strategy with research philosophies, as philosophical 
assumptions influence the way a phenomenon is understood, adding that the view should 
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remain unchanged throughout the research. Notably, Perry et al. (1997), identifies ontology, 
which is concerned with the nature of reality, epistemology (related with the source of 
knowledge) and methodology (the inquiry process) as the primary considerations in selecting 
the research philosophy of a study. 
Several philosophies have been proposed in management literature to guide research, e.g. 
functionalist, objectivism, realism, constructivism. This study compares interpretivism, realism 
and positivism perspectives, with relation to the ontological, epistemological and methodology 
propositions to determine the most suitable philosophy to adopt (see summary in Table 4.1). It 
also considers the aim of the study in choosing the guiding principle.  
 
• Interpretivism 
The interpretive philosophy assumes that knowledge within the social sciences and physical 
sciences are different and cannot be obtained in the same manner because humans are capable 
of interpreting their realities based their perception, which is different from the observation 
from physical science (Hammersley, 2013). The interpretive paradigm is often described in the 
literature as a phenomenological approach (Neuman, 2011) useful in understanding people 
(Babbie and Mouton, 2008). Interpretivism explores the complexities of social constructs to 
obtain knowledge for a better understanding of the realities of existence (Babbie and Mouton, 
2008). Collis and Hussey (2009), adds that interpretivism seeks to understand and interpret 
daily occurrences, experiences and social phenomena; it also attempts to measure the value 
ascribed to these concepts.  
Ontologically, the interpretivists adopt a relativist perspective, where a single construct can 
have multiple interpretations as opposed to a single truth which can only be uncovered through 
measurements (Pham, 2018). This paradigm tends to acquire a robust understanding of 
concepts and all its accompanying complexities and uniqueness rather than focusing on 
generalising the knowledge for the entire population (Creswell, 2009). Lincoln (2007) opts that 
these multiple realities are dependent on other systems for meaning, thus making it difficult to 
interpret a fixed reality. Therefore, knowledge acquisition and perception are socially 
constructed as opposed to being determined objectively (Carson et al., 2001).  
Notably, the central bias of the interpretive perspective is its subjective nature, as researchers 
tend to study constructs based on their interpretations, without considering the diverse 
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interpretations from several contexts and cultures that can exist (Hammersley, 2013). However, 
interpretivists stress that since a single construct can have several views and interpretations, 
the perspective can provide an extensive understanding of a social phenomenon (Saunders et 
al., 2009). Tuli (2010), adds that using methodologies such as case studies, grounded theory, 
the interpretive researcher can uncover realities in natural settings to have further insights about 
the research object. 
Furthermore, from a methodological viewpoint, interpretivists leverage on qualitative 
interactions to investigate constructs that may otherwise not be observable, therefore, drawing 
knowledge from participants perception, feelings thoughts and values (Wellington and 
Szczerbinski, 2007). Hence, interpretivists adopt a flexible research structure capable of 
making sense of complex human interactions (Carson et al., 2001). Cohen et al., (2013), argue 
that the limitation of the interpretivism perspective is its inability to verify the outcome of the 
study since it focuses on the interpretation of the researcher. Finally, Mack (2010), points out 
that interpretivists are focused on acquiring knowledge about social realities but are not 
concerned with how this knowledge impacts societies or individuals, especially regarding 
issues such as power.   
• Positivism and Post-positivism 
The positivist paradigm gains its roots from the philosophical ideas of French philosopher 
August Comte, who is of the school of thought that the best means of understanding human 
behaviour is through observation and reason – with knowledge being attained through scientific 
experiments (Babbie, 2011). Thus, positivists believe that social phenomena and explanations 
can be investigated using natural science models (Denscombe, 2008).  
Ontologically, positivists believe that knowledge is objective and quantifiable. Positivism 
requires that the researcher adopts a distant, neutral and non-interactive position while 
observing social reality, to ensure that they remain objective in the analyses and interpretation 
of data (Morris, 2004).  As a result, Druckman (2005) concludes that positivist researchers 
value quantifiable data. In addition, this paradigm adopts scientific methods and systematise 
the process of generating knowledge using quantification to improve precision in the 
description of parameters and the relationships among them. In short, ‘positivism is concerned 
with uncovering the truth and presenting it by empirical means’ (Henning et al., 2004, p. 17). 
Many researchers believe that the positivist paradigm has questionable assumptions. For 
instance, Babbie (2010) observes that while positivism assumes that social constructs can be 
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investigated rationally, it is not always the case, as social constructs can also be irrational. 
Moreover, Denzin and Lincoln (2011) argued that human nature is inherently subjective, and 
all aspects of social research are in some degree open to human interpretation.  
Consequently, the appeal for post-positivism paradigm increased. There seems to be an on-
going debate regarding the relationship between positivism and post-positivism. For instance, 
Creswell (2009) considers post-positivism as an extension of the positivist paradigm and not a 
separate philosophical view. Whereas, Hetherington (2000) insists that the post-positivist 
paradigm should not be regarded as a continuation of the positivist paradigm but rather as an 
upgrade to transcend its positivism counterpart. Regardless of its relationship to positivism, it 
is agreeable that post-positivism challenges the notion of a purely objective outlook on 
knowledge in social sciences that positivism embodies, with the belief that it is impossible to 
acquire knowledge only through measurement (Gratton and Jones 2014).  
The post-positivist approach is more open to different methodologies, and it is not unusual to 
have both qualitative and quantitative methods. This paradigm accommodates researchers that 
believe a participant can have multiple realities as opposed to a single truth that positivism 
exemplifies (Creswell, 2007). Furthermore, while positivists claim that there is an objective 
reality to be captured and understood, post-positivism insists that there can only be an estimate 
of reality instead of a full grasp (De Vos et al., 2011).  
The strengths of the post-positivist paradigm lie in its ability to focus on the confidence and 
merits of its findings as opposed to attempting to uncover an absolute truth. With regards to 
data collection, the researcher can employ both objective and subjective measures to discover 
realities.  
• Realism 
Realism is a research philosophy that accepts that reality exists independent of an observer's 
beliefs or perception. Researchers believe that this philosophy shares the principles of 
positivism and interpretivism philosophies (Cooper and Schindler, 2013). The realism 
viewpoint acknowledges that human’s subjectivity is vital to the understanding of behavioural 
patterns. Saunders et al., (2009) claims the realist believes that some social forces and processes 
exist outside the human control, and these forces shape the belief and behavioural system. 
Saunders et al., (2009) further clarified that these processes and forces operate on a macro-
level, while, the micro-level is the level of human beings. They believe that at the micro-level, 
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subjective distinct interpretations of reality are vital for a full understanding of an event or 
phenomenon.  
Although Cooper and Schindler (2013) argued that since the external macro-level forces 
influence individuals, the subjective interpretations of the phenomenon are not unique. 
Therefore, realists need to identify the factors at a macro-level, then investigate how people 
interpret these factors to make sense of their circumstances.  
With regards to the three fundamental philosophies (ontology, epidemiology and methodology) 
that underpin the various paradigms, Livesey (2001) concluded that ontologically, realist 
researchers believe that natural and social sciences share the same principles. They 
acknowledge that while empirical evidence provides a basis for valid reasoning and knowledge, 
it is not sufficient by itself. Hence, the primary aim of realism is to exceed the description of 
relationships but also discover how the relationships came to be. Epistemologically, realists 
insist that social reality should be understood in its totality. Finally, realists believe that a 
qualitative methodology, mainly interviews and focus groups, should be adopted for a reliable 
study.   
 
Table 4.1: Summary of Research Philosophies 
 
4.2.1 Selection and Justification of Research Philosophy 
 
At first glance, the interpretive philosophy seems like the most suitable philosophy for this 
study as it allows the researcher, flexibility to understand and investigate complex social issues 
such as coopetition, which is the aim of this study. The subjective nature as well as the 






Naïve realism: reality is real and 
apprehensible. 
It involves multiple 
realities that have been 
socially constructed. 
Social realities are real 
but imperfect and 
probabilistic. 
Epistemology 
(the science of knowing) 
Objectivist: findings true. It has subjective 
connotation and social 
phenomena. 




(the science of finding out) 
Experiment/surveys: verification 
of hypotheses: primarily 
quantitative methods. 
Mostly qualitative as it 
requires explanations 
and descriptions 
It combines suitable 
methods. 
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this study. Since this study aims to create a framework to promote successful coopetition, the 
study assumes that knowledge can be generalised for the entire population, which is not in line 
with the interpretive perspective (Creswell, 2009). Additionally, to understand the interaction 
between the coopetition themes and successful performance, it is vital to investigate the 
concept from a qualitative and quantitative perspective. Since the interpretive paradigm 
emphasises the need for qualitative methods, it is not sufficient alone to address the questions 
asked in this study (Saunders et al., 2009).  
Even though the realist view solves the ontological concerns as it allows the researcher to 
observe the criteria from either a subjective or objective approach, it is unsuitable for this study 
as the purpose of the study is to create a generic model, which implies generalisation, and 
therefore adopts an objective position, consistent with the positivist philosophy. Hence, this 
study assumes a post-positivist approach. Since post-positivism provides the methodological 
flexibility as opposed to the positivist approach, which encourages quantitative methodology, 
the post-positivist philosophy offers a more suitable fit for this study.  
Fundamentally, the post-positivist philosophy has been described as a broad viewpoint that 
allows theory and practice to be combined, while also accepting the researchers’ motivation to 
the subject matter, thereby permitting different data collection techniques (Ryan, 2006). 
Henderson (2011), believes that pragmatism profoundly influences this philosophy. Post-
positivists maintains that knowledge is socially constructed and not neutral, citing that there 
are multiple complex realities (Ryan, 2006). In fact, Clark (1998) believes that the reason post-
positivism may thrive in management research is that, many authors seek to uncover the way 
subjects perceive their multiple realities. This is consistent with the purpose of this study, as 
information such as the factors affecting coopetition regarding emergence and management 
would be based on the participant's perception of the complex coopetition construct.  
Methodologically, post-positivism allows the use of mixed methods, providing a more practical 
approach to data gathering than its positivist counterpart (Henderson, 2011). Furthermore, post-
positivism encourages the use of contextual data and natural settings, to promote opportunities 
for solutions to research questions of interest to the researcher and not necessarily to create 
fixed meanings (Ryan, 2006). Primarily, post-positivism thrives on creating a balance between 
theoretical data and professional and personal experiences, thus promoting a personal reflection 
on the subject matter (Dupuis, 1999). Henderson (2011), points out that post-positivist 
researchers are keen on studying and observing phenomena that can lead to social change. The 
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location of the knowledge gathering is also vital to the outcome of the study, as this thesis aims 
to understand the relationships and interconnectedness that exists amongst organisations in 
collaboration and competition, this philosophy ensures that the researcher investigates the 
occurrence of coopetition without manipulations.  
With regards to data gathering, the interpretive philosophy encourages the use of qualitative 
data, thus making it unfit for this study, the post-positivist and realist viewpoints allow the use 
of various data collection techniques, which is beneficial to answering the research questions. 
Notably, while the post-positivist accepts that the world cannot be observed from a purely 
objective mindset, they do not disregard a potentially objective reality. They believe that even 
though truth cannot be fully uncovered, it can be approximated to the best of the researcher’s 
ability, with the mindset that the subjectivity of the researcher shapes its perception of reality 
(Krauss, 2006).  
Similarly, the realists accept that the world cannot be observed from a purely objective mindset, 
because of the researcher’s perception of reality influences the observation and measurement 
of phenomena (Collis and Hussey, 2003). The realism philosophy differs from post-positivism 
in its belief that the study of the observable is insincere as the world cannot be reduced to 
observable objects and facts (Alvesson, 2007). They also believe that there is no distinction 
between theory and personal experiences, and are interested instead in the complex networks 
of theoretical and observable elements (Alvesson, 2007). For a more robust understanding of 
the coopetition concept, it is essential to map the hypothetical occurrence of the construct with 
reality. For instance, one of the research questions aims to understand the governance 
mechanism of the coopetition strategy. Here, it is vital to separate theory from personal 
experiences to give room for more in-depth knowledge of coopetition. Thus, making the realist 
view unsuitable for this study.  
In light of the above, post-positivism is the most appropriate approach for this research as it is 
essential to separate the theoretical and experience to enable the sensemaking of the emerging 
coopetition concept. Also, because realism rejects observing phenomena is insincere, it, 
therefore, makes it unsuitable for this study as the reality of coopetition needs to be observed 
appropriately to ensure that a reliable and applicable model is developed for implementing 
coopetition. 
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4.3 RESEARCH APPROACH 
 
Research methods literature identifies two broad reasoning to approach investigations; 
inductive and deductive (Trochim, 2006). The inductive approach to research moves from the 
specific to general (bottom-up), using the perception of participants to create broader themes 
and generate theories from the interconnecting themes (Creswell and Clark, 2007). The 
deductive approach adopts an opposing view; it follows a ‘top-down’ sequence, beginning with 
theories and ends with either confirming or contradicting hypotheses (Creswell and Clark, 
2007) (Figure 4:1). Although management researchers often class quantitative analysis with 
the deductive approach and qualitative with inductive, it may not always be the case; as these 
methods are not mutually exclusive (Trochim, 2006). Table 4.2 highlights summaries and 
differentiates between the two research approaches.  
 INDUCTIVE  DEDUCTIVE  
Logic Known premises are used 
to generate untested conclusions. 
When the premises are 
true, the conclusion must also be 
correct. 
Generalisability It moves from the specific to the general. Moves from the general to the specific. 
Use of Data Data collection is used to 
explore a phenomenon, 
identify themes and 
patterns and create a conceptual 
framework. 
Data collection is used to 
evaluate propositions or 
hypotheses related to an existing 
theory. 
Theory  Theory generation and building. Theory falsification or verification. 
Table 4.2: Differences between Inductive and Deductive Approaches (Dudovskiy, 2018 p.2) 
 
Notably, Saunders et al. (2012) discovered that there are some shortcomings with inductive 
and deductive reasoning. For instance, they argue that there are not enough empirical data that 
can be obtained to enable theory building using the inductive approach and there is a lack of 
clarity in the deductive method, about theory selection to test the formulated hypotheses.  
Therefore, Saunders et al. (2012) suggest that a third approach, the abductive approach can 
address the weaknesses associated with the other two reasonings with the adoption of a 
pragmatic view. Dudovskiy (2018), stresses that the abduction reasoning shares some 
similarities with both the deductive and inductive approach, with regards to its application in 
making logical inferences and constructing theories. The abductive method searches for a 
pattern in a phenomenon and suggests a hypothesis; it begins with identifying a phenomenon 
and proceeds by attempting to explain the concept (Bryman and Bell, 2015).  
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Figure 4:1: Research processes (Spens and Kovac, 2006 p. 380). 
 
4.3.1 Selection and Justification of Research Approach  
 
Following the discussion above, the abductive approach is the most suitable, given the 
explorative and explanatory nature of the study. Bryman and Bell (2015), argue that abductive 
reasoning is best suited in exploratory studies, as it begins with the observation of certain 
phenomena, which is then exploited and later verified against the observed values. Also, the 
abductive approach unlike the deductive and inductive reasoning, allows the explanation, 
development or change of theoretical frameworks before, during or after the research process; 
it moves back and forth between inductive and open-ended research settings to more 
hypothetical and deductive attempts to verify hypotheses.  
Even though Dudovskiy (2018), suggested a guide to deciding on the best approach to adopt 
based on the availability of literature, timing available for the study and the amount of risk, he 
only compared between the inductive and deductive reasoning (Table 4.3). Based on the guide, 
the deductive approach seems to be best suited for the study because the study has access to a 
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 Deductive Inductive 
Availability of literature Plentiful Scarce 
Timing Limited time Unlimited time 
Risk Risk avoidance Open to risks 
Table 4.3: Choosing between deductive and inductive approach (Dudovskiy, 2018 p 3) 
The deductive reasoning aims at confirming theories or hypotheses, which is applicable in the 
study, whereas, the inductive is useful for exploratory studies. This study is primarily 
exploratory and aims to confirm some hypothesis; which requires the flexibility of both 
approaches to achieve its aim; thus, the abduction reasoning is most appropriate.  
Abduction shows something may be, without proving it, whereas deduction shows something 
is true in a specific case. Abductive inferences are plausible but are not justified by the structure 
of the argument, but reasonable enough to move a project forward (Saunders et al., 2012). 
Abduction results in a new order that takes surprising observations and offers a way to make 
sense of them, which is in line with the aim of the study of creating a framework that allows 
interested parties successfully engage in a coopetitive relationship.  
 
4.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
The research methodology is a systematic way to solve a problem. Kothari (2004) argues that 
research methodology is the science of studying how to conduct research. The research 
methodology is the plan that states the procedure in which a study would be investigated, 
including the explanation, description and prediction of the phenomena being studied. In 
simpler terms, research methodology considers the methods in which knowledge is acquired 
(Myers, 2019).  
The two primary classifications of research methodology are: qualitative and quantitative. 
These classifications, on the one hand, refers to the nature of knowledge, i.e. the way the world 
is perceived and the purpose of the research. On the other hand, the classification represents 
the way data is gathered and analysed and the type of generalisation and interpretation derived 
from the data. 
It is important to note that qualitative research methodology was developed in social sciences 
to aid in the study of social occurrences, while the quantitative research design was developed 
in natural sciences to understand natural phenomena (Table 4.4 below summarises and 
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differentiates qualitative and quantitative research methodology). It should be noted that 
neither of these methodologies is superior to the other, but choices between them are made 
based on the aim or purpose and nature of the study. Besides, both methodologies can be 
applied simultaneously to a study; this is called mixed methods. Based on the methodological 
foundation of the research, mixed methods may be used to take advantage of the differences 
between the two approaches (Brysman and Burgess, 1999).  
QUANTITATIVE  QUALITATIVE 
Gives numerical and statistical analyses of the study 
in other to test hypotheses or make predictions. 
Possesses little desire to generalise or make predictions; 
it is concerned with the nature of what is being studied. 
Represents data numerically and can be quantified. The representation of data is with words, themes or 
patterns. 
Researchers know what they are looking to find.  Researchers go into the study with an unclear idea of 
what their findings would be.  
All aspects of the research would have been 
understood and designed before data is collected.  
As the research progresses, the data required and the 
details of the study may change.  
Takes into larger pictures into consideration as it 
generalises. 
Focuses on investigating specific details of an event. 
The researcher may be separate from the subject 
matter. 
The researcher is usually immense in the subject matter. 
Data collection is structured (non-random). Data are collected randomly. 
Data collected are fewer, which may lead to 
generalisation. 
Data collected may contain a lot of detail. 
It discusses issues with an objective approach to 
research. 
Takes a subjective approach when discussing research. 
Table 4.4: Differences between qualitative and quantitative research (Dolowitz et al., 2008, pp. 36). 
 
4.4.1 Mixed Methods 
 
Mixed methods is a research strategy that combines more than one type of research method, 
mainly, quantitative and qualitative methods to answer the research questions (Bryman, 2016). 
Basically, this research method integrates the quantitative and qualitative methods to collect 
and analyse data in a single study to achieve the research aim. In similar terms, Brannen (2005), 
argues that mixed methods combine more than one research methods, claiming that the 
technique can be a mix of qualitative methods, a mix of quantitative methods, or a combination 
of qualitative and quantitive methods. Thus, rather than adopt a single approach, two methods 
can be used to create a more suitable plan of investigation, and it may involve using different 
types of data (Bryman, 2016). It has been argued that the mixed-method research approach is 
usually adopted to compensate for the shortcomings of the individual methods; hence, allowing 
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the researcher combine certain types of qualitative methods such as interviews, with surveys 
or questionnaire a form of a quantitative approach (Barbour, 2014).  
Types of Mixed Methods 
Methodologists in the mixed methods research area have attempted to classify the various types 
of mixed methods design. In fact, over 40 different forms of mixed method design have been 
identified in mixed-method literature (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2003). However, Creswell et 
al. (2003), classified mixed-methods designs into four major categories based on their 
functionality; they include triangulation design, embedded design, explanatory design and 
exploratory design. 
Triangulation Design: This design has been described as the most common approach to mixed 
methods research (Creswell et al., 2003). According to Morse (2003), the primary aim of this 
design is to gather different but complementary data on the same study to improve the 
understanding of the phenomena. Notably, it was agreed that this design is suitable when 
directly comparing quantitative statistical data with qualitative data or attempting to validate 
quantitative data with qualitative results (Creswell et al., 2006).   
Embedded Design: In this mixed-method design, it is assumed that one set of data is insufficient 
to answer the various questions that need to be addressed in research. Hence, a different data 
set is adapted to provide support based on the other primary data type (Creswell, 2003). This 
type of design is suitable when there is a need to include a qualitative or quantitative data within 
a primarily quantitative or qualitative study (Creswell, 2006). 
Explanatory Design: This is a two-phase mixed methods design, with the primary purpose of 
using qualitative data to expand on the results of the initial quantitative data (Creswell et al., 
2003). According to Morse (2003), this type of design is appropriate when there is a need to 
adopt qualitative data to explain the results of a quantitative data or when a study needs to 
create subgroups to follow up qualitatively the outcome of initial quantitative research. 
Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) also added that this design could be adopted as a purposeful 
sampling method for a qualitative phase based on the results of quantitative participants. 
Exploratory Design: This design is also two-phased, and its primary purpose is to use the result 
of the first qualitative method to inform the second (quantitative) phase (Creswell, 2006). This 
study assumes that an exploration of the subject area is useful when there are no guiding 
framework or theory, and there are unknown variables. Also, Creswell (2003) suggests that 
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since this design begins with qualitative research, it is most appropriate when there is a need to 
explore a phenomenon. Furthermore, Creswell (2006) states that this design should be adopted 
to identify significant variables that should be studied quantitatively, mainly when some of the 
variables are unknown. 
 
4.4.2 Selection and Justification of Research Methodology 
 
The mixed-methods provides the most suitable approach for this study. Given the aim of this 
study, which involves understanding the nature of IORs in OGI and then testing the framework 
for successful intentional and unintentional coopetition in the industry, it is necessary to adopt 
multiple methods of inquiry. Using the qualitative and quantitative approach in this study is 
advantageous as it would aid in the data evaluation to produce more reliable data; because of 
the way these approaches complement each other (Tashakkori et al., 2000). Existing research 
on coopetition utilises either robust qualitative methodologies such as interviews and 
ethnography or quantitative methods such as surveys. The mixed-method approach is 
suggested to enhance research on coopetition by providing a more thorough explanation of the 
subject matter. This approach goes, in line with Brewer and Hunter’s (1989) theory that 
suggests that mixed-method of data collection and evaluation produces complementary 
strengths to overlap the weaknesses of a single approach. In fact, researchers argue that when 
both qualitative and quantitative methodologies are combined, the contributions of both 
methods are highlighted in the results of the research, thus improving the quality of the study 
(Nau, 1995). Similarly, Hammersley (1993) concludes that qualitative data enhances 
quantitative research to produce a more detailed understanding of the phenomena. It should 
also be noted that mixed methods can be applied at several stages of a study, from the nature 
of the inquiry to the collection and interpretation of the data (Tashakkori et al., 2000). 
One of the primary factors to consider when adopting a mixed-method approach is the 
prioritisation and sequence of information gathering and evaluation (Tashakkori et al., 2000), 
and selecting the appropriate order can be difficult. As mentioned, there are four major types 
of mixed methods (Creswell, 2003). As a result of the primarily exploratory nature of this 
study, the exploratory design form of mixed methods is adopted. 
In order to implement the exploratory mixed-method research, Creswell et al. (2007) suggest 
that some methodological issues should be considered. They highlight three primary decisions 
to be made to aid in the selection of the mixed method typology. The choices include whether 
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or not the quantitative (QUAN) and qualitative (QUAL) elements would be concurrent or 
sequential; the weight of the methods as well as where the mixing of the techniques would 
occur (Figure 4:2).  
 
Figure 4:2: Decision tree for mixed methods design (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2007 p.247). 
 
 
The exploratory design is a sequential design where the first phase, qualitative, helps in the 
development of the quantitative phase. Creswell et al. (2003) described this design as a 
sequential exploratory design. This design is used for developing and testing instruments 
(Instrument Development Model) or for establishing a taxonomy (Taxonomy Developmental 
Model). Priority is given to the quantitative entity in the instrument development model. 
This study would adopt the exploratory sequential models at various phases of the study. Given 
the exploratory nature of the study, the exploratory instrument development model appears as 
the most suitable method.  
















Embed data Connect data
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Figure 4:3: Mixed-method design (adapted from: Creswell and Plano Clark, 2007) 
 
The first set of data is the concept clarification. Meleis (2007) insists that when a concept is 
widely used without an explicit agreement of its meaning, a concept clarification should be 
carried out. Even though the primary logic behind coopetition has been established 
(Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 2000), there are several accounts of the critical coopetition 
elements. Hence, a concept clarification was used to ascertain the appropriateness and context 
in which some of the coopetition elements were used in this study.  
Given that the coopetition is still emerging, and as such, the number of publications is limited 
and comprehensive data especially with relation to understanding its application and extent of 
the practice in the OGI, there was a need to explain the phenomenon. Hence, the concept was 
investigated inductively, in line with the post-positivist research paradigm, with hypotheses 
being made, and guide for the instrument development. This phase of data inquiry and 
collection used the qualitative approach. Subsequently, a quantitative assessment was 
conducted to test the hypotheses, (consistent with the deductive reasoning) that were developed 
from the QUAL (Figure 4:3).   
The exploratory study based on secondary data sources that contributed to the literature review 
(chapter two) provided the context-specific information on the coopetitive concept. This 
context was crucial for the development of the concept clarification interview questions and 
the initial QUAL study. The QUAL study was instrumental in developing the conceptual 
framework, hypothesis and questionnaire design used for the QUAN research.  
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4.5 FRAMEWORK FOR RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
Following the identification and selection of the relevant research paradigm and research 
approach the study would adopt, a suitable research design framework to guide in data 
collection should be developed (Saunders et al., 2009). Henn et al. (2006) described the 
research design as the plan or strategy adopted to shape the investigation. This design covers 
the entire study from the conceptualisation of the research problem to framing the research 
questions, including collecting, analysing and interpreting data, to the writing up phase 
(Creswell, 2007).  
This study adopted the research design framework provided by Sekaran (2009) (Figure 4:4). 
This framework covers the elements of good research design through a logical sequence of 
rational decision-making choices. The selection and justification of the research design are 
discussed at the end of the section. 
 
Figure 4:4: Framework for research design 
Source: Sekaran (2009 p. 183) 
 
4.5.1 Summary of Research Design Strategies 
This section adopts Sekeran (1993)’s research design framework (Figure 4:4) to create a 
blueprint to guide the empirical investigation for the study. Figure 4:5 shows a summary of the 
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Figure 4:5 Summary of research design. 
This research combines the exploratory and explanatory approach. Owing to the emerging 
nature of the coopetition concept, especially in the supply chain subject area, where there is a 
noticeable gap in knowledge, an exploration of the possibilities and application is appropriate. 
In line with the aim of exploratory studies, this research deductively identifies the gap in 
knowledge, clarifies the coopetition concepts and develop hypotheses. This research carefully 
tests its suggested hypotheses using the explanatory approach to answer questions such as the 
relationship that exists between the governance mechanism adopted and the performance 
outcome before concluding. Also, this study adopts a correlational, non-contrived 
investigation, with no interference from the researcher to identify the essential coopetition 
elements required to ensure a successful relationship within the supply chain field.  
Furthermore, the unit of analysis for all the phases are individual. In the qualitative aspect of 
the research, the unit of analysis is the individual based on the previous experiences and 
perception of scholars and industry experts with regards to the elements of coopetition. In the 
second phase, the unit of analysis is individual, based on the opinions and experiences of 
industry experts familiar with the nature of IORs and the factors that can promote successful 
coopetition.  
Additionally, this is a cross-sectional study, where the exploratory phase involved reviewing 
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information obtained from the literature review were used to create a survey for further 
investigation of the subject matter through interviews and questionnaires.  
With regards to the sampling techniques, since three sets of data are collected in this study, two 
primary sampling techniques are utilised. For the qualitative sampling, which comprises of the 
initial concept clarification interviews and the qualitative interviews to develop the conceptual 
framework and design the quantitative instrument – the non-probability convenience sampling 
is adopted for the conceptual interviews while purposive sampling is used for the qualitative 
interview. The probability - random sampling is utilised for the quantitative approach. 
Research participants for the concept clarification phase of the study are selected based on their 
availability, willingness to participate in the research and prior knowledge of IORs; to assist in 
effectively conceptualising the subject matter which is per Saunders et al. (2012) stance that 
convenience sampling is useful for gaining initial primary data for specific issues. The 
qualitative interview recruited participants based on three primary criteria; their employment 
in the OGI, the number of years they have been involved in a management role, and prior 
involvement in at least one form of IOR. The quantitative data is gathered using a web-based 
survey, to OGCs in the UK, and some carefully selected individuals recruited from LinkedIn a 
social networking platform.  
This study adopts the use of primary and secondary data sources. The secondary data provided 
a cost-effective means of exploring the coopetition concepts, to develop hypotheses and obtain 
a sound theoretical underpinning for the study. However, one of the drawbacks of using 
secondary sources in this study is the limited number of already existing data; this was 
mitigated by conducting primary studies after hypotheses were developed.  
 
Selection of Primary Data Strategy 
According to Yin (2017), the strategy adopted for primary data collection should be based on 
(Table 4.5); the type of research questions posed, the extent of control the research has over 
the research subjects or events and the timeline of the study (i.e. contemporary, futuristic or 
historical).  





Suitable for this 
research study? 
Experiment How, why Yes Yes No 
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Survey Who, what, where, how many, how 
much 
No Yes Yes 
Archival 
analysis 
Who, what, where, how many, how 
much 
No Yes/no No 
History How, why No No No 
Case study How, why No Yes Yes 
Table 4.5: Relevant situation for research Strategies (adapted from: Yin 2017) 
In light of the above table, the primary data was conducted using surveys and case studies. 
Case study strategy for this research 
This research utilises the case study approach as an extension of an exploratory study that 
included the literature review. The literature review provided some insights into the factors 
surrounding coopetition and how they can impact the oil and gas industry. The case study 
aimed to strengthen the findings by providing a more holistic view of the oil and gas industry, 
taking into account the current nature of the industry and the various sections (Operators and 
Contractors) especially in the upstream sector. The UK OGI was selected for the case study for 
two primary reasons: 
1. The Wood Review (2014) suggests that in order to optimise productivity, 
collaboration among the key players should be encouraged. This study seeks to 
review if coopetition may provide a more suitable strategy to improve productivity 
in the OGI; hence, this study investigates the impacts of coopetition within the oil 
and gas industry. 
2. The UK  OGI has been described as the oil and gas capital of Europe, due to its world-
class infrastructure and SC capabilities; therefore, understanding how coopetition can 
be applicable in the industry can be translated to other OG producing countries in 
Europe and other oil-producing countries.   
For this research, the sources of evidence came from documentation of various sources such as 
documented reports of events and specific newspaper clippings and other similar articles 
appearing within the mass media channels and archival records survey data by previous studies. 
Inspiration was drawn from Wood Review (2014) on the optimisation of productivity where 
collaboration was encouraged in a highly competitive industry. In this study, the UK oil and 
gas industry is the case study. For the qualitative aspect, individual members of the OGI are 
selected using the purposive sampling method, while the quantitative phase adopts a random 
sampling to select members of the industry to test the conceptual framework.  




Survey research is one of the most significant areas of measurement in applied social research 
as it often used to assess thoughts and feelings about a subject matter. The broad scope of 
survey research covers any measurement procedures that involve asking respondents a series 
of questions. This may be anything from a brief paper-and-pencil feedback form to a long and 
intensive one-on-one in-depth interview with a respondent. Surveys can be broadly classified 
into two categories - questionnaires and interviews. 
Interviews 
An interview is a determined conversation or discussion between two or more people where 
the interviewer aims to understand a particular event or phenomena, thereby asking questions 
which the person(s) being interviewed answers willingly and also listens to the interviewer 
(Saunders et al., 2009). Similarly, Silverman (2010) defines an interview as a person to person 
interaction, which involves two or more people and is conducted to achieve a particular 
purpose. Table 4.6 highlights the strengths and weaknesses of adopting interviews in data 
collection. This study uses interviews to collect qualitative data. The researcher has chosen to 
use interviews because it provides the opportunity to explore and obtain insights from industry 
experts about the nature of coopetition in the OGI which is relevant to the aim and objectives 
of the study.  
Uses and Strengths Limitations and Weaknesses 
Gives an in-depth understanding of the data 
collected 
The obscurity of the interviewee is low 
The data collected is based on the participants’ 
understanding 
Making quantitative predictions is difficult 
Useful when researching on a limited amount of 
cases 
Analysing data is usually time-consuming. 
Useful when describing complex phenomena The credibility of the results may be lower than 
other methods 
Provides peoples’ personal understanding and 
description of events 
 
Useful in studying dynamic process (documenting 
sequential patterns and change).  
 
The researcher can adopt the qualitative method of 
grounded theories to generate a tentative but 
explanatory theory about the event inductively 
 
Table 4.6: Uses and limitations of interviews. (adapted from: Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2003). 
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Research methods literature identifies three primary forms of interviews: structured, semi-
structured and unstructured interviews  (Creswell, 2003; Saunders et al., 2009; Silverman, 
2010). The structured interviews, also known as standardised interviews, adopts a self-
administered questionnaire to ask a set of fixed questions. The structured interview is usually 
adopted in quantitative studies as the information collected is measurable. This interview 
approach aims to ensure that each interview is conducted in the same manner, with the same 
questions asked in the same order. The semi-structured interviews, on the other hand, involves 
the use of more open-ended questions. This form of interview inquiry is less formal than 
structured interviews, and the interviewer follows a list of themes or possible questions to guide 
the discussion (Saunders et al., 2012). The questions asked in this interview may not be 
precisely the same in all inquiries made, as the flow of questions may change based on the 
length and the quality of the interview. This interview approach is useful in qualitative social 
research. Finally, the unstructured interview is a casual and unrehearsed discussion type. Here, 
the interviewer does not go into the interview session with the exact question to ask but the 
theme and area of discussion. It is an informal discussion which usually lasts longer than the 
other interview approach as an in-depth understanding of the area is paramount.  
This study adopts the use of semi-structured interviews to gather qualitative data. The semi-
structured interview involves a series of open-ended questions emerging from the literature 
review that aims to provide answers to the research questions (Greene, 2008). Due to the 
complex nature of coopetition, it is crucial to have the flexibility to fully explore the forms of 
IORs in OGIs without moving away from the theme of the inquiry (Gray, 2009).  
Questionnaires 
Creswell (2009) describes questionnaire as the backbone of survey research, capable of 
determining the outcome of a study. A questionnaire is a research instrument consisting of a 
series of question to gather information from respondents (Saunders et al., 2012). 
Questionnaires are often used to gather primary quantitative data in a standardised manner that 
ensures internal consistency and coherence when analysing. Questionnaires should have a 
definite purpose consistent with achieving the aim and objective of the study. One of the 
advantages of this instrument is that it is inexpensive to both design and administer. Some of 
the other advantages and disadvantages of the instrument are listed in Table 4.7. When 
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designing a questionnaire, it should be clear from the onset of how the data would be used and 
analysed.  
 
Questionnaire advantages Questionnaire limitations 
• Questionnaires are less expensive 
than other methods 
• They produce quick results 
• Questionnaires can be completed at 
the respondent’s convenience 
• They offer greater assurance of 
anonymity 
• They provide less opportunity for 
bias or errors caused by the presence 
or attitudes of the interviewer 
• Questionnaires are a stable, 
consistent and uniform measure, 
without variation 
• They give a considered and 
objective view on the issue 
• The use of questionnaires promises 
broader coverage since researchers 
can approach respondents more 
quickly than other methods. 
• They are not affected by problems of 
‘no-contact.’ 
• They do not allow probing, 
prompting and clarification of 
questions 
• They do not offer opportunities for 
motivating the respondent to 
participate in the survey or to answer 
the questions 
• The identity of the respondent and 
the conditions under which the 
questionnaire was responded to are 
not known. Researchers are not sure 
whether the right person has 
responded to the questions. 
• It is not possible to check whether 
the question order was followed 
• Questionnaires do not provide an 
opportunity to collect additional 
information (e.g. through 
observation) while they are being 
completed. There is no  researcher 
present, for instance, to make 
observations while the questions are 
being answered 
• Due to the lack of supervision, a 
partial response is quite possible 
Table 4.7: Advantages and limitations of using questionnaires. (Adapted from; Sarantakos 1998). 
 
There are four different types of questionnaire designs, which can be adopted for a study based 
on the purpose of the study. These are contingency questions, matrix questions, closed-ended 
questions and opened questions (Saunders et al., 2012). A contingency question is one that is 
limited to a specific subset of the respondents. It ensures that only the appropriate respondents 
answer the questions to improve the quality of the responses and data collected. For example, 
a contingency question may apply only to a specific gender. Matrix questions have one or more 
row items which need to be evaluated by respondents on the same column items. Matrix 
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questions are multiple-choice questions represented in a grid format. Close-ended questions 
are question types that ask respondents to choose from a distinct set of pre-defined responses, 
such as “yes/no” or among sets multiple-choice questions. Finally, open-ended questions are 
free-form survey questions that allow a respondent to answer in open text format such that they 
can answer based on their complete knowledge, feeling, and understanding. 
When designing a questionnaire, Saunders et al. (2012) mention three considerations to make; 
the general form, the sequence of the questions and how the wordings of the questions. In terms 
of the general forms, the questionnaire can be designed in either a structured or unstructured 
format. Structured questionnaires have a set of standardised, predetermined questions with a 
fixed scheme. The questions are presented in a closed-ended format with the same wordings 
and the same order to all respondents. Whereas an unstructured questionnaire is not presented 
in a standardised format, instead, it presents a question guide, in an open-ended format, where 
the respondents can respond in their own words. This type of questionnaire is more suitable for 
qualitative studies.  
Another critical consideration in questionnaire design is the sequence of the questions. 
Saunders et al. (2012), argues that the question sequence in a questionnaire should have a 
logical flow, usually from general to specific. Question sequence in questionnaire design is 
crucial as it can reduce bias in the responses and decreases the chances of questions being 
misunderstood which can compromise the quality of the survey. The first sets of questions are 
particularly important because they can influence the attitude of the respondents to the 
questionnaire. Suresh (2014), suggests the sandwich theory, which is a three-stage theory 
should be adopted when designing a questionnaire. The three stages and order listed by Suresh 
(2014) when designing questionnaires are; screening questions, to ensure that each respondent 
is fit for the study, questions specific to the study, and then demographic questions.  
Finally, the wording of the questions should be clear and impartial to avoid creating a bias in 
the responses gotten. Creswell (2009), adds that questions in a questionnaire should not be 
ambiguous or convey more than one meaning; words with emotional connotations should also 
be avoided.  
Questionnaires can be distributed in various forms including via the telephones, mails and 
through the webs. Mail questionnaires are particularly useful for surveying subjects that are 
geographically dispersed (Yammarino et al., 1991). This is a cost-effective method that also 
has another advantage. It allows respondents to take their time to participate at their discretion 
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and in turn, be able to provide thoughtful responses (Churchill, 1996) that are accurate (Aaker 
et al., 1998). Because mail questionnaires are self-administered, it also reduces the possibility 
of interviewer bias (Zikmund, 1999) as respondents may choose to remain anonymous through 
mail questionnaires. The anonymity aspect is a significant contributing factor in the honesty of 
responses obtained (Churchill, 1996) and especially so in the wake of particularly sensitive 
topics (Malhota, 1996). However, mail questionnaires tend to be more structured and lengthier, 
unlike other forms of survey communication, making response rates low (Zikmund, 1999). It 
is not recommended for detailed written responses.  
This study adopts the use of questionnaires as the instrument to gather quantitative data and 
would be discussed in further details in chapter six of this study.  
It is essential to map the the data collection method to the research questions at the point to 
ensure that each method selected to answer the questions are suitable and fit for purpose. 
Therefore, Table 4.8 maps the research questions to the data collection method.  
Research 
Question 
Methodology Data Collection Technique 
1 Qualitative Semi Structured Interviews is used to determine the extent 
to which coopetition exists in the UK OGI 
2 Qualitative and 
Quantitative  
Semi-structured interviews are used to determine the 
respondents view of the role of the SCF in coopetition, 
while the questionaires are used to test its impact on the 
outcome on coopetition performance. 
3 Qualitative and 
Quantitative 
Semi-structured interviews are used to determine the 
respondents subjective view on the role of the governance 
mechanism in managing coopetition, while questionnaires 
is used to test its effectiveness.  
4 Qualitative and 
Quantitative 
Semi-structured interviews are used to determine the 
respondents subjective view on the role of a dedicated 
alliance team in managing coopetition, while 
questionnaires is used to test its effect on coopetition 
performance. 
5 Qualitative and 
Quantitative 
Semi-structured interviews are used to determine the 
respondents subjective view on the role of a tension 
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management technique in managing coopetition, while 
questionnaires is used to test its effect on coopetition 
performance. 
Table 4.8 Mapping research questions with data collection technique 
Survey Strategy Employed 
This study uses a questionnaire to collect data for its survey, in-line with advantages in Table 
4.7 captured above. Because the study aims to provide a generic industry model, the 
questionnaire is the most appropriate tool. However, the survey was carefully constructed to 
ensure that it can overcome the weaknesses of surveys as an evaluation method and in turn, 
produce credible data. Furthermore, interviews were also employed in line with the advantages 
highlighted in Table 4.6 to develop the hypothesis and questionnaires. Figure 4:6 below gives 
a summary of the data collection design for the study. 
 
 
Figure 4:6: Data Collection Design (Developed for this study) 
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The data collection method has been discussed and justified in this section; these methods 
would be discussed further in the data presentation sections for the respective data. As 
identified in the process map (Figure 4:6), the discussion chapter would review the results of 
all the data collected and its implication for the study.   
 
4.6 AN OVERVIEW OF STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELLING TECHNIQUE 
(SEM) 
 
An overview of SEM is presented in this chapter, which precedes the presentation of the results 
to allow the reader to appreciate the SEM technique and understand its application to the 
results. It would discuss the measurement and path relationships and the way they are treated 
in SEM analysis; it would also review hypothesis testing, the SEM assumptions and the factors 
to be considered during SEM analysis.  
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) which is also known as covariance structure modelling, 
covariance structure analysis, correlation structure analysis or causal modelling is a term that 
describes several statistical methods which is primarily used to assess the relationships between 
variables in a theoretical model especially multi-variant models (Arbuckle, 2016; Bryne, 2016; 
Hu and Bentler, 1999). SEM has been described as a hybrid between factor analysis and path 
analysis, which offers explanations for hypothesised correlations between constructs in a 
theoretical model; thus, providing researchers with a means to both analyse their data and test 
their hypotheses (Bryne, 2016).   
Hence, SEM is a popular choice for testing hypothesis and analysing relationships involving 
various constructs and their underlying indicators in many social science studies (Arbuckle, 
2016). For instance, SEM is the recommended tool to assess the cause-effect relationship 
between latent constructs in business research (Hair et al., 2011).  
SEM integrates several statistical techniques such as multi-level modelling, measurement 
theory, path analysis, factor analysis, multiple regression, non-recursive modelling, 
simultaneous equation modelling to analyse and draw conclusions from a theoretical model 
(Arbuckle, 2016). It is important to note that in SEM analysis, there are some assumptions that 
need to be met to attain acceptable model fit before the approach can be used to reliably test 
hypothesis and confirm theories, violating the required assumptions can result in Type I or II 
error. 
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SEM possesses the ability to model a mean structure, a covariance matrix and moment structure 
to make statistical inferences about the relationships or interactions in a theoretical model 
(Arbuckle, 2016).  
?̅? = 𝐵1𝑋1 + 𝐵2𝑋2 + ⋯ + 𝐵𝑛𝑋𝑛 + 𝐴 
Where 
 ?̅?   = Predicted score 
X1, X2, … Xn  = Predictors 
B1, B2, … Bn  = Unstandardised Regression Coefficient 
A  = Intercept  
 
From the equation, ?̅?, which is the predicted score represents the weighted combination of the 
predictors (X1, X2, … Xn), the covariance structure represents the unstandardised regression 
coefficients (B1, B2, … Bn), and the intercept which is the constant A corresponds to the mean 
structure.  
There are several software packages that have been developed to allow a more straightforward 
SEM analysis, for example, LISREL, EQS, AMOS and Mplus. Additionally, some computer 
programming platforms like STATISTICA can be used to compute and analyse SEM models. 
This study adopts the use of IBM SPSS AMOS 25 for the SEM analysis, based on availability 
and its user-friendly interface and analytical capabilities to model the interactions between the 
antecedents and outcome of coopetition.  
An SEM with a latent construct is divided into two different components depending on the 
relationship between the latent constructs as well as between each latent construct and their 
indicators. These is expanded in appendix 2. 
The SEM model is the most suitable data analysis technique to be adopted for this study as it 
allows, the researcher measure latent variables such as trust, commitment, which may 
otherwise have been difficult to measure. Additionally, the SEM is a useful analytical tool to 
test both direct and indirect relationships between two or more constructs. This capability is 
beneficial in this study as it is vital to measure the interacting effects of the management and 
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governance techniques on coopetition. Further justification for the adoption of this analysis 
technique is provided in chapter 6.  
 
4.7 ETHICAL CONSIDERATION 
 
While conducting studies in social science, including management, scholars would be faced 
with ethical and moral issues as a result of their interactions with humans. Therefore, the 
researcher needs to consider the ethical issues involved in the study, including the 
confidentiality and anonymity of the research subjects (Teddie and Tashakkori, 2009). The 
need for consent has been emphasised in management study to ensure the participants are aware 
of their role in a study. Therefore, the study participants recruited for the qualitative phase of 
the study were required to sign a consent form and provide verbal consent before the 
commencement of the interviews. Additionally, all participants were explicitly informed about 
their rights to confidentiality and that their participation was voluntary. Hence, the participants 
were not obliged to participate and were informed of their rights to withdraw from the study at 
any phase. For the quantitative data, participants sent a letter of invitation and introduction to 
the study, which states the rights of the respondents to refuse to participate in the study.  
With regards to the constructs being investigated, there were no significant ethical issues as 
sensitive organisational information and processes were not required. The study sought the 
opinion of respondents about the coopetition construct and was expected to respond based on 
their individual perception. The data handling process, complied with the host university’s 
research ethics standard, following an internal assessment by the research review board as well 
as the UK Data Protection Act (1998) guidelines. The letter of introduction sent to all 
participants in the study stated the purpose of the research and the rights of the respondents to 
reassure the participants of their confidentiality.  
 
4.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
This chapter discussed the research philosophies, approach, design and data collection 
technique for the study. The chapter started by providing an in-depth discussion of the various 
research paradigms and philosophies to provide a clear justification for the approach selected. 
From the review of the philosophical assumptions, this study adopts the post-positivist lens to 
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underpin the research, as it allows flexibility of research methodology, which is essential as 
this study adopts the sequential mixed-methods research design for data collection. The 
qualitative phase of this study comprises of a conceptual clarification interview, to ensure that 
the investigation is appropriately positioned in academic literature and the terms and concepts 
used are accurate. This is followed by a semi-structured interview, which explores the 
applicability of the coopetition in the OGI and develops the theories and research hypothesis, 
to be tested using quantitative questionnaires. This chapter also introduces the structural 
equation model (SEM) and the various element necessary to create a structural model, which 
would be used to test the hypothesis and the conceptual framework which would be developed 
in the next chapter. These approaches, as well as the data presentation, are discussed in 
subsequent chapters. The next section presents the results of the exploration phase of the study 
and also shows the conceptual frameworks and research hypothesis.  
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The preceding chapter discussed and justified the research methodology and philosophical 
underpinnings for this study. It also provides justification for the exploratory and explanatory 
nature and abductive reasoning this study follows. Hence, in line with the rationale provided, 
this chapter presents the outcome of the exploratory research and the development of the 
conceptual framework following the abductive reasoning that allows hypothesis to be 
developed following observation of reality. 
From the review of the literature and research questions presented in chapter 2, an exploration 
of the OGI is necessary to access the extent of coopetition practice as well as analysis how the 
constructs reviewed in the section, affects the performance of coopetition. Additionally, an 
exploration of the industry needs to be conducted to clarify how the constructs are currently 
being applied in the industry and how they affect coopetition to allow the development of the 
conceptual framework and the research hypothesis. However, the chapter starts by providing 
the outcome of the conceptual clarification.  
 
5.2 CONCEPT CLARIFICATION INTERVIEWS 
 
In research, it is crucial to ensure that the concepts under review are clearly defined to avoid 
unreliable measurements, which can affect the validity of the study and the instruments used 
to gather the data for the research. In a study conducted by Jordan (2013), it is suggested that 
a lack of conceptual clarity impacts the validity of the study, as it becomes difficult for the 
researcher to study the same phenomena in a comparable setting. Additionally, unclear 
concepts introduce challenges when forming and testing hypothesis, as developing a hypothesis 
from a concept that lacks clarity renders both the hypothesis and the results unreliable.  
Conceptual clarification is particularly necessary for this study as the coopetition concept is 
still in its infancy stage (Dahl, 2017), and is still at risk of misinterpretation. In fact, Dagnino 
and Padula (2002), emphases on the need for boundaries to be created around the definition of 
coopetition since, there seems to be a blurry line in its conceptualisation. This further stresses 
the need for a clarification of concepts.  
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Therefore, to ensure conceptual clarity, the researcher conducted a concept clarification 
interview, using a semi-structured interview format following Oppenheim (1992), stance about 
exploring the main concepts of research prior to data collection.  
The objective of the concept clarification interview is as follow: 
1. To check that the concept has been appropriately defined.  
2. To check that the correct terms are being used describe elements of the study.  
3. To investigate the viability of the research aims and objectives.  
The concept clarification interview adopts a non-probability convenience sampling technique, 
as it is suitable for exploratory study and the study participants can be selected based on 
accessibility and willingness to participate (Saunders et al., 2007).  
 
5.2.1 Interviewees 
Three interviewees were selected from the host university. The interviewees were selected 
based on the level of expertise within the field of supply chain and strategic management; 
however, the identity of the respondents cannot be revealed as per the university’s ethical 
policy. Nonetheless, the respondents are extensively published in several areas of management 
research. The sample size was determined based on the availability of the respondents, as most 
of the interview was conducted following an ABS50 Conference in 2015, hosted by the host 
university as part of the celebration for its 50th anniversary.  
 
5.2.2 The Interview 
Prior to the interview, an interview schedule was emailed to the participants to allow proper 
reflection of the constructs being understudied and a face-to-face interview was scheduled. The 
interview was a short semi-structured discussion that adopted open-ended questions and lasted 
an average of thirty minutes. Since the concept is still in infancy, the construct was introduced 
along with real-life examples, such as the alliance between Sony and Samsung. After a brief 
period of reflection, the interviewee was asked to give an interpretation of the concept from 
their viewpoint. Subsequently, the researcher revealed how the construct had been defined for 
the study and sought the opinion of the participant for its appropriateness.  
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In the instance where all the participants agreed on a construct and its operational definition, 
the definition was maintained. However, where there was no consensus, modifications were 
made based on the judgement of the researcher with the backing of relevant literature.  
 
5.2.3 The Interview Outcome 
The interview data analysis reviewed that there was a consensus regarding the initial definitions 
and operationalisation of the constructs. This shows that the review of the literature was 
rigorous as the constructs were defined based on the outcome of the literature review. However, 
there were a few feedbacks regarding the phrasing of some of the constructs. Below are the key 
findings from the conceptual clarification interview.  
1. All respondents agreed that the definition of coopetition is suitable for the study. 
2. The participants' advice that the terms ‘cooperation’ and ‘collaboration’ should not be 
used interchangeably during data collection to avoid misinterpretation and confusion.  
3. The terms can be used interchangeably during discussions.  
4. Using Relative or Transactional governance terms during data collection may be too 
ambiguous. Use simpler terms to convey meaning.  
These suggestions were taken on board and applied during the development of both the 
qualitative and quantitative questions development. For example, rather than using relational 
or transactional governance during the data collection, trusts and contracts were used to pass 
the message.  
 
5.3 THE QUALITATIVE DATA 
 
As identified in the literature review chapter, there are limited studies on the effects of 
coopetition in the oil and gas industry. Agreeably, several studies show that coopetition is a 
useful strategy for improving supply chain performances (Kovacs and Spens, 2013), 
innovativeness (McCarthy et al., 2018), risk management (Cygler et al., 2018) and overall 
business performance (Robert et al., 2018). Some studies have even investigated the impacts 
of the coopetition strategy on several industries such as tourism, telecommunications, 
manufacturing, winemaking, automobile industries (Crick, 2018; Akpinar and Vincze, 2016; 
Mariani, 2015; Yami and Nemeh, 2014; Ehrenmann and Reiss, 2012). Within the OGI, 
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Ceptureanu et al., (2018) ranked the critical success factors based on the factors identified by 
(Chin et al., 2008); however, no studies have explicitly reviewed the application of coopetition 
in the OGI with regards to its governance and management structures. There is also a 
knowledge gap bridging SC and coopetition, especially reviewing the effects they have on each 
other. Hence, questions regarding the impact of a flexible supply chain on the outcome of 
coopetition would be investigated. Therefore, the need for an exploratory study to answer some 
of the research questions identified in the preceding chapter becomes necessary.  
As identified in section 4.5, the goal of an exploratory study is to investigate a new phenomenon 
and try to make sense and clarify new constructs (Creswell, 2003). While coopetition has been 
studied for almost two decades now, there are still many questions that need answers, and this 
study attempts to investigate the effect of SCF on the outcome of coopetition performance in 
the OGI. Since no previous studies focus on the oil and gas industry, exploratory research 
becomes necessary.  
In line with exploratory studies, qualitative research supports using non-numeric data to make 
sense or interpret a phenomenon (Creswell, 2014). Essentially, qualitative research is interested 
in understanding a construct from the participant's viewpoint, by developing a close proximal 
relationship, thus being immersed in the research context (Sandelowski, 2010). This method is 
in line with the post-positivism philosophy that encourages the subjectivity, allowing the 
researcher to have a deeper understanding of the role and perception of coopetition as a strategy 
for growth in the OGI. To uncover how coopetition can impact on OG supply chains, the 
researcher, needs to understand the industry and the way it operates currently, as well as 
revealing the perception of the practicality and applicability of the coopetition strategy from 
the respondent’s viewpoint. Therefore, this phase of the study is concerned with exploring the 
subjective view of industry professionals regarding the issue of coopetition, mainly to 
understand the extent of its application. The outcome of this phase would be beneficial in 
designing the instruments for the quantitative study.  
 
5.3.1 The Research Question 
Following the review of literature, some critical questions were identified, (see section 3.7), 
this phase seeks to answer, two crucial questions 
• To what extent does coopetition already exist (intentionally and unintentionally) in the 
UK Oil and Gas Industry? 
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• Does the flexibility of an organisation's supply chain, influence the outcome of 
coopetition? 
 
The objectives of this phase of the study are: 
1. To test the awareness of coopetition, as a term and as a practice. 
2. To investigate the extent coopetition practices exists within the industry.  
3. To understand the role and form of governance and management of IORs in the 
industry.  
4. To explore the impacts of SCF on the outcomes of IORs in the industry. 
5. To develop the conceptual framework and to aid in developing the tool for the 
quantitative phase.  
 
Since there are limited coopetition studies in the OGI, the qualitative phase helps set the scene 
for the quantitative research, and the results would be advantageous in developing and 
modifying the instruments for the quantitative phase. For instance, to create additional 
questions for further review to aid in achieving a deeper understanding of the construct 
(Bryman, 2015). It should be noted that this section only presents and analyses the qualitative 
data to aid in developing the quantitative phase. Discussions about the key findings of this 
phase would be done in the discussion chapter 8. 
The interview adopted an interview schedule (see appendix) to guide the study separate from 
the model, to reduce the risk of researchers’ bias, particularly confirmatory bias. In addition, 
during the interview process, the researcher did not offer too many details about the coopetition 
concept (unless when probed), to allow the researcher capture data regarding the extent of 
unawareness of coopetition. Thus, the questions were formed from an information requirement 
log (see appendix) created following the review of the literature to guide the data collection. 
(Figure 5:1) shows an overview of the qualitative phase of this study.  
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Figure 5:1: An Overview of the Qualitative Study (developed for this study) 
 
5.3.2 Qualitative Data: Data Collection and Analysis Process 
This section follows from section 4.5 of this chapter regarding sampling techniques, where it 
was identified that the purposive non-probability sampling technique would be utilised for the 
qualitative data collection. This sampling approach allows the researcher to select respondents 
that are crucial to meeting the objectives of the study. In this study, the appropriate audience is 
individuals who are: 
1. Employed within the Oil and Gas Industry. 
2. Employed within a management role or capable of influencing management decisions. 
3. Have been involved in a SC or Business Development role for a minimum of 7 years. 
4. Have had first-hand active working experience in any form of inter-organisational 
interaction.  
 
The reasons for these criteria are to ensure that the respondents, understand the industry which 
this study is based (OGI), are familiar with SC terminologies and positioning in the industry 
and are accustomed to the dynamics of IO interactions. According to Bogner et al. (2009), the 
conditions for determining expertise is not iron cast; however, factors such as track records, 
length and quality of career, credentials, and reliability can provide insights about the 
proficiency of a participant. This study, therefore, adopts the period of career role to determine 
expertise, based on the assumption that seven years is enough time to acquire sufficient 
knowledge about the supply chain function.  
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Since there is no industry database to select participants, research respondents were sourced 
through networking. Contacts were established with two of the respondents at an annual Supply 
Chain Forum held at the host university, three respondents were sourced from LinkedIn, a 
social networking platform for professionals, while another respondent referred one 
respondent. The strategy for sourcing respondents described is consistent with Patton (2002)’s 
opportunistic sampling technique, where he suggests that researches can take advantage of 
events or conferences and other opportunities to gather data.  








Res_01 SC & Procurement 
Manager 
OG Operator 24 Senior Level Suppliers 
Res_02 Business Owner/ 
Business 
Development 
OG Servicing  40 Owner Complementary 
Organisation 
Res_03 Business Owner/ 
Contractor 
OG Servicing  25 Owner Complementary 
Organisation 
Res_04 SC Manager OG Operator 12 Senior Level Suppliers 
Res_05 Regional SC 
Manager 




OG Servicing 35 Owner Complementary and 
Competing Organisation 
Table 5:1: Profile of Interview Participants 
Following initial contact, a participant information sheet containing the interview schedule and 
consent forms (see appendix) was sent by email to the respondents upon confirming their 
interest in the study. Follow-up interactions were made, by email and telephone conversations 
to schedule the date, time and location of the interviews.  
The concept of saturation was utilised to select an appropriate sample size since there are no 
agreed rules about the number of optimal participants in qualitative research. The idea of 
saturation which is described as a stage where no new information is being gathered from a 
study is used to estimate sample size in qualitative research (O’Reilly and Parker, 2013; 
Charmaz, 2006). Thus, six respondents were interviewed based on the criteria specified for the 
purposive sampling (Table 5:1).  
Another critical aspect of data collection in qualitative research is regarding the data collection 
instrument. Some of the tools that can be applied for qualitative data gathering are observations, 
focus groups and interviews (Bryman, 2015). This study could not adopt the observation 
technique, as the research questions involve investigating the views of the experts about a 
construct, which is not related to the behavioural patterns of the participants (Bryman, 2015). 
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Interviews were chosen for this study above, focus groups based on convenience. Due to the 
limiting criteria of the research participants, it would have been challenging to gather the 
respondents together at the same time owing to conflicting schedules and logistical limitations. 
Additionally, owing to the criteria of IO interactions, to investigate the awareness and extent 
of unintentional coopetition, it was essential to have detailed information about the dynamics 
of the IO alliance, which may not have possible with focus group technique.  
Based on Section 4.5 discussing the types of interviews in qualitative studies, this study adopts 
the semi-structured interview technique because it allows for flexibility in the survey, while 
still retaining focus on the objectives of the study which may not be possible with structured 
or unstructured interviews. An interview schedule consisting of four primary stages was 
developed to guide the discussion. The questions were asked in a manner that allowed the 
participants to express their views without constraints. This technique allowed the researcher 
to identify and explore themes that had not been considered during the development of the 
interview schedule.  
According to Corbin and Strauss (2015), the technique of analysing qualitative data should be 
informed by the objectives of the study. Hence, this study compared textual data for similarities 
and differences in the identified themes from the participant's viewpoint. To achieve the study 
objective, the analyse process first explored each participant views on a case by case basis, 
followed by a comparison of the common themes across cases (Gibbs 2007; Ayres et al., 2003).  
This study did not adopt the use of computer-assisted qualitative data analysis (CAQDAS). 
Even though it has been argued that CAQDAS enhances qualitative data management and 
analysis by increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the data analysis process (Bazeley & 
Jackson, 2013), the issue of the efficacy towards the understanding of the research data 
becomes arguable. Richards and Richards (1994), argue that CAQDAS cannot understand the 
nuances of the meaning of a text, which is against the goal of a qualitative study to holistically 
understand the experience and opinions of the participant. Gilbert (2002), also adds that 
CAQDAS increases the gap between the researcher and the data, reducing familiarity with the 
data. Nevertheless, Richard (2014) points out that irrespective of the data analysis approach 
utilised in a qualitative study, the aim of understanding the participant's perception of reality 
remains intact. This study adopts the manual method of qualitative data analysis, by manually 
transcribing, coding and thematically analysing the data. Saunders et al., (2009), highlights the 
necessary steps to thematic analysis in a qualitative study is to; 1) get familiar with the data by 
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transcribing verbatim, reading and re-reading the transcription, while making notes and 
identifying recurring themes. 2) code the data by using keywords observed in the transcripts, 
3) use the codes to develop categories by combining similar codes, 4) search for possible 
relationships by linking and relating the categories and 5) compare findings and summarise 
results.  
 
5.3.3 The Interview Process 
 
As mentioned above, the respondents were sent an initial email with a participant information 
sheet, which contained the interview schedule as well as a consent form in line with the 
regulation of the host university. Further contact was made to schedule the interview and 
inquire about any additional questions or concerns from the respondents. At the start of the 
interview, the researcher ensured the consent forms had been signed and assured the 
participants of their confidentiality and their rights to withdraw from the study at any point. 
Subsequently, the research aims and objectives were described to the participants, permission 
to record the interview was granted, and verbal consent was obtained. The interviews were 
conducted in quiet meeting rooms to avoid distractions, the interview schedule served as a 
guide to a discussion and did not necessarily follow a serial order; instead, interaction flowed 
logically. As observed in Table 5:2, the interview duration was an average of 01:06:24; this 
allowed the opportunity to explore the construct comprehensively.  
Participants  Interview 
Duration 
Form of Interview  
Res_01 00:51:37 Face-to-face 
Res_02 01:20:18 Face-to-face 
Res_03 00:46:42 Face-to-face 
Res_04 00:54:04 Face-to-face 
Res_05 01:30:11 Face-to-face 
Res_06 01:15:31 Face-to-face.  
Additional written clarification provided by email.  
Table 5:2: Interview Duration 
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5.3.4 Qualitative Findings  
This section reports the findings of the qualitative study. It would present the outcome of the 
semi-structured interview and where appropriate use of direct quotes from the respondents to 
allow comprehensive narration of how the participants perceive coopetition and its 
applicability. As discussed, the meaning of the phenomena was constructed socially based on 
a case-by-case interaction, as in some cases, the sense of some constructs was unique to each 
participant. For example, the question about the form of inter-organisational interactions was 
perceived differently by the respondents. While some respondents described the interactions 
with their end-users, others viewed it as the interactions with their suppliers. e.g.  
“… because at the end of the day, providing supply chain solutions for other companies is the 
summary of my job role; so a company’s lack of supply chain expertise is good for my 
business”. (Res_06) 
“So, we need to constantly make sure that the correct materials are delivered on time to 
avoid any disruptions because a single mistake can cost us thousands”. (Res_01) 
“The primary problem is our software focuses more on trying to stand out than functionality, 
and we cannot always travel to provide on-ground training, so we partnered with a local firm 
that provides training for our clients on how to use and troubleshoot the software package”. 
(Res_05). 
The researcher is able to make more meaning about some of the themes based on a case-by-
case review and then try to link these meaning to create a holistic understanding of the 
construct. Additionally, from the example above, semi-interviews proved helpful as the 
researcher was able to probe further to understand and realise more levels of IO dynamics that 
exist in respondents’ organisations.  
 Awareness of Coopetition and Extent of Practice within the Industry 
The qualitative phase of this study set out to test the awareness of coopetition in the OGI. 
Hence, the study checked the respondents' familiarity with the term and then investigated their 
knowledge about the dynamics of coopetition. The exploration study found that the respondents 
were conversant with the idea and notion of competitors working together, but they were 
unaware of the term coopetition, with only Res_03 and Res_05, having previous encounters 
with the word. In fact, Res_03 confirmed personal interest in understanding the dynamics of 
coopetition to make it a more applicable strategy in the industry. Many of the respondents were 
surprised to find that such a word exists, “I honestly thought that was a typo, and you meant to 
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type cooperation” (Res_04). As mentioned in chapter one, the industry now highly encourages 
collaboration among the operators in the sector, with incentives being offered to organisations 
willing to collaborate (Wood, 2014; Oil and Gas UK, 2019). Thus, it was no surprise to find 
that collaboration among competitors is a strategy already being adopted in the industry. 
Although, its application had been limited to creating industry standards with a few proactive 
organisations working with the government to develop newer, more innovative tools and 
instruments to improve the standard of operations.  
“...so, you find after ordering a single part from one supplier and an extension from another 
supplier and find that one part is bigger than the other, and there is this whole activity of 
trying to get parts that actually fit. Then they thought, why don’t we all just make sure the 
parts complement each other and have suppliers be up-front with their specifications” 
(Res_06) 
The respondents had similar answers about the first time they had experienced coopetition in 
the industry, and the extent of its application was limited to standardising processes to ease the 
operations in the industry. Interestingly, this dynamic of coopetition is now being adopted by 
automobile industries, particularly the makers of electric cars. Following several criticisms, 
about standardising of the charging facilities in the industry, it was announced that plans for 
standardisation are in the works being led by Tesla one of the leaders in the electric car industry 
(Lee and Clark, 2018). This dynamic of coopetition confirms many studies, showing that the 
strategy can increase network-based innovations and thus improve the industry standards of 
operations (Czakon, 2018; Rusko, 2014).  
An interesting finding from this exploratory study answers research question 1, about the extent 
to which coopetition occurs unintentionally, where the parties are not aware they are in a 
coopetitive relationships. The study found two pieces of evidence of this form of coopetition, 
where the respondents assumed they were engaged in pure collaboration, but the nature of the 
relationships shows direct coopetition. What was thought-provoking about the realisation is 
that one of the respondents (Res_05), seemed to understand the dynamics of coopetition, yet 
remained unaware of the strategy was being utilised. The realisation occurred after further 
probing about the nature of their IO interactions with their partners in another region, providing 
on-ground training to their clients. It was observed that their partner provides alternative more 
affordable solutions to other smaller-scale local clientele. However, because of the level of 
dependence asymmetric, financial strength and brand reputation, Res_05’s organisation was 
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able to mitigate the risk of opportunism. Notwithstanding, the threat of involuntary information 
leakage was present as their partner, had the opportunity to learn about their services and adopt 
these lessons to improve the quality of their products.  
There is a higher risk of unintentional knowledge leakage in coopetition when the alliance 
occurs in close proximity to the consumers (Lindström and Polsa, 2016). Coopetition studies 
has found that one of the primary tensions in the partnership is related to knowledge 
management, particularly, when attempting to strike a balance between sharing information 
that can create mutual benefits for the parties and information that is critical to maintaining the 
competitive advantage (Gast et al., 2015; Kylanen and Mariani 2012). Therefore, control 
mechanisms need to be in place to mitigate the tensions, and the knowledge sharing in the 
alliance should be meticulously managed (Gast et al., 2019; Gast et al., 2015). As expected, 
Ghobadi and D'Ambra (2011) stressed that the dynamics of information sharing in pure 
collaboration is different from coopetition. Even though, Hassandoust and Kazerouni (2011), 
showed that organisations are more inclined to maintain a strong internal boundary, regarding 
knowledge sharing and may only engage in arm’s length association, irrespective of the nature 
of IOR they are involved in, the risk of opportunism is higher in coopetition relationships. 
Therefore, unawareness of coopetition puts organisations at risk, especially with regards to 
unintentional knowledge leakage, which may affect the success of the alliance.  
The other coopetition that was noticed from the exploration occurred between Res_06 and a 
close alliance. The nature of the relationship stresses the importance of experiential learning in 
the partner selection process. Although the respondent described the relationship as a purely 
collaborative endeavour, their partners are also competitors. The alliance was to share financial 
and technological capability to execute projects larger than both party’s individual competence 
since both parties had several years of seamless relationships, the coalition formed easily. This 
dynamic of coopetition formation is in line with Wolffe (2016), stance on partner selection in 
coopetition relationship, stressing that experiential learning, reputation and cultural 
compatibility should be prioritised when selecting partners.  
Regarding the applicability of coopetition in the UK OGI, all respondents seemed positive 
about its feasibility of practice except Res_02 who expressed concerns about the nature of 
alliance adding that  
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“…sure, I would collaborate with competitors if it is absolutely necessary. But it seems like a 
very difficult situation to put one’s self in, no matter how mature the market or organisation 
is, why would you want to put your company at risk?” (Res_02).  
This sentiment is not unusual, as scholars have even described collaboration among 
competitors as mixing oil with water, citing the inherent tensions as a rationale for avoiding 
coopetition (Dagnino and Mina, 2011). However, authors have stressed the need to balance the 
collaboration and competition elements of coopetition for it to be successful (Bengtsson and 
Kock, 2000; Kylanen and Mariani, 2012). This balance also involves the internal and external 
boundaries, with organisations attaining internal stability before venturing into externally 
supportive boundaries, which ensures the organisations are mature enough to manage the 
complex endeavour (Smith and Lewis, 2011; Hayes and Wheelwright 1985; Quinn, 1977).  
According to Bengtsson et al., (2010), several points exist on the spectrum between pure 
collaboration and pure competition, including collaboration-based coopetition and 
competition-based coopetition based on the degree of interactions between the elements. 
Seeing that the OGI is characterised by intense rivalry (Oil and Gas, UK, 2016), competition-
based coopetition would have been expected; however, the exploration study found that the 
industry is more inclined towards collaboration-based coopetition. This inclination may be as 
a result of the government's involvement in encouraging industry-wide collaboration, as a 
remedy to the downturn in the performance of the sector (Wood, 2014; Oil and Gas, UK, 2018). 
Interestingly, the respondents seemed to have differing views about the government enforcing 
collaboration. While most of the respondents agree that collaboration is beneficial for the 
industry as it helps address issues such as duplication and waste elimination, some believe that 
it can lead to forced mergers and acquisition. “collaboration is great, but one needs to be 
extremely cautious, so your company does not get absorbed” (Res_01). The risk of absorption 
is present in most IORs; thus, one needs to be meticulous when selecting partners. 
Nevertheless, the OGI seems to be capable of driving successful coopetition, especially 
considering the current collaborative mindset, which can increase productivity in the industry 
(Mariani. 2007). 
Notwithstanding, the industry seems somewhat hesitant to adopt this strategy, citing the 
intensity of the rivalry that exists in the industry as the primary drawback. The general view 
about the hesitation in adopting the coopetition strategy in the industry is that the OGI is highly 
regulated, competitive, traditional and conservative to implement an unconventional and 
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drastic practice. Res_01 and Res_05, share similar views about why the practice of coopetition 
is not widespread in the industry, they suggest that the OGI is highly competitive, and operators 
are more interested in optimising returns on investments, making OGC more drawn to pure 
collaboration, rather than sharing ‘first place’ (Res_05) with other organisations. This view 
shows that the coopetition concept is not understood in the industry, as successful coopetition 
can ensure the optimisation of investments. According to Bengtsson and Kock (2000), when 
individual companies pool their resources to attain a mutual goal, they can reduce individual 
costs and risks while achieving similar or higher advantages without coopetition. Similarly, 
Bouncken and Kraus (2013), notes that coopetition improves innovation as organisations can 
leverage on the capabilities and resources of similar organisations to create value, which can 
be applied to optimising infrastructures.  
(Res_02) adds that the primary barrier regarding the application of coopetition is legal issues. 
(Res_02), stresses that because the industry is highly regulated, firms are wary of interactions 
with other organisations and would rather pay attention to their individual operations, ensuring 
they retain their competitive advantage than engage in collaborative efforts so that ‘everyone 
has their destinies in their hands’. 
Similarly, Res_03, adds that a highly competitive mindset is one of the characteristics of the 
OGI, and no organisation would be interested in engaging in a strategy that is yet to be proven 
in the industry, mainly because the companies do not see any need to engage in coopetition 
since they have traditional competitive working models and believe in the philosophy that “…if 
it is not broken, do not fix it”. Giovanni and Giovanna (2002), argues that coopetition is a new 
mind-set and to ensure the success of a coopetitive endeavour, organisations need to cultivate 
a ‘coopetitive mindset’. To develop a coopetitive mindset, organisations require experiential 
learning; however, the lack of examples within the industry makes the application of 
coopetition difficult within the industry. Nonetheless, practical examples can be sought from 
other successful coopetition in different sectors such as the aviation, ICT and automobile 
industries. 
In contrast to (Res_03)’s view, the current model in the oil and gas industry is in fact “broken” 
and requires fixing, with evidence in the drop in the price of crude oil and the increase in the 
cost of production (Oil and Gas UK, 2018). With the current realities of the oil and gas industry, 
it is illogical and unproductive to maintain the current model, and operators need to move 
towards a more collaborative framework, to ensure the production is optimised (Wood, 2014). 
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The respondents agreed that for coopetition to be adopted in the industry, the regulatory bodies 
need to encourage this interaction by educating the oil and gas companies of the benefits of the 
relationships and provide incentives for organisations to engage in the interaction.  
Despite the views above regarding the hesitation of the operators to coopetition, and the 
industry being a traditional one and sticking to what has always worked (Res_01), the 
exploratory study found evidence of coopetition in the industry. It was observed that some 
competitors deliberately engaged in collaboration with each other to create industry standards, 
with examples like First Point Assessment (FPAL), a database for the industry, which allows 
organisations list their capabilities transparently as well as Joint Industry Projects (JIP) which 
encourages network-level innovation, with organisations pooling resources for industry-wide 
developments. 
FPAL is an industry approved supply chain database, used to link buyers with potential 
suppliers. The buyers benefit from FPAL as it quickens their supply chain process, as they can 
skip the search and verification of qualified suppliers of a product or service. The FPAL 
database helps identify new suppliers to enhance competition and transparency; it also ensures 
that all suppliers on their database are audited to industry standards, which makes the supplier 
selection process easier for the buying organisation. The benefits FPAL provides to the 
suppliers are: it enables them to identify new customers, provides performance feedback to 
allow the suppliers to improve on their product or service offering and compare these 
performances with other close competitors, so the suppliers are aware of their competitive 
positioning. It also saves the suppliers time by reducing individual competitive requests for 
information (Valmar Group, 2019).  
Even though FPAL is a solution for supplier selection and risk management, there is evidence 
of coopetition practices, especially among the suppliers. The suppliers pooling together and 
listing their capabilities, comparing competitive performance to help improve their competitive 
advantage can be considered as the collaborative element of coopetition. While having to 
compete for the attention of the same customers can be considered as the competitive phase 
coopetition.  
FPAL can be compared to the Amazon marketplace coopetitive model, where competitors can 
share the same platform to reach a similar customer base, which was known as the ‘single-
store’ strategy. Suppliers could then compete for the attention of the customers through 
product-differentiation, price or quality Ritala et al., (2014). This strategy increased the 
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performance of Amazon by 28% in the first five years of adopting the coopetition business 
model (Ritala, 2014 p. 243). Even though FPAL is a database, it allows the suppliers present 
their products on a single platform and then compete on price, quality, product differentiation 
for a larger share of the market, which is in line with the coopetition strategy.  
Another evidence of coopetition in the OGI is through Joint Industry Projects (JIP). JIP 
provides the opportunity for operators in the industry to pool resources, particularly, funds to 
create industry solutions, set standards and recommended practices that add value by solving 
industry challenges (DNV.GL, 2019). An example of a JIP is seen in the alliance between ten 
OGCs – BP, Total, Sonangol, Eni, Shell, Woodside, Engie, Saudi Aramco, Chevron and Statoil 
to create standardisation of equipment specifications for procurement (IOGP, 2016). In fact, 
while providing a rationale for this alliance, one of the partners adds that  
“the industry continues to erode value by creating bespoke components in each of our 
projects and in doing so, misses the opportunity to leverage industry-level standardisation. 
The vision for this JIP is to standardise the specification for procurement of bulk materials, 
packages, modules and potential projects.  This will allow for a ‘win-win’ outcome for 
operators, engineering contractors and suppliers through improved cost, schedule, quality, 
safety and reliability.” (Ian Cummins, Chair of the JIP) 
The interesting thing to note about this JIP is that the companies involved, primarily 
collaborate. They pool financial resources as well as offer some level of capabilities to a third-
party organisation which then conducts R&D to create innovative solutions to an industry 
challenge. These solutions are then confidentially distributed to the partnering organisations 
where it is applied as required (TWI, 2019). In this form of coopetitive alliance, the tensions 
are reduced as there are limited interactions between the partnering organisations. Nonetheless, 
the two pieces of evidence of coopetition in the industry show that the OGI is open to more 
explicit dynamics of coopetition.  
There are also examples of emergent coopetition, as discussed above. Therefore, showing that 
there is room for coopetition practices to improve industry performances. Although, if given a 
choice between coopetition and collaboration, all but one of the respondents would prefer to 
collaborate, proving that more work needs to be done to convince OGC about the benefits of 
coopetition, perhaps an industry example needs to be set. 
Additionally, Res_03, adds that there is currently no catalyst to engage in coopetition, while 
the government offers incentives and highly recommends collaboration, there are no additional 
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benefits provided to organisations willing to engage in coopetition. This stance, therefore, 
reiterates the role of the government and other regulatory in enforcing coopetition in the oil 
and gas industry. The government can set industry examples by overseeing an initial 
coopetitive alliance; they can also educate the organisations in the industry about the benefits 
of coopetition. In addition, they can offer incentives, such as tax rebate to organisations willing 
to engage in coopetition.  
 
 Governance and Management in Coopetition 
Coopetition is characterised by several tensions and mismanaging the relationship can lead to 
a failure in the alliance. As discussed in the review of literature, the two significant principles 
regarding the management of the tensions are separation or integration of the primary elements, 
with some authors encouraging the combination of both principles, or separating the elements 
(Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Herzog, 2010; Pellegrin-Boucher et al., 2013; Fernandez et al., 
2014). Regardless of the method of managing the different logic, it is important not to suppress 
any of the logic as that would affect the dynamics of the alliance, impacting on the success of 
the interaction (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000).  
“… I have never been in a coopetitive relationship, but I would assume managing it would 
not be an easy task. (Res_02) 
“I don’t know much about managing coopetition, but I know managing collaboration can be 
tasking sometimes, I imagine this would be worse” (Res_06) 
“If I had to guess, I would say have a strong legal team, and make sure collaboration ends 
before the competition begins …but I don’t know if that’s possible here” (Res_05) 
 
The consensus from both the literature review and the qualitative interview is that managing 
coopetition is not an easy task.  Several authors have identified different ways of managing the 
alliance, and what elements should remain at the fore to ensure a successful partnership. For 
instance, Bengtsson and Kock, (2000), support separating the contradictory aspects of 
coopetition to allow the individuals seamlessly navigate the alliance, pointing that integration 
may become too complicated for individuals. Pellegrin‐Boucher et al., (2017) believes that the 
separation would create more tensions, particularly internally and compromise the internal 
stability of the organisation and suggests the concurrent management of the relationship 
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(integration). While Le Roy et al., (2018), recommends both integration and separation of the 
elements, based on the level of interaction.  
From the explorative qualitative interview, all the respondents agreed with Bengtsson and Kock 
(2000), stating that integrating the elements would complicate the relationship further. The 
respondents drawing from their experiences with other forms of IORs agree that starting one 
aspect of the coopetition alliance after the other has ended seems like the best way to manage 
the relationship.  
Interestingly, Res_03, suggests that all the participants in a coopetitive endeavour should have 
a coopetitive mindset, because when a party expects its partner to act competitively, “…then 
no one can catch you by surprise”. While this view is in line with Gnyawali and Park (2011), 
it should be an antecedent for a coopetitive endeavour as opposed to a means of managing the 
relationship. Merely having a coopetitive mindset is not enough to ensure its success, it can 
impact on the success of the relationship, as all parties are expecting the other coopetition 
partners to behave underhandedly for their personal gains, which creates new tensions in the 
relationship (Luo et al., 2008). This issue addresses the contradiction relating to coopetition for 
a private benefit vs joint value creation. Although, Lado et al., (1997) encourages organisations 
to adjust their mindsets to a more coopetitive one, to cope with the complexities of the 
relationship, which can make managing the alliance easier, expecting a partner to act deviously 
can position a partner to behave opportunistically, thus affecting the success of the partnership. 
Additionally, it is farfetched to assume that everyone willing to engage in coopetition in the 
industry would have the same behavioural patterns or expectations, but a coopetitive mindset 
may mean that the parties are eager to balance the coopetition paradox.  
Res_02, adds that the government can get involved in managing coopetition, by regulating the 
alliance and introducing industry standards which would include boundaries, concessions, 
sanctions, to ensure that the coopetitive endeavour is conducted efficiently and legally. Even 
though this view falls outside the organisational boundaries, it gains credibility from Luo 
(2004), that third parties’ involvement in managing coopetition, helps address the issues with 
the integration principle, while also managing the tensions in the relationship. The government 
involvement in managing the coopetitive alliance may prove beneficial for the industry as it 
can encourage more collaborative efforts in the sector even among competitors, which would 
improve industry performance. Government involvement would address the risk of illegal anti-
competition arrangements that coopetition may support. Ritala (2012), points out that while 
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coopetition is a useful strategy for improving performances and innovation, some organisations 
may adopt the strategy to control the market in a cartel-like agreement. Ritala (2012), also 
stresses the role of the legal structure in addressing anti-competition, stating that if the law is 
too strict, it can discourage coopetition, while a loose regulation can encourage deviousness. 
Thus, government plays a pivotal role in ensuring a successful coopetition alliance. Although, 
it is unrealistic to expect that the government would micro-manage every coopetitive 
relationship in the industry, the extent of their involvement would be creating standards and 
providing incentives for the coopetition. It is, therefore, vital to review how third-party 
managers would be selected and how to manage the tensions that this management mechanism 
may introduce.  
Some of the participants propose that the most proactive way to manage a coopetitive 
relationship is by adopting an internal management mechanism, for instance, Res_05 adds that 
“an independent team to manage the relationship should be formed from within the 
participating organisations, to handle the interactions especially conflicts and information 
exchange.” (Res_05) 
Fernandez et al. (2014), points out that introducing another party to manage a coopetitive 
alliance adds another form of inter-organisational tensions. This new tension arises as the actors 
in the alliance need to manage the actions of the third-party management team. However, 
literature has stressed the benefits of using a dedicated alliance function to manage 
relationships between organisations (Kale et al., 2002; Lavie, 2016). The studies show that 
organisations that use dedicated alliance function to manage their IORs have a higher success 
rate in comparison with organisations that do not use a dedicated alliance team.  
It should be noted that the use of an independent third-party organisation and dedicated alliance 
function refers to the management of the coopetition relationship and not the tension 
management, which can be separated or integrated. Thus, from the exploration, the 
respondents, agree that a dedicated alliance team should be created to manage the relationship, 
as using a third-party organisation may introduce more risk to the organisation. 
“…there are several consulting companies that promise you everything, but only you know 
and those you work with understand the risks involved, so I would rather select a team from 
within my organisation and my partner’s organisation to manage the relationship” (Res_06). 
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The qualitative study provides a more practical way of managing coopetition, which is different 
from what the literature offers regarding separation or integration (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; 
Ritala et al., 2009; Ritala 2012; Pellegrin-Boucher et al., 2013; Fernandez et al., 2014). The 
participants recognise that the management of the relationship should be separated from the 
implementation, to address the tensions and encourage a seamless coopetition arrangement. 
Nonetheless, managing coopetition should involve striking a balance between the significant 
elements to achieve a beneficial alliance. Thus, the strategic issue is not to choose between one 
dimension of the relationship, but to effectively manage the inherent tensions (Chen, 2008). 
Reducing these tensions may suppress the competitive aspect of the relationship, which may 
affect the nature of the interaction, as competition plays an essential role in coopetition 
(Bengtsson and Sölvell, 2004). The exploration showed that government or industry 
regulations could provide useful guidelines and rules about the tension management of tensions 
in the industry, which is called co-management (Fernandez et., 2014). Notably, all the 
respondents agreed that the ability to manage tensions effectively in an IOR would positively 
influence the outcome of the alliance.  
The most significant concern in adopting the coopetition strategy is the threat of opportunism 
(Zeldin, 2004). Collaborating with partners with similar consumer base can put an 
organisation's competitive advantage at risk if not properly managed. One of the contradictions 
in the coopetition paradox is value creation and value appropriation (Bradenburger and 
Nalebuff, 1996), brings the issue of opportunism to the forefront, as partners strive to obtain 
the most substantial chunk of the created value, and may resort to treacherous acts to get this 
value. Additionally, because the motives of partners to engage in coopetition, may not be 
apparent, organisations may enter a coopetitive relationship to learn about the operations of the 
other partners to gain competitive advantage. Opportunistic behaviours in the coopetitive 
alliance can upset the collaborative elements in the interactions, which jeopardises the entire 
relationship, and shifting the exchange from a win-win strategy to a win-lose or even lose-lose 
strategy (Res_01; Bengtsson et al., 2010).  
Opportunism in coopetition can manifest in several ways, including knowledge and 
information sharing, role execution, the balance between power and dependence (Gnyawali 
and Park, 2011). These opportunistic behaviours can introduce additional tensions in a 
relationship and result in loss of competitive advantage, market and information, which can 
result in hostility and lead to instability in the relationship. Therefore, undermining the benefits 
that can be achieved through coopetition.  
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Consequently, partner selection in coopetition is an essential task that should be undertaken 
with careful consideration, ensuring there is a balance between the power and dependency 
dominance, as well as the need for collaboration and competition, to reduce the risk of 
opportunism (Luo et al., 2008). In addition, the relationship should be effectively managed and 
governed to control the interactions to help mitigate the risks associated with the complicated 
alliance. According to (Zineldin, 2004), trust, commitment and assurance of mutual benefits 
are pre-conditions for a successful partnership. When there is trust, it becomes unnecessary to 
specify every detail regarding the relationship.  
Several authors have highlighted the importance of trust in IORs (Zineldin, 2004; Chin et al., 
2008; Osarenkhoe, 2010). Some of the respondents also agree with the authors about the role 
of trust in coopetition 
“lack of trust can be potentially disadvantageous in this form of relationship” Res_01 
“… based on the reputation and the capability of the organisations in the past, you trust that 
would act in the benefit of the relationship” Res_06 
“Trust is good, but you cannot just trust blindly, they need to earn your trust, then you can let 
your guard down” Res_04 
According to Zindeln (2004), the ideal coopetition alliance would exist between partners in a 
trusting and committed relationship, characterised by individual willingness, motivation, 
strategic fit, integration and integrity with asymmetrical power and dependency dynamics. 
“Trust comes from, commitment, it is difficult to trust a non-committed partner” Res_06. This 
view is seconded by Luo (2004), who agrees that commitment in a relationship develops from 
the knowledge that a partner is reliable, competent and trustworthy, possessing qualities, such 
as consistency, responsibility, proficiency, honesty and resourcefulness. As such, these 
characteristics should be sort in potential coopetition partners to ensure a sustainable 
relationship. Luo (2004) also identified that distrust in an alliance could stem from behavioural 
patterns, previous negative experiences as well as the difference in partners perception towards 
the competition and cooperation dualities of coopetition (Luo, 2004).  
However, some of the respondents had an opposing view on the issue of trust in coopetition.  
“it’s business. You don’t trust in business” Res_02 
“it doesn’t make sense to me to trust your competition” Res_04 
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“I would be careful with sharing what gives me an edge in the market” Res_06 
“…I can trust, but more than that, I would make sure I have a strong legal backing to protect 
me in case anything goes wrong” Res_05 
 
Contrary to what the literature states, some of the respondents are sceptical about the role of 
trust in coopetition. Even though some of them do not doubt the importance and effectiveness 
of a trusting relationship, they still believe that trust alone is not enough to protect a business 
against opportunistic partners. They suggest that more efforts need to be in place to protect the 
competitive advantage of the company, retain their customer base and avoid opportunism. 
Additional emphasis was made regarding the nature of the OGI, and the need for legal coverage 
in every form of alliance, to prevent problems that can arise from interactions with other 
organisations.  
When asked what type of governance is most suited for a coopetitive relationship, most of the 
respondents agreed that a contractual agreement was more reliable and appropriate than trust. 
With the view that a coopetitive relationship can be successful without a trust relationship, but 
without contractual backing, the relationship is doomed to fail. Although (Res_06)’s stance 
was in line with the literature, adding that, while contractual agreements are essential to get a 
relationship running smoothly, trust is vital to start the relationship “you would never get in 
business with someone that has a bad reputation and you do not trust”.    
Several studies, concerning what makes coopetition successful, argue that relational 
governance, mainly, trust is a critical coopetition success factor (Chin et al., 2008; Ceptureanu 
et al., 2018; de Resende et al., 2018; Cygler et al., 2018). They stress the importance of trust 
and trust development, even at the initiation of the alliance, to ensure a seamless relationship. 
Some studies also place the need for trust in coopetition above the need for contractual 
agreements (Bradach and Eccles, 1989). Contrary to the literature, the exploratory study shows 
that while the respondents value the role of trust in IOR, they suggest that trust is not a critical 
success factor and that contractual agreements can protect them in the relationship. In fact, they 
indicate that contractual agreements aid trust in an IOR and should be prioritised. This stance 
could be as a result of the OGI being a highly regulated industry and organisations need to 
regularly protect themselves from any legal issues which may arise as a result of engaging in 
coopetition or other forms of IO alliances.  
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Therefore, it is implied that while both relational and transactional governance is instrumental 
in ensuring a successful coopetitive relationship, transactional governance, i.e. contractual 
agreements play a more pivotal role than relational governance.  
 
 Coopetition and Supply Chain Capabilities 
A flexible supply chain is one that is both able to avoid and recover quickly from any disruption 
(Stevenson and Spring, 2007). SCF is concerned primarily with the speed in which a SC can 
respond to changing demand in the business environment to either maintain or increase 
competitive advantage. Customers, as well as potential collaborative partners, are more 
attracted to organisations with a flexible supply chain and capable of delivering value. Thus, it 
becomes crucial to investigate how SCF can increase coopetition performance. The qualitative 
study first investigated how coopetition may affect the flexibility of the organisation and then 
tried to understand the effects of SCF on coopetition.  
The qualitative interviews found that if coopetition is carried out successfully, it would have a 
positive impact on supply chain flexibility. They suggest that coopetition can improve the 
performance of a supply chain, especially with regards to the speed of response. Since a SC 
comprises of more than one organisation, several organisations pooling their resources through 
coopetition to overcome disruptions increases the flexibility of a SC.  For instance, Res_01 
adds that  
“… having a collaborative partner when we need something urgently, speeds up the process. 
So, we don’t have to run new tenders, evaluate the prospective partners and then award the 
contracts. We can skip that process and go straight to business”. (Res_01).  
This suggests that coopetition can allow a supply chain to become more efficient as wastes are 
eliminated. For instance, from the example above, wastes associated with lead time can be 
eradicated. (Res_03) agrees with this assessment, adding that “coopetition can remove waste, 
duplication, long lead time and wasted efforts.”  Similarly, coopetition impacts supply chain 
by allowing a more flexible supply chain, which implies that the SC is capable of responding 
quickly to the changes relating to demand or supply and handles disruptions effectively (CIPS, 
2018). Res_04, in agreement, adds that  
“coopetition impacts SC, as it makes it more flexible to withstand disruptions, which makes 
the SC faster, a fast SC reduces costs and allows us to reach the crude oil faster, which in 
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turn gives us a better Net Present Value and better outputs, which gives us more revenue”. 
(Res_04).  
A flexible and quick supply chain aids in ensuring resilience; thus, with coopetition, a SC 
becomes more resilient. Flexibility in supply chains has been perceived as a means of 
combating risks, while the speed of operations, particularly in recovering from a disruption 
shows that the SC is reactive which supports the positive impacts of coopetition on supply 
chain resilience.  
It should be noted that resilience in the supply chain extends beyond risk management, but also 
involves building a flexible and smart SC, that allows organisations to become reactive and 
proactive to keep up with the changes in both demand and supply.  
The literature agrees that coopetition has a positive impact on organisational performance 
(Robert et al., 2018) and on improving supply chain capabilities (Kovacs and Spens, 2013). 
The respondents also share this view in the qualitative study. Most of the respondents attributed 
the improved performance in the supply chain to costs.  
“...through coopetition, the overhead costs are reduced, and the savings can be transferred to 
other profitable investments, that would benefit the company.” (Res_01) 
“I suppose, coopetition can help ensure that services are delivered to clients in a timely 
fashion and at a lower cost” (Res_06) 
“…you can share resources, such as warehouses, which saves you significant amounts of 
money” (Res_03) 
Interestingly, this view is in line with (Wood, 2014), suggesting that collaboration be 
encouraged among operators in the industry to optimise efficiency. There are several ways to 
ensure optimisation of the SC through coopetition. For instance, drawing from respondents, 
coopetition allows resource sharing. Resources such as transportation, vessel and platforms, 
pipelines, storage facilities, boats, heavy-duty machinery can be shared among the operators, 
which can reduce the overhead costs and create an avenue for additional savings, which in turn 
can ensure a more efficient SC. 
It should be noted, however, that these arrangements require proper planning to avoid tensions 
and conflicts in the alliance. Res_05 notes that disputes can quickly arise in this form of 
partnership, adding that  
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“If we are sharing a helicopter, for instance, I want my people to be moved first before any 
other platform is serviced, and I am sure that’s how other companies are thinking”. 
Similarly, Res_01, suggests that to avoid conflicts and ensure that value is achieved from the 
coopetitive endeavour, effective communication in the alliance is vital. Chen (2008), adds that 
one of the necessary conditions for successful coopetition is effective communications and 
communication management. Thus, to harness the benefits of coopetition, specific measures 
need to be in place, and the alliance needs to be effectively managed.  
Furthermore, similar to (Res_01), (Res_06) adds that coopetition can positively impact on the 
supply chain performance in the industry through competitor sourcing.  
“so, if a competitor has a material I desperately require, I can source it from them. This 
saves time, as I don’t have to source for alternatives.” (Res_06) 
This view draws from the dynamic of coopetition, which involves sourcing from competitors. 
A notable example of this form of coopetition is the alliance between Samsung and Apple. 
Samsung and Apple have been described as the industry giants in the smartphone 
manufacturing industry, but still engage in coopetition, with Apple sourcing majority of the 
components for its iPhone, from Samsung, despite competing for a larger market share in the 
smartphone industry (Kwok and Lee, 2015). A study by Vergara (2012 p. 78), points that the 
advantage of this form of arrangements is that both Samsung and Apple can 1) protect their 
market position, 2) break into new and related markets, and 3) improve their capabilities. 
Vegara (2012), stressed that this alliance was advantageous to Apple, as it allowed the company 
focus on its core capability of designing elegant and cutting-edge technologies which allowed 
them to diversify from solely the PC market to enter the smartphone industry. Additionally, 
Samsung benefit from the alliance, was its ability to achieve economies of scale, which allows 
them to maintain their position in the market as a consumer electronics giant, through 
leveraging on its ability to produce and assemble components on a large scale. 
This shows that there are significant advantages to be attained when some components are 
sourced from competitors. Res_06, suggests that it saves time as searching or alternative 
sources, vetting the source for quality may be time-consuming, speeding up the process allows 
the operators more time to focus on their critical capabilities, like in the case of Apple, therefore 
making the supply chain process more efficient.  
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Another avenue for supply chain optimisation through coopetition is the decrease in the cost 
of inventory. (Res_03) Observed that there is a considerable cost associated with inventory in 
the industry, as the industry requires an enormous volume of materials, which would add to the 
cost of inventory. Competitors sharing inventory can free up costs, which can be re-invested in 
other value-adding activities. (Res_03) adds that coopetition, in inventory activities can 
decrease the amount of time between ordering periods, thus improving the efficiency of the 
supply chain. Additionally, the risk of theft, damage or equipment becoming obsolete is 
reduced, as the quantity of inventory decreases.  
The findings from the exploratory study show that coopetition is a useful supply chain strategy 
as it positively impacts on supply chain resilience, improves supply chain capabilities, 
increases flexibility within the supply chain. It also creates opportunities to improve supply 
chain efficiency by reducing the costs and optimising supply chain processes. However, to 
increase the adoption of this strategy, the government and other regulatory agencies in the 
industry need to educate the operators about the benefits of the strategy and also provide 
measures to aid in managing the tensions in the relationship.  
On the flip side, respondents were asked what value, the flexibility of the SC can offer the 
performance of coopetition. All the respondents agreed that flexibility could be advantageous 
to the outcome of coopetition.  
“When there’s flexibility, there are several suppliers involved the SC which would make 
partner selection easier” (Res_01) 
“…organisations can insist on collaboration among their suppliers, so during coopetition 
with other companies, the lessons learned can be adopted.” (Res_03) 
“The more flexible a SC is, the easier it is to deal with the risks of coopetition” (Res_06) 
One of the critical areas that the respondents agree would be of value is regarding partner 
selection in coopetition. They stress that organisations with a flexible supply chain value agility 
of the SC process and as such, can respond effectively to any disruption in their SC. One of the 
drivers of this SC principle is the pool of suppliers, including suppliers that may be 
complementary or competitors. Thus, the flexibility of the SC eases the partner selection 
process. Additionally, organisations with flexible SC “would possess the ability to identify 
value-adding partners” (Res_02), which can speed up the operation of the alliance as well as 
improve the performance of the relationship. Another area that was identified is regarding risks. 
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The respondents gather that since flexibility involves reacting effectively to disruptions, then 
the organisations in coopetition would manage the risks in the relationship more effectively. 
(Res_06) perceives its effects from an experiential learning viewpoint, such that as 
organisations can influence its suppliers to collaborate, they can learn from the alliance to 
ensure that their coopetitive relationship is successful. In addition to this, Cygler (2018), found 
that the flexibility of an organisation's SC contributes to the longevity of the coopetition 
alliance.  
Since there are limited prior studies in this study area, the responses of the participants 
regarding the effects of SCF on coopetition performance would be considered for the 
hypothesis and the conceptual framework.  
 
 Summary of Qualitative Study 
This section presents the outcome of the qualitative study, conducted to investigate the 
perception of coopetition in the UK Oil and Gas Industry. The study was conducted through a 
semi-structured interview of experts in the OGI, using purposive sampling, based on the 
amount of experience of the individuals in the industry and exposure to inter-organisational 
relationships.  
Expectedly, the study finds that the concept of coopetition was intriguing to the respondents, 
which is a similar reaction among scholars. Some authors focus on the dangers of coopetition, 
such as the tendency to encourage anti-competition and cartel-like behaviours among market 
giants and the tensions in the arrangement to discourage the strategy (Ritala and Hurmelinna-
Laukkanen, 2009). In contrast, other authors argue that coopetition increases competition 
capabilities as the need to outperform their rivals after the collaborative phase increases 
(Frédéric and Famara 2014). Additionally, several authors stress that some values and benefits 
can only be derived from this form of alliance, like; increased innovativeness, as organisations 
catering to the same market, understands the needs of the market more than other non-
competing organisations (McCarthy et al., 2018).   
The study finds that while most of the respondents were unfamiliar with the term, coopetition, 
they were aware of previous occurrences of the strategy in the industry. It was observed that 
some form of coopetition has been in practice in the OGI, mostly to standardise and ease 
operations in the industry, for example through FPAL and JIP. The study also found that there 
is some level of unintentional emergent coopetition, with evidence from Res_05 and Res_06. 
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This unintentional coopetition proves that because of the intense rivalry in the industry, some 
collaborative efforts practised within the industry may be coopetition, which may be the reason 
for the limited successful collaboration. When engaging in coopetition, the partners need to be 
aware to ensure that their businesses are protected from opportunism, and the tensions can be 
effectively managed.  
Another finding from the study, both secondary and qualitative, shows that the tensions in 
coopetitive alliances hinder organisations from engaging in the strategy, as businesses are 
careful not to endanger their competitive edge. Issues relating to opportunism, uncertainties, 
legal concerns causes tensions and conflicts in coopetition and are significant drawbacks in the 
application of the strategy (Res_01; Res_03; Res_05; Gnywali and Park, 2011; Zineldin, 2004). 
Despite the tensions, several benefits can be attained from the alliance. As such, parties 
involved in coopetition should ensure that the decision to enter such alliance is carefully made 
and the relationship should be effectively managed to reduce the risks in the interactions.  
Even though there seems to be no consensus, both among the respondents and authors 
regarding the management of coopetition, they all agree that managing coopetition is a 
complicated task. While scholars are yet to decide between the separation, integration or 
combined principle of managing coopetition (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Herzog, 2010; 
Pellegrin-Boucher et al., 2013; Fernandez et al., 2014), the respondents in the study agree that 
the coopetition elements should be separated to ease the tensions in the relationship.  
In addition, the respondents suggested other forms of managing the relationship. For instance, 
Res_03 indicates that all parties in the alliance should have a coopetitive mindset to reduce any 
elements of surprise and tensions, Res_02, stresses the importance of government involvement 
in setting regulatory measures to manage the relationship, mainly because of the high level of 
regulation in the industry. Additionally, Res_05, suggests that a team to maintain the 
relationship should be formed from within the parties involved in the coopetition arrangement. 
Regardless of the management method, parties in coopetition should ensure that both elements 
of the strategy are presented and not diluted, in order not to remove the benefits of the alliance 
(Bengtsson and Kock, 2000).  
Furthermore, the study finds that governance in coopetition is crucial. However, contrary to 
the literature, most of the respondents seemed more inclined to transactional governance, i.e. 
contractual agreements. The respondents acknowledged the role of trust in coopetition, adding 
that, reputation, experiential learning, commitment, builds trust in a relationship, which 
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reassures the organisation of the quality of the relationship, but contracts provide protection for 
the organisations. In fact, Res_02 explicitly suggests that competitors should not be trusted in 
any alliance. Additionally, the nature of the OGI, being a highly regulated industry, does not 
allow room for blind trust in an alliance; thus, all the respondents ranked transactional 
governance above relational. This finding is contrary to the literature, where Ceptureanu et al., 
(2018), ranked trust has the most critical coopetition success factor within the oil and gas 
industry.  
Another finding from the qualitative data shows that coopetition can significantly improve the 
SC flexibility and capability of an organisation. Sharing common resources such as 
warehouses, transportation, pipeline, equipment and machinery, among competitors can free 
up both costs and time, which can be reinvested into activities that increase productivity and 
performance. Also, reducing the number of wastes caused by duplication can ensure a more 
resilient SC. For example, FPAL offers buying organisations several options of verified 
suppliers, which reduces the time needed in sourcing qualified suppliers for a project, thereby 
improving resilience as the organisation can recover quickly from disruption.  
Organisations can take advantage of the reduced costs and time created through coopetition to 
enhance the flexibility and speed of their SC activities to create additional value for their 
businesses, thus increasing SC resilience, since speed and time are critical in ensuring a 
resilient supply chain (Chopra and Sodhi, 2014). Coopetition is also beneficial in providing 
solutions to industry challenges, as organisations can pool resources to investigate innovative 
ways to address their critical needs, which can improve industry performance.  
In the same vein, the respondents agree that the flexibility of the supply chain can improve the 
performance of coopetition, as it allows a more straightforward partner selection process, 
which is a critical aspect of coopetition success, identified under the relationship development 
level of Chen et al., (2008), hierarchy. The exploration also found that flexibility can improve 
an organisations capability of coping and mitigating the risks in the alliance, which can also 
influence success in the alliance.  
Despite the benefits, the respondents had some reservations about the application of the 
strategy in the industry. For instance, Res_05 points out that the rivalry in the industry is a 
hindrance as no organisation in the industry would want to be served second. Other issues such 
as the fear of opportunism, the tensions in the alliance, lack of coopetition experience, the 
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limited catalyst for coopetition, the conservative and traditional nature of the industry explains 
the hesitation of OGCs to adopting the strategy.  
The findings from the exploratory study are critical not just to this study but also to the UK 
government and OG regulatory agencies in the country, as it shows the perception of OGCs to 
coopetition. The research indicates that while the organisations are open to adopting the 
strategy for the several benefits it provides, there is a fear of breaching any of the industry rules 
which can create legal concerns for the companies and perhaps result in the loss of business. 
Therefore, the regulatory agencies need to provide a conducive environment for coopetition to 
occur, ensuring a balance between being strict (discouraging the parties) and being too loose 
(encouraging dishonest behaviours).  
Additionally, while the exploratory study, helped provide answers to some of the research 
questions, it also uncovered some additional areas to be investigated. For instance, there seems 
to be a disjuncture between some of the findings in the study and literature, particularly 
regarding governance in the alliance. Several studies argue that relational governance such as 
trust is crucial for a successful coopetition alliance, the exploratory study finds that pure 
reliance on relational governance can be detrimental to the alliance, stressing that competitors 
should not be trusted, and organisations need to ensure their businesses are protected by 
adopting transactional governance.  
The findings from this study would be adopted in two folds:  
1. The results would be compared with the literature review to design the conceptual 
model. The findings would also be instrumental in defining the hypothesis for further 
investigation into the dynamics of coopetition in a follow-up quantitative study.  
2. The outcome of the qualitative study is influential in designing the quantitative 
instruments (i.e. questionnaires). Since there is no state-of-the-art coopetition review in 
the Oil and Gas Industry, some aspect of the qualitative study would inform some of 
the questionnaire questions, especially where measurement scales are missing or not 
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5.4 CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT AND HYPOTHESIS DESIGN 
 
Following the exploratory phase of this study presented above, some insights regarding the 
crucial elements of coopetition were uncovered, particularly relating to the governance and 
management structure that can be utilised to ensure successful coopetition. The results of the 
exploratory study and the outcome of the literature review would be combined to develop a 
conceptual framework for this study. This section would also develop and discuss the 
hypothesis, which is essential to answering the research questions for the study. 
 
Theoretical Background of Coopetition 
As observed in the review of literature, coopetition is usually underpinned in three main 
theoretical concepts: game theory, resource-based view and transaction cost theory. Game 
theory threats the coopetitive relationship as a positive-sum game, where all partners have the 
opportunity to benefit from an alliance (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996). The concept of 
coopetition was presented as a game, where the parties involved have an overlapping interest, 
based on the prisoner’s dilemma game (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996). According to 
Axelrod (1994), the principle of reciprocity was applied in the prisoner’s dilemma to reduce 
the opportunistic tendencies of the players. This principle encouraged the players to be strategic 
in their actions. Okura (2007), lists three advantages of using game theory to analyse 
coopetition. Okura (2007), mentions that game theory can contain some strategic interactions 
among organisations in direct competition. The profits an industry realises is not only linked 
to the decisions made by an organisation but the decisions of every essential play in the 
industry. Additionally, game theory is also helpful in coopetition studies as it can be used to 
represent a complicated situation with a simple model. The game theory supports the analysis 
of complex situations, by systematically differentiating the collaborative and competitive 
elements which may be otherwise be intertwined in real-life experiences. Finally, game theory 
provides a precise analytical method. According to Okura (2007), coopetition can be 
represented in game theory as an extensive-form game which contains the collaborative 
(positive-sum) and competitive (zero-sum) phases. Hence, coopetition can be perceived as a 
variable-positive-sum game. 
Additionally, Parkhe (1993) observed that the number of players, the activity timeframe and 
the pay-out structures influence the nature of the activities in the alliance. Similarly, it was 
noted that players were more inclined to cooperate in instances relating to futuristic goals 
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(Axelrod, 1994). In line with game theory, Brandenburger and Nalebuff (1996) developed the 
value net model and the PARTS (players, added value, rules, tactics and scope) model of 
coopetition. It was found that value could be added to an organisation, both vertically and 
horizontally. Hence, the competition aspect becomes necessary to share the value that has been 
created among the coopetition members.  
Another theoretical perspective of coopetition is the transaction cost theory, which posits three 
forms of organisational functionality, namely; market transaction, hierarchical structures, and 
hybrid relationships (Williamson, 1987). The coopetition concept is positioned within the 
hybrid relationship, and it has been argued that organisations engage in hybrid relationships as 
a means of reacting to market instability and hierarchical structures by creating additional 
transaction costs (Williamson, 1987; Park and Russo, 1996; Madhok, 2000). The hybrid nature 
of coopetition causes tensions in the alliance as a result of the competitive element of the 
collaboration, which can increase uncertainty among the players (Chen et al., 2007). Therefore, 
the level of trust in the alliance based on the transactional cost theory is low, leading to 
opportunism in the relationship (Hill, 1990). Collaboration among rivals increases the 
likelihood of conflicts and tensions, which contributes to the increase in opportunism.  
From RBV, competitive advantage comes from owning valuable, rare, inimitable, non-
substitutable capabilities that allow the firm to offer its customers better value than competitors. 
Fundamentally, two assumptions underpin this approach: (a) firms are heterogeneous with 
respect to their resource profiles, and (b) those resources are not entirely mobile across firms 
(Barney, 1991). This theory stresses that organisations can collaborate with other organisations 
(including competitors) that have complementary and strategic resources, to create additional 
value, by combining their resources (Chetty and Wilson, 2003; Clarke-Hill et al., 2003). RBV 
evolves around the idea that the sustainability of competitive advantage strongly depends on 
an organisation’s ability to develop capabilities for innovations. This dynamic capability-based 
approach emphasises skill acquisition, learning and capability accumulation which provide a 
convenient basis on which the accumulation of resource stock through coopetition will be 
examined. 
Additionally, coopetition can also be formed to create resources, through the development of 
innovative technologies, jointly acquiring new knowledge and improving capabilities (Das and 
Teng, 2000).  
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In addition to the theoretical perspectives discussed, coopetition has been viewed from the 
concept of strategic alliances (Vaidya, 2011), network theory (Gnyawali et al., 2006), 
institutional theory (Monticelli et al., 2016) and social exchange theory (Osarenkhoe, 2008). 
This study is also grounded in Mintzberg and Water’s (1985), emergent strategy lens, which 
observes that strategies can be adopted without an explicit intention — indicating that 
coopetition can occur as an unintended strategy.  
Even though there are no explicit theories to be adopted in this study, the research draws from 
the above theoretical stances as well as the knowledge obtained from the exploratory analysis 
to underpin the concept development.  
 
 
5.4.1 Designing the Conceptual Model 
Creswell (2014), describes a theory as a set of interrelated constructs, that results in the 
development of research hypothesis, the constructs for the conceptual model (Figure 5:2) are 
linked to the outcome of the qualitative findings, the review of literature and theories relating 
to IORs (such as TCE, RBV and SET). These constructs include relational and transactional 
governance, dedicated alliance functions, tension management, supply chain flexibility, 
intentional and unintentional coopetition. These constructs have been introduced and discussed 
in chapter 2 and earlier in this chapter.  
Although some of the relationships identified have been explained, in some theories, such as 
the positive influence of dedicated alliance function on the outcome of IORs, the identified 
constructs seek to explain the how successful coopetition can be achieved either has an 
unintentional or intentional strategy. The aim of the model is to relate the conceptual 
framework and its hypotheses to the research objectives and questions.  
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Figure 5:2: Conceptual Framework 
 
 Transactional Governance 
According to the Transactional Cost Economics (TCE), which is one of the essential theories 
for calculating the risks in IORs (Williamson 1975), the extent of a partner’s opportunism is 
unknown and cannot be wholly calculated, and the notion of trust in IOR, cannot avert the 
risks. This theory suggests that trusts alone cannot be utilised as a governance mechanism in a 
coopetitive relationship, due to the tensions which can lead to knowledge leakage and 
opportunism. Hence, Williamson, (1985), emphasises the need for a detailed contractual 
agreement, which addresses issues such as uncertainties, asset specificity and the frequency of 
the transaction to attain a favourable IO interaction. Additionally, Corsten and Felde, (2005), 
notes that regardless of the level of trust in an IOR, control measures such as contractual 
agreements need to be in place to ensure that every party in the relationship is made explicitly 
aware of their roles, expectations and the consequences of their actions. Since these stances are 
drawn from inter-organisational management literature as opposed to coopetition literature, it 
can be assumed that this stance regarding the effects of transactional governance can be applied 
to coopetition that occurs as an intentional and unintentional strategy.  
From the qualitative study, all the respondents stressed the importance of contractual 
agreements in IORs. The respondents explained that because the OGI is highly regulated, 
organisations are concerned about acquiring any legal liability as a result of interacting with 
other organisations in the industry. They also explained that no organisation wants to bare or 
incur additional risks in its operations; there is a need for clarity regarding how the uncertainty 
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in the alliance would be shared. This clarity can be achieved by prioritising transactional 
governance in coopetition alliances. Based on the above, it can be assumed that adopting a 
transactional form of governance would improve the performance of a coopetitive relationship 
adopted as a deliberate strategy.  
Similarly, due to the nature of the OGI, which is characterised by intense rivalry, and the 
industry encouraging its operators to engage in collaboration, it was observed that a 
collaborative form of coopetition exists in the industry. Also, evidence of unintentional 
coopetition was found from the exploratory study. Therefore, it can be assumed that the 
adoption of transactional governance, can limit opportunism and risks in any coopetitive 
relationship that occurs unintentionally. Hence, this study expects that the relationship between 
transactional governance and the performance of both intentional and unintentional coopetition 
would be positively correlated.  
• Hypothesis I(a): The effects of transactional governance on intended coopetition 
performance positive. 
• Hypothesis I(b): The effects of transactional governance on unintended Coopetition 
Performance is positive. 
 Relational Governance 
The impacts of trust in coopetitive and inter-organisational studies have been studied 
extensively, in management literature. Several authors have included trusts as one of the critical 
coopetition success factors (Chen et al., 2008; Osarenkhoe, 2010), as well as in any form of 
inter-organisational alliance (Anderson et al., 1994; Cannon and Perreault, 1999). Nielsen 
(2011), found that trust in a relationship can reduce risks and conflicts as it allows for the 
creation of goodwill, which can foster commitment among partners. Creed and Miles (1996), 
state that an IOR without trust or with low trust levels is destined for failure, implying that no 
IOR can occur successfully without a high level of trust. Additionally, the concept of relational 
governance has been examined from the social science perspective, where it is believed that 
trust does not have to be unconditional or blinding and can serve an informal control 
mechanism to reduce the relational risks in IORs (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; Berger and 
Noorderhaven, 1997). They argue that not all humans in the business environment are 
opportunistic and driven by self-interest, but some are honest and have the common human 
decency with can be enhanced in a trusting relationship, through reciprocity, personal bonding 
etc. From a coopetition viewpoint, Brolos, (2009), believes that relational governance can act 
as a social lubricant to improve the relationship among partners and help develop shared values 
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even if the parties are in competition with each other. This stance follows from (Das and Teng, 
2001), claim that trust has a positive impact on IOR and can be substituted for formal contracts. 
Hence, based, the relationship between relational governance and coopetition should be 
positive, as these studies have emphasised its importance in achieving a beneficial IO 
performance.  
The exploratory study found that trust is also an essential factor in attaining beneficial 
coopetition, even in industries as complex and competitive as the OGI. They identified the 
presence of trust as an incentive for partner selection, for instance “… based on the reputation 
and the capability of the organisations in the past, you trust that they would act in the benefit 
of the relationship” Res_06. Several studies, concerning what makes coopetition successful, 
argue that relational governance, mainly, trust is a critical coopetition success factor (Chin et 
al., 2008; Ceptureanu et al., 2018; de Resende et al., 2018; Cygler et al., 2018). They stress the 
importance of trust and trust development, even at the initiation of the alliance, to ensure a 
seamless relationship. Some studies also place the need for trust in coopetition above the need 
for contractual agreements (Bradach and Eccles, 1989). As a result, it can be assumed that the 
adoption of relational governance, can promote reciprocity and mutual respect in IORs such 
that coopetition partners would not act deviously towards the other parties in the relationship. 
Hence, this study expects that the relationship between relational governance and the 
performance of both intentional and unintentional coopetition would be positively correlated.  
• Hypothesis II(a): There is a positive relationship between relational governance and 
intended coopetition performance.  
• Hypothesis II(b): There is a positive relationship between relational governance and 
unintended coopetition performance.  
 
 Dedicated Alliance Function 
Alliance functions is another crucial aspect of studies carried out in management literature 
concerned with IORs. Unsurprisingly, alliance functions have been studied extensively, as 
researchers, as well as organisations, have realised the benefits of alliances; which includes, 
enhancing market power (Kogut, 1991), increasing organisational efficiencies (Ahuja, 2000), 
providing the opportunity to enter new markets (Garcia-Canal et al., 2002), and allowing 
organisations access new resources and capabilities (Rothaermel & Boeker, 2008). The primary 
function of dedicated alliance function is the effective management of both individual and the 
entire organisation's alliance portfolio including activities such as; selecting strategic alliance 
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partners, initiating the relationships, negotiating the terms of the alliance, deciding on the 
structure and governance of the exchanges, adapting and dissolving the relationship. Through 
experiential learning, organisations that adopt a dedicated alliance function can ensure that the 
appropriate governance strategy is adopted for each of its strategic alliances. In the same vein, 
this function can ensure that their organisation is protected against opportunism that can arise 
as a result of interactions with external organisations.  
From the exploratory study, the respondents agree that one of the practical manners to ensure 
effective management of a coopetition relationship is through the formation of either an in-
house management team or the adopting the use of a third-party organisation to manage the 
alliance. Since literature identifies that using a third-party management organisation introduces 
additional tension to the alliance (Le Roy and Fernandez, 2015), this study focuses on the 
impacts of setting up a dedicated team to manage the alliance. The OGI is established as a 
highly competitive industry, and the exploration study shows that the industry is more inclined 
to transactional governance as a means of managing alliances in the industry.  
Hence, it can be assumed that using a dedicated alliance function as a means to strategically 
manage a coopetitive relationship can imply the utilisation of a transactional governance 
mechanism.  
• Hypothesis III(a): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
dedicated alliance function and the adoption of transactional governance. 
Similarly, organisations that adopt a strategic dedicated alliance function would be carefully 
select its partners, such that the alliance would occur in a trusting environment which promotes 
a positive coopetition outcome. Additionally, the exploration study stresses the importance of 
relational governance, particularly at the inception of the alliance. This implies that with a 
dedicated alliance team, partners that have been appropriately vetted, through thorough 
investigation and experiential learning would be selected for coopetition, indicating that 
relational governance can be adopted without the fear of opportunism.  
• Hypothesis III(b): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
dedicated alliance function, and the adoption of relational governance.  
Additionally, from the exploration of the OGI, respondents recommended creating an alliance 
team to manage the coopetitive relationship to ensure a beneficial outcome. This team can only 
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be formed if the coopetition strategy is adopted intentionally. The deliberate coopetition 
strategy managed through an alliance team would also ensure positive performance.  
• Hypothesis III(c): The relationship between having a dedicated alliance function and 
the performance of intended coopetition is positive.   
From the hypothesis above, it is suggested that the reason for the positive correlation between 
the performance of intentional coopetition and a dedicated alliance team is because a suitable 
governance mechanism is utilised in managing the alliance. Hence, the governance mechanism 
is expected to mediate the positive relationship between using a dedicated alliance team and 
the performance of intended coopetition.  
• Hypothesis III(c) ii. Transactional governance mediates the positive effects of alliance 
function on intended coopetition performance.  
• Hypothesis III(c) iii. Relational governance mechanism mediates the positive effects of 
alliance function on intended coopetition performance.  
 
 Tension Management 
In coopetition literature, there have been several studies regarding the most effective way to 
manage the tensions in the relationship. Coopetition authors have identified two primary 
principles of tension management, which is the separation (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000) and 
integration principle (Smith and Lewis, 2011), or the combination of the two principles 
(Fernandez et al., 2014). Some of the other tension management principles are co-management 
(Le Roy and Fernandez et al., 2014) and utilising an independent third-party management 
organisation to manage the distinct elements of coopetition. Nonetheless, studies have shown 
that having a structure in place to manage the tensions in a complicated alliance can influence 
the choice of governance mechanism adopted. The management structure, irrespective of its 
structure can ensure that measures are taken, to protect the interest of the alliance by ensuring 
that adequate transactional control measures are in place, and the coopetition exists in an 
environment with fewer chances of opportunism or risks, such that relational governance can 
be used as a control mechanism (Tidström, 2014).  
Interestingly, several authors agree that tension management allows successful coopetition but 
can only be adopted when the parties are aware of the strategy they are engaged in (i.e. 
deliberate coopetition (Castaldo et al., 2010; Le Roy and Fernandez, 2015). Studies have shown 
a positive correlation between the various forms of tension management and the performance 
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of the IOR alliance. However, what remains unclear is how tension management affects the 
outcome of coopetition when the strategy is practised unintentionally. Based on Mintzberg and 
Water’s (1985)’s assertion, there is expected to be a similar outcome, as such, it can be assumed 
that tension management can positively influence the performance of unintentional coopetition.  
From the outcome of the exploratory study, most respondents agree that for the tensions in 
coopetition to be appropriately managed, the separation principle should be adopted, since the 
alliance is already complicated. The organisations would require clarity about which phase of 
the partnership they are in and can take measures to manage these elements effectively.  
Interestingly, (Res_02), advocates for co-management, where the industry impose industry 
guidelines to managing interactions, citing the regulation in the industry as a driver for this 
form of tension management. Nonetheless, since most of the respondents suggest the 
application of the separation principle, it becomes necessary to investigate the influence of the 
separation form of tension management on the performance of unintended coopetition. Hence, 
the following hypotheses have been proposed based on literature and the exploratory study.  
• Hypothesis IV(a): The relationship between adopting the separation principle of 
tension management and using a transactional governance mechanism to control the 
relationship is positive.   
• Hypothesis IV(b): The relationship between adopting the separation principle of 
tension management and using a relational governance mechanism to control the 
relationship is positive.   
• Hypothesis IV(c): The relationship between adopting the separation principle of 
tension management and successful unintended coopetition is positive.   
 
It is essential to investigate if the governance mechanism adopted in the alliance is the reason 
for the performance outcome. Can the governance mechanism being used be the reason for the 
positive relationship that exists between the adoption of separation form of tension 
management and the performance of unintended coopetition? Therefore, mediation effects 
should be assessed. In order to investigate these relationships, the following hypotheses are 
proposed.  
• Hypothesis IV(c) ii. Transactional governance mediates the positive effects of the 
separation principle of tension management on unintended coopetition performance.  
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• Hypothesis IV(c) iii. Relational governance mechanism mediates the positive effects of 
the separation principle of tension management on unintended coopetition 
performance.  
 Supply Chain Flexibility  
The qualitative study, as well as extant literature, have shown that coopetition positively affects 
the SC of organisations, including organisations within the OGI. In order to enhance the 
understanding of coopetition, it is crucial to investigate how the flexibility of a supply chain 
affects the performance of both intentional and unintentional coopetition. From the review of 
the OGI, it was observed that organisations that prioritise flexibility are more inclined to engage 
in coopetition. The respondents as well as SC literature, suggests that organisations that have 
a flexible SC are proactive (Wood, 2012) and would, therefore, be open to more radical 
strategies to improve their competitive advantage which may positively impact the outcome of 
coopetition. Since the SCF is concerned with how organisations react to uncertainties within 
their business environment to ensure that they still retain or improve their competitive position 
(Upton, 1994); and to have a flexible SC, organisations need to work closely with their 
suppliers and other organisations within their SC network, which may include competitors. It 
is assumed that the experience of working with other organisations, especially at critical points, 
such as during a disruption would allow these organisations to obtain the needed experiential 
learning to engage in a successful coopetition relationship. Therefore, this study expects that 
having a flexible SC results in positive coopetition performance. These hypotheses are also in 
line with Kwok et al., (2015), who observed that having a lean, agile and flexible supply chain 
improves the rate of coopetition success in the smartphone industry. Hence, this study 
hypothesis the following: 
• Hypothesis V(c): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
flexible supply chain function and the outcome of intended coopetition.  
• Hypothesis V(d): There is a positive relationship between organisations that having a 
flexible supply chain function and the outcome of unintended coopetition. 
Additionally, since organisations with a flexible supply chain relies on their suppliers to ensure 
that a disruption is effectively and efficiently managed (Sinha, 2015), and have obtained 
experiential learning from working closely with other organisations in their network, it is 
assumed that these organisation would understand the need for transactional governance in 
their operations to ensure that their partner organisations are fully aware of their 
responsibilities, to ensure they perform as desired in the event of any disruptions. The 
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qualitative study found that organisations within the OGI that prioritises flexibility have a close 
working relationship with their partners and with the competitiveness in the industry, 
organisations ensure that their needs are met and handled as a priority from their partners. 
Therefore, this study hypothesises that an organisation with a flexible supply chain would be 
drawn to a transactional form of governance.  
• Hypothesis V(a): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
flexible supply chain function and the adoption of Transactional Governance.  
According to Stevenson and Spring (2009), relational governance in IORs enables SCF in an 
organisation. From their review of the aviation industry, they observed that lack of trust among 
the key players in the alliances created uncertainties which negatively impacted on the 
organisational performance with regards to flexibility. Therefore, it can be assumed that there 
would be a positive correlation between SCF and relational governance.  
• Hypothesis V(b): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
flexible supply chain function and the adoption of Relational Governance (Trust).  
 
The Interacting (Moderating) Effects of SCF 
In addition to the effects of SCF on the performance of coopetition, this study seeks to uncover 
the nature of the relationship that exists between the interaction of SCF and using a dedicated 
alliance function on coopetition performance as well as having the ability to manage tensions.  
From the qualitative interviews, the respondents show that one of the characteristics that make 
organisations flexible and increases the likelihood of engaging in coopetition is the close 
relationships between the organisations and other firms within their SC networks, and it was 
established that organisations that have a dedicated alliance function to manage IORs have a 
higher chance of success (Kale and Singh, 2009). Therefore, this study assumes that an 
interaction between the SCF and dedicated alliance function constructs would translate to a 
successful coopetition relationship. Similarly, this study seeks to find the effects of interacting 
SCF and tension management on coopetition performance. The ability to manage coopetition 
tensions as well as having a flexible SC, which is able to manage risks and disruption 
effectively, may improve the chances of successful coopetition. Therefore, the study proposes 
the following hypothesis: 
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• Hypothesis VI(a): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of 
having a flexible supply chain and having a dedicated alliance function and the 
outcome of unintended coopetition. 
• Hypothesis VI(b): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of 
having a flexible supply chain and having a dedicated alliance function and the 
outcome of intended coopetition. 
• Hypothesis VI(c): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of 
having a flexible supply chain and the ability to manage tension and the outcome of 
unintended coopetition. 
• Hypothesis VI(d): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of 
having a flexible supply chain and the ability to manage tensio, and the outcome of 
intended coopetition. 
 
5.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
This chapter was separated into two distinct parts. The first phase of the section presented the 
results of the qualitative study, both conceptual clarification and the exploratory study of the 
UK Oil and Gas Industry. The latter part of the chapter was dedicated to developing the 
conceptual framework for the research and proposing specific hypotheses to investigate the 
effects of governance mechanisms and tension management structures on the outcome of 
deliberate and intentional coopetition.  
The concept clarification revealed that the study is appropriately positioned in academic 
literature, and the key elements have been adequately defined. The exploratory study showed 
that while the OGCs are not aware of the term coopetition, the dynamics and principles of the 
relationship is not uncommon in the industry, with some evidence of the alliance at an industrial 
level (FPAL and JIP). The study, however, found that because of the legal risks and the 
regulation in the industry, organisations are hesitant to adopt the strategy. Further inquiry from 
the respondents revealed that transactional governance is the preferred mechanism to control 
the alliance, even though the benefits of relational governance was not overlooked. 
Additionally, the study found that the organisations are more open to the separation principles 
of tension management and realise the benefits coopetition can contribute to their SC 
capabilities. On the flip side, they also reveal that the flexibility of an SC can positively 
influence a coopetitive relationships as the organisations are prepared for any risks to its SC.  
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Subsequently, the conceptual model was developed. Even though the study did not rely on a 
particular core theory to the interactions in the model, it was underpinned by, RBV, TCE, 
Strategic Alliance theories. Some other theories, such as the Emergent Theory, and the social 
exchange theory were utilised to explain and justify the interactions between constructs. As a 
result, hypotheses, (direct and indirect effects), were proposed. These hypotheses would be 
tested using AMOS software for SEM. The process of collecting, analysing and preparing the 
data, would be discussed in the following chapter.  
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The previous chapter which was divided into two primary phases analysed the outcome of the 
exploratory study of the OGI. It established that coopetition does exist in the industry, both 
intentionally and unintentionally. It also established the relationships of various coopetition 
constructs in attaining successful coopetition, for instance, the study shows that the OGI 
prioritises transactional governance over relational governance as a result of the highly 
regulated nature of the industry. The previous chapter also utilised the outcome of the 
exploratory study and literature review to develop some hypothesis and the conceptual 
framework for this study, which would be tested quantitatively.  
This aim of this section is to discuss the approach adopted in collecting the quantitative data 
for this study. It follows from chapter three of this study which, highlights the research design, 
research framework and philosophy. This chapter focuses on the process of gathering the data 
for the quantitative phase of the research to test the proposed model. The section would discuss 
the instrument utilised for data collection, the sample size, the recruitment process and the 
challenges faced while gathering the quantitative data. It would also explain how the data was 
prepared for analysis including the cleaning, reliability and validity issues.  
6.2 METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION 
 
The choice of data collection method is based on the research question, the target audience, the 
sample size, and resource availability, with each technique having its strengths and weaknesses 
(Bryman, 2016). The most popular instruments for gathering quantitative survey data are face-
to-face, postal, telephone, group administering and web-based (Bryman, 2016). The choice of 
the instrument determines the format of the questions and may influence the response rate.  
Bernard & Bernard (2012) while summarising the characteristics of each survey instruments 
observed that the face-to-face method seems more suited to studies concerned with 
disadvantaged individuals such as the old or medically impaired individuals (blind) etc. 
Whereas, adopting the postal approach is suitable when attempting to reach respondents 
without access to telecommunication or internet, although, it has a low response rate and more 
useful when the researcher has access to a reliable contact database. Telephone-based surveys 
are ideal for gathering data concerning public opinion, while a group-administered study allows 
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data collection at a specific point in time. The web-based survey provides a fast, easy and 
flexible approach to gathering data.  The web-based survey method was adopted for this study 
because of its flexibility, and it offered a more accessible option to reach the target audience. 
As a result of proximity, time constraints, as well as access to the potential respondents, this 
study uses the web-based data collection approach to reach the target audience. This method 
of data collection offers the researcher the opportunity to contact and reach the target audience 
without the ambiguity of having to mail the surveys to the respondents. The method also offers 
the respondents a more convenient means of participating in the survey, thus improving the 
response rate. The web-based data collection method would be discussed further in section 6.7 
of this chapter.   
 
6.3 QUESTIONNAIRE OBJECTIVES AND INFORMATION REQUIREMENT 
 
As mentioned in section 4.5., the objective of the questionnaire is to obtain information from 
the required audience in a cost-effective and convenient manner, to test the hypothesised model 
in accordance with the aim of the survey. In order to achieve this objective, it is necessary to 
identify the information needed and categorise them appropriately. Shelton (2000), posits that 
factual, opinion and motive information (Table 6:1) are the three forms of information that can 
be gathered through a questionnaire.  
 
Information Type Characteristics 
Factual • Easily observable features or specific behaviours. 
• Can be used to categorise respondents. 
• Easy to ask and answer. 
• Examples: demographic, situational etc.   
Opinion/Attitude • Related to perceptions, beliefs and judgement. 
• Measures attitude, feelings and opinions. 
• Measures constructs that cannot be easily observed.  
Motive • Concerned with the reason behind opinions or behaviours.  
• Can be challenging to gather.  
• It is based on the subjective interpretation of the respondents.  
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• Can be used to explain patterns or behaviours.  
Table 6:1: Types of questionnaire information requirement. 
Source: (Crouch and Housden, 2012; Shelton, 2000).  
For this study, the interest of the researcher was to measure the respondent’s perception about 
the relationships and influences of governance mechanism, tension management structures and 
supply chain factors on the intentional and unintended coopetition performance; thus, most of 
the information required is opinion information. Additionally, to allow more detailed analysis, 
the need to categorise the respondents, to describe the respondents necessitated the collection 
of factual information. These elements, regarding the type of information required, are 
described further in this section, to set the scene for the questionnaire design. It should be noted 
that the qualitative data gathered in the previous chapter (see section 5.3) comprised of motive 
information. It gathered subjective data from the respondents their motives for engaging in 
coopetition relationships and the management of the alliance. 
 
Factual Information 
The information required here is about the respondents’ demography and situational 
conditions. The questionnaire included some elements to ascertain the factual nature of the 
respondents, demography, historical experience with the supply chain function. The categories 
of factual information are highlighted as follows.  
1. Demographics:  
a. Education: It is useful in developing the respondents’ profile and can provide 
additional information about the differences in perception based on formal 
education.  
b. Management Level: This provides an opportunity to test how the respondents’ 
management level affects their perception of coopetition.   
c. Type of Employment: This helps to check if the form of respondents’ 
employment has any impact on their perception.  
d. Size of organisation: The size of the respondents’ organisation may have an 
effect on how they perceive coopetition.  
 
2. Historical Information 
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a. Length of Supply Chain Experience: The length of SC work experience, act as 
a filter question to establish expertise and also check the relationship between 
the respondents’ SC experience and perception of coopetition.  
 
3. Situational Information 
a. Involvement in SC function: Establishes that the respondent has been involved 
in the supply chain of an organisation. This also serves as a filter question for 
qualifying for the survey.  
 
Opinion Information 
The opinion information formed most of the questions in the questionnaire, and it relates to 
how the respondents perceive the influence supply chain on the formation and outcome of 
coopetition. The questions are divided into various constructs crucial to measuring the 
perception of coopetition, some of the constructs include; Tension Management, Alliance 
function, Transactional and Relational governance etc. These constructs would be discussed 
further in the chapter.  
 
6.4 DESIGNING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
The aim of designing the questionnaire is to provide the most appropriate tool to investigate 
the impacts of the management, governance and SCF on the outcome of intentional and 
unintentional coopetition and to test the hypothesised model. Therefore, the study follows 
(DeVellis, 2017; Fowler, 2014), to generate items and determine the reliability and validity of 
the instruments used. The measurement constructs were identified from the literature, and 
additional measures were obtained from the qualitative study.  
Following the information requirement and the identification of the constructs to be measured, 
the items were generated from previous studies conducted on the identified constructs (i.e. 
coopetition and supply chain) and modified for the current study, where there was an absence 
of measurement questions, items were developed based on the outcome of the qualitative 
research. Table 6:2 below highlights the items generated and their respective sources (the 
operationalised questionnaire for the study click here has been appended in the appendix 
section). After the items were generated, the questionnaire was tested to ensure its contextual 
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and content suitability for the study. As such, the design phase of the questionnaire was 
particular about the validity and reliability of the scales.   
 
Constructs Questionnaire questions Sources  Code 
Transactional 
Governance 
Our collaboration is regulated 






The contract with our partners 
describes in detail every aspect that 
we think is of interest.  
Contract_2 
We and our partners fix all the 
collaboration related details in a 
contract 
Contract_3 
We are hesitant to transact with our 
partners when the specifications are 
vague 
Contract_4 




Contracts are more important than 
trust in a collaborative relationship. 
Contract_6 
We rely on contracts for all alliances 




Our partners keep promises made to 
our firm. 
Bouncken, Clauß 
and Fredrich, 2016 
Trust_1 
Our partners are always trustworthy Trust_2 
Our partners have always been 
even-handed in our collaborations. 
Trust_3 
Our partners do not require close 
supervision 
Trust_4 
Our partners are truthful Trust_5 
Competitors cannot be trusted 
Exploratory study 
Trust_6 
Trust is necessary for coopetition. Trust_7 
Alliance 
Function 
We have a dedicated organisational 





We permanently use dedicated 
alliance managers 
All.Fun_2 
We regularly carry out standardised 
assessments of our alliances 
All.Fun_3 
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An independent resource 




We use a dedicated alliance team to 
monitor communication in 
interactions outside our organisation 
All.Fun_5 
Our alliance team determines the 
form of inter-organisational 
relationships to adopt. 
All.Fun_6 
Our alliance team are proactive All.Fun_7 
Managing the 
tensions 




The industry regulates alliances 
outside our organisation 
Man.Ten_2 
The pre-competitive phase should 
be managed separately from the 
competitive phase. 
Man.Ten_3 
A separate team manages the 
competitive phase of the 
relationship. 
Man.Ten_4 
A different team manages the 




We are in close competition with 




We are collaborating with 
competitors to achieve a common 
goal 
ICP_2 
We find it important to have active 
competition with our collaborators 
ICP_3 
We are deliberate about all our  
inter-organisational relationship 
Exploratory Study ICP_4 
We are familiar with coopetition ICP_5 
Unintended 
Coopetition 
We have engaged in unplanned 
collaboration in the past 
Exploratory study 
UCP_1 
Competitors often collaborate in my 
industry. 
UCP_2 
I have had to work closely with a 
competitor in the past 
UCP_3 
Our industry encourages 
collaboration 
UCP_4 
Collaboration should only occur 
between indirect competitors. 
UCP_5 
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Collaboration is more profitable 
between direct competitors. 
UCP_6 
Our supply chain is reactive UCP_7 
Supply Chain 
Function 
We have multiple suppliers for each 
item in our production. 
Pujawan (2004) SCF_1 
Collaboration helps us respond 




We have collaborative relationships 




You can encourage collaboration 
between your suppliers. 
Exploratory Study SCF_4 
Table 6:2: Measurement Scale 
 
6.4.1 Level of Measurement 
Measurement has been described as the act of recording observations in a research endeavour 
(Bryman, 2012). In business studies, it is essential that the concepts to be measured are clearly 
defined to determine the measurement technique (Zikmund, 2000). The level of measurement 
or scaling helps the researcher interpret the data gathered by offering a classification system 
that describes the nature of the information within the values assigned to variables (Bryman, 
2012). An awareness of the various levels of measurement is helpful in determining the method 
of statistical analysis to be utilised. In concurrence, Pallant (2013) suggests that the choice of 
the mathematical methods to be used depends on the level to which a variable is measured. For 
example, data that would require a multiple regression method of analysis should not be 
obtained using an ordinal scale as it violates the fundamental postulation of the statistical tool. 
Therefore it is essential to distinguish the four levels of measurements which are; nominal, 
ordinal, interval and ratio (Smith, 2019). 
• Nominal Scale:  This form of measurement scale is used to categorise and classify data. 
Objects are assigned letters or numbers for identification or categorisation purposes. 
The numbers that may be assigned to the variables to do not have numerical value or 
relationship, classifying the data for frequencies or percentages. An example is 
assigning the female gender 1 and male 2 (Bryman and Cramer, 2005). 
• Ordinal Scale: This form of measurement scale is used to rank items based on defined 
characteristics. Objects are ordered systematically based on their magnitude, without 
an indication of the degree of difference between the subjects. For example, measuring 
a variable in order of importance such as: strongly disagree, disagree, undecided, agree 
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and strongly agree. It is most common in management and social science studies, as 
they are concerned with ranking preferences (Sapsford and Jupp, 2006). 
• Interval Scale: The interval scale measures order in units of equal distances. Unlike the 
ordinal scale, if the degree of distance between the variables are known and are similar, 
then it can be classified as an interval. In this form of measurement, the differences 
between the two variables are statistically meaningful, as they are measured in actuals 
and not in a relative manner.  The interval scale is assumed to be a lower form of 
measurement in comparison to the ratio scale because the zero points are arbitrary 
(Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 2008).  
• Ratio Scale: This relates to absolute scales, beginning with an absolute zero – which 
implies an absence of the attribute. Ratio scale has been described as the most powerful 
and informative of all the measurement scales since it provides the actual value 
differences between two variables in a scale. It has a true zero; hence, the differences 
between variables are meaningful. The ratio scale helps to understand the ultimate-
order, interval, values and the true zero characteristics is essential in calculating ratios. 
Typical uses of the interval scale are to measure, height, age, weight etc.  
 
The choice of measurement scales adopted in a study is dependent on the objective and 
proposed outcome of the study, and it also influences the method of data analysis. For instance, 
if an investigation is primarily concerned with summarising or describing a set of data, the 
categorical nominal scales are adequate. Whereas, if the study seeks to compare attributes or 
measure levels, then the most suitable scale would be ordinal. Interval or ratio scales may be 
considered ideal for studies which aim to examine relationship or association of non-
categorical variables. It should be noted that the variable being measured defines the 
measurement scale and not the numbers they are assigned.  
This study adopts two primary measurement scales, the nominal and the interval. The nominal 
scale was utilised to collect categorical variables, such as the amount of work experience, 
management level etc. While the interval scale was used to collect data relating to the 
coopetition and SC constructs, with the variables, ranked on a five-point Likert scale, ranging 
from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. The choice of  a five-point scale as opposed to the 
alternatives (e.g. 7-points, 9-points), was informed by Fink (2016)’s assessment that the other 
scales offer no additional empirical advantages over the five-point scale.  
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There have been arguments regarding the treatment of Likert scales, with some authors 
suggesting that they should be treated as interval measures since the numbers assigned to them 
are used to rank the cases and not the actual measurements, which allows the data to be analysed 
with statistical interval tools (McNabb, 2015; Garson, 2012). While authors like (Bertram, 
2009; Judd et al., 1991), argue that Likert scale should be used for ordinal variables since it is 
difficult to determine the differences between respondents’ perception of a construct for 
instance if the difference between ‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ are the same as the difference 
between ‘agree’ and ‘undecided’.  
A notable study conducted by Brown (2011), stresses that there is a difference between Likert 
scales and Likert items, adding that the combination of Likert items which are ordinal in nature 
make up an item scale, which is then treated as an interval. According to Brown (2011), Likert 
scales contain several items which can be taken to be interval scales for descriptive and other 
significant statistics such as factor analysis, correlational analysis etc. to be carried out provided 
the necessary design conditions are met.  
Rasmussen (1989), argues that provided a multi-scale item has a minimum of five points, its 
precision of statistics would be uncompromised and applying parametric procedures would not 
have a significant implication to the outcome of the study. As a result, the most rating scale 
used in research such as the Likert scale has more than five response categories and usually 
comprises of a middle point which represents neutrality and extreme points that represents the 
differences between the constructs being measured (Preston and Colman, 2000). The 
researcher, therefore, agrees with the stance, that if designed correctly, the Likert scale can be 
utilised in interval scales. In line with Brown (2011), adopting the interval scales is consistent 
with the requirement for SEM analysis, which justifies the decision to adopt the Likert scale in 
the interval scale.  
Additionally, there is no consensus regarding the optimum number of scales on a Likert scale. 
Studies have shown that more than five scales can be utilised in research but would contain a 
varying degree of reliability. For instance, Preston and Colman (2000), discovered that the 10-
point scales are the preferred choice for respondents, because of the several choices offered 
while the five-point scale is also preferable to the researcher because of its ease-of-use. Joshi 
et al. (2015), argues that the higher point scales offer varieties of options which increases the 
chances of meeting the objective realities of the respondents.  
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The study adopts a five-point rating scale to measure the participants’ opinion. The coopetition 
and SC constructs were measured using items scored on a five-point rating scale, on a ‘Strongly 
Disagree’ to ‘Strongly Agree’ range as suggested by (Oppenheim, 2000). Additionally, Fink 
(2016) argues that the higher scales do not offer any empirical advantages over the five-point 
scales. Dawes (2008) also adds that there is no significant statistical difference between the 
lower and higher scales with regards to the standard deviation, kurtosis and skewness. 
However, the data reliability and validity are improved with smaller scales, but the mean in the 
higher scales are lower with more data dispersion around the mean (Dawes 2008).  
With regards to the questionnaire design, the items were classed into various sections in line 
with the model. The categorical and demographic questions were located at the end of the 
questionnaire, to avoid discouraging participants, as they may not motivated to answer personal 
questions relating to work experience, management levels. This design is in line with Suresh 
(2014)’s sandwich theory discussed in section 4.5.  
 
6.5 INSTRUMENT VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
6.5.1 Questionnaire Validity 
The validity of a questionnaire relates to the amount of systematic error in the measurement 
instrument, which can be established through a panel of experts or field studies such as pilot 
testing. Depending on the nature of the study, the validity may take the form of content, face 
validation, construct or criterion (Norland, 1990). According to Radharkrishna (2007), the aim 
of questionnaire validity is to answer specific questions about the questionnaire, using a field 
test and expert review. The questions include: 
• The validity of the questionnaire. i.e. Is the instrument measuring what it intends to 
measure? 
• Is the instrument able to provide answers to the research questions? 
• Does the questionnaire represent the content? 
• Does it look like a questionnaire? 
• Is the questionnaire suitable for the target population? 
In this study, the content and construct validity had been established through the conceptual 
clarification interviews and the initial qualitative interviews which were conducted prior to 
designing the questionnaire. As a result, the validity at the pre-test phase was confirmatory to 
ensure that the questionnaire was fit for purpose, and the questions reflect the constructs. In 
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order to ensure accuracy, consistency and comprehension, the questionnaire was pre-tested 
before the pilot study, using experts within the host university. This method of pretesting was 
chosen for this study, as most of the questions adopted in questionnaires had been tested and 
pre-validated in previous studies. Despite the questionnaire items being informed by other 
related studies, it was essential to pre-test the questionnaire for validity as the items needed to 
be applicable for the specific context being investigated. The expert panel was used to validate 
the questionnaire, because it offered a cost and time effective approach to ensuring validity, 
without compromising on the quality of the outcome. Although, it can be argued that not pre-
testing on a subsample of the target population may be disadvantageous since it would be 
impossible to ascertain the level of response behaviour. The researcher had validated some of 
the items at the interview phase with potential members of the target population.  
The aim of pretesting the questionnaire includes: 
• To determine if the questionnaire is fit for purpose. i.e. are the constructs interpreted as 
intended? 
• To uncover any sources of misunderstanding or confusion in the questionnaire.  
• To reveal any grammatical errors, including punctuations and misspelling.  
• To ensure there are no offensive contents in the questionnaire.  
In line with Fowler (2014), the participants for the pre-test were selected using the purposive 
sampling technique. The participants' selection was based on the judgment of the researcher 
regarding their expertise in the subject matter and research methods. A total of 15 academics 
within the host university were selected from the host university. The participants were sent a 
link generated from google form (click here). Upon receiving the completed responses, the 
respondents were contacted personally to discuss their opinion and suggestions about the 
questionnaire. The feedback from the questionnaires confirmed that it is fit for purpose and 
easy to complete. It also showed that the questionnaire was designed with clarity. However, 
some of the participants suggested the removal of some items which appeared to be repetition 
and unnecessary and to remove some of the ranking questions (see Table 6:3). The researcher 
analysed these discussions in relation to the reviewed literature and in consultation with the 
supervision team. Consequently, some items were reframed or rephrased while a number 
redundant of items were dropped. For example, ‘we deliberately enter every inter-
organisational relationship’ was changed to ‘we are deliberate about all our inter-
organisational relationship’. Additionally, some errors relating to grammar and spellings were 
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identified and corrected, the main introduction section was included, along with descriptions 
of the aims for each part of the questionnaire.  
 
Item Removed  Reason 
I have had to work closely 
with a competitor in the past. 
This question is similar to ‘how often do work with 
competitors on a project’. In order to avoid repetition, the 
question was removed.  
Trust eliminates opportunism 
in coopetition. 
This question was removed because of the word 
opportunism. The participants suggest that the word 
opportunism in this context is open to interpretation.  
Rank the critical coopetition 
success factors in order of 
importance 
This item was removed because it was not answering any of 
the research questions. It was, therefore deemed 
unnecessary for the study.  
Table 6:3:Questionnaire Items Removed 
 
Additional changes made to the study instrument, as a result of the validity test are as follows: 
1. The Likert scale was adjusted from six-point to a five-point scale. The initial 
questionnaire aimed to avoid a mid-point and force respondents to take a side on the to 
agree to disagree spectrum. The questionnaire initially was based on six scales. 
However, feedback from the pilot study showed that it made the instrument more 
stressful, also since it is statistically irrelevant, the final questionnaire adopts a five-
point Likert scale.   
2. Introduce a cut-off question. A question was introduced at the beginning of the question 
to inquire about the respondent’s familiarity with IORs. This served as a cut-off 
question to eliminate respondents who had no knowledge of the dynamics of IORs, 
which would, therefore, improve the quality of the responses.  
These recommendations coupled with the outcome of the conceptual interview and the initial 
qualitative interviews were utilised in designing the final data collection instrument for the 
study.   
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6.5.2 Questionnaire Reliability 
The term reliability generally refers to the consistency of a measure. It is primarily concerned 
with the random error in the measurement and accuracy of the measuring instruments 
(Radharkrishna, 2007; Norland, 1990). The nature of questionnaire design, which usually 
comprises of multiple measurements per construct, makes the test for reliability essential. A 
questionnaire adopts multiple items to test a specific variable as a statistical approach to reduce 
or eliminate error and obtain a valid score for the variable.  
The piloting phase of a study allows the researcher to observe which items add value in the 
questionnaire and which items can reduce the random error of the instrument. As mentioned in 
the section above, the validity of an instrument can be established through pretesting, but the 
instrument’s reliability can be tested through a pilot study.  
According to Peterson (2000), testing the reliability of a questionnaire allows the researcher 
select items which are internally consistent and have optimum difficulty, as well as provides 
the opportunity to check responses for issues such as floor or ceiling effect and central 
tendencies. An example of this issue is if all respondents give a similar answer to an item (e.g. 
they all agree), then the item may not be useful since it cannot help to differentiate between the 
categories of respondents that agree with the item. Optimum difficulty refers to the optimal 
proportion of which the respondents would either agree or disagree. Subsequently, one of the 
objectives of a reliability test is to ascertain the item difficulty and remove items with zero 
variances or extreme means.  
The pilot study is an essential phase of research as it establishes the reliability of 
interrelationships between different elements of the questionnaire, including the data inputting, 
coding, analysis, processing and evaluation. Additionally, the piloting stage allows the 
researcher to review the study’s design based on a subset of estimated final data, which suggests 
that the pilot study can inform the final execution of the research study by checking if the 
questionnaire measures what it intends to measure.  
Although the ideal audience for a pilot study is a subset of the research’s target population, this 
is to ensure consistency in how the pilot study and the final study would be executed and 
evaluated. Moser and Kalton (2005), revealed that the size and audience of a pilot study should 
be determined by convenience, cost and time, implying that an alternative sample audience 
with similar characteristics with the target population can be adopted to save time and money. 
In addition, Rhadakrishna (2007), suggests that between 20 to 30 respondents are adequate 
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sample size to test the reliability of the instruments in a pilot study depending on the number 
of items in the instrument to be tested.  
Consequently, the pilot study was conducted using 24 individuals, comprising of 12 colleagues 
in the doctorate program, 8 academic staff members of the host university, and 4 oil and gas 
professionals who participated in the qualitative interview.  
The literature identifies several criteria to measure the reliability of an instrument; however, 
internal consistency and reliability of scale are the most common concerns researchers face in 
quantitative studies (Rhadakrishna 2007). A combination of item-scale correlation squared 
multiple regression, and Cronbach's Alpha is usually used to test the reliability of an 
instrument. These tests are utilised to make informed decisions about retaining or deleting an 
item in the measurement instrument. Rhadakrishna (2007), stresses that care must be taken 
when deleting items, adding that not more than 20% of the original items in a construct can be 
removed from the measurement instrument.  
The data collected from the pilot study was subjected to a Cronbach’s Alpha reliability test 
using the SPSS software. The literature recommends a cut-off point reliability coefficient of 
.70 for Cronbach Alpha (Rhadakrishna 2007). Following the Cronbach’s Alpha test, there were 
no problematic items, as all the constructs were above the .70 threshold. This outcome is not 
surprising as most of the item in the questionnaire was previously tested and validated in 
coopetition studies.  
After establishing the reliability and validity of the measurement instrument, the questionnaire 
was deployed for the final data collection.  
 
6.6 SAMPLING DESIGN 
6.6.1 Research Population 
When conducting research, one of the decisions a researcher needs to make is whether to 
conduct a survey using the entire population or a sample that represents the population. 
Surveying the whole population may be impractical or expensive to achieve in many instances, 
selecting a representative sample is more appropriate in these instances. Pallant (2016), argues 
that sampling is one of the significant challenges in conducting empirical research as it is 
challenging to obtain a sample that is credible, comprehensive and representative of the 
population. To address this, sampling procedures which allow the members of the population 
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equal opportunity to be selected or exclude based on pre-defined criteria have been suggested 
by several authors (Fink, 2016; Fowler, 2014).  
The research population of interest in this study are professionals employed in a UK Oil and 
Gas organisation. More precisely, this study targets individuals in management positions or 
those that have been expertise in IO interactions within the industry. However, the number of 
the target population is unknown. According to Plümper and Neumayer (2012), there can be 
uncertainty regarding the target population and sample size, and the sources of this uncertainty 
include, under-specified theories, unobservable population boundaries, model complexities, 
and sampling problems. In this instance, the source of population uncertainty can be attributed 
to unobservable population boundaries.  
There seems to be a disparity in the amount of employment reported by the OGI and the 
national statistics. While the UK OGI estimates that industry accounts for 170,200 jobs both 
directly and indirectly, with direct accounting for 28,300 of these jobs (Oil and Gas UK, 2017, 
p17), ONS (2017) approximates that 31,600 individuals are directly employed in the industry 
in the same timeframe, with an estimate of 19,400 providing support services to the oil and gas 
extraction role. However, none of the available statistics distinguishes between specific job 
roles or management levels, which makes it difficult to determine the target population.  
Consequently, the exact population of OG professionals involved in IO interactions is 
unknown. Howevr, this study assumes that there is a high likelihood of individuals in a 
management position to be involved in a IORs. The OGC, estimates that the ratio of employees 
to managers in the industry is 4:1 (Oil and Gas UK, 2017). Therefore, going by the Oil and Gas 
UK (2017), estimate of OGI employees (direct and indirect) which is 170,200, it is assumed 
that about 42,550 individuals are employed within a management role in the OGI.  
Based on the caluculation of the ratio of employees to manager, and the estimate of employees 
in OGI employment, this study assumes a population size of 42,550. Nonetheless, it is 
impossible to survey all members of the target population because of a lack of resources and 
time in this study.  
6.6.2 The Sampling Frame 
Following the identification of the target population, which was roughly estimated at 42,550, 
including the uncertainty in calculating the exact population size, coupled with the 
impracticality of utilising the entire population in the study, necessitated the need for sampling 
frame to set-up the population in a usable format (Fowler, 2014).  
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Ideally, since this study is concerned with how organisations interact amongst themselves in 
the industry, the most suitable level of measurement would have been organisational. However, 
due to the restrictions in the industry, particularly with sharing sensitive information about their 
IORs, an individual level of measurement was adopted. By targeting individuals expected to 
have been involved in an IOR, insights about the nature of interactions can be uncovered.  
Hence, the sampling frame utilised, which indicated the profile of organisations by industry 
was the Financial Analysis Made Easy (FAME). In addition to this database, internet 
recruitment using LinkedIn, which states the industry, job profiles and management positions 
of the individuals were also adopted.  
Initially, the option of recruiting respondents using a third-party data collection company was 
explored, and some data was collected using the company QuestionPro to recruit participants. 
However, the research could not ascertain the quality of the respondents and the quality of the 
data gathered, as the data collection technique was unknown since it was unclear how the 
company recruits its respondents. Consequently, the data was abandoned, and other methods 
of recruiting participants were explored.  
The other sampling frame that was considered was based on referral only (snowballing). This 
technique was abandoned as it did not provide the members of the population an equal chance 
of being selected. In addition, this sampling method offered only a few participants the 
opportunity to participate, thus, reducing the number to participants. Even though some 
samples were selected based on referrals, it was not the primary sampling frame.  
The sampling frame of selecting participants from a pool of organisations identified from the 
FAME database and LinkedIn, reflects the entire population required of oil and gas 
professionals, even though only those with a social media presence and work in a registered oil 
and gas extracting company were able to be recruited.  
 
6.6.3 The Sampling Procedure 
As discussed earlier, there are two main techniques of sampling in management research, which 
are probability and non-probability sampling (Creswell, 2014). In probability sampling, every 
member of the target population as the same chance of being selected, whereas the non-
probability sampling technique allows the researcher to use their judgement to choose 
participants based on availability or convenience. The quantitative phase of this study adopts 
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the probability sampling method, enabling participants to be selected, either statistically or 
scientifically from the sample frame discussed in the previous section.  
Probability sampling can be further sub-grouped into four categories; simple random sampling, 
systematic sampling, stratified and cluster sampling (Bryman, 2015). However, Fowler (2014) 
argues that a strict random sampling procedure is not necessary for probability sampling, 
provided all members of the target population have an equal opportunity of being selected.  
Even though this study sought to represent the UK Oil and Gas professionals that have been 
previously engaged in IO interactions as precisely and accurately as possible, obtaining details 
of individual job roles proved impossible. Additionally, as a result of the enforcement of the 
UK Data Protection Law, obtaining personal details such as the contact details, specific job 
description and employee profile of staff in OGC was not permitted and not available in public 
domain.  Millar and Dillman (2011) also stress that it is inappropriate to send personal emails 
to individuals without first establishing a relationship.   
This study adopts two significant approaches to recruit participants for the study. To ensure 
that employees from a vast pool of OGC were sampled, since there are varying sizes of UK 
OGC,  as well as avoiding a large pool of respondents from the same organisation, the initial 
approach was the use of a pre-defined sampling frame on the FAME database, to identify OG 
organisations for the study. Individual respondents were then selected from within the 
organisations identified. However, the response rate with this approach was low; hence, a 
second approach was utilised, where individuals from the organisations identified from the 
sampling frame were recruited through social media (LinkedIn).  
On the FAME database, the criteria for the organisation needed was entered into the database, 
based on its activities and industry classification. After selecting various classifications relating 
to Oil and Gas, a total of 490 active organisations were identified (Figure 6:1). Upon retrieving 
the list, a total of 250 companies were selected using research randomiser to ensure that each 
organisation had an equal chance of being selected. Subsequently, only 204 of these companies 
had contact details in the public domain. Letter of introduction, clearly stating the aim of the 
study and the required participants for the study as well as an invitation to participate were sent 
to the selected companies. Additionally, telephone calls to the selected organisations were 
made to introduce the study and inform the organisations of the target participants.   
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Figure 6:1: FAME output of Extracted UK OGC 
 
However, the drawback of this sampling procedure is that it was impossible to determine if the 
survey link was distributed within the selected organisations and also to the correct target 
audience. Therefore, the researcher made direct contacts with some of the organisations in the 
host city based on proximity and convenience to distribute the survey links. Despite these 
efforts, only 25 organisations from the 204 organisations in the sampling frame, responded to 
the survey, accounting for a total of 49 completed survey responses. Although it is not possible 
to estimate the non-response rate for this sampling approach as it is unknown how many 
surveys were distributed within each organisation and the number of managers in each 
organisation is not known, the non-response rate is estimated to be 88% of the invited 
organisations. Therefore, owing to the low response rate, other means of recruiting research 
participants were considered.  
As an alternative, this study, utilised social media to reach the desired respondents. The 
organisations identified in the sampling frame was used as a primary criterion in recruiting the 
respondents from LinkedIn, a networking platform. Only individuals that are affiliated with the 
organisations were contacted to partake in the study.  
Several studies have shown respondents can be recruited using social media or other internet-
based methods (Nulty, 2008; Van Selm, and Jankowski, 2006). These studies show that the 
internet-based surveys offer a cheaper, comprehensive and more accessible means of reaching 
respondents which may otherwise have been difficult to reach, without compromising on the 
quality of the data. 
LinkedIn is a social networking site designed specifically for the business community. It is 
being marketed as the world’s largest professional networking site, boasting of hundreds of 
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million members (LinkedIn, 2019). The study utilised LinkedIn Premium, a paid version which 
offers additional benefits by allowing the user contact direct contact (referred to as InMail) to 
any member within the networking site.  
With the LinkedIn premium, specific search and filter options were selected, such as the current 
job description, the location, the industry and current company names. The researcher input the 
required criteria into the search engine, (i.e., management for the job description, the UK for 
the location, Oil and Energy Industry as the required industry and finally the 204 organisations 
obtained from FAME. A total of 6,564 individuals fit into the required criteria. The research 
randomizer website was again utilised to avoid self-selection bias, and allow the researcher to 
select participants randomly. A letter of introduction and invitation to participate in the study 
were sent via LinkedIn’s InMail to a total of 500 respondents. This approach generated a 
response rate of 68%, accounting for 343 responses.  
 
6.6.4 Sampling Units and Sample Size 
As mentioned above, the sampling unit adopted in this study are individuals employed within 
the OGI in the UK. Seeing as the survey is interested in investigating the performance outcome 
of intentional and unintentional coopetition, based on pre-identified factors, it may have been 
more appropriate to adopt the organisations as the unit of analysis rather than individuals. 
However, since there are no publicly known examples of coopetition in the industry, and owing 
to the competition in the industry, organisations are hesitant to reveal the strategies that they 
adopt. There are no governing agencies that publish a list of IORs in the industry; as such, it 
was impossible to identify organisations that have been or currently involved in coopetition 
(excluding the organisations involved in JIP, identified in the previous chapter).  
Additionally, due to ethical limitations, resulting from the need to obtain sensitive and private 
organisational information limit the researcher's ability to discuss the essential elements that 
may be beneficial in the study on an organisational level.  Therefore, the study uses individuals 
to weigh the perception of coopetition in the industry, as well as to check its impacts on 
governance and management structures. Therefore, it is expected that measurement error may 
be present, justifying the use of SEM to account for these errors (Kline, 2015).  
Even though a sample size which is statistically significant is required in SEM analysis, the 
exact number is still up for debate (Bagozzi & Yi, 2012; Iacobucci, 2010; McDonald & Ho, 
2002). While some authors recommend a sample size between 100 and 150 with a minimum 
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of three indicators per construct is appropriate for SEM analysis (Ullman, 2006; Anderson & 
Gerbing, 1988), others argue that a smaller sample size, such as 50, yields convergence validity 
(Iacobucci, 2010), stressing that larger sample sizes magnify the statistical significance of the 
results (Sekaran, 2009). Nonetheless, Roscoe (1975), recommends that the appropriate sample 
size should be between 30 and 500, depending on the level of complexity, desired precision 
and degree of confidence required.  Therefore, this study deems a sample size between 250 and 
500 suitable.   
 
6.7 INTERNET (WEB) BASED SURVEY 
 
The use of internet or web-based platforms for data collection in empirical research has been 
on the rise since the world wide web became popular, with authors even suggesting that the 
approach may replace traditional forms of surveys (e.g. postal) (Fisher & Herrick, 2013; 
Barrios et al., 2011; Cook et al., 2000; Couper 2000). Mavletova, (2013) argues that this 
increase in the usage of web-based platforms is influenced by the rate of the upsurge in internet 
technology, with devices such as smartphones and tablets enhancing the accessibility of the 
internet. The web-based survey covers platforms such as Hypertext Mark-up Language 
(HTML), email, social networking sites, requiring participation from individuals with access 
to the internet.  
Several studies across many disciplines have been conducted to understand the usefulness of 
web-based surveys and to justify its use for empirical research (Ravert et al., 2015; Barrios et 
al., 2011). These studies have compared the web-based survey approach to its paper-based 
counterpart, with a focus on its advantages and disadvantages, response rate, issues relating to 
accessibility and sampling (Ravert et al., 2015; Fisher & Herrick, 2013; Barrios et al., 2011; 
Wright, 2005).  
The principal argument regarding the use of the web-based survey is that the increasing rate of 
information technology provides more opportunities with a cost-effective data collection 
option for researchers. Studies show that the web-based surveys are more advantageous 
alternatives to the conventional paper-based data collection method, with benefits such as, cost 
and time effectiveness, ability to access real-time data, allows more extensive coverage, 
increased interaction with respondents, reduction in data entry errors and design efforts and 
improves data quality (Ravert et al., 2015; Orr, 2005; Cook et al., 2000).  
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Studies stress that web-based surveys are more cost and time-efficient, especially in 
comparison with postal surveys (Cobanoglu et al., 2001; Schleyer and Forrest, 2000). However, 
Barrios et al. (2011), found that the data quality especially relating to missing data and errors 
in open-ended questions, can be higher in web-based surveys than postal surveys. In order to 
avoid these errors, closed-ended questions were adopted in the questionnaire, and specific filter 
questions and checks were included in the questionnaire. This study utilises web-based surveys 
to distribute the questionnaire. The questionnaire was developed using a web-based instrument- 
google forms; after developing the questionnaire, the google form platform allows the 
questionnaire to be distributed via emails or by clicking on a generated link. This study 
distributes the questionnaire via the link generated from the platform. Additionally, as 
mentioned above, the research participant was recruited using LinkedIn a social networking 
platform.  
 
6.7.1 Strategies to Improve Response Rate 
As mentioned above, many studies have shown that the response rate in web-based surveys is 
higher than their paper-based counterparts (Orr, 2005; Cook et al., 2000). Even though some 
studies insist that the response rate in postal surveys are higher in postal surveys (Fisher & 
Herrick, 2013; Kaplowitz et al., 2012), other studies, for instance, Barrios et al. (2011) found 
that about 64.8% of internet surveys were returned while 48.8% of postal surveys were returned 
suggesting the response rate is higher in web-based surveys.  
Barrios et al., (2011), argues that the response rate can be affected by many factors including, 
the sample characteristics, methodological differences, questionnaire design, internet 
penetration, which may be responsible for the mixed views of response rate in web and postal 
surveys. Notwithstanding, Fan and Yan (2010), grouped the factors that can influence response 
rate in web-based surveys into four distinct categories. These factors include survey 
development, which is concerned with content and present of web questionnaire; survey 
delivery, relates to the method of sampling, contact delivery, invitations, reminders, incentives; 
survey completion, which involves participation and participation decisions and survey returns 
concerned with survey software and data safety. These factors were taken into consideration 
while conducting the survey and contributed to the response rate.  
One factor that significantly affects the response rate is the rate of internet penetration in 
various parts of the world. For instance, the rate of internet penetration is higher in developed 
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countries in comparison to developing countries, especially in its use in organisations. The rate 
of internet penetration was not an issue in this study since the research is carried the UK, where 
90% of adults are internet users (ONS, 2018), and the UK ranked among the top five of 
LinkedIn users by country, accounting for over twenty-six million users (LinkedIn, 2019).  
Some challenges that could arise in web-based surveys and affect the response rate are lack of 
reliable population or sample size, selection bias or lack of randomisation, which may be 
because of insufficient knowledge of the sampling frame. In order to address this, a target group 
should be identified or taking extra steps to ensure randomisation. As discussed in section 6.6.2, 
this study utilises a sample frame and a randomising tool for selection.  
Furthermore, Cook et al., (2000) factors such as offering incentives, pre-contact, the 
importance of the issue being studied, increasing the number of contacts, personalised contacts 
and pre-contacts can increase the response rate in web-based surveys. Some of these factors 
were utilised to increase the response rate in this study. Even though this study did not offer 
any incentives to the respondents, contacts were made to the respondents before sending out 
the survey link. pre-notification was also used, as the respondents were first contacted with a 
letter of introduction and invitation to participate, with the survey link sent only after 
confirmation of interest. The invitations sent to the respondents via LinkedIn was not a generic 
email. Each participant was sent a personalised email, addressed to them and acknowledging 
their current job description (e.g. Dear Mr/Ms XYZ, I noticed that you work as a Business 
Development Manager at XYZ company). According to Cook et al. (2000), these factors may 
have influenced the response rate of the study.  
Notably, the cover letter did not stress the importance in order to avoid introducing bias to the 
study since some of the respondents may be unaware of the coopetition study and discussing 
elements of the study mainly centred around unintentional coopetition may be affected.  
 
6.7.2 Challenges Encountered in Web-Based Survey 
The sections above have focused on the advantages and opportunities of adopting web-based 
surveys both in this study and management research. However, there are some challenges that 
can occur in web-based studies. This section discusses the personal challenges the researcher 
encountered while collecting data using the web-based survey approach. It should be stressed 
that these challenges may not be applicable in all web-based survey context.  
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The most difficult challenge was in recruiting the participants for the study. It was challenging 
to identify the population size because there is no existing database that lists or has a statistic 
about the number of management positions and roles both in the UK and in the OGI, which is 
the research’s focus. Therefore, the OGCs had to be the initial point of estimating the target 
population. Additionally, after identifying and streamlining the organisations in the industry, a 
challenge of contacting the professionals became an issue. Many of the organisations contacted 
did not respond to the emails and phone calls made to them regarding the study. Some of the 
companies were hesitant in sharing employee details, owing to the data protection laws in the 
UK, so it was difficult to reach the target audience. Other efforts had to be considered, which 
involved the use of the internet to recruit the participants directly.  
The internet site used to recruit the respondents was LinkedIn Premium. LinkedIn Premium 
comes at a cost, depending on the package selected. For this study, the most suitable package 
was the Business Package, which cost £50 per month and offers only 15 monthly InMail. Since 
more than 15 InMail were required and a considerable amount of time was required for the data 
collection, the researcher paid for the LinkedIn premium subscription for 4 months and 
purchased additional InMail costing £1 each for additional InMail. Therefore, it cost the 
researcher a total of £500 to recruit participants for the survey.  
In addition to the cost, a significant amount of time was spent filtering both the organisations 
contacted and the individuals on the social networking site. The researcher had to ensure that 
up-to-date contact details were available for the organisations. Some of the emails and phone 
numbers for some of the organisations were outdated. Additionally, personalised emails had to 
be sent to the participants on LinkedIn to avoid the recipients ignoring the emails or dismissing 
it as junk emails.  
Nonetheless, using a web-based survey was more appropriate for this study than postal surveys 
mainly because of the strict requirement of the target audience. Postal surveys would require 
sending out the questionnaires to the organisation, which may be more time consuming and the 
response rate seeing as it is a specific audience may be lower.  
 
6.8 DATA ANALYSIS 
This section discusses the data analysis techniques, the statistical tool utilised for the data 
analysis (SEM, AMOS) its fundamentals and capabilities, mainly, it follows from section 4.6 
and appendix 2,  which introduces SEM, providing definitions and discussions about the 
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various models, applications and symbols in SEM. Following the introduction of SEM in 
chapter 3, it should be stressed that the SEM was best suited for this study as it allows the study 
to measure latent variables such as the concept of trust. It also allows for multivariant 
comparison of variables and takes into consideration measurement errors that may have 
occurred during data collection.  
This section discusses the process of screening, cleaning, and preparing the data, and ensuring 
it meets the minimum requirement for SEM analysis before commencing the analysis.  
 
6.8.1 The Data Cleaning and Preparation Process 
 Data Cleaning 
To ensure that the data collected can be used for further analysis, it is crucial to present the data 
in a format that is both useable and readable. In order to achieve this, a data preparation phase 
is essential. A codebook, where each response category of the questionnaire was assigned 
numerical values; designed during the questionnaire design phase was used to create a 
spreadsheet on IBM SPSS Statistics 25.0. An example of the response category and the 
numerical value allocated are shown in Figure 6.2 
 
Figure 6.2: Example of Data Coding 
 
Since IBM SPSS does not recognise Google Form spreadsheets, which the data was presented 
in; hence, to eliminate data entry error and to avoid introducing inconsistencies, the data was 
transferred to an excel format before being imported into the SPSS software. Additionally, each 
construct was abbreviated; for instance, the Alliance Function was shortened to All.Fun and 
each item of the questionnaire was assigned a case number based on their associated constructs, 
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e.g. All.Fun_1 (Table 6:2). This was done to allow easier manipulation and interpretation of 
the data. Subsequently, each respondent was assigned a case number, to allow easy 
identification of cases and ensure anonymity. Finally, the variables' types were manually 
selected, with most of the items being ‘scale’ as SPSS only offers three categories, nominal, 
ordinal and scale. The scale represents both ratio and interval scales; hence, it was selected to 
ensure the software handles the data appropriately.  
The process described above, allowed the data to be entered into IBM SPSS, the statistical 
software utilised for preliminary analysis such as the descriptive data analysis as well as 
preparing the data for the subsequent SEM analysis using the AMOS software.  
 
 Handling Missing Data and Non-Response Bias 
Once the data was inputted into SPSS, a check for missing data was conducted. From the first 
392 responses received, it was observed that 10 cases had more than 20% incomplete responses 
and as such were deleted from the data. Upon further investigation, it was found that seven 
variables had less than 5% missing responses, which were replaced using the closest median 





N of Replaced 
Missing Values 







1 Trust_2 1 1 380 380 MEDIAN (Trust_2, ALL) 
2 Trust_3 1 1 380 380 MEDIAN (Trust_3, ALL) 
3 Trust_5 1 1 380 380 MEDIAN (Trust_5, ALL) 
4 Contract_6 1 1 380 380 MEDIAN (Contract_6, 
ALL) 
5 UCP_1 1 1 380 380 MEDIAN (UCP_1, ALL) 
Table 6:4: Handling missing data 
After deleting incomplete responses and replacing missing values, there were 382 responses 
left to carry out the analysis, which is an adequate number for SEM analysis. These 382 
responses were also ‘range-checked’ to ensure all missing data were addressed. It should be 
noted that there was no systematic pattern observed in the missing data cases.  
 Checks for Outliers 
Outliers are values that exist outside its excepted normal range of possible scores in a dataset, 
which can affect the outcome of a statistic, e.g., its mean, correlation or standard deviation by 
either inflating or deflating the results (Kline, 2015). Some of the causes of outliers may arise 
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from errors in inputting data, misspecification of missing values, incorrect sample population. 
Hair et al., (2010), stresses the importance of addressing outliers prior to beginning analysis on 
the dataset to avoid Type I or Type II statistical errors. Additionally, Byrne (2016), 
recommends checking for outliers, especially when conducting SEM analysis, as extreme 
values in a dataset are in contradiction of the most significant SEM assumptions – the normality 
assumption.  
Even though AMOS is capable of detecting and correcting outliers before commencing the 
primary analysis, there are other techniques for detecting outliers (Tabachnick and Fidell, 
2014). For instance, graphical methods such as Q-Q plots or boxplots can be used to identify 
univariate outliers. Tabachnick and Fidell, (2014), adds that there is a potential for outliers to 
exist in univariate cases when the distribution of the z scores (i.e. standard deviation above and 
below the mean) is greater than 3.  
Byrne, (2016), discusses two techniques of detecting multivariate outliers. In one method, cases 
which have the highest contribution to multivariate non-normality index (Mardia’s 1970 index) 
can be identified by AMOS. The critical ratio value (C.R) in AMOS, represents the estimate 
of Mardia’s normalised multivariant kurtosis, although, AMOS does not label it as Mardia’s 
normalised estimates. The other technique involves computing the squared Mahalanobis 
distance (d2) in AMOS, which measures the distance between a set of scores for a case and the 
sample means of all variables in the dataset in standard deviation units. Tabachnick and Fidell 
(2014) recommend guidelines for using Mahalanobis distance, which is evaluated as Chi-
Square with degrees of freedom consistent with the number of independent variables in the 
model.  
Even though there are possibilities of outliers existing in any dataset, Tabachnick and Fidell 
(2014), observe that the chances of outliers being present in data obtained through a Likert 
scale are extremely low. Stating that it is not unusual for some responses to tend towards a 
specific category depending on the population and instrument distribution, for instance, most 
of the sample may select a particular response category ‘strongly agree’, with other responses 
not being potential outliers. 
During the data preparation for this study, Mahalanobis distance was adopted to check for 
outliers. In order to achieve this, a Mahalanobis distance was requested using the total scores 
on the item of each construct; it was conducted as part of linear regression on SPSS.  
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The study found two outliers, which were subsequently removed. The low rate of outliers in 
the data set is not surprising as most of the responses were in a Likert scale format and were 
imported into SPSS; there was no response that significantly influences the rest of the data set. 
Having removed the outliers, there were no other indications of univariant and multivariant 
outliers in the dataset, and the remaining 380 cases were permissible for the analysis; although 
Pallant (2016) notes that outliers affect smaller sample sizes, typically less than 200 cases, 
which shows that the analysis would not be influenced by outliers.  
 
 Measuring Data Normality 
Assessing normality of a data set involves obtaining information on the distribution of scores 
and then measuring its skewness and kurtosis. Although it can be assumed that the presence of 
skewness or kurtosis in a dataset may be problematic, Tabachnick & Fidell (2014) argue that 
it does not affect the analysis with large samples (i.e. >200 responses). They add that in large 
samples, no deviation from normality should be expected as positive kurtosis disappears when 
the sample is more than 100; similarly, negative kurtosis disappears in sample sizes above 200.  
Additionally, there seems to be an uncertainty in the literature regarding the acceptable value 
of skewness and kurtosis, which can indicate a problematic data. While Field (2009), argues a 
distribution is normal and insignificant if the z-score value falls below 3.29 (p < .001), Kline 
(2015), maintains that normality is indicated by Skewness Index (SI) below 3 and Kurtosis 
Index (KI) of 10. Nevertheless, Kline (2015), suggests that a conservative absolute value for 
(SI < 3) and (KI < 20) is appropriate. Although, West et al., (1995), states that a kurtosis value 
above 7 may be problematic, as it suggests a departure from normality.  
There are several techniques to examine the normality of data. Normality can be established 
through graphical means, for example, frequency distribution with histogram, Q-Q plots and 
P-P plots, box plots etc. Normality can also be assessed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test or 
Shapiro-Wilk test to compare sample scores of customarily distributed scores with the same 
mean and standard deviation, with a non-significant score indicating normality (Field, 2009; 
Tabachnick & Fidell, 2014).   
This study establishes normality using skewness and kurtosis values using a conservative 
threshold of +/- 3 as discussed above on both the items and constructs (see appendix). There 
were no cases of skewness and kurtosis, except for a descriptive item regarding respondent’s 
employment type, which was excepted all the sample population should be employed. 
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However, this does not affect the analysis as the item is purely a descriptive item and would 
not be included in the SEM analysis. Therefore, based on the indices obtained and the large 
sample size, there should be no significant influence on the SEM analysis.  
The AMOS software can test for both univariate and multivariate normality. It should be noted 
that SEM analysis is asymptotic in nature, as such, the results obtained from model estimations 
are regarded as an approximation of the truth, particularly for studies with large sample size 
(Arbuckle, 2016).  
To further proof the normality assumptions have not been violated in this study, visual 
representation to observe the normality was requested through a P-P plot available in 
(appendix).  
 Multicollinearity  
In a statistical parametric analysis, the issue of multicollinearity and singularity are sources of 
potential problems. Multicollinearity occurs when there is a strong correlation between 
variables, while singularity occurs, a variable is a combination of more than two variables. 
According to Pallant (2016), when a correlation coefficient is > .90, it implies issues with 
multicollinearity. A multicollinearity diagnostic test can be conducted using SPSS to test the 
uniqueness of an independent variable (IV) and investigate whether there is an overlap in the 
dependent variable (DV).   
The two estimates used to check for multicollinearity issues in a data set are Tolerance Value, 
which measures the variability of the IV not explained by the other constructs in the model, 
and Variance Inflation Factor which is the inverse of Tolerance Value (Pallant, 2016). A 
tolerance value < .1 suggests a multicollinearity issue, while a VIF > 10 denotes the existence 










Beta Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 1.429 .062  22.899 .000   
Trust .078 .046 .082 1.710 .088 .938 1.066 
Man.Ten -.112 .024 -.232 -4.715 .000 .886 1.128 
All.Fun -.030 .035 -.044 -.867 .386 .824 1.214 
Contract .072 .028 .130 2.558 .011 .828 1.208 
SCF -.150 .028 -.258 -5.360 .000 .924 1.082 






t Sig. Collinearity 
Statistics 




Beta Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) .861 .069  12.518 .000   
Trust .232 .050 .227 4.609 .000 .938 1.066 
Man.Ten -.002 .026 -.005 -.089 .929 .886 1.128 
All.Fun -.077 .039 -.104 -1.980 .048 .824 1.214 
Contract .027 .031 .046 .871 .384 .828 1.208 
SCF -.153 .031 -.246 -4.956 .000 .924 1.082 
a. Dependent Variable: UCP 
Table 6:5: Multicollinearity Diagnostic  
Since there are two DVs in this study, the outcome of unintended coopetition (UCP) and 
intended coopetition (ICP) two multicollinearity tests were conducted using SPSS (Table 6:5), 
and in line with the specifications discussed above, the coefficients of tolerance (< .1) and VIF 
(> 10) shows there are no concerns with multicollinearity. It should be noted that the 
characteristics of the variables in this study are presented in section 7.4.1, with the discussion 
of the measurement model.  
6.9 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF THE CONSTRUCT 
 
Reliability and validity were discussed earlier in section 6.5 in relation to the measurement 
instrument adopted for the study. This section focuses on how the statistical procedures used 
to establish reliability and validity of the constructs in the proposed model.  
6.9.1 Internal Reliability 
Internal reliability is concerned with homogeneity of items in a scale, to show that these items 
are measuring the same construct. The most common method of measuring internal consistency 
or reliability of a construct in management study is Cronbach’s Alpha (Pallant, 2016). 
However, some authors have questioned whether the Cronbach’s Alpha can determine if an 
item is measuring a unidimensional construct (DeVellis, 2017; Sijtsma, 2009). These authors 
argue that Cronbach’s Alpha does not provide the best estimate of reliability, as it relies on the 
number of items in a scale to present a value of lower that indicates the lower bound of the 
item’s reliability. In other words, a high Cronbach Alpha value does not necessarily imply that 
a measure is unidimensional because the value is influenced by the number of items in a 
construct. Therefore, it is suggested that in addition to estimating the Cronbach Alpha, an 
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) is conducted to ensure the internal reliability of 
measurement.  
The primary purpose of an EFA is to group strongly correlated items in a dataset together and 
reduce the number of items used to measure a construct, which provides the opportunity to 
remove unnecessary items that can make the measurement of a construct ambiguous (Costello 
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and Osbourne 2005; Reio and Shuck, 2015). Basically, EFA examines the pairwise 
relationships between individual variables to group them by extracting latent factors from the 
measured variables. Costello and Osbourne (2005) argue that EFA is used to prepare a dataset 
for a cleaner SEM, and should precede an internal reliability test, to ensure that each construct 
is unidimensional.  
In EFA, it is essential to ensure that there is no cross-loading, such that each item loads to a 
single factor and the loadings should be above .3 (Costello and Osbourne 2005). Additionally, 
the ideal Cronbach Alpha value, which shows the instruments and data is trustworthy should 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Cronbach Alpha .943 .939 .912 .901 .931 .816 .842 
All.Fun_1   .568     
All.Fun_2   .840     
All.Fun_3   .721     
All.Fun_4   .655     
All.Fun_5   .925     
All.Fun_6   .946     
All.Fun_7   .638     
Contract_1  .659      
Contract_2  .862      
Contract_3  .826      
Contract_4  .875      
Contract_5  .838      
Contract_6  .799      
Contract_7  .885      
ICP_1       .678 
ICP_2       .725 
ICP_3       .698 
ICP_4       .587 
Man.Ten_1     .747   
Man.Ten_2     .839   
Man.Ten_3     .928   
Man.Ten_4     .875   
Man.Ten_5     .881   
SCF_1      .733  
SCF_2      .760  
SCF_3      .724  
SCF_4      .676  
Trust_1 .803       
Trust_2 .816       
Trust_3 .944       
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Trust_4 .961       
Trust_5 .859       
Trust_6 .725       
Trust_7 .654       
UCP_2    .853    
UCP_3    .945    
UCP_4    .777    
UCP_5    .743    
UCP_7    .534    
Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.  
 Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.a 
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations. 
Table 6:6: Pattern Matrix, with Cronbach's Alpha 
Table 6:6 shows the pattern matrix for this study following an EFA using SPSS; it also indicates 
the Cronbach coefficient for each construct. The full Cronbach alpha table for each construct 
is presented in the appendix. Notable, two items (UCP 1 and 6) were removed, due to cross-




Measurement Item Reason 
UCP_1 We have engaged in unplanned 
collaboration in the past. 
Cross-loading with Intended 
coopetition construct. 
UCP_6 Our supply chain is reactive.  Cross-loading with Intended 
coopetition construct. 
Table 6:7: Item removed after EFA 
 
The similarity that exists between the unintended and intended coopetition constructs may be 
the reason behind the cross-loadings of these items. However, despite removing these items, 
the Cronbach Alpha coefficient is above the threshold (≥.7) for all the constructs. No items 
were removed due to reliability concerns. Therefore, the Table 6:6 shows that the measures are 
both unidimensional and internal reliability. 
 
6.9.2 Construct Validity  
In addition to establishing the construct reliability, it is crucial to assess the validity of the 
constructs. The validity of a construct shows the degree to which items are interrelated 
(DeVellis, 2017; Kline, 2015). Construct validity allows a researcher to account for the effects 
of measurement errors and method variance before proceeding with the analysis (Byrne, 2016). 
Establishing the validity of a construct is vital in many statistical analyses, especially in SEM, 
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because of the presence of measurement errors, which can introduce bias in the outcome of the 
study.   
 
Convergent validity and discriminant validity are the tests used to establish the validity of a 
construct. These tests are conducted by evaluating the measures of the same constructs against 
each other as opposed to any other external criterion. These tests compare the strengths and 
patterns of how measurement items are intercorrelated with each other, to establish the 
relationship across and within the constructs (Spector 1992). To establish discriminant and 
convergent validity, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is used to assess the factor loadings of 
all constructs in the measurement model. Additionally, construct validity, item validity, 
maximum shared variance (MSV) and average variance extracted (AVE) can be used to 
establish the validity of a construct (Kline, 2015; Hair et al., 2010).  
 
Convergent validity shows the degree of interrelationship between various items measuring the 
same constructs, which can be assessed by a strong intercorrelation between the items in a 
measurement model. In order to establish convergent validity, the standardised factor loadings 
of items measuring the same construct are expected to be high (i.e. > .5) or at the least, higher 
than the cross-factor correlation (Kline, 2015; Spector, 1992). Also, the square root of the 
standardised factor loadings should ideally be greater than their corresponding factor loadings, 
and the AVE should be greater than .50 (MacKenzie et al., 2011). Additionally, the composite 
reliability (CR), provides another guideline to confirm the convergent validity of a model (Hair 
et al., 2010). CR is expected to have a value greater than .7 to show the reliability of the 
construct (Hair et al., 2010).  
 
On the other hand, discriminant validity is measuring the extent to which different constructs 
are actually unrelated. Simply put, the correlation between items measuring different constructs 
is expected to be low, i.e. less than .50 (Kline, 2015). Similar to convergent validity, CFA is 
used to establish discriminant validity; however, the correlation between two constructs is 
expected to be less than .90, to show that the constructs are different (Kline, 2015).  
 
 CR AVE MSV MaxR(H) ICP Trust Contract All.Fun UCP Man.Ten SCF 
ICP 0.849 0.583 0.545 0.849 0.764             
Trust 0.942 0.699 0.349 0.949 0.591 0.836           
Contract 0.938 0.683 0.298 0.942 0.530 0.502 0.827         
All.Fun 0.910 0.594 0.298 0.918 0.428 0.369 0.546 0.771       
UCP 0.903 0.651 0.545 0.913 0.738 0.567 0.418 0.301 0.807     
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Man.Ten 0.933 0.737 0.177 0.937 0.241 0.246 0.232 0.406 0.237 0.859   
SCF 0.816 0.526 0.177 0.817 0.296 0.318 0.311 0.404 0.188 0.421 0.726 
Table 6:8: Construct Validity 
Following a CFA on AMOS to establish the validity of the construct (Table 6:8), it can be 
observed that there is no convergent or discriminant validity issue in the constructs, given that 
the composite reliability (CR) coefficients are above .7, which is an additional proof of 
construct reliability, the AVE is also greater than .50 as expected (Hair et al., 2010). Moreover, 
the square roots of the AVE (the diagonals) is greater than the inter-construct correlation, 
showing that convergent validity. Additionally, the MSV is less than the AVE, which is 
suggestive of discriminant validity. Although, one item was removed (ICP_5) (we are familiar 
with coopetition) was removed as a result of a high correlation with UCP construct. Once the 
item was removed from the model, no validity issues were observed. Removing this item did 
not affect the reliability of the construct as the Cronbach Alpha was still above the threshold 
value (.842), and the number of items measuring ICP remained over 3 as expected.  
 
6.10 ACCOUNTING FOR COMMON METHOD BIAS 
 
Following the assessment of reliability and validity issues and the other parametric tests to 
ensure the dataset is fit for purpose, it is essential to check for common method bias (CMB) 
and its estimations which would be discussed further in this section.  
CMB is sources of measurement error in research, particularly non-experimental studies, as the 
error arises from the method of measurement rather than from the constructs being measured 
(MacKenzie & Podsakoff, 2012). It was argued that the method of measurement, such as the 
measuring instrument, the context and content can influence the responses and as such is 
susceptible to common method variance (CMV) (Podsakoff et al., 2003).  
While CMB measures the extent to which correlations are influenced as a result of common 
methods effect, CMV shows the variance in the observed scores (Spector, 2006). Not 
accounting for these errors can affect the conclusions of the research findings as the 
measurement method can modify the construct, or distort the measurement process without 
much effect on the construct. CMV is, therefore, thought to be caused by the measurement 
method as it can inflate or deflate the correlations between the constructs.  
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However, Spector (2006), argues that the effects of CMV on the validity of the study may be 
exaggerated, as its effect on validity may not be significant. Notwithstanding, Bryne (2016), 
adds that not accounting for CMB or properly addressing its effects can result in Type I or II 
errors.  
Even though studies have identified approaches to address and check for CMB, it is not clear 
how to manage its effect (MacKenzie and Podsakoff, 2012). The procedures for assessing CMB 
stresses the need to first, identify its source and to take control measures from the design phase. 
Therefore, it is crucial to investigate the causes of CMB and some control measures in empirical 
studies. The sources of CMB has been classified into four broad groups, namely: common 
source or rater effects, common item characteristics effects, common item context effects, and 
common measurement context effects (Podsakoff et al., 2012).  
Common source or rater effect arises when responses for predictor and criterion variables are 
acquired from the same source, which can result in artifactual covariance between variables. 
The rater effect can occur due to social desirability, mood, consistency motif, rating leniency 
etc. In order to eliminate these effects, the predictor and criterion variables can be acquired 
from various sources, although sourcing responses for each variable from various sources may 
be difficult and expensive to achieve. Hence, it is crucial to consider these effects at the 
instrument design phase, particularly how and when the instruments are administered to reduce 
the common source effect. Since this study used the same source to obtain both the criterion 
and predictive variable, there is a chance that CMB would be present in the research.  
CMB caused by common item characteristics arises as a result of the manner in which items 
are presented, which may cause artifactual covariance. For instance, the way a question is 
phrased can create ambiguity or complexity and even lead to the influence of social desirability. 
Additionally, the measuring scale format can lead to item related bias. Similarly, common item 
context effects relating to preparing, embeddedness and contextual induced mood of the 
measuring instrument can introduce CMB. In order to reduce these effects in this study, most 
of the questions used in the instrument were adapted from previously published articles, and 
the questions, as well as the scale, was also piloted.  
The common measurement context effects can arise when items are measured at the same time, 
in the same location, through the same medium. This is because they are influenced by the 
prevailing context, which is independent of the construct under study. To overcome this effect, 
the instruments can be administered at different times, location or through various means. 
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However, this is not possible in this study, and the questionnaires were distributed using the 
web-based methods.  
As described above, to reduce the influences of these effects on the study, steps were taken at 
the design phase by piloting the study, adapting tested question items, avoiding the use of 
double-barrel questions and technical jargons which could result in ambiguity, questions that 
are subject to the respondent’s subjective interpretation were also removed. Notwithstanding, 
a check was conducted to access the effects of CMB, considering the likelihood of CMB since 
the study uses the same instrument in the same context to measure both criterion and predictive 
variables.  
Consequently, Podsakoff et al., (2003), describes several approaches to account for CMB and 
they include; Harman’s single factor test, partial correlation procedure, controlling for the 
effects of a directly measured latent methods factor, controlling for the effects of an 
unmeasured latent methods factor, multiple method factor, correlated uniqueness model, and 
direct product model. To select the most appropriate method to account for CMB, this study 
reviewed the advantages, and disadvantages of the methods highlighted Podsakoff et al., 
(2003), considered the context of the research especially the process of administering the 
questionnaires. Moreover, the decision about the CMB was made, in line with Podsakoff et al. 
(2003)’s assumption that CMB control measures would influence the item level instead of the 
construct level.  
This study adopts controlling for the effects of an unmeasured latent method factor to account 
for CMB, which involves adding a first-order common latent factor (CLF) with all the measures 
as indicators in the model. This method was chosen as it offers the opportunity to model the 
effects of CMB on the observed variable instead of the latent variables in the theoretical model. 
Additionally, it allows each indicator load on their respective latent factor and the common 
latent factor. This implies that the indicators in the measurement model, measured both the 
latent construct and the added CLF to identify variances.  
Since there was no requirement to identify a specific factor responsible for CMB in the model, 
a CLF was created to identify the common variance in the model’s observed variables. This 
method was considered to be appropriate because the study adopted a reflective measurement 
model such that the constructs were predictors of the indicators. Hence, the test was conducted 
using a full measurement model (without CLF) (Figure 6.3) and a CLF model (Figure 6.4), 
using only reliable items. Table 6:9 shows the model fit for both models.  




Figure 6.3: Measurement Model without CLF 
 
 
Figure 6.4: CLF Model 
 
 Without CLF With CLF 
CMIN/DF 1.726 1.701 
DF 678 677 
SRMR   
GFI .866 .867 
CFI .956 .957 
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NFI .902 .903 
TLI .952 .953 
RMSEA .044 .043 
PCLOSE .993 .997 
P .000 .000 
Table 6:9 Model Fit for CLF and Full Measurement Models 
 
To check whether all the shared variance with all the indicators are significantly different to 
zero, the Chi-Square of the CLF model represented by CMIN/DF is 1.701, and the 
measurement model has a Chi-Square of 1.726 were compared. The difference between the 
two models is 0.025, which is not significant, which therefore implies no common method bias. 
Bryne, (2016), posits that a large difference in the chi-square (> .20) or a significant difference 
in CFI values, shows there is a lack of discriminant validity and as such suggests the presence 
of CMB. Therefore, it can be observed that there are no validity issues (discriminant and 
convergent) or a presence of CMB in this study.  
 
6.11 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
This chapter discusses the data collection process for quantitative data. It discusses the 
sampling technique, survey instruments, sampling design and population, the sampling frame 
and the implementation of the survey. The study adopts a web-based approach to data 
collection; it also describes the challenges faced while collecting the data. Additionally, this 
chapter presents the approach used to ensure that the data is cleaned and error-free, in line with 
the minimum requirement for SEM analysis. The chapter also describes how the validity and 
reliability of the data were established, while accounting for common method bias. The section 
provides an overview of the SEM analysis and its fundamental principles. The next section 
provides a description and analysis of the results obtained from the quantitative study, analysed 
using structural equation modelling.  
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Chapter 7: RESULTS 
7.1 CHAPTER INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter presents the data analysis of the quantitative data collected using an online survey. 
It should be noted that the qualitative data was analysed in (Section 5.3), and the outcome of 
the analysis was utilised in designing the conceptual framework and the survey questions. The 
preliminary steps conducted to ensure that the data is fit for use was discussed in the previous 
section (6.8). These steps include data cleaning, checking for missing data, assessing data 
normality, assessing the reliability and the validity of the data etc. The importance of 
conducting the preliminary checks is to ensure that the quality and reliability of the data before 
conducting the analysis. This chapter, therefore, presents a descriptive analysis of the 
respondents using IBM SPSS. The descriptive analysis presents an overview of the 
characteristics of the respondents, which gives a background frame for the study to improve 
the overall understanding of the research outcome. The descriptive analysis was conducted 
using the cleaned data (i.e. without missing data), to ensure that only respondents that fit the 
expected criteria were utilised for the study. Following the descriptive analysis, the structural 
equation analysis was conducted, which included the confirmatory factor analysis, model 
evaluation, hypothesis testing and conclusion.  
 
7.2 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
 
This section shows the descriptive analysis of the data collected; it profiles the respondents and 
seeks to uncover relationships between some of the variables. For improved visual aid, the free 
website (visme.co) was used to provide an attractive visual representation of the data.   
 
7.2.1 Respondent’s Profile 
This section presents the profile of the respondents, which includes the years and extent of 
involvement with SC, the management level, the size of the respondent’s organisation, their 
educational background etc. This profiling is essential to give insight to the respondent’s 
sample group. The profiling is summarised in the following Table 7:1, (see appendix for the 
frequency distribution table).  
 Category Statistics 














3 Extent of 
Respondents’ 
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Involvement 







UG = Undergraduate, PG = Postgraduate 
5 Type of 
Employment 
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Self-Emp = Self Employed, F-Emp = Employed Full Time, P-Emp = 
Employed Part Time, Volunteer = Volunteer.  




Micro = ≤ 10 employees, Small = 11 – 49 employees, Medium = 50 – 
249, Large = ≥ 250, MNE = > 1 countries.  
Table 7:1: Respondent's Profiling 
 
Item 1 of the respondents’ profiling in Table 7:1 shows the demographic breakdown of the 
respondents with respect to their years of work experience within the OGI.  Although the 
majority of the work experience falls within the 1 – 15 years accounting for 78.2% of the 
respondents, it is still adequate for the study especially since most of the respondents fall within 
the 10-15 years of work experience (34.2%). Therefore, it can be implied that most of the 
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respondents have the basic ideas of business functions and operations within the industry. 
Bogner et al., (2009) argue that there are no set criteria for determining expertise, however, 
suggesting that length of career can be used to judge expertise. Since most of the respondents 
have about 15 years of work experience, they can be considered experts industry experts. 
However, the specific job role of the respondents within the industry is unknown, especially 
since the UK OGI is relatively large and comprises of several functions, e.g. Administrative or 
mining roles. However, since most of the respondents have more than 15 years of experience 
in the industry, this study assumes that the respondents would have interacted with other 
external organisations.  In order to ensure that the respondents have interacted at some level 
with external organisations, their management position within their organisation was assessed.  
The management level of respondents (item 2), shows that only 6.3% of the respondents are 
not employed within the management role of an OGI, implying that this number of people may 
not be involved or able to influence strategic decisions in their organisations. It, therefore, 
shows that 93.7% of the respondents have the capacity to at the least influence strategic 
decisions in their organisations. This data assumes that because the respondents are involved 
mainly in the management of their organisations, they would have interacted at some points 
with other external organisations. The data also shows that the respondents would understand 
the terms used in the questionnaire and be able to relate to the elements necessary for inter-
organisational interactions.   
 
The management level and years of work experience do not explicitly prove that the 
respondents have been engaged in IO interactions. Therefore, this study measures the extent of 
respondent involvement in IORs (item 3). The data shows that the respondents have varying 
degrees of interaction with other external organisations. It should be stressed that this question 
served as screening questions, as respondents that did not have any IOR experience were 
removed from the study. The data shows that 7.1% of respondents have little interactions with 
external organisations and 92.9% are mostly involved in IORs in their organisations, of which 
48.4% are largely involved in the function. This dataset shows that the correct audience were 
targeted for the study which centres around understanding the IO dynamics in the OGI. The 
data proves that the respondents would be familiar with the terms and the dynamics of IORs, 
showing their responses would be valuable for this study.  
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Majority of the respondents have either a college or undergraduate degree, with both 
educational qualifications accounting for 71% of the respondents as can be observed from item 
four in Table 7:1  above. It should be noted that a fifth option (primary level) was included in 
the survey and accounted for 0% of the respondents. The lack of respondents without a primary 
level of education may result from the sampling method, which targeted specific professionals. 
While a degree is not a necessary requirement to become an OG professional, as training and 
other non-degree courses can be offered to ensure suitability for the role; most professionals, 
especially in management roles, need to continually update their knowledge of the job role, as 
there is continuous improvement of the best practices within the field. This may explain why 
none of the respondents had a primary level of education, and the majority have an advanced 
degree. The chart shows that all the respondents have the cognitive capacity to understand and 
adequately respond to the questionnaire.  
 
The type of respondents’ employment, as shown in item 5 of Table 7:1, shows those employed 
full-time (60%) are over-represented in the survey. This is not surprising as ONS (2019), 
reports that 588,000 are full time within the business and support role of organisations, in 
contrast to the 75,000 employed within the part-time capacity of the same function. Hence, the 
rate of respondents in full-time and part-time employment of this study is consistent with the 
national statistics. It is not clear from the data, the capacity the respondents under the volunteer 
category are involved in the organisation, and how these involvements or lack of may affect 
their interactions with other organisations. However, since the volunteers make up 3.2% of the 
respondents, and there is a 92.9% rate of IO involvement (item 3), these group of respondents 
are not expected to affect the outcome of the study.  It should be noted that this item on the 
questionnaire served as another cut-off question, as respondents who selected unemployed 
were not allowed to proceed with the survey since the study is interested in individuals who 
are actively employed within an OGC.  
 
Finally, the criteria used for classification of the organisation size are: Micro represents 
organisations with less than 10 employees, small are organisations with 10-49 employees, 
medium represents 50-249, large for organisations with more than 250 employees, while MNE 
is for organisations in more than one country.  
From item 6 of Table 7:1, it can be observed that most of the respondents are employed in 
either a large or MNE sized organisation, accounting for 76.1%. This is not surprising as most 
of the OGI organisations in the UK are located in more than one country, with some having 
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their head office in other nations. Since these respondents work in large organisations, it can 
be implied that they would be engaged in some form of IORs.  
 
7.3 ASSESSING RESPONDENTS’ AWARENESS OF COOPETITION 
 
In order to examine the respondents’ awareness of coopetition, it was essential to test the 
newness of the term by probing the respondents’ familiarity with the term coopetition. In 
addition, it was vital to examine the respondents’ knowledge of the coopetition concept. Put 
simply, this section of the study seeks to understand the degree to which collaboration among 
competitors occurs within an organisation, and if the respondents are aware of the term to 
describe the relationship. This analysis is vital as it can provide a backdrop to the rate of 
intended and unintended coopetition in industry, by assessing the rate at which competitors 
collaborate and the familiarity of the organisations to the strategy.  
 
No Category Statistics 
1.  Familiarity 
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Table 7:2: Awareness of Coopetition 
 
To ascertain how recognised the term coopetition is within the industry, respondents were 
asked if they had come across the coopetition term during their job role. As evident in item 1 
of Table 7:2,  19% of the respondents had never come across the word. In addition to this, 19 
%, 16.8% of the respondents, claimed to be neutral regarding their familiarity with the term. 
However, since there is no middle ground about the knowledge of a word, the study assumes 
that the respondents in the neutral category are not familiar with the coopetition term; therefore 
implying that 64.2% of the participants have come across the coopetition term.  
This figure contradicts the stance provided in the review of literature and concept clarification 
interviews and the qualitative interviews that the term is unique and may not be popular within 
the OGI. Although, it is likely that bias may have been introduced in the survey as a brief 
description of coopetition was provided in the letters of introduction and invitation to 
participate in the study as well as at the beginning of the questionnaire, to give the potential 
participants a background of the subject matter. Hence, it is likely that the description of the 
term introduced a bias and participants who may not have been familiar with the term but 
familiar with the concept would claim to have prior knowledge of the word. Therefore, other 
follow up questions were asked to assess the respondents’ understanding and applicability of 
the concept. 
The second item in Table 7:2, shows that the amount of respondents involved in coopetition is 
higher than those who have little involvement with coopetition. The question ‘in the past how 
often have you had to work with a competitor’ seeks to understand the level and frequency of 
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respondents’ involvement with coopetition. The highest category of respondents falls with the 
‘sometimes’ group with 37.1% which suggests that the respondents are engaged in the 
coopetition concepts often, especially since the next category of respondents accounting for 
26.1% of the respondents claim to be involved in coopetition “almost always”. Only 18.4% of 
the respondents have limited involvement with the coopetition concept, where 6.6% have never 
had to work closely with their competitors.  
Therefore, it can be implied that majority of the respondents, 81.6% have had experiences with 
coopetition, suggesting that they would have an adequate understanding of terms and reasoning 
in the rest of the questionnaire. It is, however, essential to note that, the capacity and extent to 
which the respondents were involved in a coopetitive relationship is not clear from the data 
gathered.  
This data also proves because of the nature of the OGI, there would be an increased chance of 
unintentional coopetition in the industry, especially considering that only 64.2% (item 1) of 
respondents are familiar with the coopetition term and 81.6% (item 2) actually engage in 
coopetition practices. This may suggest that the likelihood of unintentional coopetition may be 
about 17.4%. This stance is also bolstered by item 4 on Table 7:2, where respondents who 
agree that coopetition can occur unintentionally account for 41.5% of the participants. 
Although these figures do not represent the rate of unintentional coopetition in the industry, 
which is outside the scope of this study, it proves that there is unintentional coopetition that 
exists within the industry.  
In addition to item 2, item 3 of Table 7:2, shows that the OGI are open to coopetition within 
the industry, with 71.9% of the respondents affirming that the collaboration among competitors 
is not uncommon in the industry. While the nature or the extent of the coopetitive relationship 
cannot be determined from the data, there is evidence, which is contrary to the data obtained 
from the qualitative study regarding the willingness of organisations in the industry to engage 
in collaborative practices with their competitors.  
 
7.4 STRUCTURAL EQUATION ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
 
This section presents the results of the analysis performed on the data using SEM AMOS and 
SPSS, to test the previously defined hypothesis and the extent to which the data describes the 
hypothesised model. This section is concerned with testing the hypothesis since the data has 
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been tested in the previous chapter for normality, validity, reliability, CMB and 
multicollinearity. Although some items were removed from the analysis with appropriate 
justification, no constructs were dropped.  
 
7.4.1 The Measurement Model 
When conducting an SEM analysis, the first step is to assess the measurement model, to ensure 
that it meets the required fit indices as discussed in the previous chapter and is suitable for the 
estimation in the structural model. According to Smith (2009), the structural model should be 
fit only after the measurement model has been estimated and accepted.  
Additionally, Kline (2015) describes the measurement model as a confirmatory factor analysis 
(CFA), whose aim is to rigorously test for convergent and discriminant validity as well as 
assess the reliability of the observed variables. The measurement model also allows the 
researcher to conduct an initial review of the extent of the interrelationship among the latent 
variables.  
In this study, the measurement model which is shown in (Figure 6.3) and reproduced in (Figure 
7.1), adopts a reflective measurement model to show the relationships between the indicators 
and their latent variables. The measurement model contains all the latent variables used in the 
study, with the assumption that they share some degree of variance in the covariance matrix, 
since they are measured within the same framework. Schreiber (2008), adds that the covariance 
assumption in SEM is crucial since it provides the opportunity to assess the measurement 
model for admissibility and likely false correlation effects such as auto-correlation or 
multicollinearity relationships.  
Unless expected, the presence of a low correlation in a measurement model may indicate some 
issues with the model and may cause the model to be rejected. Moreover, the covariance matrix 
allows a statistical control of common method bias in the model and provides evidence of 
interrelationship between the variables measured in the study. It is important to note that the 
measurement covariance does not represent a direct theory in the research; instead, it is an 
assumption; since the structural model is parsimonious and assumes fewer regressions than is 
implied by the covariance of the measurement model.  
The measurement model also shows all the indicators in the model, along with their associated 
error terms. All the error loadings are constrained to 1, which indicates that each error term 
loads perfectly to its indicator. It should also be noted that some error terms are allowed to 
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covary in a measurement model based on the SEM modification indices. In fact, Kline (2015) 
argues that error terms for measures of a single variable are expected to share some degree of 
covariance. Kline (2015), adds that unmodeled covariance between the error variances can 
result in poor model fit, as the error variance of an indicator variable consists of random error 
and other unmeasured influences. There would be a correlation in the error variances when the 
unmeasured influence affects a different observed variable. Table 7:3 shows the variables 
contained in the measurement model, while Figure 7.1 presents the final solution of the 
measurement model with the estimates and error terms.  
Variable Name Variable 
Code 















Man.Ten Exogenous, independent variable 5 















UCP Endogenous Variables, 
Dependent Variable 
5 
Table 7:3: Characteristics of Model Variables in Measurement Model 
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Figure 7.1: Measurement Model 
 
Table 7:4 presents the reproduced estimations for ease of comprehension. As explained, each 
group of indicators contains one referent indicator item that is used to constrain the model 
identification. From the measurement model (Figure 7.1) and Table 7:4, the parameter 
estimates reveal the loadings of each item on the latent variables.  
It can be observed that all items showed a strong loading on their latent variables, with the 
lowest loading of .668, significantly above the .4, threshold recommended by (Arbuckle, 2016). 
This implies that all the factors retained for the model fit well with their underlying latent 
variable. Additionally, Table 7:4, shows that the error estimates (S.E) and the critical ratios 
(C.R), for each variable in the model is within the expected estimates.  
 




Estimate S.E. C.R. P 
ICP_1 <--- ICP .780 1.000    
ICP_2 <--- ICP .749 1.026 .070 14.699 *** 
ICP_3 <--- ICP .769 .910 .060 15.122 *** 
ICP_4 <--- ICP .757 1.067 .072 14.868 *** 
UCP_2 <--- UCP .841 1.000    
UCP_3 <--- UCP .888 1.077 .050 21.715 *** 
UCP_4 <--- UCP .773 .967 .055 17.598 *** 
UCP_5 <--- UCP .809 .950 .050 18.813 *** 
UCP_7 <--- UCP .713 .865 .055 15.683 *** 
Trust_1 <--- Trust .842 1.000    
Trust_2 <--- Trust .892 1.046 .046 22.778 *** 
Trust_3 <--- Trust .873 1.037 .047 21.851 *** 
Trust_4 <--- Trust .890 1.030 .045 22.657 *** 
Trust_5 <--- Trust .852 1.003 .048 21.063 *** 
Trust_6 <--- Trust .773 .905 .050 18.025 *** 
Trust_7 <--- Trust .715 .824 .051 16.070 *** 
Contract_7 <--- Contracts .820 1.000    
Contract_6 <--- Contracts .790 .957 .039 24.844 *** 
Contract_5 <--- Contracts .809 1.093 .059 18.526 *** 
Contract_4 <--- Contracts .879 1.037 .049 21.026 *** 
Contract_3 <--- Contracts .849 1.096 .055 19.928 *** 
Contract_2 <--- Contracts .873 1.151 .055 20.771 *** 
Contract_1 <--- Contracts .760 .999 .059 16.940 *** 
All.Fun_7 <--- All.Fun .691 1.000    
All.Fun_6 <--- All.Fun .816 1.255 .086 14.527 *** 
All.Fun_5 <--- All.Fun .788 1.201 .085 14.050 *** 
All.Fun_4 <--- All.Fun .769 1.134 .082 13.789 *** 
All.Fun_3 <--- All.Fun .782 1.116 .080 14.001 *** 
All.Fun_2 <--- All.Fun .862 1.242 .081 15.254 *** 
All.Fun_1 <--- All.Fun .668 .894 .074 12.084 *** 
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Man.Ten_5 <--- Man.Ten .862 1.000    
Man.Ten_4 <--- Man.Ten .872 1.081 .048 22.731 *** 
Man.Ten_3 <--- Man.Ten .901 1.009 .042 24.190 *** 
Man.Ten_2 <--- Man.Ten .849 1.128 .052 21.672 *** 
Man.Ten_1 <--- Man.Ten .807 1.029 .052 19.815 *** 
SCF_4 <--- SCF .715 1.000    
SCF_3 <--- SCF .702 .947 .080 11.883 *** 
SCF_2 <--- SCF .754 .987 .079 12.564 *** 
SCF_1 <--- SCF .730 .961 .078 12.266 *** 
Table 7:4: Measurement Model’s Standardised Factor Loadings 
 
In addition to the factor loading presented in Table 7:4 above, the variance structure of all item 
in the model, including the variables and the indicators and their error terms should also be 
evaluated. The estimates are shown in Table 7:5 below and confirms that all the estimated 
variances in the model are significant, which indicates all items in the model have an adequate 
internal variance to enable variable behaviours to be compared.  
 Estimate S.E. C.R. P 
ICP .251 .029 8.601 *** 
UCP .372 .038 9.899 *** 
Trust .356 .035 10.027 *** 
Contracts .497 .052 9.602 *** 
All.Fun .384 .052 7.443 *** 
Man.Ten .538 .052 10.386 *** 
SCF .542 .074 7.349 *** 
e1 .162 .015 10.691 *** 
e2 .207 .018 11.238 *** 
e3 .144 .013 10.904 *** 
e4 .213 .019 11.111 *** 
e5 .154 .014 10.807 *** 
e6 .116 .013 9.218 *** 
e7 .234 .020 11.969 *** 
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e8 .177 .015 11.470 *** 
e9 .269 .021 12.524 *** 
e10 .146 .012 11.747 *** 
e11 .100 .010 10.518 *** 
e12 .120 .011 10.851 *** 
e13 .099 .009 10.408 *** 
e14 .135 .012 11.562 *** 
e15 .196 .016 12.544 *** 
e16 .232 .018 12.911 *** 
e17 .242 .020 11.880 *** 
e18 .274 .022 12.205 *** 
e19 .314 .026 12.083 *** 
e20 .157 .015 10.708 *** 
e21 .231 .020 11.453 *** 
e22 .207 .019 10.909 *** 
e23 .363 .029 12.557 *** 
e24 .419 .033 12.577 *** 
e25 .303 .027 11.027 *** 
e26 .338 .030 11.447 *** 
e27 .341 .029 11.870 *** 
e28 .303 .026 11.701 *** 
e29 .205 .021 9.958 *** 
e30 .381 .030 12.723 *** 
e31 .186 .017 11.062 *** 
e32 .198 .018 10.795 *** 
e33 .126 .013 9.695 *** 
e34 .264 .023 11.350 *** 
e35 .305 .025 12.040 *** 
e36 .517 .048 10.677 *** 
e37 .500 .046 10.907 *** 
e38 .400 .041 9.868 *** 
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e39 .438 .042 10.396 *** 
Table 7:5: Item Variance 
As discussed in the section above, it is crucial to access the measurement model’s overall fit in 
relation to the common fit indices (Table 0:5). Even though the aim of the measurement model 
is not to access model fit, evaluating the model fit at this stage helps provide an indication of 
the fitness of the structural model.  
It should be noted that in AMOS output, the model fit indices are usually reported in three 
variations; which are; the default model, the saturated model and the independent model. The 
default model represents the hypothesised model; the saturated model represents a variation 
where all the possible paths of the model are estimated and the independence model which 
assumes that all the likely paths in the model have a coefficient of zero.  The fit indices of the 
model are shown in Table 7:6 below.  
CMIN 
Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 
Default model 102 1170.270 678 .000 1.726 
Saturated model 780 .000 0   
Independence model 39 11895.176 741 .000 16.053 
 
RMR, GFI 
Model RMR GFI AGFI PGFI 
Default model .027 .866 .846 .753 
Saturated model .000 1.000   
Independence model .235 .175 .132 .166 
 










Default model .902 .892 .956 .952 .956 
Saturated model 1.000  1.000  1.000 
Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
 
RMSEA 
Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 
Default model .044 .040 .048 .993 
Independence model .199 .196 .202 .000 
 
Table 7:6: Model’s Fit Indices. 




Figure 7.2: Model Standardised RMR 
 
The fit indices table above (Table 7:6), compared with the expected threshold discussed in 
(Table 0:5), shows a good model fit. For example, the CMIN/DF is 1.726, which is below the 
cut-off criteria of ≤ 2; the RMR of the model is 0.027, which is also below the cut-off criteria 
of ≤ 0.08. Another essential model fit index is the SRMR, which is .0396 (Figure 7.2), which 
falls under the required ≤ 0.08 cut of criteria. These outputs, therefore, suggest that the model 
is enough for structural analysis.  
 
7.5 THE STRUCTURAL MODEL 
 
After assessing the measurement model in SEM, the next logical step is to review the structural 
model. The structural model, as represented in Figure 7.3, below estimates the relationships 
between variables in a model. This phase of SEM is perhaps the most relevant, as it 
encompasses the model fitting, the estimation process and presents the structural hypothesis of 
the study for testing. The hypothesised model is formed from the outcome of both the review 
of the literature (chapter 2 and 3) and the qualitative analysis (chapter 4) of the study. Based 
on the review of the literature and the qualitative analysis, some hypothesis was developed, 
which are represented in the model as paths (regression paths). It is important to note that this 
model is not a causal model, instead shows the nature of the relationships between the latent 
variables.   
Another essential characteristic of a structural model is the additional disturbance term. In 
SEM, each endogenous variable is given an additional disturbance term, which is similar to the 
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error terms in the standard regression. The disturbance term estimates the variance in the 
variable attributed to unknown random factors. 
In most structural models, it is assumed that there is no correlation between the disturbance 
terms, implying that no two endogenous variables can share a commonly omitted factor. The 
presumption, known as the local independence assumption, suggests that the observed 
correlation among the endogenous variables can be explained by other measured variables in 
the model. However, Kenny (2008) observed that this assumption is restrictive and unrealistic, 
particularly when attempting to understand behavioural patterns. Thus, suggesting that 
disturbance terms can be correlated, when it the underlying endogenous variable share a 
minimum of one omitted cause. Kenny (2008), notes, however, that covarying the disturbance 
term should not be considered a routine, as it complicates the model, and result in biased 
estimates. Additionally, Kline (2015), suggests that a substantial justification, such as the 
similarities between the variables is required for the covarying the disturbance terms. 
Therefore, this study assumes that the UCP and ICP, share a similar omitted factor since the 
variables are highly identical, mainly since the coopetition factor, whether intended or 
unintended occurs. Another reason for covarying the disturbance terms in for these constructs 
was the high standardised residuals covariance (SRC) between the constructs. Similarly, the 
disturbance term between the constructs ‘Trust’ and ‘Contracts’ was also covaried as a result 
of the high SRC loadings between the constructs. For example, some of the SRC magnitudes 
between ‘Trust’ and ‘Contracts’ was as high as 4.728, which is high compared expected SRC 
threshold of (< 2.58) (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1979).  
It should be noted that assessing the SRC of a model is an additional means of establishing the 
fitness of a model, as it shows any discrepancies between the hypothesised model (restricted 
covariance matrix) and the actual observations (sample covariance matrix), which allows the 
researcher identify areas of misfit in the model (Byrne, 2010). The SRC should, therefore, be 
examined in the model output, for magnitude greater than 2.58 (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1979) 
to establish the sample data accurately represents the hypothesised model. While there are 
currently no rules regarding the number of residuals above the expected value in a model, 
Schreiber (2008), observed that as the number of large residuals increases in a model, there is 
a deterioration in the model’s explanatory power. 
Thus, upon examining the SRC for this model (see appendix), only one residual covariance; 
for UCP_7 <-> Contract_6 was found to be over the recommended value. As a result, it can be 
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concluded that the sample data fit the hypothesised model, and as such, the model strongly 
underpins and represents the theories.  
 
Figure 7.3: The Structural Model 
The structural model was first assessed to establish the overall model fit. This step was 
followed by an individual assessment of the path estimates both direct and indirect, to help in 
either confirming or rejecting the hypothesis. These results are discussed in subsequent 
sections.  
7.5.1 Global Model Fit 
As mentioned earlier, the initial step in the structural model is to assess the fitness of the overall 
model. Similar to the fitness indices adopted to determine the model fitness for the 
measurement model, Table 7:7, presents the global model fit for the study.  
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CMIN 
Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 
Default model 100 1170.543 680 .000 1.721 
Saturated model 780 .000 0   
Independence model 39 11895.176 741 .000 16.053 
 
RMR, GFI 
Model RMR GFI AGFI PGFI 
Default model .028 .866 .846 .755 
Saturated model .000 1.000   
Independence model .235 .175 .132 .166 
 










Default model .902 .893 .956 .952 .956 
Saturated model 1.000  1.000  1.000 
Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
 
RMSEA 
Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 
Default model .044 .039 .048 .994 
Independence model .199 .196 .202 .000 
 
Table 7:7: Structural Model Fit Indices 
 
As observed from the above Table 7:7, the fit indices adopted for this study are the CMIN/DF, 
RMR, SRMR, GFI, CFI, RMSEA and PCLOSE. From the cut-off criteria, listed in (Table 0:5), 
the acceptance criteria for the indices are CMIN/DF ≤ 2, RMR and SRMR ≤ 0.08, GFI ≥ 0.85, 
CFI ≥ 0.95, RMSEA ≤ 0.05 and the PCLOSE is expected to be 1 or close to 1. These acceptance 
criteria show that the model has a good overall model fit, as all the indices fall within the 
acceptance criteria based on the CMIN/DF = 1.721, RMR = 0.028, SRMR = 0.0398, GFI = 
0.866, CFI = 0.956, RMSEA = 0.044 and PCLOSE = 0.994. As a result of the model fit indices, 
the structural research model was accepted as representing the data obtained in the study.  
 
7.5.2 Hypothesis Testing 
In SEM analysis, a prerequisite to hypothesis testing is the confirmation of the measurement 
and the structural models. This confirmation is to establish the extent to which the structural 
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model explains the sample variance-covariance of the data. This allows the hypothesised model 
to be tested simultaneously to assess the model’s consistency with the sample data (Kline, 
2015). In this study, even though some of the hypothesis were developed from the outcome of 
the qualitative research and the literature review, which may imply that some of the hypothesis 
can be confirmed. However, since there are no previous empirical studies along this specific 
field of inquiry, and the qualitative research only samples a few of the population. Therefore, 
this study reviews all the paths in the hypothesised model.   
To test the hypotheses in AMOS, the analyses requested both the standardised and 
unstandardised regression weights, which is observed in Table 7:8, below. In addition to the 
regression weights, the regression estimates, standard errors (S.E), the critical ratio (C.R) (i.e. 
the ratio of the regression estimates and the underlying standard errors), as well as the p-values 
(which is an approximate probability of obtaining a chi-square statistics as large as the chi-
square statistic gotten from the sample data) were requested from the AMOS output. To clarify, 
the p-values represent the measure of significant level in the prediction of the endogenous 




Estimate S.E. C.R. P Notes 
Trust <--- All.Fun .271 .261 .060 4.351 *** Confirmed 
Contracts <--- All.Fun .510 .580 .074 7.851 *** Confirmed 
Trust <--- Man.Ten .059 .048 .049 .990 .322 NS 
Contracts <--- Man.Ten -.023 -.022 .054 -.420 .674 NS 
Contracts <--- SCF .115 .110 .058 1.904 .057 NS 
Trust <--- SCF .184 .149 .053 2.812 .005 Confirmed 
ICP <--- Trust .411 .345 .050 6.915 *** Confirmed 
UCP <--- Trust .474 .484 .061 7.940 *** Confirmed 
ICP <--- Contracts .246 .175 .044 3.960 *** Confirmed 
UCP <--- Contracts .117 .153 .049 3.139 .002 Confirmed 
ICP <--- All.Fun .119 .096 .044 2.182 .029 Confirmed 
UCP <--- Man.Ten .095 .079 .039 2.033 .042 Confirmed 
ICP <--- SCF .043 .029 .038 .764 .445 NS 
UCP <--- SCF -.055 -.046 .048 -.958 .338 NS 
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Table 7:8: Standardised Regression Weights for Structural Model 
 
As observed from the Table 7:8 above which is an overview of the hypothesised relationships 
between the constructs, some of the hypothesised relationships in the model are not significant 
at the p < 0.01 and p < 0.05. These relationships would be assessed individually in the following 
sections.  
 
7.5.3 Assessing the Individual Hypothesis 
Hypothesis I(a): The effects of Transactional Governance (contracts) on Intended Coopetition 
Performance (ICP) is positive.  
With this hypothesis, it is expected that adopting transactional governance to maintain the 
coopetition, mainly intended coopetition would result in a positive coopetition performance. 
This hypothesis was proposed to show that a direct positive relationship exists between 
transactional governance and intended coopetition, such that the presence of contractual 
agreements when engaging in intended coopetition would result in a successful coopetition 
performance.  
To estimate the relationship between these constructs, a regression path from ‘Contracts’ to 
‘ICP’ was specified in the structural model, to test the existence of a direct relationship. The 
result of this specification as seen in the SEM output Table 7:8, produced an unstandardised 
estimate of (.175), a standard error of (.044), a critical ratio of (3.960) and a standardised 
estimate of (.246). From the output, the probability of obtaining a C.R as large as 3.960 in 
absolute value is less than 0.001 significant level. Hence, the regression weight for 
transactional governance, predicting the performance of intended coopetition is significantly 
different from zero at the 0.001 level (two-tailed). It also shows that a unit change in the 
standard deviation of ‘contracts’ is likely to result in an increase of .246 standard deviation in 
‘ICP’.  
From the estimates presented, the presence of transactional governance contributes 
significantly to the explanation of improving coopetition performance when the relationship is 
appropriately planned before commencement. Thus, organisations are likely to experience a 
successful coopetition endeavour, when there is a thorough legal agreement to both monitor 
and reassure the partners in the relationship about their roles and the consequences of their 
actions. This finding is consistent with the outcome of the qualitative study, where all the 
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respondents agreed that transactional governance is vital for ensuring an IOR is successful, 
particularly a complicated relationship such as coopetition.  
 
Hypothesis I(b): The effects of Transactional Governance (contracts) on Unintended 
Coopetition Performance (UCP) is positive.  
Similar to the hypothesis I(a), this hypothesis expects that adopting transactional governance 
to maintain coopetition, even coopetition that occurs as an unintended strategy in organisations 
would result in a positive coopetition performance. This hypothesis was proposed to show that 
a direct positive relationship exists between transactional governance and IORs, even when the 
organisations are unaware of the true nature of their IO relationship. The hypothesis intends to 
show that the presence of contractual agreements in any form of coopetition, including 
emergent coopetition, would increase the chances of a successful coopetition performance.  
To estimate the relationship between these constructs, a regression path from ‘Contracts’ to 
‘UCP’ was specified in the structural model, to test the existence of a direct relationship. The 
result of this specification as seen in the SEM output Table 7:8, produced an unstandardised 
estimate of (.153), a standard error of (.049), a critical ratio of (3.139) and a standardised 
estimate of (.117). From the output, the probability of obtaining a C.R as large as 3.139 in 
absolute value is 0.002 significant level. Hence, the regression weight for transactional 
governance, predicting the performance of intended coopetition is significantly different from 
zero at the 0.05 level (two-tailed). It also shows that a unit change in the standard deviation of 
‘contracts’ is likely to result in an increase of .117 standard deviation in ‘UCP’.  
From the above estimates, it can be concluded that adopting a transactional means of 
governance contributes significantly to the explanation of improving coopetition performance, 
even when the parties are unaware, they are engaging in a coopetitive relationship. Thus, the 
presence of a thorough contractual agreement, stating the roles, expectations and potential 
consequences for all parties engaged in an IOR, such as coopetition, even when the relationship 
is not specified as ‘coopetition’ can positively influence the outcome of the endeavour. As 
above, this finding is consistent with the outcome of the qualitative interviews, where the 
participants stressed the importance of transactional governance in any IO endeavour in the 
OGI, mainly because of the nature of the industry. The industry is highly regulated, and 
organisations are concerned about acquiring unnecessary risks, and as such are meticulous 
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about transactional governance to ensure all roles and expectations in a relationship are clearly 
laid out, to protect themselves against any further legal issues.  
 
Hypothesis II(a): There is a positive relationship between Relational Governance (Trust) and 
Intended Coopetition Performance.  
With this hypothesis, it is expected that adopting relational governance to maintain the 
coopetition, mainly intended coopetition would result in a positive coopetition performance. 
This hypothesis was proposed to show that a direct positive relationship exists between 
relational governance and intended coopetition, such that the presence of trust when engaging 
in intended coopetition would result in a successful coopetition performance.  
To estimate the relationship between these constructs, a regression path from ‘Trust’ to ‘ICP’ 
was specified in the structural model, to test the existence of a direct relationship. The result of 
this specification as seen in the SEM output Table 7:8, produced an unstandardised estimate of 
(.345), a standard error of (.050), a critical ratio of (6.951) and a standardised estimate of (.411). 
From the output, the probability of obtaining a C.R as large as 6.951 in absolute value is less 
than 0.001 significant level. Hence, the regression weight for relational governance, predicting 
the performance of intended coopetition is significantly different from zero at the 0.001 level 
(two-tailed). It also shows that a unit change in the standard deviation of ‘trust’ is likely to 
result in an increase of .411 standard deviation in ‘ICP’.  
From the estimates presented, the presence of relational governance contributes significantly 
to the explanation of improving coopetition performance when the relationship is appropriately 
planned before commencement. Thus, organisations are expected to experience a successful 
coopetition endeavour when there is a trusting relationship among the coopetition partners. 
This finding is consistent with previous coopetitive studies such as Chin et al. (2008), which 
suggests that trust is one of the critical coopetition success factors. From the qualitative 
research, some respondents agree relational governance can also foster the outcome of a 
coopetitive endeavour.  
 
Hypothesis II(b): There is a positive relationship between Relational Governance (Trust) and 
Unintended Coopetition Performance.  
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As with hypothesis II(a), this hypothesis expects that relational governance is useful for 
maintaining coopetitive relationships, even when the coopetition is an emergent strategy for 
the organisations. This hypothesis was proposed to show that a direct positive relationship 
exists between relational governance and IORs, even when the organisations are unaware of 
the true nature of their IO relationship. The hypothesis intends to show that the presence of 
trust in any form of coopetition, including emergent coopetition, can bolster the chances of a 
successful coopetition performance.  
To estimate the relationship between these constructs, a regression path from ‘Trust’ to ‘UCP’ 
was specified in the structural model, to test the existence of a direct relationship. The result of 
this specification as seen in the SEM output Table 7:8, produced an unstandardised estimate of 
(.484), a standard error of (.061), a critical ratio of (7.940) and a standardised estimate of (.474). 
From the output, the probability of obtaining a C.R as large as 7.940 in absolute value is less 
than 0.001 significant level. Hence, the regression weight for relational governance, predicting 
the performance of unintended coopetition is significantly different from zero at the 0.001 
level. It also shows that a unit change in the standard deviation of ‘trust’ is likely to result in 
an increase of .474 standard deviation in ‘UCP’.  
From the above estimates, it can be concluded that adopting a relational means of governance 
contributes significantly to the explanation of improving coopetition performance, even when 
the parties are unaware, they are engaging in a coopetitive relationship. Thus, the presence of 
a thorough trust in coopetition even when the relationship is not specified as ‘coopetition’ can 
positively influence the outcome of the endeavour. As above, this finding confirms the 
assertion by several coopetition scholars about the positive role of trust in coopetition. More 
importantly, the results are in line with Mariam (2018)’s, the study of the tourism industry, 
where it was found that trust is vital even in emergent coopetition. Also though the participants 
in the qualitative research suggest that transactional governance is more effective than 
relational governance, they still agree that a certain degree of trust, is vital for a successful 
coopetition performance.  
 
Hypothesis III(a): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a dedicated 
Alliance Function (All.Fun), and the adoption of Transactional Governance (Contracts).  
This hypothesis suggests that organisations that have a dedicated alliance function, which is 
responsible for all their IORs would favour the use of transactional governance when entering 
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relationships with other organisations. The hypothesis seeks to show that when a dedicated 
alliance team manages a coopetition relationship, transactional governance is a preferred means 
of governance.  
To estimate this hypothesis, a regression path was specified from ‘All.Fun’ to ‘Contracts’ in 
the structural model, to allow an assessment of a direct relationship between these constructs. 
As a result, an unstandardised estimate of (.580), a standard error of (0.74), a critical ratio of 
(7.851) and a standardised estimate of (.510) was attained as observed in Table 7:8. This output 
shows that the probability of obtaining a C.R as large as 7.851 in absolute value is less than 
0.001 significance level. As a result, the regression weight for alliance function, implying the 
use of transactional governance is significantly different from zero at the 0.001 level. It also 
shows that a unit change in the standard deviation of ‘All.Fun’ is likely to result in an increase 
of .510 standard deviation in ‘Contracts’.  
The estimates above confirm that an organisation having a strong, dedicated alliance function 
to manage and monitor their inter-organisational relationships, including coopetitive 
arrangements would use a transactional means to governance to attain coopetition success. This 
finding is in line with the outcome of the qualitative study, where the respondents believe that 
having an alliance function increases the need for transactional governance as having an 
alliance function proves that the organisation values IORs and would, therefore, ensure the 
organisation is protected from any additional dangers or risks caused by IORs.  
 
Hypothesis III(b): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a dedicated 
Alliance Function (All.Fun), and the adoption of Relational Governance (Trust).  
As with hypothesis III(a) discussed above, this hypothesis suggests that there is a relationship 
between having a dedicated alliance function and relational governance. Such that the alliance 
team may have built a trusting relationship with their alliance partners over the course of 
engaging in IORs which then suggests that the alliance team may likely use the relational 
governance to monitor the IORs among competitors.  
To estimate this hypothesis, a regression path was specified from ‘All.Fun’ to ‘Trust’ in the 
structural model, to allow an assessment of a direct relationship between these constructs. As 
a result, an unstandardised estimate of (.261), a standard error of (.060), a critical ratio of 
(4.351) and a standardised estimate of (.271) was attained as observed in Table 7:8. This output 
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shows that the probability of obtaining a C.R as large as 4.351 in absolute value is less than 
0.001 significance level. As a result, the regression weight for alliance function, implying the 
use of relational governance is significantly different from zero at the 0.001 level. It also shows 
that a unit change in the standard deviation of ‘All.Fun’ is likely to result in an increase of .271 
standard deviation in ‘Trust’.  
This finding is not surprising as several authors studying organisational behaviours suggests 
that organisations are more inclined to adopt a relational form of governance if the 
organisations, they are entering into a relationship with has a good track record and experiential 
learning (Rothaermel & Boeker, 2008).  
Hypothesis III(c): The relationship between having a dedicated alliance function (All.Fun) 
and successfully intended coopetition (ICP) is positive.   
This hypothesis suggests that an organisation having a dedicated alliance function would 
increase its chances of having successfully intended coopetition. When an organisation has a 
dedicated alliance team, they are able to meticulously assess every relationship their 
organisation enters as such, if the organisation is involved in coopetition, it would be intended 
coopetition, with all the prerequisites to the relationship met prior to commencement, which 
then suggests that the relationships would be successful.  
To estimate this hypothesis, a regression path was specified from ‘All.Fun’ to ‘ICP’ in the 
structural model, to allow an assessment of a direct relationship between these constructs. From 
the SEM output (Table 7:8), the unstandardised estimate of 0.96, with a standard error of .044, 
a critical ratio of 2.182, a standardised estimate of .119 and a p-value of 0.29 was achieved. 
This suggests that ‘ICP’ increases by .119 standard deviations when ‘All.Fun’ increase by 1 
standard deviation. The estimates suggest that the probability of achieving a C.R as large as 
2.182 in absolute value is .029. As a result, the regression weight for ‘All.Fun’ in the prediction 
of ‘ICP’, is significantly different from zero at the .05 level (two-tailed).   
Therefore, the hypothesised relationship between alliance function and successful intended 
coopetition performance is supported and confirmed in this study. This implies that the sample 
data support the hypothesised relationship between having a dedicated alliance team in an 
organisation and the outcome of intended coopetition, thus, accepting the hypothesis.  
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Hypothesis IV(a): The relationship between having the ability to Manage Tensions (Man.Ten) 
and adopting a transactional governance mechanism is positive.   
This hypothesis was proposed to estimate the relationship between an organisations capability 
to manage tensions and the adoption of transactional governance. It seeks to test if the ability 
to manage tensions influences the choice of transactional governance mechanism in managing 
IORs.  
To depict this hypothesis in the structural model, a regression path is specified from ‘Man.Ten’ 
to ‘Contracts’. From the path analysis in the SEM output, the unstandardised regression weight 
shows a decrease in the transactional governance by .022 when the ability to manage tension 
increases by 1 with a standard error of .054, a critical ratio of -.420 and p-value of .674. 
Additionally, the standard regression estimates show that there is a decrease in the transactional 
governance by .023 when the ability to manage tension increases by 1 standard deviation.  
From the findings, the probability of achieving a C.R. as large as .420 in absolute value is .674 
and the regression estimate for ‘Man.Ten’ positively influencing ‘Contracts’ is not significantly 
different from zero at the .05 level. This finding suggests that an organisation’s capacity to 
manage inter-organisational tensions does not influence the choice of transactional governance. 
Hence, the hypothesis is not supported by the sample data of this study and is therefore rejected.  
 
Hypothesis IV(b): The relationship between having the ability to Manage Tensions (Man.Ten) 
and adopting a relational governance mechanism is positive.   
This hypothesis was proposed to determine if the ability of an organisation to manage tensions 
in inter-organisational relationships, a positive effect on the adoption of relational governance 
as a mechanism to oversee the relationship. Since one of the drawbacks of coopetition is the 
ability to manage the inherent tension, this hypothesis seeks to understand how having a 
capable tension management capability can influence the choice of governance structure, such 
as the relational governance technique.  
To test this hypothesis, a regression path from ‘Man.Ten’ to ‘Trust’ was identified and 
specified in the structural model to allow an assessment of the relationships between the two 
constructs. The SEM output (Table 7:8), reveals that the unstandardised regression weight .048, 
standard error of .049, a critical ratio of .990, a standard estimate of .059 and a p-value of .322. 
These estimates suggest that the influence of tension management on relational governance is 
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not statistically significant at p < .05. From the unstandardised estimates, a unit increase in 
tension management has a positive influence on relational governance by .048. Similarly, the 
standardised regression estimates indicate that when ‘Man.Ten’ increases by 1 standard 
deviation, it can result in an increase of .049 standard deviation in ‘Trust’.  
Thus, the probability of obtaining a C. R as large as .990 in absolute value is .322 and the 
regression weight for ‘Man.Ten’ influencing ‘Trust’ is not significantly different from zero at 
the .05 level. Even though these findings suggest that possessing a tension management 
capability may influence the adoption of relational governance, the estimates are not 
statistically significant. This shows that the sample data is not consistent with the hypothesis, 
and therefore, the hypothesis is rejected.  
 
Hypothesis IV(c): The relationship between having the ability to Manage Tensions (Man.Ten) 
and successful unintended coopetition (UCP) is positive.   
This hypothesis suggests that if an organisation can adequately manage the tensions in an inter-
organisational relationship, then the chances of achieving successful coopetition, when the 
strategy is emergent increases. An organisations ability to properly manage inter-organisational 
tensions may imply that even if the organisation engages in unintended coopetition, as an 
emergent strategy, the organisations may still achieve a beneficial outcome in the coopetition 
performance.  
To test this hypothesis, a regression path was specified from ‘Man.Ten’ to ‘UCP’ in the 
structural model to allow an assessment of a direct relationship between these constructs. From 
the SEM output, the unstandardised estimate of .079, with a standard error of .039, a critical 
ratio of 2.033, a standard estimate of .095 and a p-value of 0.42 was achieved. This suggests 
that ‘UCP’ increases by .095 standard deviations when ‘Man.Ten’ increases by 1 standard 
deviation. The estimate indicates that the probability of achieving a C.R as large as 2.033 in 
absolute value is 0.42. As a result, the regression weight for ‘Man.Ten’ influencing ‘UCP’, is 
borderline significantly different from zero at the .05 level. Therefore, the hypothesis is 
confirmed.  
The estimates reveal that having the capacity to manage inter-organisational tensions increases 
an organisations chance of attaining beneficial coopetition even if the organisations involved 
are unaware of the true nature of the relationship they are engaged in, or if coopetition is 
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adopted in the organisations as an emergent strategy. This shows that irrespective of the nature 
in which the coopetition came about, being able to effectively manage the tensions that arise 
in from the relationship would be beneficial in ensuring a successful outcome for the 
endeavour. Additionally, even though the p-value is borderline significant, there estimates still 
shows some level of significance, which has resulted in the acceptance of the hypothesis.  
 
Hypothesis V(a): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a flexible 
supply chain function, and the adoption of Transactional Governance (Contracts).  
With this hypothesis, the relationship between having a flexible supply chain function in an 
organisation and the adoption of transactional governance can be assessed. From the outcome 
of the qualitative study and the review of literature, a flexible supply chain is one that is able 
to respond quickly to changes in the business environment while ensuring it maintains or 
improves its competitive advantage. As such, an organisation engaging in coopetition suggests 
the willingness of the organisation to enhance its competitive advantage and would value the 
outcome of the alliance, by ensuring the SC is not vulnerable to unnecessary risks. Therefore, 
it becomes necessary to access the relationship that exists between the SCF and the governance 
mechanism.  
To test this hypothesis, a regression path from ‘SCF’ to ‘Contracts’ was identified and specified 
in the structural model to allow an assessment of the relationship between the two constructs. 
The SEM output (Table 7:8), reveals that the unstandardised regression weight .110, standard 
error of .058, a critical ratio of 1.904, a standard estimate of .115 and a p-value of .057. These 
estimates suggest that the influence of SCF on Contracts is not statistically significant at p < 
.05. From the unstandardised estimates, a unit increase in supply chain flexibility has a positive 
impact on transactional governance by .110. Similarly, the standardised regression estimates 
indicate that when ‘SCF’ increases by 1 standard deviation, it can result in an increase of .115 
standard deviation in ‘Contracts’. Also, the probability of obtaining a C. R as large as 1.904 in 
absolute value is .057, and the regression weight for ‘SCF’ influencing ‘Contracts’ is not 
significantly different from zero at the .05 level. Even though these findings suggest that 
possessing a flexible supply chain may influence the adoption of transactional governance, the 
estimates are not statistically significant. This shows that the sample data is not consistent with 
the hypothesis, and therefore, the hypothesis is rejected.  
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Hypothesis V(b): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a flexible 
supply chain function, and the adoption of Relational Governance (Trust).  
As in hypothesis V(a), above, this hypothesis seeks to assess the relationship between having 
a flexible supply chain function in an organisation and the adoption of relational governance. 
It aims to establish the relationship that exists between having a flexible supply chain capable 
of adapting to a changing business environment and governance mechanism, i.e. relational.  
To test this hypothesis, a regression path from ‘SCF’ to ‘Trust’ was identified and specified in 
the structural model to allow an assessment of the relationship between the two constructs. The 
SEM output (Table 7:8), reveals that the unstandardised regression weight .149, standard error 
of .053, a critical ratio of 2.812, a standard estimate of .184 and a p-value of .005. These 
estimates suggest that the influence of SCF on Trust is statistically significant at p < .05.  
From the unstandardised estimates, a unit increase in supply chain flexibility has a positive 
influence on relational governance by .149. Similarly, the standardised regression estimates 
indicate that when ‘SCF’ increases by 1 standard deviation, it can result in an increase of .184 
standard deviation in ‘Trust’. Also, the probability of obtaining a C. R as large as 2.812 in 
absolute value is .005 and the regression weight for ‘SCF’ influencing ‘Trust’ is significantly 
different from zero at the .05 level. These findings suggest that possessing a flexible supply 
chain may influence the adoption of relational governance for managing a coopetitive alliance. 
This shows that the sample data is consistent with the hypothesis, and therefore, the hypothesis 
is confirmed.  
 
Hypothesis V(c): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a flexible 
supply chain function, and the outcome of intended coopetition.  
This hypothesis was proposed to establish a relationship between having a flexible supply chain 
and the outcome of intended coopetition. As explained above, this hypothesis is concerned with 
investigating whether having a flexible supply chain can influence the outcome of intended 
coopetition performance. It expected that having a flexible supply chain, i.e. being both 
proactive and reactive in responding to changes in the business environment such as the decline 
in the price of crude oil in the OGI and economic issues such as the Brexit would positively 
influence the outcome of coopetition practices within the industry.  
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To test this hypothesis, a regression path from ‘SCF’ to ‘ICP’ was identified and specified in 
the structural model to allow an assessment of the relationship between the two constructs. The 
SEM output (Table 7:8), reveals that the unstandardised regression weight .029, standard error 
of .038, a critical ratio of .764, a standard estimate of .043 and a p-value of .445. These 
estimates suggest that the influence of SCF on ICP is not statistically significant at p < .05.  
From the unstandardised estimates, a unit increase in supply chain flexibility has a positive 
influence on intended coopetition performance outcome by .029. Similarly, the standardised 
regression estimates indicate that when ‘SCF’ increases by 1 standard deviation, it can result 
in an increase of .043 standard deviation in ‘ICP’. Also, the probability of obtaining a C. R as 
large as .764 in absolute value is .445 and the regression weight for ‘SCF’ influencing ‘ICP’ is 
not significantly different from zero at the .05 level. Even though these findings suggest that 
possessing a flexible supply chain may influence the adoption of the outcome of intended 
coopetition performance, the estimates are not statistically significant. This shows that the 
sample data is not consistent with the hypothesis, and therefore, the hypothesis is rejected.  
 
Hypothesis V(d): There is a positive relationship between organisations that having a flexible 
supply chain function, and the outcome of unintended coopetition. 
As with hypothesis V(c) above, this hypothesis seeks to establish a relationship between having 
a flexible supply chain and the outcome of unintended coopetition performance. The 
relationship between these two constructs is expected to be positive, such that having a flexible 
supply chain may influence a successful coopetition performance even if the coopetition is 
adopted as an emergent strategy.  
To depict this hypothesis in the structural model, a regression path is specified from ‘SCF’ to 
‘UCP’. From the path analysis in the SEM output, the unstandardised regression weight shows 
a decrease in the UCP by .046 when the ability to manage tension increases by 1 with a standard 
error of .048, a critical ratio of -.958 and p-value of .338. Additionally, the standard regression 
estimates show that there is a decrease in the UCP by .055 when SCF increases by 1 standard 
deviation.  
From the findings, the probability of achieving a C.R. as large as .958 in absolute value is .338 
and the regression estimate for ‘SCF’ positively influencing ‘UCP’ is not significantly different 
from zero at the .05 level. This finding suggests that having a flexible supply chain does not 
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influence the outcome of emergent coopetition. Hence, the hypothesis is not supported by the 
sample data of this study and is therefore rejected.  
 
7.5.4 Hypothesis Based on Indirect Effects 
The section above confirmed the existence of direct relationships (both significant and 
insignificant) between the success factors, governance mechanism and the outcome of both 
intended and unintended coopetition with the structural model presented above. This study, 
therefore, seeks to assess the sample data for any evidence of indirect effects between the 
antecedents and the outcome of the coopetition. Indirect effects, which can be effects caused 
by moderation or mediation interactions between the constructs. An indirect analysis is a form 
of regression analysis, where the effects of an IV on a DV is transmitted through another 
variable in the model.  This section would, therefore, examine how some of the independent 
variables in the model can explain the dependent variables.  
To achieve this, an interaction (moderation) analyses and mediation analyses were conducted 
using both SPSS and AMOS software. SPSS was used to order the interactions between 
variables to enable the estimation of the moderation effects in the model. For the mediation 
analysis, AMOS was used to perform an indirect, direct and total effect based on a 
bootstrapping approach with 1000 resampling (recommended by Cheung & Lau, 2008). The 
bootstrapping approach, which is available on the AMOS software, was conducted with 95% 
bias-corrected confidence intervals to ensure the robustness of the mediation analysis.  
 Assessing Moderation (Interaction) Effects 
 As explained above, SPSS software was used to create an interaction variable to access the 
effects of interacting ‘SCF’ with both the ‘Man.Ten’ and ‘All.Fun’ to examine how the 
variables would affect ‘UCP’ and ‘ICP’. As a result, two new variables ‘SCF_x_All.Fun’ and 
‘SCF_x_Man.Ten’ were created and inputted into the model, as seen in Figure 7.4, below.  
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Figure 7.4: Interaction Structural Model 
 
As with any model in SEM, it is crucial to estimate the global model fit for any model, for the 
model represented in Figure 7.4, has a good global fit, as all the indices fall within the 
acceptance criteria based on the CMIN/DF = 0.500, RMR = 0.008, GFI = 0.998, CFI = 1.000, 






S.E. C.R. P Notes 
ICP <--- SCF_x_All.Fun .030 .013 .018 .716 .474 NS 
UCP <--- SCF_x_Man.Ten .033 .017 .024 .719 .472 NS 
UCP <--- SCF_x_All.Fun .058 .032 .025 1.274 .203 NS 
ICP <--- SCF_x_Man.Ten .006 .002 .017 .140 .888 NS 
Table 7:9: Standardised Regression Weight for the Interaction Model 
 
Hypothesis VI(a): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of having a 
flexible supply chain and having a dedicated alliance function, and the outcome of unintended 
coopetition. 
With this hypothesis, an interaction effect between having a flexible supply chain and utilising 
a dedicated alliance function in an organisation to manage the coopetition alliance, with the 
outcome of unintended coopetition is established. Put simply; the hypothesis would establish 
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how having both a flexible supply chain and a dedicated alliance function would affect the 
outcome of unintended coopetition.  
To assess this hypothesis, a new interaction variable was created by multiplying the total score 
of SCF by the total score of All.Fun, since AMOS can not directly analyse moderation effects. 
From Table 7:9, it can be observed that an estimate of .032, S.E of .025, C.R of 1.274 and a p-
value of .203 were produced. These estimates show that an increase of .032 in UCP due to a 
unit increase in the interaction of SCF and All.Fun and a standardised estimate suggest that 
UCP increases by .058 standard deviations due to the contribution of 1 standard deviation based 
on the interaction of flexible supply chain and a dedicated alliance function.  
The estimates also show that the likelihood of obtaining a C.R as large as 1.274 in absolute 
value is .203, suggesting that the regression weight for the interaction effect of supply chain 
flexibility and a dedicated alliance function in predicting the performance of unintended 
coopetition is not significantly different from zero at the .05 level (two-tailed). Thus, the sample 
data does not support the hypothesis, which leads to the rejection of the hypothesis.  
                                                                                                                                                          
Hypothesis VI(b): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of having a 
flexible supply chain and having a dedicated alliance function, and the outcome of intended 
coopetition. 
As with hypothesis VI(a) above, this hypothesis seeks to establish the effects of the interaction 
between supply chain flexibility and alliance function on the outcome of intended coopetition.  
To test this hypothesis, a new interaction variable was created by multiplying the total scores 
of SCF and All.Fun and then specifying a regression path from the interaction variable 
‘SCF_x_All.Fun’ to ICP to allow an assessment of the constructs. The SEM output (Table 7:9), 
reveals an unstandardised regression weight .013, standard error of .018, a critical ratio of .716, 
a standard estimate of .030 and a p-value of .474. These estimates suggest that the influence of 
‘SCF_x_All.Fun’ on ICP is not statistically significant at p < .05.  
From the unstandardised estimates, a unit increase in the interaction of supply chain flexibility 
and alliance function has a positive influence on intended coopetition performance by .013. 
Similarly, the standard regression estimates indicate that when ‘SCF_x_All.Fun’ increases by 
1 standard deviation; it can result in an increase of .030 in ‘ICP’. The estimate also shows that 
the probability of obtaining a C.R. as large as .716 in absolute value is .474 and the regression 
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weight for ‘SCF_x_All.Fun’ influencing ICP is not significantly different from zero at the .05 
level. These estimates show that the sample data is not consistent with the hypothesis, and thus, 
the hypothesis is rejected.  
 
Hypothesis VI(c): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of having a 
flexible supply chain and the ability to manage tension, and the outcome of unintended 
coopetition. 
This hypothesis estimates the possible interaction effects of an organisations supply chain 
flexibility and their ability to manage organisational tensions on the outcome of unintended 
coopetition. It is expected that when an organisation’s supply chain is flexible, and they possess 
the ability to manage inter-organisational tensions, then there would be a positive influence on 
the outcome of emergent coopetition.  
To test this hypothesis, a regression path from a newly created interaction variable 
‘SCF_x_Man.Ten’ to UCP was identified and specified in the structural model. The SEM 
output (Table 7:9), reveals that the unstandardised regression weight of .017, standard error of 
.024, a critical ratio of .719, a standard estimate of .033 and a p-value of .472. These estimates 
suggest that the interactions between SCF and Man.Ten on UCP are not statistically significant 
at p < .05. From the unstandardised estimates, a unit increase in SCF_x_Man.Ten has a positive 
influence on UCP by .017. Similarly, the standardised regression estimates indicate that when 
the interaction between supply chain flexibility and tension management increases by 1 
standard deviation, it can result in an increase of .033 in unintended coopetition. Additionally, 
the probability of obtaining a C.R. as large as .719 in absolute value is .472 and the regression 
weight for SCF_x_Man.Ten influencings ‘UCP’ is not significantly different from zero at the 
.05 level. This shows that the sample data is not consistent with the hypothesis, and therefore, 
the hypothesis is rejected.  
 
Hypothesis VI(d): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of having a 
flexible supply chain and the ability to manage tension, and the outcome of intended 
coopetition. 
As with hypothesis VI(c) above, this hypothesis seeks to establish the effects of the interaction 
between supply chain flexibility and manage tension on the outcome of intended coopetition.  
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To test this hypothesis, a new interaction variable was created by multiplying the total scores 
of SCF and Man.Ten and then specifying a regression path from the interaction variable 
‘SCF_x_Man.Ten’ to ICP to allow an assessment of the constructs. The SEM output (Table 
7:9), reveals an unstandardised regression weight .002, standard error of .017, a critical ratio 
of .140, a standard estimate of .006 and a p-value of .888. These estimates suggest that the 
influence of ‘SCF_x_Man.Ten’ on ICP is not statistically significant at p < .05.  
From the unstandardised estimates, a unit increase in the interaction of supply chain flexibility 
and tension management has a positive influence on intended coopetition performance by .002. 
Similarly, the standard regression estimates indicate that when ‘SCF_x_Man.Ten’ increases by 
1 standard deviation, it can result in an increase of .006 in ‘ICP’. The estimate also shows that 
the probability of obtaining a C.R. as large as .140 in absolute value is .888 and the regression 
weight for ‘SCF_x_Man.Ten’ influencing ICP is not significantly different from zero at the .05 
level. These estimates show that the sample data is not consistent with the hypothesis, and thus, 
the hypothesis is rejected.  
 
 Assessing the Mediation Effects 
The previous sections examined the direct and indirect effects of critical coopetition success 
factors and governance mechanism on the outcome of both emergent and intended coopetition. 
Following the analysis, it is necessary to conduct a mediation analysis regarding how the 
governance mechanism affects the outcome of coopetition. To access the mediation effects, the 
direct, indirect and total effects were requested on the AMOS software, based on the bootstrap 
approximation obtained by constructing 2-sided bias-corrected confidence intervals based on 





Direct Indirect  
All.Fun →Trust → ICP .123** .032 NS 
All.Fun → Contracts → ICP .123** .106** Partial Meditation 
** = Significant, NS = Not Significant 
Table 7:10: Mediating Effects of Governance Structure 
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Hypothesis III(c) ii. Transactional governance is expected to mediate the positive effects of 
alliance function on intended coopetition performance.  
From the hypothesised model and structural path represented in (Figure 7.3). A mediation path 
is proposed to partially mediate the relationship between an organisation having an active, 
dedicated alliance function which monitors its inter-organisational relationships and the 
outcome of intended coopetition. It is assumed that an organisation that has a dedicated alliance 
function would be deliberate about the forms of IORs it engages in and would also take measure 
to ensure the success of the endeavour. Such measures would include adopting a transaction 
governance mechanism to manage the coopetition relationship, which, is expected to positively 
influence the outcome of the relationship. In simpler terms, organisations that have a dedicated 
alliance function are expected to have a better performance outcome in intended coopetition; 
however, the likelihood of successful coopetition is based on the mood of governance 
mechanism utilised (i.e. transactional governance).  
When performing meditation in AMOS, in models that contain more than one mediation path, 
it is essential to separate these paths as AMOS analyses the indirect mediation together, rather 
than individually assessing the paths. Hence, to analyse the indirect mediation effects of 
contracts on the relationship between alliance function and intended coopetition, the mediation 
effects of trust was removed from the model.  
As a result, the mediation model with contracts mediating alliance function and intended 
coopetition attained model fit (CMIN/DF = 1.748, RMR =0.040, GFI = 0.864, CFI = 0.954, 
RMSEA = 0.044 and PCLOSE = 0.987), with all the observed indices exceeding the minimum 
threshold. The rationale behind the mediation model is to account for both the unique direct 
and indirect effects of contracts on the intended coopetition outcome.  
From the standardised direct estimates, the unmediated effect of alliance function on intended 
coopetition performance is .123, implying that, intended coopetition performance will increase 
by .123 standard deviations with a unit standard deviation increase in alliance function as a 
result of the direct effects of alliance function on intended coopetition performance. The 
standardised direct effect of alliance function on intended coopetition performance is 
significantly different from zero at the 0.050 level (p = 0.033, 2-tailed) based on the bootstrap 
approximation obtained by constructing 2-sided bias-corrected confidence intervals.   
From the standardised indirect estimates, the mediated effects of alliance function on intended 
coopetition performance through contracts is .106. This estimate suggests that a unit standard 
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deviation increase in alliance function influences an increase of .106 standard deviations in 
intended coopetition performance. Hence, the standardised indirect effect of alliance function 
on intended coopetition performance through transactional governance is also significant at the 
0.050 level (p = 0.002, 2-tailed).  
Since the standardised direct and indirect paths are statistically significant, it can be concluded 
that the positive relationship that exists between alliance function and intended coopetition 
performance is partially mediated by transactional governance. As a result, the hypothesis is 
consistent with the sample data and thus supports that organisations with a dedicated alliance 
function are more likely to have an increased chance of intended coopetition success if they 
utilise transactional governance.  
 
Hypothesis III(c) iii. Relational governance mechanism mediates the positive effects of 
alliance function on intended coopetition performance.  
As with hypothesis III(c) ii above, a mediation path is proposed to partially mediate the 
relationship between an organisation having an effective dedicated alliance function which 
monitors its inter-organisational relationships and the outcome of intended coopetition. It is 
assumed that an organisation that has a dedicated alliance function would be deliberate about 
the forms of IORs it engages in and would also take measure to ensure the success of the 
endeavour. Such alliances functions would seek to develop trusting relationships among 
organisations that they are involved with and as such may rely on relational governance to 
monitor the relationships. Hence, it is expected that relational governance would positively 
influence the outcome of a coopetitive relationship. In simpler terms, organisations that have a 
dedicated alliance function are expected to have a better performance outcome in intended 
coopetition; however, the likelihood of successful coopetition is based on the mood of 
governance mechanism utilised (i.e. Relational governance).  
To analyse the indirect mediation effects of trust on the relationship between alliance function 
and intended coopetition, the mediation effects of contracts was removed from the model. As 
a result, the mediation model with trust mediating alliance function and intended coopetition 
attained model fit (CMIN/DF = 1.828, GFI= 0.858, CFI= 0.949, NFI= 0.895, RMSEA= 0.047 
and PCLOSE= 0.903), with all the observed indices exceeding the minimum threshold. The 
rationale behind the mediation model is to account for both the unique direct and indirect 
effects of trust on the intended coopetition outcome.  
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From the standardised direct estimates, the unmediated effect of alliance function on intended 
coopetition performance is .123, implying that, intended coopetition performance will increase 
by .123 standard deviations with a unit standard deviation increase in alliance function as a 
result of the direct effects of alliance function on intended coopetition performance. The 
standardised direct effect of alliance function on intended coopetition performance is 
significantly different from zero at the 0.050 level (p = 0.035, 2-tailed) based on the bootstrap 
approximation obtained by constructing 2-sided bias-corrected confidence intervals.   
From the standardised indirect estimates, the mediated effects of alliance function on intended 
coopetition performance through contracts is .032. This estimate suggests that a unit standard 
deviation increase in alliance function influences an increase of .032 standard deviations in 
intended coopetition performance. However, the standardised indirect effect of alliance 
function on intended coopetition performance through relational governance is not significant 
at the 0.050 level (p = 0.155, 2-tailed).  
Since the standardised indirect effect of alliance function positively influencing intended 
coopetition through relational governance is not statistically significant, it can be concluded 
that there is no mediation effect. As a result, the hypothesis is not consistent with the sample 
data, which leads to the rejection of the hypothesis.  
It is important to note that hypotheses (IV (c), ii and iii) cannot be tested to establish the 
mediation effects of the transactional and relational governance mechanism on the relationship 
between tension management and unintended coopetition performance. Due to the non-
significant relationships that exist between tension management and the governance 
mechanisms (trust and contracts), the conditions for the conducting a mediation analysis are 
not satisfied (Baron and Kenny, 1986; Zhao et al., 2010). Therefore, the hypothesis regarding 
governance mechanism mediating the positive relationship between tension management and 
unintended coopetition performance is rejected.  
 
7.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
This chapter was concerned with the present, interpreting and explaining the results of the 
research. The initial part of the section presented the descriptive summary of the study, 
outlining the characteristics of the respondents with regards to their demographic, job function 
etc., to establish the fitness of the respondents to participate in the study, and to show the quality 
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of the data gathered. The second part of the chapter presented and discussed the main 
framework of the study, including testing the structural model, along with its accompanying 
hypotheses. Prior to testing the hypotheses, the measurement model was examined to establish 
the fitness of the data for structural modelling. Upon validating the measurement model, the 
structural equation model was analysed. Both the measurement and structural model were a 
good representation of the empirical data as they satisfied the condition of several fit indices.  
Following the acceptance of the model, the various individual paths in the model were 
examined in the form of hypothesis testing for the direct, interacting and indirect relationships. 
These analyses were conducted to investigate the consistency of the model with the sample 
data, which then lead to the confirmation or rejection of the hypothesis. Both AMOS and SPSS 
statistical packages were used for the data analysis, accessing the direct and indirect effects, to 
allow a rigorous explanation of the factors that lead to successful coopetition performance.  
The estimates of the direct relationships confirmed the central hypotheses that having a 
dedicated alliance function in an organisation is influential in attaining a successful 
performance in deliberate coopetition, and the ability of an organisation to manage inter-
organisational tensions is beneficial to the performance of coopetition adopted as an emergent 
strategy. Additionally, the results show that both forms of transactional governance 
mechanisms (i.e. relational and transactional) can positively influence the outcome of 
deliberate and emergent forms of coopetition. The estimates also showed that having a flexible 
supply chain has no statistically significant influence on the outcome of either of the two forms 
of coopetition being reviewed.  
Following the assessment of the direct relationships and since the effects of having a flexible 
supply chain were negligible, it became necessary to evaluate the interacting effects of the 
variables. As such, new variables were requested from SPSS to access the effects of the 
interaction between having a flexible supply chain and the ability to manage tension, as well 
as its effects with having a dedicated alliance function. The effects of these interacting variables 
on the performance of coopetition were examined and showed that there were no statistically 
significant effects.  
Finally, a mediation analyse was conducted to attempt the explain how governance mechanism 
can explain the outcome of coopetition performance. The mediation analysis examined how 
the relational and transactional governance mechanisms, explains the direct relationship 
between alliance function and the outcome of intended coopetition. The results showed that 
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transactional governance partially mediates the relationship while relational governance has no 
mediating effect on the relationship between alliance function and intended coopetition. It 
should be noted that the mediation effects on other direct relationships in the model such as the 
relationship between tension management and emergent coopetition could not be analysed as 
the requirements for a mediation analysis were not met in the model.  
The following chapter would interpret the outcome of the results and discuss its implications 
on the study.  The section would also discuss some of the research limitations; conclusions, 
recommendations and implication for further studies would also be made.  
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The underpinning objective of this study as identified in chapters 1, 2 and 3, is to explore the 
practice of coopetition in the UK oil and gas industry, by investigating its occurrence as an 
emergent strategy in the industry and the factors that drive its success. As a result, it identified 
factors such as; tension management, governance mechanism, and adopting a strategic alliance 
team contributes to the performance of the coopetition endeavour. A sequential mixed-methods 
approach, with the qualitative phase preceding and informing the quantitative phase, was used 
to achieve the primary objectives of the study.  
This chapter discusses the results of the empirical findings presented in chapter 5 and 7. The 
discussion evaluates these findings in the context of the hypotheses proposed in chapter 5 and 
the research questions presented in chapter 3. This chapter addresses the implications of the 
results on coopetition practices and proposes recommendations for potential coopetition 
partners. The section also discusses the limitations to the study and recommends areas for 
further research.  
The research problems identified in chapter one includes; the limited focus on the emergent 
form of coopetition and factors that drives its success; obscurity and the proper control 
mechanism, and tension management structure to guide a coopetition relationship that exists 
both deliberately and unintentionally; lack of research regarding how SCs affect the 
performance of coopetition. The research questions associated with these problems were 
highlighted in Section 3.7 while the research objectives was presented in 1.6. 
The following discussions are arranged in a structure that answers each of the laid-out research 
questions and is in line with the study objectives.  
 
8.2 COOPETITION IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 
 
Research Question 
• Q1: To what extent does coopetition already exist (intentionally and unintentionally) in 
the UK Oil and Gas Industry? 
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The question here relates to the awareness and practice of coopetition in the oil and gas 
industry. It also seeks to uncover the extent unintentional coopetition in the industry as a result 
of collaboration occurring in a highly competitive space. As with the first objective, the 
literature was reviewed, and existing research was used to examine this question and provide 
initial guidance. Subsequently, an exploration of the OGI was conducted using semi-structured 
interviews. The initial review of the literature showed that coopetition could occur as an 
emergent strategy in line with the emergent strategy theory, which recognises that strategies 
can develop over time in the absence or despite a particular intention. Further studies on 
emergent coopetition proved that coopetition could occur unintentionally. One of the drivers 
of emergent strategies is the external environment. Studies found that emergent strategies can 
occur as a reaction to a changing business environment. Studies about emergent coopetition 
found that the industry changes, as well as industrial regulatory bodies, can force organisations 
into unplanned coopetition. 
Unfortunately, there are only limited studies focused explicitly on investigating the emergence 
of coopetition in the OGI. Reviews about the drivers and success factors have been carried out 
within the industry, which implies that coopetition has been adopted as a deliberate strategy in 
the industry. Additionally, examples of coopetition; FPAL and JIP have been observed in the 
public domain as well as obtained from the exploratory interviews. The exploration study found 
that the oil and gas organisations are more open to coopetition that are concerned with industry-
level activities, such as the standardisation of operations and creation of industry policies.  
The examples of deliberate coopetition observed in the OGI occurs on an intra-network level, 
based on typology about the level of coopetition. Network-level coopetition is coopetition 
interactions that occur within clusters of firms, supply chains and industries. From the 
exploration interviews, no examples of any other levels of coopetition were evident. The study 
found that the deliberate coopetition in the sector occurred away from their end-users.  
Even though the outcome of this form of network-level coopetition can improve the 
competitive advantage of the individual organisations in the alliance, the industry benefits more 
from the alliance, since the outcome of the alliance is to standardise, create state-of-the-art 
innovative tools and policies which can provide beneficial to the entire industry.  
In addition, upon further exploration, it was found that the sector offers incentives such as tax 
rebate to organisations willing to collaborate. These two conditions, the change in the external 
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environment and the imposition of industrial regulatory bodies, in line with emergent strategy 
drivers, led to the assumption that coopetition occurs as an unintended strategy in the OGI.  
From the exploration study, two instances of unintentional coopetition were uncovered. In the 
first instance, Res_05 revealed a direct coopetitive relationship with organisations in a different 
geographical location. The dynamics of the IOR between the organisations was expected to be 
a purely collaborative one. To cope with the downturn in the industry, organisations 
implemented cost-saving strategies, which included, providing capabilities for SMEs to 
complement their operations in international markets. However, it was observed that one of the 
organisations selected to cater to the needs of the Res_05’s organisations also provides similar 
services to other smaller organisations. Thus, establishing that a coopetition relationship exists. 
Although both organisations share similar capabilities, their target audience is currently 
different. Therefore, suggesting that the type of coopetition being practised is the ‘partnering 
situation’, where there are little competition and high cooperation. The ‘partnering situation’ 
was also the form of coopetition observed in the second occurrence of coopetition found in the 
exploratory study, which involved two competing organisations pooling their resources and 
capabilities to execute a project.  
An interesting, finding is that both examples of unintentional coopetition uncovered through 
the exploration of the OGI occurred between oil and gas servicing organisations. During the 
peak of the downturn in the industry, it was reported that the Oil and Gas Servicing Companies 
were tremendously affected, with some organisation’s stock value falling as low as 53%. 
Hence, it is not surprising that these organisations need to pool resources to survive the harsh 
reality of the business environment. Therefore, the emergent coopetition that occurs among 
these companies fall within the ‘coopetition as an adapting practice’, which is the coopetition 
that is influenced by the external environment.   
Although the exploratory study was used to answer this research question, one item in the 
quantitative measurement instrument sought to gain the perspective of the respondents about 
the likelihood of unintentional coopetition in the industry, and 41.5% of the respondents believe 
that these dynamic of IOR can occur in the industry. Thus, it can be assumed that owing to the 
competitive nature of the OGI, the current business environment, which has contributed to the 
uncertainties in the industry, organisations can cope by adopting coopetition. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that, coopetition does occur both intentionally and 
unintentionally in the UK OGI. From the intentional perspective, the most common form of 
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coopetition that was observed is the partnering situation, while the adapting coopetition 
situation occurred unintentionally.  
Since, it has also been found that network-level coopetition offers additional benefits to the 
performance of the sector, the OGI should encourage this form of alliance in the industry. 
Regulations, policies and incentives should be put in place to support this form of alliance.  
The governance and management structures and its implications on the oil and gas industry 
would be discussed in subsequent sections.  
 
8.3 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE IN COOPETITION PERFORMANCE 
 
Research Question  
• Q3. How does the governance technique, affect coopetition performance in both 
deliberate and unintentional coopetition?? 
It is worth noting that the governance mechanism relates to the control mechanism used to 
guide the alliance. It should also be noted that the governance here is concerned with the 
formation and implementation of the coopetitive alliance. To answer the research question, it 
was necessary first to uncover how these mechanisms (i.e. contracts and trust) impacts on 
deliberate coopetition.  
From the exploration study of the OGI, it was found that while the respondents value the role 
and impacts of trust in the formation and implementation of coopetition in the industry, they 
agree that contractual agreements outranked trust. The respondents stressed the role and 
importance of trust in the formation phase of a coopetitive alliance. The respondents add that 
no organisation would risk engaging in coopetition with any party that does not have a good 
reputation or track record, which highlights the role and importance of experiential learning in 
coopetition.  
Despite the acknowledgement of the role of trust in coopetition, the exploratory study found 
that because of the high regulation in the industry and the tremendous consequence of 
breaching any of the rules, organisations are very cautious when engaging in any IOR. 
Therefore, they found that, beyond the formation phase of coopetition, contractual agreements 
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should guide the relationships. This view was also mirrored in intentional as well as 
unintentional coopetition.  
Therefore, to answer these questions, four hypotheses, which supports the positive effects of 
governance mechanism, were posed and accepted (at p < .05) in the quantitative study. The 
hypotheses were underpinned by the transactional cost theory, which supports the positive 
effects of contracts on the performance of IORs, the social capital theory which supports the 
positive impacts of trusts on the outcome of IORs.  
• Hypothesis I(a): The effects of transactional governance (contracts) on intended 
coopetition performance is positive. 
• Hypothesis I(b): The effects of transactional governance (contracts) on unintended 
coopetition performance is positive. 
• Hypothesis II(a): There is a positive relationship between relational governance (trust) 
and intended coopetition performance.  
• Hypothesis II(b): There is a positive relationship between relational governance (trust) 
and unintended coopetition performance.  
1The results of the qualitative and quantitative study are similar, which shows that both 
transactional and relational governance is beneficial to the outcome of coopetition, regardless 
of the nature of its formation. The qualitative study shows that trust should be prioritised in the 
relationship formation phase, for example, while selecting coopetition partners, to ensure that 
the coopetition occurs in a trusting environment. However, a broad contractual agreement is 
also vital to lay down the expectations of each party as well as the consequences of every action 
in the alliance. This action can also strengthen the trust that exists in the industry.  
Similarly, in emergent coopetition, the presence of trust, as well as contractual agreements, has 
been proven as beneficial to its performance. Therefore, this study agrees, that RBV and TCE 
should be considered in sequence in any organisational alliance. RBV should be considered 
with respect to the value an alliance can create for an organisation, and the TCE should be in 
place during the implementation of this alliance to reduce the chances of opportunism.  
 
1 It should be noted that this study is not concerned with ranking the most suitable governance 
mechanism to be adopted in coopetition within the industry; instead, it focuses on its effects 
on the outcome of deliberate or emergent formation. 
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Therefore, to answer research question 3, the governance mechanism impacts the emergent and 
deliberate coopetition in the same manner. The study shows that both forms of governance 
mechanisms are equally as crucial in a coopetitive alliance, although, the qualitative research 
reveals that the relational governance should precede transactional governance, to create a more 
suitable setting for coopetition to occur in the alliance.  
 
8.4 MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE IN COOPETITION 
 
Managing a coopetition alliance is perhaps the most focal area of studies in the coopetition 
research. Several typologies and assertions have been made regarding the most effective and 
practical method of managing the complicated alliance due to the paradoxical nature of the 
alliance. Based on the review of literature, the study categorised coopetition management into 
two aspects, the practical method of managing the strategy and tension management. The 
outcome of the findings would be discussed further with respect to the research questions.  
 
8.4.1 Dedicated Alliance Function in Coopetition Performance 
Research Question  
• Q4: Does the use of a dedicated alliance function positively influence the outcome of 
intentional coopetition?  
This question relates to the use of strategic alliance team to manage the coopetition relationship. 
Coopetition has been viewed as a form of strategic alliance, as its benefits to the organisations 
have been established on a strategic level.  
From the exploratory study, respondents agree that the management of coopetition seems 
complicated; however, all the respondents suggested that a dedicated team should be 
responsible for managing the alliance. Even though some respondents advocate for an 
independent third-party organisation such as management consulting firms to manage the 
interactions, this study agrees that this dynamic would create additional tensions.  
The results of the exploratory study found that the development of an alliance team from within 
the collaborating organisations may offer some benefits to the relationship.  
To extend this view, the study set out to investigate the role of strategic dedicated alliance team 
on the outcome of coopetition. Although the implications of a dedicated alliance team in IORs 
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has been vastly studied in the organisational literature, there are only limited studies that have 
reviewed its impact on a coopetitive endeavour.  
The qualitative exploration showed that organisations are open to these form of coopetition 
management, stressing that the alliance team can vet the potential coopetition partners, would 
be strategic in forming and implementing relationship, and the experience of IO alliances can 
provide additional benefits in managing conflicts that arise from the relationship, which 
therefore reduces the chances of opportunism in the relationships.  
According to Res_05, the complexities in the OGI is such that other organisations are at risk 
of unintentional knowledge leakage, since the industry is continuously striving for innovations, 
as such, a dedicated team would be skilled in sharing the relevant information to the coopetition 
partners without compromising the organisations’ competitive advantage.  
The qualitative study found that because an organisation has a dedicated alliance function, they 
are more aware of the dangers of IORs which makes them more inclined to adopt transactional 
governance mechanisms, especially in industries as volatile as the OGI although they 
recognised that relational governance is beneficial in the initiation aspect of the alliance.  
Further exploration of the OGI, also found that these alliance teams are present in the industry 
and manage their inter-organisational relationships. It was found that one of the principal 
purposes of this alliance team is to ensure that every IOR is in line with the government and 
industry regulation, which seeks to curb anti-competitive interactions and avoid cartel-like 
interactions in the industry.  
Since the dedicated alliance team is essential in planned IORs, this study empirically 
investigates its effects on the outcome of intended coopetition. To answer the research 
questions, five hypotheses were proposed. The first two hypotheses (a, b), seeks to find the 
relationship between the dedicated alliance function and the governance mechanisms. 
Hypothesis III(c), tries to uncover the relationship between the presence of a dedicated alliance 
function and the performance of intended coopetition.  
• Hypothesis III(a): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
dedicated alliance function and the adoption of transactional governance. 
• Hypothesis III(b): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
dedicated alliance function, and the adoption of relational governance.  
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• Hypothesis III(c): The relationship between having a dedicated alliance function and 
the performance of intended coopetition is positive.   
The quantitative study found a positive correlation between the presence of a dedicated alliance 
function and the adoption of relational and transactional governance. While this result 
corroborates the qualitative research, which suggests that the dedicated alliance team increases 
the chances of adopting it the transactional governance structure (contracts) to control its 
alliances; it contradicts the exploration study which assumes that dedicated alliance team are 
less likely to implement relational governance. Nonetheless, the findings support the literature, 
as they identify that dedicated alliance teams influence the governance mechanisms, by 
providing formal control in a trusting environment to allow seamless coopetition. 
Additionally, the quantitative analysis of this study found a positive correlation between the 
use of a dedicated alliance function and the outcome of intentional coopetition. This outcome 
is not surprising as several studies have proved that having a dedicated alliance function 
improves the outcome of IORs. This study, therefore, shows that this can be translated into 
coopetition and proves a practical implication for managing coopetition in industries.  
To extend the understanding of the dedicated alliance function in improving the performance 
of coopetition, two additional hypotheses were proposed to try to explain how the governance 
mechanism influences the outcome of the intended coopetition in organisations that use 
dedicated alliance functions.  
• Hypothesis III(c) ii. Transactional governance mediates the positive effects of alliance 
function on intended coopetition performance.  
• Hypothesis III(c) iii. Relational governance mechanism mediates the positive effects of 
alliance function on intended coopetition performance.  
The study found that transactional governance mechanism mediates the positive effects of 
dedicated alliance function on intended coopetition performance. However, there were no 
mediating effects as a result of relational governance. This, therefore, shows that a dedicated 
alliance function is more likely to have an increased chance of intended coopetition success if 
they utilise transactional governance. This finding is, therefore, consistent with the qualitative 
results that insist on dedicated alliances in the industry are more inclined to adopt transactional 
governance.   
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8.4.2 Tension Management in Coopetition 
Research question 
• Q5: What are the effects of tension management capability on the outcome of 
unintentional coopetition by UK Oil and Gas Industry? 
 
As identified in the section above, the issue of tension management in coopetition management 
is crucial. The literature reveals that two tension management principles have been uncovered, 
i.e. the separation and integration principle. The exploratory study found that the separation 
paradox is the most prominent way to manage the coopetition tensions in the oil and gas 
industry.  
From the outcome of the exploratory study, most respondents agree that for the tensions in 
coopetition to be appropriately managed, the separation principle should be adopted, since the 
alliance is already complicated. The organisations would require clarity about which phase of 
the partnership they are in and can take measures to manage these elements effectively. The 
study finds that the spatial separation typology was the management of the relationship is split 
and allocated to different management teams was preferred in the oil and gas industry. 
However, there are concerns that this form of separation could introduce intra-organisation 
tensions were each opposing team members perceive themselves as rivals. 
Notwithstanding, the exploration showed that the separation typology is best suited for the 
industry due to the complexities, risks and high level of industrial regulations. They add that if 
the elements are separated, it becomes easy to identify any problem areas in the alliance.  
Interestingly, several authors agree that tension management allows successful coopetition but 
can only be adopted when the parties are aware of the strategy they are engaged in deliberate 
coopetition. Studies have shown a positive correlation between the various forms of tension 
management and the performance of the IOR alliance. However, what remains unclear is how 
tension management affects the outcome of coopetition when the strategy is practised 
unintentionally. Since, there is expected to be a similar outcome, as such, it can be assumed 
that tension management can positively influence the performance of unintentional coopetition.  
To answer the research question, three hypotheses were proposed. The first two hypotheses 
were conducted to observe if the separation tension management has any impacts on the 
governance mechanisms. This hypothesis was proposed to investigate if the ability to manage 
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tensions in a trusting or formally controlled environment has any effects on the performance 
of unintended coopetition.  
• Hypothesis IV(a): The relationship between adopting the separation principle of 
tension management and using a transactional governance mechanism to control the 
relationship is positive.   
• Hypothesis IV(b): The relationship between adopting the separation principle of 
tension management and using a relational governance mechanism to control the 
relationship is positive.   
• Hypothesis IV(c): The relationship between adopting the separation principle of 
tension management and successful unintended coopetition is positive.   
The quantitative findings found that separation tension management does not have a significant 
effect on both governance mechanisms. As such, this management method is specifically 
concerned with the elements of coopetition and not the governance technique adopted in the 
relationship. Notably, the third hypothesis is accepted, which shows that separating the 
opposing elements of coopetition can be beneficial to the outcome of emergent coopetition. 
Therefore, this result corroborates the qualitative study, which insists that the integration 
technique is too complex to be adopted in an already complex and heavily regulated industry 
such as the oil and gas industry. Additional hypotheses were proposed to explain the reason for 
the positive correlation between separation tension management and the performance of 
emergent coopetition. However, the absence of a significant relationship between tension 
management and governance mechanisms suggests that other unidentified factors may 
influence the relationship. 
8.5 SUPPLY CHAIN FLEXIBILITY AND COOPETITION 
 
Research Question 
• Q2: Does the flexibility of an organisation's supply chain, influence the outcome of 
coopetition? 
 
The question above seeks to uncover the relationship between the flexibility of a supply chain 
and the outcome of coopetition. It aims to investigate the effects of SCF on coopetition and its 
success. The qualitative study of this research found that coopetition and the willingness to 
engage in a coopetitive alliance was enhanced among organisations with flexible SC indicating 
that SCF is a coopetition enabler. The respondents not only highlighted the benefits of 
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coopetition on the flexibility and resilience of the SC but also agreed that a supply chain that 
focuses on coopetition would be not be opposed to engaging in a coopetitive relationship. The 
qualitative findings shows that coopetition can improve the efficiency of a supply chain in 
dealing with risks and disruptions in the organisation's supply chain, in a speedy manner.  
Regarding the effects of SCF on coopetition performance, the qualitative study found that 
organisations that prioritise are more inclined towards adopting radical strategies to improve 
their competitive advantage. For instance, (Res_05), observed that when an organisation is 
primarily concerned with reducing disruptions and risks in their SC, they need to work closely 
with other organisations and would not mind adopting coopetition, if it is proven to improve 
the competitive standing of the organisation. Additionally, the study finds that the flexibility 
of a supply chain suggests that the organisation has a pool of verified suppliers that can make 
partner selection in coopetition easier and improve the trust that exists among the partners in 
the alliance, thus reducing the tensions in the relationship, which therefore leads to the success 
of the coopetition alliance. As a result, SCF has positioned through the qualitative study a 
coopetition enabler, such that the flexibility of a supply chain positively influence the 
likelihood of an organisation engaging in coopetition.  
Another interesting finding with regards to SCF and coopetition is that to improve the 
organisational performance; a focal organisation can encourage its significant suppliers to 
engage in a coopetitive relationship, which is vertical coopetition. When organisations 
encourage collaboration and coopetition among their supplier's, it increases the rate of 
innovation, as these suppliers can find more beneficial ways of meeting the needs of their 
customers and therefore improve the performance of the focal organisation.  
Therefore, the qualitative study finds that SCF beneficially impacts coopetition as it can be 
positioned as one of the enablers of the strategy. In addition, as a result of flexibility in SC, the 
focal organisation can encourage coopetition among its suppliers which can then improve the 
performance of the focal organisation. SCF is also beneficial for coopetition as the 
organisations can gain experiential learning about potential coopetition partners, and also 
obtain experiences with other external organisation.  
 To obtain more insight into the role of SCF in coopetition performance, the following 
hypotheses were proposed to be tested using quantitative analysis.  
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• Hypothesis V(a): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
flexible supply chain function, and the adoption of Transactional Governance 
(Contracts).  
• Hypothesis V(b): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
flexible supply chain function, and the adoption of Relational Governance (Trust).  
• Hypothesis V(c): There is a positive relationship between organisations that have a 
flexible supply chain function, and the outcome of intended coopetition.  
• Hypothesis V(d): There is a positive relationship between organisations that having a 
flexible supply chain function, and the outcome of unintended coopetition. 
The quantitative study rejected all hypothesis except hypothesis V(b). The research shows that 
SCF does not have any significant effect on the outcome of both intentional and unintentional 
coopetition. While the qualitative study finds that SCF can enable coopetition, the quantitative 
research shows that the flexibility of the supply chain does not have any significant influence 
on the outcome of the coopetition relationship. However, the accepted hypothesis V(b), finds 
a positive correlation between the flexibility of a supply chain and the adoption of relational 
governance. This finding is unsurprising since the flexibility of an organisation hinges on its 
ability to have a trusting and close relationship with other organisations in its network.  
To further understand how SCF can influence coopetition outcome, the study investigates the 
interaction effects, which aim to uncover how the combined impact of SCF and dedicated 
alliance function and SCF and tension management has on the outcome of intentional and 
unintentional coopetition. The following hypotheses were proposed to answer the question. 
 
• Hypothesis VI(a): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of 
having a flexible supply chain and having a dedicated alliance function, and the 
outcome of unintended coopetition. 
• Hypothesis VI(b): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of 
having a flexible supply chain and having a dedicated alliance function, and the 
outcome of intended coopetition. 
• Hypothesis VI(c): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of 
having a flexible supply chain and the ability to manage tension, and the outcome of 
unintended coopetition. 
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• Hypothesis VI(d): There is a positive relationship between the interacting effect of 
having a flexible supply chain and the ability to manage tension, and the outcome of 
intended coopetition. 
From the quantitative analysis, no significant effects on the performance of coopetition were 
found from interacting the variables. These hypotheses (VI), confirms the above assumptions 
(V), suggesting the flexibility of the SC does not influence the outcome of coopetition. Whether 
or not the organisation has a dedicated alliance function or the ability to manage coopetition 
tensions, there are no significant effects to the coopetition performance.  
Therefore, this study shows that the flexibility of the supply chain is essential to provide an 
initial push, such as enabling the organisations engage in coopetition. However, it does not 
offer any other significant benefits to the performance of the alliance, both as an intentional or 
unintentional strategy.  
8.6 IMPLICATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF THIS STUDY FOR THE OIL 
AND GAS INDUSTRY 
 
The findings in this study have practical implications for the oil and gas industry, in the areas 
of management and governance in inter-organisational alliances that occur in the industry, 
especially coopetition. The current business climate in the oil and gas industry as a result of 
the dwindling resources in the North Sea as well as the economic climate owing to Brexit, and 
the recent COVID-19 pandemic has brought about uncertainties in the industry. Despite the 
industry encouraging collaboration, the success of the collaborative efforts continue to decline. 
However, improvement can be made, both in terms of the willingness of the organisations to 
engage in inter-organisational relationships, especially coopetition and the rate of success in 
the alliance.  
The intense rivalry in the industry explains organisations’ hesitation to engage in collaboration 
and most forms of inter-organisational alliances, as they need to maintain their competitive 
advantage and avoid unnecessary knowledge leakage. However, with the government and 
industry regulatory bodies encouraging collaboration by providing incentives such as tax 
rebates, these organisations are now embracing collaboration and their associated benefits.  
Nonetheless, the collaboration adoption and success rate, suggests that an IOR that considers 
the rivalry in the industry may be a more suitable strategy to improve the productivity in the 
industry. Through the exploration of the sector, it was uncovered that the organisations are 
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concerned about risks which can arise from collaboration. This suggests that coopetition may 
be a more suitable strategy as it considers the rivalry in the industry. Additionally, since it has 
been established that the business environment influences the adoption of the emergent 
strategy, the practice of coopetition was observed occurring as an unintentional strategy, which 
suggests that efforts need to put in place, to ensure organisations are effectively adopting the 
strategy to avoid additional risks and uncertainties in the industry. The application of this 
strategy may prove beneficial to the industry since it is a hybrid of both collaborations which 
is the industry recommended way to improve productivity in the industry and competition 
which is the characteristic of the sector.  
The organisations in the industry are aware of the benefits of coopetition and realise that if 
properly executed may provide more advantages to the industry, (which includes increasing 
the speed of operations and increasing innovativeness); as the parties involved in the 
coopetition relationship are aware of the risks in the alliance and as such can have protective 
measures in place to protect their capabilities and retain their competitive advantage. However, 
most organisations would not consider adopting coopetition because of legal concerns in the 
highly regulated industry. Therefore, for organisations to become more open to the idea of 
coopetition in the industry, the regulatory bodies need to encourage the operators to engage in 
the hybrid relationship by providing incentives and practical guides to limiting the risks in the 
relationship. Although, the practice of coopetition is not new in the industry, with examples of 
coopetition occurring at the network level; its application can extend beyond standardisation 
in the industry, where operators engage in the relationship to ensure that suppliers meet a 
specific requirement. Coopetition can also be useful to improve the operation of individual 
organisations. One of the hindrances to the adoption of coopetition, observed through the 
exploration of the industry is the lack of examples within the industry and organisations assume 
the strategy is not necessary. To address these reservations, the regulatory bodies should invest 
in providing an example of inter-organisational coopetition by helping to monitor a relationship 
from inception to completion and introducing policies and industrial practices to assist 
organisations successfully engage in coopetition; especially regarding risks, knowledge sharing 
and issues with anti-competition. Additionally, incentives can be offered to organisations 
willing to participate in the coopetition, such as tax rebate, to encourage organisations to 
engage in the process.  
This study also finds that since the industry is mostly competitive, the industries are more 
inclined to strictly adopt contracts as the governance mechanism in any coopetition endeavour. 
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While this research, through the quantitative and qualitative study, finds that the contracts are 
an effective means of governance, trusts in the relationships should not be disregarded. Trusts 
can be adopted in the coopetition pre-formation phase, in selecting partners and deciding the 
activities to collaborate and determining the way the relationship would exist. Essentially, this 
study finds more coopetition success both intentionally and unintentionally can be attained if 
the trust and contracts governance mechanisms are adopted as complementary strategies as 
opposed to substitutes. The exploration of the industry finds that organisations are distrustful 
of their competitors which are expected; however, several benefits can be realised from 
working together, and the presence of trusts creates an enabling environment for the 
relationship to thrive. Thus, trust must be considered when deciding on potential coopetition 
partners, and a trusting relationship should be developed as the relationship progresses.  
Therefore, the need for contractual agreements to protect the organisations against risks and 
uncertainties in the industry becomes necessary. Owing to the complexity in the OGI, an 
extensive contract, which clearly states the roles, expectations and consequences of any breach 
in the alliance should be made and enforced throughout the relationship, to protect the interest 
of all parties involved in the interaction.  
With regards to the management of the coopetition relationship, this study corroborates several 
studies in alliance management that dedicated alliance function improves the performance of 
IORs. Both the qualitative and quantitative study of this research finds that having a dedicated 
alliance function within the organisations in the coopetition relationship improves its chances 
of success. Therefore, OGCs interested in adopting this strategy should invest in setting up a 
strategic alliance function to allow the proper management of the alliances. The alliance team 
should include professionals competent in legal issues, conflict management, communication 
management, partner selection, relationship assessment and knowledge sharing. This team 
would ensure that all the needs of the organisations with regards to the IORs are met and any 
issues can be identified and addressed as the relationship progresses. To reduce the tensions in 
the coopetitive relationship, a dedicated team can be selected from within the dedicated alliance 
function of each partner in the coopetition interaction to manage a specific coopetition project.  
An interesting finding from this study is that the contractual agreements help explain the 
improvement in intentional coopetition performance as a result of having a dedicated alliance 
function. The dedicated alliance function is known to select an appropriate governance 
mechanism for IORs; as such, this study shows that using contracts as a governance technique 
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increases the chance of intentional coopetition success. It is worth noting that there was a 
positive correlation between dedicated function and both contracts and trusts, which further 
proves the stance discussed above, that both contracts and trusts should be treated as 
complementors. However, more attention should be paid to ensuring that extensive contracts 
are in place to protect the organisations in the relationship.  
Based in the findings, organisations should ensure that they have an active alliance function 
managing all the alliances they engage in, the alliance function should, in turn, ensure that they 
engage in IORs with other organisations that have a dedicated alliance function. In the pre-
formation phase of the relationship, the parties involved in the relationship should form a 
management team from within the dedicate alliance team to manage to coopetition relationship. 
This team should also be responsible for creating a contractual agreement to govern the 
interaction, the management of knowledge and information sharing to ensure that there are no 
accidental knowledge leakage, conflicts resolution, to mitigate any conflicts that arise from the 
interaction and also to manage the tensions in the coopetition that occurs intentionally.  
With regards to emergent coopetition, the capability of the parties involved in the relationship 
to manage the inherent tension in the strategy is essential to a successful performance. The 
qualitative study found that organisations prefer to use the separation principle to address the 
tension in the coopetition relationship, where the cooperative and competitive phases of the 
relationship are managed separately. Similarly, the quantitative study uncovered that separating 
these elements positively impacts on the performance of unintentional coopetition. However, 
if the organisations are unaware of the strategy being adopted, particularly a strategy as 
complex as coopetition, it would be difficult to separate these elements. This study, therefore, 
highly recommends a dedicated alliance team to manage any inter-organisational interactions. 
The alliance team should, in turn, define and separate all the major phases and elements 
involved in any of their alliances. Separating elements of all IO interactions would give the 
organisations the capacity to manage IO tensions which would, therefore, translate to 
coopetition success. The ability to separate the elements in IORs would allow easier 
management of the tensions in the relationship, especially coopetition.  
This study shows that for coopetition success to be attained, the OGI needs to encourage the 
use of a dedicated alliance team within the industry to manage interactions that occur outside 
the organisation. The purpose of this team would ensure that the correct strategy is adopted, 
and a suitable governance mechanism is used to guide the relationships. Additionally, all 
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phases of and elements of any inter-organisational alliance needs to be clearly laid out to ensure 
that each party is aware of the nature of the partnership to allow a successful endeavour. The 
qualitative study showed that the co-management could provide a beneficial way of managing 
the tensions that arise in coopetition within the industry. 
It was observed from the study that the organisations are aware of the benefits coopetition can 
add to their SC, including, making their SC more resilient, improving the speed of operations 
etc. The qualitative finding in this study shows that having a flexible supply chain enhances 
the willingness and performance of coopetition in the industry. The respondents suggest that 
organisations that prioritise flexibility in their SC are open to adopting strategies that would 
help maintain their SC performance to maintain their competitive advantage. Therefore, the 
OGI can focus on organisations that focus on flexibility to provide an industry-wide example 
of coopetition for other organisations to adopt. Even though the quantitative study did not find 
any significance between the flexibility of an SC and the performance of coopetition, there is 
evidence that organisations who value flexibility are more inclined to trust its coopetition 
partners, which implies that they would be willing to engage in coopetition.  
The process map in Figure 8.1 below is a recommendation for organisations in the industry 
willing to engage in coopetition. This study shows that a dedicated alliance team should be in 
place prior to IORs in the industry. Hence, the relevant departments needing interaction with 
other organisations need to work closely with the alliance team to determine the what functions 
the organisations can collaborate with other firms with, based on the proximity to the 
customers. From earlier discussions, it was observed that coopetition is preferable further away 
from the end-users, however, since the OGI is complex, the core competency of the 
organisation should be considered and protected in all alliances. In selecting suitable 
coopetition partners, the coopetition space to be considered to ensure a healthy balance between 
the need to collaborate and cooperate, to limit the risks of opportunism and knowledge leakage 
which can cost an organisation its competitive advantage. Power asymmetric and dependency 
are other factors to consider when selecting partners, there should be a balance, such that no 
organisation depends too much on another organisation, or one organisation having too much 
power. This would ensure that the organisations have a healthy environment to cooperate in, 
where the risks in the relationship are limited. 
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Figure 8.1: Framework for Implementing Coopetition 
 
Once partners have been selected and vetted, a management team should be created from within 
the participating organisations, to negotiate the necessary terms of the alliance including the 
governance, means of communication and knowledge sharing etc. all the conditions agreed 
should be written out to help form the terms of the contracts. As mentioned above, all elements 
of the interactions should be spatially separated to allow easier management of the tensions in 
the relationship. Importantly, all members of the coopetition alliance should agree to a contract, 
which would guide the interactions.  
 
8.7 CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THIS STUDY 
 
This study has made significant contributions to the emerging subject of coopetition, both as a 
practice and research. The key contributions would be discussed in three categories, 
conceptual, empirical and methodological.  
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This study contributed to the conceptual understanding of coopetition, by creating a framework 
to access the factors that can lead to a successful coopetition performance both as an intentional 
strategy and coopetition that occurs unintentionally. Unintentional coopetition has mainly been 
ignored in coopetition studies, with many researchers focusing on the success factors, 
antecedents, outcomes etc of intentional coopetition. Based on Mintzberg and Water’s (1985)’s 
theory of emergent strategies, this study shows that management and governance of intentional 
coopetition can also be used in unintentional coopetition to achieve a similar outcome.  
Following the development of the conceptual model, this study contributes empirically to the 
study of coopetition by obtaining data from the OGI to support the conceptual framework. The 
data gathered was analysed using structural equation modelling, to test the fitness of the 
research model to the data, which confirmed the goodness of the overall model and framework 
including the individual relationships in the model. Based on the confirmatory analysis, 
research conclusions and recommendations applicable both in the OGI and coopetition in other 
industries, regarding the management and governance of intentional and unintentional 
coopetition.  
Methodologically, this research contributes additional measurement items to test for 
intentional, unintentional coopetition and the inherent tensions in the alliance. The study, using 
both existing literature and the outcome of the qualitative research, developed measures to test 
for tensions management, unintentional coopetition performance and included additional items 
to test for intentional coopetition. To test the reliability of the items, a Cronbach alpha test was 
conducted on the items to ensure the questions are fit for purpose. Additionally, the research 
utilises structural equation modelling to test the overall model, the individual direct 
relationships as well as indirect relationships such as the moderation and mediating 
relationships in the model. The advantage of this method over the regression or multiple 
regression methods which is usually adopted in coopetition studies is that the strength of the 
relationship including the total, indirect, direct, and isolated relationships can be estimated in 
a single comprehensive framework.  
 
8.8 SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS STUDY 
 
Following the discussion about the conceptual, empirical and methodological contribution of 
this study; this section highlights the significance of the study.  
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First, this study updates the management literature on coopetition, collaboration and other 
related management constructs. In order to identify the knowledge gaps, an extensive and 
holistic literature review was done on themes relating to coopetition, its typologies, current 
trends. Additionally, the existing literature regarding the OGI was reviewed to uncover the 
current state of the industry.  
The outcome of this study is significant to the UK Oil and Gas Industry. Besides the updated 
literature, this study develops a guideline for success coopetition implementation in the OGI. 
The OGI can adopt this framework to update their policies on collaboration. The study 
highlights the concerns of the OGCs towards engaging in both collaborative and coopetitive 
relationships. Therefore, the results of this study can be adopted by the regulatory bodies, to 
address some of these concerns, and also put some measures in place to make collaboration 
more attractive to the companies. Addressing these measures can, therefore improve the 
performances and productivity in the sector.  
Similarly, this study provides a guideline for organisations willing to engage in coopetitive 
relationships. It highlights the critical governance and management techniques, discusses 
essential antecedents of coopetition that can foster successful coopetition alliances. Following 
the framework developed in these studies, positions organisations to obtain a competitive 
advantage. Obtaining a competitive edge is even more beneficial at a time such as this, given 
the current state of the industry, owing to Brexit, and the covid-19 pandemic, which has resulted 
in a disruption of the industry. Although the BP Statistical Review (2020), found that there was 
a 1.3% growth in energy consumption, it represents less than half of the growth in 2018. 
Similarly, Accentures (2019), OGA (2019) OGUK (2020), have all stressed that the industry 
is experiencing a downturn and radical solutions need to be adopted to ensure organisations are 
able to survive this difficult time. An effective application of the coopetition framework 
developed in this study can provide organisations with the required competitive edge.  
 
8.9 LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY 
 
Although this study provided some positive contributions which have been outlined above, 
there were several limitations to the study, described below, which can be addressed in future 
studies. 
Firstly, the empirical study would have been significantly enhanced if SC professionals that 
had first-hand experience with the coopetition strategy were sampled, as opposed to SC 
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professionals with IOR experience. However, due to the complexities and rivalry in the 
industry, participants that fit the criteria could not be identified. Likewise, identifying several 
organisations within the industry that have engaged in any form of IOR with their competitors 
would have allowed the study to investigate the occurrence of coopetition, which would have 
been beneficial for the study. Due to the restrictions, the survey, both quantitative and 
qualitative applied strict criteria for selecting the research participants, to ensure that the 
respondents had the basic knowledge of how relationships outside the organisations worked. 
Three cut-off questions were included in the questionnaires, based on the extent of involvement 
in the SC function, the length of SC work experience, and their IOR experience. The qualitative 
interviews adopted a purposive sampling technique to ensure that all respondents had a 
significant IOR experience and a minimum of seven years of work experience.  
Moreover, the uniqueness of the OGI, suggests that the outcome of this study may not be 
applicable with other less complex industries such as manufacturing, where the IORs may be 
more straightforward. However, the underlying theories adopted in the model, such as the TCE 
is relevant in many industries, therefore the model may be applied in more than the OGI. 
Additionally, the study can be enhanced through a model verification. Due to time constraint, 
the model could not be verified within the OGI industry.  
Another limitation experienced in this study was the lack of formal database or avenue to reach 
the SC professionals. The absence of this database suggests that the sampling process was not 
entirely a random sampling and was not strictly formal. Therefore, the sampling approach 
adopted both convenience and random sampling, to individual select participants for the study 
which may have introduces selection bias and social desirability bias in the study. However, 
these biases were accounted for and statistically corrected in the study. The study found that 
the convenience sampling method was more beneficial in terms of participation than directly 
contacting the organisations from the sampling frame. Even though, manually searching and 
contacting respondents was time-consuming and not straight forward, there was no better 
approach to reach the participants in an ethical manner.  
Additionally, the use of social media to source research participants introduces social 
desirability bias to the study. Since the profiles on LinkedIn are not verified, it becomes 
impossible to vet the respondents’ organisations and actual job roles. For instance, some of 
profiles could have been fictitious or some of the job roles exaggerated, to allow the 
respondents to become more socially desirable. Fortunately, LinkedIn allows other users 
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recommend and verify the skill sets of users within the same network. Therefore, to reduce the 
rate of bias, profiles that were the SC skillset had been recommended by other LinkedIn users 
were contacted for the study. The CMB, discussed above, was also used to account for and 
statistically correct the bias, which may have occurred as a result of the respondent selection 
process.  
Furthermore, using a web-based survey method, it was difficult to ascertain the response rate. 
Although, the study was able to manually estimate the response rate, based on the number of 
invitations sent out and the number of completed questionnaires received, it was impossible to 
determine those who started but failed to complete the survey. Despite this limitation, the web-
based platform offered more advantages for this study than any other survey approach.  
 
8.10 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Based on the limitations of this study, some suggestions for future coopetition studies are 
provided below: 
1. Additional studies should be conducted, using organisations that have engaged in 
coopetition as case studies. More importantly, the study should investigate the 
occurrence of coopetition within organisations in an ongoing coopetitive relationship, 
from inception to completion. The necessary factors in place that enabled the 
relationship, the nature of management and the governance that was adopted and their 
rate of success, the rate in which the relationship is reviewed, how resources and 
information and shared among the participants, the extent of value creation and 
appropriation in the relationship etc. The review would allow a more extensive guide 
for coopetition within the industry, by identifying pitfalls and critical success factors, 
as well as a guide to dissolving the relationship. Additionally, the co-management 
technique of managing the tensions in coopetition relationships should be examined.  
Moreover, coopetition relationships which may have occurred unintentionally should 
be identified critically reviewed to identify and outline any differences from intentional 
coopetition, which would allow organisations recognise signs of unintentional 
coopetition and adjust the relationship as required. 
2. Another recommendation for future studies is the validation/verification of the model. 
As mentioned above, due to time constraints, the model could not be verified, therefore, 
a model verification may be beneficial to the understanding of coopetition. The 
elements identified, i.e. tension management, dedicated alliance function, trust and 
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contracts, should be investigated to confirm the nature of relationship that exists 
amongst the constructs in terms of the performance of intentional and unintentional 
coopetition. The model can also be tested and verified in other industries to test its 
applicability in other sectors.  
3. This study focused on the impacts of SCF on coopetition performance. Future studies 
can advance the understanding of coopetition by investigating the reason, the flexibility 
of a supply chain does not significantly influence the outcome of coopetition. 
Alternatively, other studies can be conducted to investigate how the nature of an 
organisations’ supply chain can impact on the performance of coopetition.  
4. From a sampling viewpoint, additional studies can be conducted using participants that 
have been actively involved in a coopetitive relationship as study respondents. The 
participants can be sourced from within organisations that have engaged in a 




The purpose of this chapter was to put the research findings into context, based on the existing 
literature. It also aimed to discuss the answers to the research questions which the study set out 
to investigate. Hence, the findings from the qualitative research (chapter 5) and the quantitative 
analysis (chapter 7), were discussed within the context of coopetition and IO studies. 
Additionally, the section provided implications for the UK Oil and Gas Industry, which was 
the case study used in the research.  
The study found that coopetition can provide significant benefits for the OGI. The study also 
uncovered some evidence of unintentional coopetition in the industry. However, the fear of 
breaching the regulation in the industry and acquiring unnecessary legal issues without being 
offered any incentives has made some of the organisation wary of engaging in this form of 
inter-organisational relationship. Additionally, the study found that the current role of 
coopetition in the industry is to create policies and regulations for the industry, such as 
regulating the sizes of various equipment to hasten operations. Although the study found 
limited examples of intentional coopetition in the industry, there were some instances of 
unintentional coopetition. To encourage coopetition in the industry, the sector should invest in 
providing an industrial guide to engaging in coopetition, by studying the occurrence and 
management of the strategy in the industry and the success factors.  
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The issue of trust and contracts have been a source of debate in management literature, 
including coopetition studies. While some authors believe that trust and contracts are 
alternative control mechanisms, such that the presence of both can have a negative impact on 
the relationship. For example, having a contractual agreement can dampen the trust in an inter-
organisational relationship. However, others believe that these mechanisms are 
complementors, where the presence of contracts and trust is beneficial for the advancement 
and the performance of the relationship. Through the analysis of the empirical studies, this 
research shows the both trust and contracts are vital for improving the performance of 
coopetition relationships, both as an intentional and unintentional strategy and can be treated 
as complementors as opposed to alternatives. This advances the knowledge of coopetition, as 
the importance of contractual agreements have been overlooked in coopetition studies.  
The management of coopetition has been a major issue in the understanding of the complex 
strategy. The benefit of using dedicated alliance function in managing IORs have been 
established in management studies. Although the effects of this function on the outcome of 
coopetition was yet to be investigated. This quantitative study shows that using dedicated 
alliance function to manage coopetition can improve the performance of the alliance, the stance 
was also corroborated by the qualitative study where the participants agree that the dedicated 
alliance function can help improve the performance and outcome of a coopetition relationship. 
An interesting finding from the study also found that the use of contractual agreements, 
partially explains the improved performance of the relationship. This suggests that contractual 
agreements in OGI should be ranked above the trust in relationships outside the organisation.  
The qualitative study uncovers that separating the elements of coopetition is a more practical 
way to manage the tensions in a coopetition study, this stance was further corroborated by the 
quantitative study which found a significant correlation between adopting the separation 
technique and a positive coopetition performance, for emergent coopetition. Studies in 
coopetition show that using the separation technique may introduce additional tensions in the 
relationship. However, using a dedicated alliance function along with the separation technique 
of tension management would be helpful in ensuring a successful coopetition outcome.  
From the supply chain viewpoint, the study shows that while coopetition is beneficial to the 
flexibility of a supply chain, SCF has limited impacts on the outcome of the alliance, beyond 
being an enabler of the relationship. The study shows that the organisations that prioritise 
flexibility in their supply chain are more inclined to adopt the coopetition strategy. Therefore, 
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supply chain flexibility can become one of the factors considered when selecting potential 
partners in for a coopetition project.  
Having presented and discussed the key findings and its practical implications for organisations 
as well as management studies, the chapter outlined the contributions of the study and its 
limitations. Subsequently, recommendations for future studies were highlighted based on the 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: Coopetition Typologies  
Several typologies have been proposed in management literature to characterise the coopetition 
strategy. Dowling et al., (1996), proposed a typology for coopetition, based on the nature of 
competition that exists among the partners. The types are buyers and suppliers in 1) direct and 
2) indirect competition. The first typology refers to coopetition, that exists when competing 
organisations are involved in a partnership, such as licensing agreements or JV for added value 
creations. For example, when organisations collaborate to tackle counter competitive threats 
from other sources. The second typology refers to relationships that occur among firms that are 
not in direct competition with each other in the marketplace but compete in other areas. For 
example, lobbying or legal actions are not sources of direct competition to the firm’s operations 
but can pose a threat.  
Similarly, through an investigation of the evolution of coopetitive projects in ERP (enterprise 
resource planning) industries, Pellegrin-Boucher et al., (2013), uncovered some dynamic 
aspects of coopetition typologies. They distinguished between coopetition 1) with vertical 
organisations and 2) between horizontal organisations. They investigated the issue of market 
rivalry and coopetition; from the vertical perspective, coopetition between two firms with one 
firm attacking the market of their partners while still in the relationship and horizontally, when 
competing firms collaborate in value-adding chain of activities, before and after the phase in 
which they directly compete, joining resources and competencies in the same area of expertise 
(Figure 0.1). 
 
Figure 0.1: Typology of Dyadic Coopetitive Agreements in ERP Industry (Pellegrin-Boucher et al., 2013 p. 85) 
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Furthermore, Dagnino and Padula (2002), proposed four coopetition typologies following their 
studies of the automobile industry, which are: Dyadic and network (simple or complex) (Table 
0.1). Simple dyadic coopetition refers to the relationship that occurs between two competing 
organisations along a single level of the value chain, while complex dyadic coopetition occurs 
between two competing organisations along several levels of the value chain. Similarly, simple 
network coopetition refers to the relationship among several competing organisations along 
one level of the value chain, e.g. parallel sourcing, while complex network coopetition occurs 
among multiple organisations along several levels of the value chain, e.g., industrial districts, 
firm cluster and multilateral agreements.  
 
 
Number of firms 
Two More than two 
Number of 












Table 0.1: Types of Coopetition (Dagnino and Padula, 2002 p.15) 
 
Additionally, typologies were proposed by Carayannis and Alexander (2003), while reviewing 
SEMATECH program, they realised that coopetition could be induced and sustained forcefully, 
based on factors such as public funding and institutional forces. Meanwhile, Marina (2007), 
discovered emergent coopetition in Italian opera houses, where the coopetition strategy 
occurred unintentionally resulting from cooperation being imposed on organisations by 
policymakers. This typology stresses the role of strategic learning, as it was a self-enforcing 
mechanism that induced coopetition to an emergent or deliberate one. This typology is 
interesting, as this study assumes that, since the OGI is highly competitive, coopetition may 
occur unintentionally, especially within organisations in collaborative endeavours. Therefore 
this study would further explore the notion of emergent coopetition and how it differs from 
coopetition that arises as a deliberate strategy.  
Luo (2007), proposed typologies for coopetition based on the intensity of the competition and 
cooperation that occurs between the partners. He suggests that a multinational enterprise 
(MNE) may find itself in one of four situations regarding coopetition. I) A Contending 
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Situation, which is characterised by high competition and low cooperation, this form of 
coopetition occurs when one organisation competes with others for market power, competitive 
position and market share in international markets. II) An Isolating Situation, characterised by 
low competition and low cooperation, here, the rate of interactions with other organisations are 
low, the organisation acts independent in the international market, streamlining its investments 
and operations by itself. III) A Partnering Situation; characterised by little competition and 
high cooperation, this occurs amongst organisations searching for joint synergies, created by 
the player's complementary resources and capabilities. The conditions necessary for partnering 
situation to occur are high resource complementarity and low market commonalities. Finally, 
IV) An Adapting Situation, characterised by high competition and high cooperation, this 
happens when the partnering organisations mutually depend on each other to achieve their 
goals (Figure 0.2).  
 
Figure 0.2: Intensity of coopetition with a global rival (Luo, 2007 p. 136) 
 
The typology shares similarities to, Bengtsson and Kock (2000)’s proposed typology, where 
they suggested that the intensity of a coopetitive relationship can be equal (low competition 
and cooperation and high competition and cooperation), highly cooperative or highly 
competitive. Hence, for originality, Luo (2007), in addition to the global dimension, proposed 
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a second typology that includes geographical breadth (i.e. number of foreign markets) and 
rivalrous breadth (i.e. the number of rivals in coopetition). The four situations in Luo (2007)’s 
second typology (Figure 0.3) are; I) A Dispersing Situation, which occurs when a global 
organisation, cooperates with smaller numbers of global rivals in a wide array of the 
international market. II) A Concentrating Situation exists when coopetition is between a small 
number of competitors in the international market. III) A Connecting Situation occurs when an 
MNE cooperates with a large number of rivals but in a few concentrated markets. While IV) A 
Networking Situation arises when a global organisation cooperates with a large number of 




Figure 0.3: Diversity of Coopetition with Multiple Global Rivals (Luo, 2007 p.139) 
 
Another typology proposed by Gnyawali et al., (2008), classifies coopetition strategy according 
to the axis of a business relationship, the number of parties involved, the level of analysis and 
the locus of cooperation and competition (Table 0.2). Here, the axis of a business relationship 
refers to coopetition occurring either vertically (adjacent to each other in the value chain) or 
horizontally (rivals at the same level in the value chain), while the number of players 
differentiates between coopetition among two players (dyadic) or coopetition among multiple 
players. Level of analysis involves, coopetition occurring in the firm, dyad or network level, 
whereas, the locus of coopetition, deals with spatial and temporal collocated or separated 
competitive and cooperative parts of the relationship. Temporally and spatially disposed 
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coopetition refers to cooperation and competition in the same domain, while temporally and 
spatially separated coopetition relates to collaboration and competition occurring in different 
domains.  









players who are 
vertically adjacent to 
each other in the industry 
value chain and who 
compete and collaborate 
in the same domain. 
Coopetition between players 
who are rivals at the same 
stage in the industry value 
chain and who compete and 





players who are 
vertically adjacent to 
each other in the industry 
value chain and who 
compete in one domain 
and collaborate in 
another. 
Coopetition between players 
who are rivals at the same 
stage in the industry value 
chain and who compete in 




players who are 
vertically adjacent to 
each other in the industry 
value chain and who 
collaborate to compete 
with rivals, pairs or 
groups. 
Coopetition between players 
who are rivals at the same 
stage in the industry value 
chain and collaborate to 
compete with rivals pairs or 
groups. 
Table 0.2: Framework for understanding coopetition (Gnywali et al., 2008) 
As mentioned above and in parallel with coopetition on two continua (refer to page 47), 
Bengtsson et al., (2010), typified coopetition based on the level of intensity of the cooperative 
or competitive elements, suggesting that coopetition can either be equal, cooperation dominant 
or competition dominant. Accordingly, weak competition and cooperation signify weak 
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interactions between the coopeting parties; similarly, strong competition and cooperation 
imply, intense interactions between the parties involved, on both the competing and 
cooperating elements. Thus, indicating tensions between competitors, with a high degree of 
hostility as well as high actions and reactions in the relationship. Cooperation dominated 
coopetition suggest weak interactions with weak tensions and limited dynamics, while 
competition dominated coopetition suggests strong tensions among the parties.  
In addition, Rusko (2011) proposed a combined, two-dimensional typology, based on the stages 
of the supply chain and the degree of external (or internal) coopetition (Table 0.3). On the one 
hand, the supply chain stages are divided into three forms of coopetition in line with (Bengtsson 
and Kock, 2000)’s typology, while the other axis, shows four main strategic domains of 
coopetition based on Luo (2004)’s modified typology. Thus, resulting in twelve various types 
of coopetition.  
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Table 0.3: A combined Typology of Coopetition (Rusko, 2011 p. 314) 
 
Another typology based on the amount of prior successful coopetition experience was proposed 
by Schiavone and Simoni (2011). This typology posits that organisations would much rather 
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engage in a coopetitive relationship with partners that have been had previous successful 
coopetition endeavours. Hence, organisations with minimal coopetition experience will adopt 
a conservative, with a preference for partners within a specific network with proven reliability 
(intra-network coopetition). Similarly, when the organisations acquire experiences with 
coopetition practices, they tend to move towards inter-network coopetition, seeing as they have 
enough experience to identify non-value adding relationships and are eager to attain the 
inherent benefits of coopetition. Subsequently, these experienced organisations would identify 
their best competitors and would attempt to form collaborative alliances, to achieve the best 
possible outcome, thus committing to a single partnership and avoid interactions with other 
networks. Therefore, reverting to intra-network coopetition (see Figure 0.4).  
 
 
Figure 0.4: The difference between Intra- and Inter-Network Coopetition (Schiavone and Simoni, 2011 p. 144) 
 
Furthermore, Golnam et al., (2014), proposes another coopetition typology, between and within 
value networks, based on the scope of coopetition in the value network and the nature of 
collaboration, summarised in (Figure 0.5). The range of coopetition here distinguishes between 
the occurrence of coopetition between different value network; referring to situations where 
coopetition exists outside a single value network, resulting in coopeting partners becoming 
more separate and within the same value network, referring to instances where coopetition 
occurs between parties in the same network (i.e. they have the same customer base). The nature 
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of collaboration in these context deals with either value co-creation and value leveraging. Value 
co-creation refers to coopetition with the aim of developing newer products or services to 
improve value for the consumers; these co-creations can involve several parties within the 
network, including, customers, competitors and suppliers. Whereas, value leveraging involves 
jointly creating value for the customers, which may otherwise not exist through the synergy 
and complementarities of resources, skills and capabilities.  
 
 
Figure 0.5: Typology of coopetition within and between value networks (Golnam et al., 2014 p. 52) 
 
Further typologies were presented by Czakon and Rognalski (2014), based on the behaviours 
of partners in a coopetitive relationship, concluding that nine instead of four types of 
coopetition can exist in a coopetitive relationship (Table 0.4). They also realised that forced 
coopetition results in passive behaviours and that active coopetition is driven mainly by 
resource interdependency, particularly when the parties engage in coopetition as a deliberate 
strategy. Even though this typology failed to define the characteristics of passive and active 
collaboration explicitly, it would be adopted to conceptualise emergent coopetition as the study 
has noted that coopetition that occurs as a forced or unintentional strategy is passive. 
 
















Mixed coopetition – 
active-passive  
Passive and Active 
Competition 








Active Competition Mixed coopetition – 
passive-active 





Table 0.4: Models of coopetitive relationships based on passive/active behaviours (Czakon and Rogalski, 2014, p. 41). 
 
Chiambaretto and Dumez, (2016), using a multilevel approach, identified seven forms of 
coopetition (Figure 0.6), emphasising the need to broaden the manner in which competitors are 
perceived in a coopetitive endeavour, as competitors can exist outside the traditional dyad level 
of analysis. They stressed the importance of carefully defining competitors, as the focus was 
mainly on direct competitors (horizontal), whereas, competitive threats exist on other levels, 
adding that a comprehensive review of coopetition helps combat the risks of opportunism in a 
coopetitive agreement.  
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Figure 0.6: A typology of coopetition forms based on a multilevel approach (Chiambaretto and Dumez, 2016 p. 123) 
 
These typologies are essential in this study to classify the coopetition relationships in the study, 
especially since it has been established that coopetition can occur as an emergent strategy, with 
the intensity of the opposing element defining the nature of coopetition. For instance, where 
organisations are forced into coopetition, the competition aspect of the alliance, maybe more 
active while the collaboration perspective would be passive. These typologies would help 
identify the nature of the coopetition alliance in the study.  
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Appendix 2:  
STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELLING OVERVIEW  
Terminologies 
In SEM analysis, there are some basic terminologies which would be used in subsequent 
chapters; hence, it is essential to describe these terms.  
• Latent Variables 
Latent variable, which is also known as unobserved, unmeasured or common variables are 
variables that are not directly observed; instead, they are inferred from other directly observed 
variables. The latent variable distinguishes SEM from other statistical analysis. This variable 
is based on the assumption that some constructs cannot be directly observed; for example, the 
notion of trust cannot be observed directly.  
• Indicators and Error Terms 
In SEM, the latent variables are measured through the use of observable variables, which are 
known as indicators. An example of an indicator is a question item in a questionnaire. These 
indicators may not be a perfect measurement of the latent variable but consist of the true 
variance that the indicator measures, and the error variance, resulting from the unmeasured 
factors. This can be represented in the following equation and diagrammatically in (Figure 0:7).  
𝑋 = 𝑡 + 𝑒 
X = observed item 
t = true score 
e = error 
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Figure 0:7: Composition of an observed items 
 
From Figure 0:7, the arrows leading into the observed item shows the variance in the item can 
be explained by the true score and the error. It should be noted that when measuring a latent 
variable, more than one indicator should be used. The more indicator variable used to measure 
a latent variable, the more dimensions of the construct can be captured, which would, in turn, 
reduce the errors. Smith et al., (2009), adds that in SEM, for a model to be identified, more 
than one indicator should be used for its underlying latent construct.  
Additionally, Bryne, (2016), adds that another type of error in SEM are associated with the 
dependent variables. Any variable which is caused or predicted by another variable has an error 
term associated with it, known as the disturbance in SEM. This error accounts for variances in 
the DV that is not explained by the predicated variable.  
 
Endogenous Variables: They are variables that depend on other variables. i.e. they have arrows 
leading into them 
Exogenous Variables: They are variables that independent and are not predicted by another 
variable, i.e. no arrows lead into them.  
Notations and Symbols 
In SEM, there are standard symbols used in the path diagram. The symbols (Figure 0:8), while 
not being mandatory are conventional and allows easy identification of the model by users and 
are adopted in this study.  
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Figure 0:8 Symbols in SEM 
 
Variance-Covariance Matrix 
In structural equation modelling, raw data are usually not analysed directly; instead, the data 
are converted to a variance-covariance matrix of the observed variables, where the variance 
and multi-item correlation are presented in a tabular form. The aim of representing the data in 
this form to summarise them into a simpler underlying structure to allow easier comparison 
with the estimated parameters of an implied variance-covariance matrix based on the a priori 
specification of a structural model. Comparing the implied and observed matrices reveal the 
model fit since it shows whether the observed data fit well with the implied model. The methods 
of estimation would be discussed further in this section.  
 
Structural Model 
In order to conduct SEM analyses, the hypothesised model describing the interactions among 
latent constructs are represented with a structural model; hence, a structural model is a 
conceptual model with the hypothesis clearly defined (Kline, 2015). Put simply; this model 
relates variables or factors to one another. Structural models are further subcategorised in two 
primary categories based on the direction of the relationship between the latent variables (i.e. 
the direction of the single-headed arrows) and their connectedness in the model. Recursive and 
non-recursive models are the two categories of the structural model. It is essential to define the 
type of structural model being adopted as it allows the researcher to identify causality in the 
model and the alignment of variables to reduce the occurrence of model misspecification.  
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A recursive model has a unidirectional causal flow, with a lack of direct or indirect effect from 
the outcome construct on the predicting variables (Weston & Gore, 2006). It should be noted 
that there is an assumption that the disturbances in recursive models are uncorrelated and 
independent, with no feedback loop among the endogenous variables. Whereas, a non-
recursive model which is the opposite of the recursive model is one that has a multidirectional 
casual flow, having at least one feedback loop (i.e. two-way causation). This type of model is 
especially useful when describing cause and effect reciprocal relationships (Weston & Gore, 
2006). Unlike recursive models, the disturbances are assumed to be correlated in non-recursive 
models. Interestingly, Weston & Gore (2006), posits that some structural model can be partially 
recursive; however, the models are treated as either recursive or non-recursive. For example, 
if the error items have no direct effects among endogenous variables, the model is to be treated 
as a recursive model. Whereas, if there is a direct effect among the endogenous variable, then 
the model is thought to be non-recursive.  
 
Measurement Model 
A measurement model in SEM describes the part of the model concerned with examining the 
relationship between the latent variables and their measures (Arbuckle, 2016). This model 
shows the dependency of the observed variables known as indicators on the unobserved 
variables.  
In addition to assessing the relationships between constructs, it crucial to address the 
interactions between constructs and their respective indicators, to avoid model 
misspecification, which may result in Type I or Type II errors, especially when testing 
hypothesis in SEM (Jarvis et al., 2003; Edwards & Bagozzi, 2000). Therefore, it is necessary 
to explicitly identify and specify how each construct and its indicators are connected in a model. 
In order to achieve clarity about the relationship in a measurement model, it is vital to have a 
clear conceptual definition of the construct and its empirical attributes, which should include 
the indicators.  
There are two subcategories of measurement models – the reflective and formative models 
based on the direction of its causality (Howell et al., 2007). It has been argued that these models 
are both conceptually and psychometrically different from each other (Howell et al., 2007). 
Nonetheless, constructs that are formative in nature should be measured as such, without 
attempting to model it in a reflective format (Podsakoff et al., 2003).  
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In a reflective model, the direction of the causality is from the constructs to the indicators 
(Figure 0:9). Here, the constructs are exogenous variables and the indicators are endogenous 
variables, with the constructs expected to covary with other constructs in the model (Jarvis et 
al., 2003). It is also not unusual for the error terms, which are exogenous variables in reflective 
measures to inter-correlate since they are expected to have a common cause.  
 
 
Figure 0:9: Reflective Measurement Model 
 
To summarise a reflective model, while the latent constructs are not directly measured, it is 
assumed that the indicators are caused by the constructs. Also, there is an assumption that the 
indicators are not correctly measured and may be influenced by measurement errors, that are 
expected to be correlated.  
 
 
Figure 0:10: Formative model 
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The other type of measurement model is a formative measurement model. This model which 
is the opposite of a reflective model assumes that the indicators causally affects their constructs 
(Figure 0:10), which is the case when index variables are analysed (Petter et al., 2007). In the 
formative models, the causal effects move from the indicators to the constructs, and its error 
measurement is not accounted for as it is assumed the constructs are correctly measured (Petter 
et al., 2007). However, Kline (2015), argues that the assumption of a faultlessly measured 
construct may be wrong, especially considering the human error in measurement when 
processing the data. Hence, Edwards (2011), argues that it is difficult to ascertain the validity 
and reliability of the indicators in a formative measurement model. This study adopts the 
reflective measurement model to measure its latent variables.  
 
Higher-Order Model and Nested Model 
 
When the true meaning of a construct cannot be captured entirely by its indicators in a 
measurement model, a higher-order, also known as a second-order model may be used to 
represent the construct (Bryne, 2016). Since there are some complex constructs, particularly in 
social and business studies, the first-order model may not accurately measure the constructs, 
and other attributes would need to be introduced to help represent the construct. Put simply; a 
higher-order factor is an exogenous latent variable that is not directly linked with any 
indicators. Instead, it is indirectly related to the indicators by other lower-order factors. This 
study adopts a first-order model to measure its latent constructs.  
Another vital model to review in SEM is the nested model. A model η2 is said to be nested in 
another model η1 if η1, which is considered a full model contains all the terms in η2 including a 
minimum of one additional term. Although the parameters are constrained in model η2, the 
parameters are freely estimated in η1 (Bentler and Satorra, 2010). Hence, the free parameters 
in η1 are fixed in η2, which results in a higher degree of freedom in η2. In other words, two 
models, η1 and η2, are nested when η1 = η2 + parameter restrictions (constraints). A restricted 
model is said to be a special case of a full model since the restricted model has fewer free 
parameters as the non-restrictive model (Bryne, 2016). For instance, from the two models 
(equations 1 and 2) below, the second model is a restricted model of the first full model, 
including a,n additional term.  
𝜂1 =  𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝜒1 + 𝛼2𝜒2 + 𝛼3𝜒1𝜒2 + 𝛼4𝜒1
2𝜒2 + 𝛼5𝜒2
2 +  𝜀  Equation 1 
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𝜂2 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝜒1 + 𝛼2𝜒2 + 𝛼3𝜒1𝜒2 + 𝜀     Equation 2 
 
The importance of a nested model is to allow researchers compare and examine model fitness 
of alternative models, through the use of the same set of data by comparing the Chi-Squared 
difference test or through the use of the modification indices (Bryne, 2016). In order to achieve 
this, the degrees of freedom are increased with more constraints in the restricted model with an 
influence on the Chi-Square value. While a researcher can increase the number of free 
parameters in a model to help reduce the degree of freedom by releasing some constraints in 
the restricted model, it is crucial to establish if the full model contributes any further 
information about the interactions between latent variables and their indicators, than the 
reduced model.  
The Process of SEM Analysis 
There are five necessary processes (Figure 0:11) involved in developing a model and 
conducting statistical analysis in SEM (Arbuckle, 2016). Each process would be discussed in 
this section.  
 
 
Figure 0:11: SEM Process 
 
Model Specification 
Model specification, which is the first process in SEM analysis, has been described as one of 
the building blocks of SEM (Bryne, 2016). This stage in the SEM analysis involves designing 
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2015). Here, the measured indicators, latent variables, exogenous and endogenous variables as 
well as the interactions between them are identified. The three stages involved in specifying a 
model, as identified by Ullman (2006) are  
1. Develop the hypotheses (including the path diagram),  
2. Identification of models using statistics, and 
3. Estimating the statistical assumptions. 
Hence, this phase of the SEM analysis serves to formally present the SEM model (translated 
from prior studies), identify the parameters, show the nature of the variables and indicate the 
relationships among the variables. Jarvis et al., (2003), adds that model specification 
determines the extent to which an implied conceptual model replicates the sample covariance 
matrix. Notably, a model is misspecified if the true model deviates from the conceptual model. 
To avoid bias, a researcher should identify and decide on the nature of the variable and its 
interactions with other variables in this phase of the analysis. In SEM analysis, a model that 
best fits the data can be selected beforehand from a distribution based on the maximum 
likelihood principle. In order to detect issues relating to misspecification using the AMOS 
software, standardised residuals and modification indices are examined.  
 
Model Identification 
Model identification is one of the critical processes of SEM analysis. In order to conduct an 
SEM analysis, the conceptual model must be identified, which implies that the vector of the 
unknown parameters should be expressed uniquely as it relates to the elements of the variance-
covariance matrix; meaning that the hypothesised model can explain variance-covariance 
matrix.  
Principally, identification in SEM is primarily concerned with the number of known and 
unknown in the structural equation. Hence, a model can be described as identified if the known 
parameter suggests that there is the best value for each unknown parameter. Similarly, an 
equation is unidentified if there are more unknown parameters than known. A model can also 
be just-identified, where the number of known and unknown parameters are equal; and over-
identified when there are more known parameters than unknown. Bryne (2010), suggests that 
an over-identified model is the most ideal for an SEM analysis.   
In SEM model identification, the known parameters consist of the variance and covariance of 
the measured variables and the unknown parameters consists of the interactions in the 
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hypothesised model, for estimation. In SEM, relationships are estimated from available 
information provided in the variance-covariance matrix, which is obtained from the 
measurement indicators. Here, using multiple indicators is like a factor analysis, where the 
indicators are utilised to estimate the factor loadings to a variable of interest, where the subset 
of the components is used to summarise the interactions.  
According to Davis (1993), even though a just-identified model can be used to obtain the 
estimates of parameters, it produces insignificant model fit, which does not provide any 
additional information about the strength or goodness of the model, which makes the model 
statistically meaningless. Whereas, over-identified models fit less well theoretically. Therefore, 
an over-identified model having a good fit implies that the model reasonably represents the 
constructs under review.  
Consequently, fixing or constraining model parameters is an essential phase in SEM analysis, 
to allow the creation of identifiable models, and comparable nested models (Smith et al., 2009). 
For a model to be identified, a regression weight for each error term of the indicator variables 
should be assigned a fixed loading of a non-zero value, which is usually 1 and results in the 
same estimate as linear regression. The indicator that has been assigned the fixed loading is 
known as the marker variable. A researcher can also impose additional constraints on the 
model, either by removing unknown parameters or adding more known parameters. It should 
be noted, however, that these additional constraints should be based on theories. There are tests 
that can be used to add or remove parameters in SEM model identification; for instance, the 
Wald theory test can be adopted as a multivariate test for removing parameters while the 
Lagrange Multiplier theory provides information for adding parameters.  
 
Model Estimation  
The next phase after specifying and identifying a model is estimating the parameters of the 
model using the data which has been gathered, by imposing proportionality constraints to 
assess if the hypothesised model is consistent with the collected data (Bollen and Davis, 2009). 
In other words, model estimation in SEM assesses the extent to which the model represents the 
data reflecting the theory.  
There are several methods of model estimation in SEM such as Maximum Likelihood (ML), 
Generalised Least Squares, Weighted and Unweighted Least Squared, Bayesian Estimation, 
Browne’s Asymptotic Distribution Free (ADF) criterion etc. (Arbuckle, 2016). The estimation 
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methods in SEM are underpinned by various assumptions, which includes multivariate 
distribution of the indicator variables in relation to skewness and kurtosis coefficients (Ullman 
& Bentler, 2003).  
The most popular estimation method in SEM analysis is the Maximum Likelihood. According 
to Byrne (2010), ML estimates population parameters by maximising the likelihood of a 
sample, based on the joint probability of continuous sample observations. The ML approach 
adopts a full information iterative process to estimate all equations the model to produce the 
best estimates. Maximum Likelihood is asymptotically unbiased with large samples provided 
certain assumptions such as data normality, no missing values, independency of exogenous 
variables and error terms are met. During model estimation, several statistics are generated, 
these indices and their acceptable values would be discussed further.  
 
Model Evaluation: Model Fit and Fit Indices 
The aim of model evaluation in SEM is to ascertain the degree to which the hypothesised model 
is consistent the data that has been gathered, based on the estimated parameters using the 
methods discussed earlier in (Section 0). Model evaluation can be achieved by assessing the 
model (a global model fit) and the individual parameters in the model.  
In model evaluation, there are different fit indices to estimate the fitness of a model, comparing 
nested models, or searching for parsimonious models. Even though there seems to be a lack of 
consensus regarding the most suitable cut-off, the model fit indices would be discussed Table 
0:5 with justification for an acceptable cut-off point which would be adopted in this study. 
Even though there are several fit indices, there is no general fit index, since the available indices 
are used based on various justification; hence, the cut-off points for the index may vary across 
various studies, depending on the distribution, estimators, or sample sizes.  
It should be noted that fit indices are in two various categories; absolute and incremental (also 
known as a relative) fit indices. Absolute fit indices assume that a good model has a model fit 
of zero, whereas, the incremental fit indices has a fit of 1. These indices would be discussed 
further.  
Absolute fit indices show how well a model fits the sample data and indicates the relationships 
that exist between the data gathered and the theory proposed (McDonald and Ho, 2002). The 
absolute fit indices are useful to establish the extent to which the hypothesised model replicates 
the data collected. The indices assume that the best model has a zero-fit index (Kenny and 
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McCoach, 2003). The primary aim of the absolute fit indices to assess a model’s goodness of 
fit and estimation of the hypothesised parameters. The measures used to assess this fit include 
but are not limited to Chi-Square test, RMSEA, RMR, SRMR, GFI and AGFI (Table 0:5). Hu 
and Bentler, (1999), points that while the measures have been adopted to establish a model’s 
fitness, they are merely abstractions of realities, designed to address issues relating to model 
misspecifications and sample size. In summary, the indices attempt to create a balance between 
model simplicity and goodness of fit (Arbuckle, 2016).  
The incremental fit indices which is also known as the comparative or relative fit indices, unlike 
the absolute fit indices, are group of indices that do not use the Chi-Square in its raw form, but 
rather the Chi-Square value to a baseline model (Miles and Shevlin, 2007; Kenny and 
McCoach, 2003; McDonald and Ho, 2002). The null hypothesis for these models is that all its 
observed variables are uncorrelated (McDonald and Ho, 2002). The three most common 
incremental fit indices are the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Normed Fit Index (NFI) and the 
Relative Non-Centrality Index (RNI) (Table 0:5 for description).  
 
Indices Description Cut-Off for Good Fit 
CMIN/DF This is the minimum discrepancy ?̂? divided by 
its degree of freedom (
?̂?
𝑑
). This ratio is 
commonly used as an alternative to the 
absolute chi-square when the sample size is 
larger.  
The ratio is expected 
to be close to 1 
(Wheaton et al., 
1977).  
Byrne (2010) adds 
that an acceptable fit 
should be <2 
Chi-Square (X2) It assesses the overall fit and the discrepancy 
between the sample and the fitted covariance 
matrices. It is important to note that the Chi-
Square is highly sensitive to sample size, 
which may result in Type I error in a large 
sample or Type II error in a small sample. The 
Chi-Square, as well as other absolute fit 
indices, do not use an alternative model as a 
base for comparison. The null hypothesis is 
rejected if the T statistics exceeds an alpha 
level of significance.  
p-value ≥ 0.05  
Normed Fit Index 
(NFI) 
Represents the proportion of which a model fit 
improves in relation to a null model 
NFI close to 1 (≥ 
0.90) indicates a 
good fit.  
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Non-Normed Fit 
Index or Tucker and 
Lewis Index 
(NNFI, TLI) 
NNFI, which is also known as TLI, is most 
preferable for smaller samples. It is a baseline 
comparison index that utilises the Tucker-
Lewis coefficient P2. The closer the index is to 




The CFI compares the fit of the baseline model 
(independence model) with the theoretical 
model. The indicator is based on the relative 
non-centrality between a conceptual model 
and the null model where the error variances 
are estimated. Values close to 1 indicate a good 
fit. This index is thought to be a revised form 
of NFI not sensitive to sample size.  
CFI ≥ 0.95 




The RMSEA is a practical fit index which 
produces an average amount of 
misspecification for a model per degree of 
freedom and compensates for the influence of 
the model complexity. Hence, it favours 
models with many parameters. Basically, the 
RMSEA helps avoid issues relating to the 
sample size by analysing the discrepancy 
between the hypothesised model with 
optimally chosen parameter estimates, and the 
population covariance matrix. Generally, an 
RMSEA ≤ 0.05 indicates a good fit, although, 
it has been suggested that combined values of 
CFI ≥ 0.95 and RMSEA ≤ 0.06 should be used 
to determine the approximate model fit. 
Nonetheless, it has been argued that the 
RMSEA should be ≤ 0.08 for a satisfactory fit.  
≤ 0.06 represents a 
close fit, while 0.0 
indicates an exact fit.  
Root Mean Square 
Residual (RMR) 
The RMR, which is a variation of the chi-
square statistics, is also an absolute fit index. It 
is the square root of the discrepancy between 






Similar to RMR, it is the square root of the 
average squared residual by which the sample 
variance and covariance are different from 
their estimates obtained on the assumption that 
the model is correct.  
≤ 0.08 
Hoelter’s Critical N 
(CN)  
This is vital for the sample size. It described 
the largest sample size for which to accept the 
AMOS reports a 
critical N for 
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hypothesised model as correct. A model is 
considered a good fit if the CN ≥ 200. 
significance levels 
of 0.05 and 0.01. 
Goodness of Fit 
Index (GFI)  
The GFI is also an alternative to the Chi-
Square tests. It estimates the variance in 
reference to the estimated population 
covariance. The variance-covariance matrix 
shows how the model replicates the observed 
covariance matrix. Essentially, the GFI is a 
measure of fit between the hypothesized model 
and the observed covariance matrix. GFI is 
sensitive to parameters such as sample size.  
GFI has a minimum 
value of 0 and a 
maximum of 1. An 
acceptable GFI is 
expected to be 
around 0.85.  
Adjusted Goodness 
of Fit Index (AGFI) 
This is an adjusted GFI value in terms of 
degrees of freedom and increases with sample 
size.  
A good model fit 
should be ≥ 0.90 
Table 0:5: Model Fit Indices and Acceptable Cut-off Points 
 
The Chi-Square test is appropriate to establish that the variance-covariance matrix of the null 
hypothesis, reproduces the observed variance-covariance matrix (Bagoszzi and Yi, 2012). This 
method was utilised to either accept or reject hypotheses based on the observable differences 
between the sample and reproduced covariance matrices of the specified model. However, 
since this approach is highly sensitive to sample size, (i.e. the larger the sample size, the higher 
the Chi-Square value), the CMIN/DF, which is the ratio of minimum discrepancy to the degree 
of freedom is a better alternative in empirical studies, despite it being unable to represent an 
acceptable model fit (Kenny and McCoach, 2003).  
Although it has been argued that a model’s goodness of fit is attained when the Chi-Square is 
non-significant (i.e. p-value ≥ 0.05), studies have questioned its suitability to establish the 
fitness of the model in relation to the data collected (Marsh et al., 2004). However, due to the 
sensitivity of the chi-square to sample sizes, it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain a 
satisfactory model as the sample size becomes larger. As a large sample size can result in a 
high chi-square value, which may cause a Type I error, while a small sample size can result in 
a Type II error (McDonald & Ho, 2002). While there is no consensus regarding the suitable 
sample size in SEM, a sample size above 100 is recommended (Bagozzi and Yi 2012).  
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Model Modification 
The final process in SEM is a model modification or improvement. The modification is carried 
out to enhance a models’ goodness of fit, in a theoretically justifiable manner, consistent with 
the aim of the study. The model modification indices describe the extent to which an SEM 
model is a misfit and can be conceptualised by the chi-square with one degree of freedom 
(Bryne, 2016). This allows some of the initial assumptions of the model to be relaxed, to 
achieve a model with a better fit, without creating additional issues with model identification 
(Arbuckle, 2016).  
  






 CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERVIEW 
 
 
Coopetition as an Emerging Organisational Strategy For Supply Chain Resilience – An 
Exploratory Study Of The UKCS Oil And Gas Sector 
 
You have been asked to participate in a research study conducted by Eunice Y Oke from 
Aberdeen Business School at The Robert Gordon University. The purpose of the study is to 
investigate the UK Oil and Gas Industry holistically for evidence of coopetition and how the 
strategy can be adopted to improve performance within the industry. The study aims to develop 
an industry guideline to support organisations interested in adopting this inter-organisational 
strategy.  
You were selected as a possible participant in this study because you have ample knowledge 
of strategy and management concepts that are vital for the proper understanding of this study. 
You should read the information below, and ask questions about anything you do not 
understand, before deciding whether or not to participate.  
 
• This interview is voluntary. You have the right not to answer any question, and to stop 
the interview at any time or for any reason.  
• You will not be compensated for this interview. 
• Unless you give us permission to use your name, title, and / or quote you in any 
publications that may result from this research, the information you provide us will be 
treated confidentially.  
• I would like to record this interview so that I can use it for reference while proceeding 
with this study. I will not record this interview without your permission.  If you do grant 
permission for this conversation to be recorded, you have the right to revoke recording 
permission and/or end the interview at any time.  
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• The data gathered would be securely stored with only authorised access to the research 
team using the approved RGU policy.  
• The data would not be used for any other purpose except as stated above, using RGU 
approved policy.  
 
I understand the procedures described above. My questions have been answered to my 
satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study. I have been given a copy of this form.  
 
(Please check all that apply)  
 
      I give permission for this interview to be recorded.  
 
 
❖ I give permission for the following information to be included in publications resulting 
from this study:  
 
 
       my name   my title     direct quotes from this interview  
 
 
Name of Participant:                                                              
 
 
Signature of Participant _______________________ Date _________ 
 
Signature of Investigator ______________________ Date _________ 
 
 
Please contact Eunice Y Oke, y.o.e.oke@rgu.ac.uk with any questions or concerns. 
  








CONCEPT CLARIFICATION INTERVIEW 
 
This study focuses on investigating the coopetition concept and how it can be conceptualised 
and positioned within the UK Oil and Gas Industry. As this term is emerging in management 
literature, your assistance is needed to conceptualise this study accurately. Please note that the 




Eunice Yewande Oke 
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Coopetition as an Emerging Organisational Strategy For Supply Chain Resilience – An 




Section 1: About the interview 
• Coopetition is an emerging management concept that simultaneously combines the two 
traditional business strategies – competition and collaboration. Before this, inter-firm 
relationships involved organisations either engaging in competitive relationships with 
similar organisations or collaborating on some of its functions with other organisations. 
This research would, therefore, seek to understand further this growing paradigm and 
how it can be applied successfully in industries.  The aim of the study is to develop an 
industry model for successfully developing and implementing beneficial coopetition in 
the oil and gas sector. The need for this review is as a result of the downward fortune 
of the oil and gas industry. Organisations are continuously seeking avenues to optimise 
their productivity. In fact, Wood (2014) in the Wood Review suggested that oil and gas 
organisations should be encouraged to collaborate with each other. However, in a 
highly competitive industry such as the oil and gas industry, pure collaboration can be 
difficult. Hence, coopetition may be ideal to maximise productivity.  Also, the emerging 
nature of coopetition makes it difficult for organisations to separate collaboration from 
coopetition. Hence, this study would attempt to investigate the extent to which 
coopetition is currently being practised informally in industries and provide an 
opportunity with the industry model to formalise these relationships.  
• The purpose of this interview is to clarify some of the concepts to improve the 
understanding and accuracy of this study.  
• The interview is face to face. 
• The duration of the interview is around 30 minutes. 
 
Section 2: Preamble 
• Are you happy to take part in the interview today? You are free to withdraw from the 
interview at any point if you wish to. 
• Do you have any questions before we start? 
• Just to help me with my notes is it OK to record our conversation? 
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Section 3: Introduction to Participant 
• What is your job role? 
• How long have you held this position? 
• What industry do you currently work? 
 
Section 4: Conceptualising coopetition 
This section would aim to conceptualise coopetition and understand the extent to which it is 
currently being practised in industries.  
 
1. What do you understand by the term competition? 
2. What do you understand by the term collaboration? 
3. Is there a difference between cooperation and collaboration? 
• Can collaboration and cooperation be used interchangeably? 
4. Have you heard the term coopetition? 
• When is it ideal to engage in a coopetitive relationship? 
 
Section 5: Coopetition in Supply Chain 
The aim of this section is to explore the extent to which the concept of coopetition is understood 
and applied in the supply chain perspective? 
 
5. To what extent can coopetition exist in a supply chain? 
• To what extent is coopetition currently applied formally in supply chain? 
• Do you think there are informal coopetition practices within supply chains? 
6. What form of functions in a supply chain should coopetition occur or not occur? 
7. What is the level of coopetition practices within and between supply chain networks? 
 
Section 6: Components of Coopetition 
This section would attempt to explore the various components involved in ensuring a successful 
coopetitive relationship. 
 
8. Are there any differences between knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer? 
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9. Do you think transparency and openness are vital to a successful coopetitive 
relationship? 
• To what can an organisation protect its competitive advantage and also be 
transparent in a coopetitive endeavour? 
10. What is your opinion about the concept of trust especially in relation to inter-
organisational relationships? 














This study focuses on investigating the coopetition concept and how it can be conceptualised 
and positioned within the UK Oil and Gas Industry. Please note that the interview may take 




Eunice Yewande Oke 
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Coopetition as an Emerging Organisational Strategy For Supply Chain Resilience – An 




Section 1: About the interview 
• Coopetition is an emerging management concept that simultaneously combines the two 
traditional business strategies – competition and collaboration. Before this, inter-firm 
relationships involved organisations either engaging in competitive relationships with 
similar organisations or collaborating on some of its functions with other organisations. 
This research would, therefore, seek to understand further this growing paradigm and 
how it can be applied successfully in industries.  The aim of the study is to develop an 
industry model for successfully developing and implementing beneficial coopetition in 
the oil and gas sector. The need for this review is as a result of the downward fortune 
of the oil and gas industry. Organisations are continuously seeking avenues to optimise 
their productivity. In fact, Wood (2014) in the Wood Review suggested that oil and gas 
organisations should be encouraged to collaborate with each other. However, in a 
highly competitive industry such as the oil and gas industry, pure collaboration can be 
difficult. Hence, coopetition may be ideal to maximise productivity.  Also, the emerging 
nature of coopetition makes it difficult for organisations to separate collaboration from 
coopetition. Hence, this study would attempt to investigate the extent to which 
coopetition is currently being practised informally in industries and provide an 
opportunity with the industry model to formalise these relationships.  
• The purpose of this interview is to obtain some insights about how inter-organisational 
relationships function within the industry. 
• The interview is face to face. 
• The duration of the interview is around 1 hour. 
 
Section 2: Preamble 
• Are you happy to take part in the interview today? You are free to withdraw from the 
interview at any point if you wish to. 
• Do you have any questions before we start? 
• Just to help me with my notes is it OK to record our conversation? 
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Section 3: Introduction to Participant 
• What is your job role? 
• How long have you held this position? 
• What industry do you currently work? 
• Have you been involved in any interactions with other companies in the industry? 
 
Section 4: Conceptualising coopetition 
This section would aim to conceptualise coopetition and understand the extent to which it is 
currently being practised in industries.  
 
12. What form of interactions have you had with other companies in your industry? 
13. What is your relationship with your competitors? 
14. What form of relationship have you had with your competitors? 
15. Do you think it is possible to collaborate with your competitors? 
16. Have you heard the term coopetition? 
17. Do you think coopetition can exist successfully in your industry? 
18. Would you consider adopting this strategy? 
19. What factors would make you consider adopting this strategy? 
20. What effects do you think this strategy has on the OGI supply chain? 
21. How can supply chain affect this strategy in your opinion? 
 
Section 5: Managing Coopetition 
The aim of this section is to explore the participants' opinion on managing this strategy. 
 
22. If you had to manage this strategy, how would you approach it? 
23. Do you foresee any issues regarding the management of this strategy? 
24. How would you ensure you obtain all the benefits from this alliance? 
25. Literature suggests either integrating or separating the elements of the alliance; what 
are your thoughts? 
26. What role do you think trust plays in this alliance? 
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Section 6: The Joint Industry Projects Framework 
This section is related to those in the oil and gas industry. It aims to understand the concept of 
JIP and how it functions, thereby uncovering how JIP relates to the coopetition concept. This 
would reveal if the JIP is an industry level of coopetition. 
 
1. Do you have any knowledge about the oil and gas industry ‘Joint Industry Projects’? 
2. Can you explain the JIP concept and how it benefits the oil and gas industry? 
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 All.Fun_1 All.Fun_2 All.Fun_3 All.Fun_4 All.Fun_5 All.Fun_6 
N Valid 380 380 380 380 380 380 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 2.73 2.86 2.72 3.09 2.99 3.02 
Std. Deviation .831 .894 .885 .914 .946 .954 
Skewness .299 .110 .307 -.282 -.078 -.102 
Std. Error of Skewness .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 
Kurtosis -.384 -.802 -.465 -.686 -.886 -.928 
Std. Error of Kurtosis .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 
Range 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Minimum 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Maximum 5 5 5 5 5 5 
 
Statistics 
 All.Fun_7 Contract_1 Contract_2 Contract_3 Contract_4 
N Valid 380 380 380 380 380 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 2.88 3.46 3.49 3.54 3.72 
Std. Deviation .897 .928 .932 .911 .832 
Skewness .070 -.402 -.451 -.623 -.986 
Std. Error of Skewness .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 
Kurtosis -.625 -.228 -.196 .244 1.271 
Std. Error of Kurtosis .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 
Range 4 4 4 4 4 
Minimum 1 1 1 1 1 
Maximum 5 5 5 5 5 
 
Statistics 
 Contract_5 Contract_6 Contract_7 ICP_1 ICP_2 ICP_3 
N Valid 380 380 380 380 380 380 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 3.37 3.642 3.72 4.00 3.86 4.105 
Std. Deviation .954 .8554 .861 .644 .687 .5941 
Skewness -.288 -.665 -.770 -.833 -.687 -.717 
Std. Error of Skewness .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 
Kurtosis -.442 .351 .677 2.039 .960 2.589 
Std. Error of Kurtosis .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 
Range 4 4.0 4 3 3 3.0 
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Minimum 1 1.0 1 2 2 2.0 
Maximum 5 5.0 5 5 5 5.0 
 
Statistics 
 ICP_4 ICP_5 Man.Ten_1 Man.Ten_2 Man.Ten_3 Man.Ten_4 
N Valid 380 380 380 380 380 380 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 3.92 3.70 2.39 2.35 2.20 2.24 
Std. Deviation .707 .795 .937 .976 .822 .911 
Skewness -.876 -.589 .848 .719 .823 .719 
Std. Error of Skewness .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 
Kurtosis 1.901 .513 .231 -.059 .651 .058 
Std. Error of Kurtosis .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 
Range 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Minimum 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Maximum 5 5 5 5 5 5 
 
Statistics 
 Man.Ten_5 SCF_1 SCF_2 SCF_3 SCF_4 Trust_1 
N Valid 380 380 380 380 380 380 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 2.24 2.65 3.24 2.53 2.67 4.03 
Std. Deviation .852 .970 .965 .994 1.031 .709 
Skewness .806 .285 -.419 .445 .312 -.710 
Std. Error of Skewness .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 
Kurtosis .499 -.790 -.708 -.433 -.870 1.012 
Std. Error of Kurtosis .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 
Range 4 4 4 4 4 3 
Minimum 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Maximum 5 5 5 5 5 5 
 
Statistics 
 Trust_2 Trust_3 Trust_4 Trust_5 Trust_6 Trust_7 
N Valid 380 380 380 380 380 380 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 3.984 3.987 3.98 4.047 4.07 4.09 
Std. Deviation .7004 .7098 .691 .7027 .699 .689 
Skewness -.720 -.604 -.603 -.571 -.891 -.365 
Std. Error of Skewness .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 
Kurtosis 1.386 .974 1.156 .886 2.214 -.041 
Std. Error of Kurtosis .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 
Range 4.0 4.0 4 4.0 4 3 
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Minimum 1.0 1.0 1 1.0 1 2 
Maximum 5.0 5.0 5 5.0 5 5 
 
Statistics 
 UCP_2 UCP_3 UCP_4 UCP_5 UCP_7 
Mangement_Lev
el 
N Valid 380 380 380 380 380 380 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 3.88 3.88 3.75 3.75 3.82 3.16 
Std. Deviation .726 .740 .763 .717 .741 .940 
Skewness -.898 -.632 -.731 -.675 -.524 -.268 
Std. Error of Skewness .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 
Kurtosis 1.910 .991 .993 1.041 .740 .262 
Std. Error of Kurtosis .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 
Range 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Minimum 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Maximum 5 5 5 5 5 5 
 
  












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Scale Variance 




Alpha if Item 
Deleted 
All.Fun_1 17.56 20.876 .616 .911 
All.Fun_2 17.43 19.079 .814 .891 
All.Fun_3 17.56 19.730 .728 .900 
All.Fun_4 17.19 19.596 .717 .901 
All.Fun_5 17.29 18.898 .784 .894 
All.Fun_6 17.26 18.625 .815 .890 












Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Scale Variance 




Alpha if Item 
Deleted 
Contract_1 21.482 21.749 .721 .937 
Contract_2 21.453 20.924 .828 .927 
Contract_3 21.403 21.244 .807 .929 
Contract_4 21.221 21.698 .833 .927 
Contract_5 21.571 21.011 .793 .930 
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Contract_6 21.300 21.762 .797 .930 
Contract_7 21.224 21.504 .827 .927 
 










Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Scale Variance 




Alpha if Item 
Deleted 
ICP_1 15.584 4.935 .669 .804 
ICP_2 15.726 4.785 .667 .804 
ICP_3 15.476 5.047 .698 .800 
ICP_4 15.661 4.631 .700 .795 












Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Scale Variance 




Alpha if Item 
Deleted 
Man.Ten_1 9.03 10.371 .777 .924 
Man.Ten_2 9.07 9.958 .816 .917 
Man.Ten_3 9.23 10.641 .861 .909 
Man.Ten_4 9.18 10.260 .831 .913 
Man.Ten_5 9.19 10.633 .823 .915 
 
Supply Chain Flexibility 











Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Scale Variance 




Alpha if Item 
Deleted 
SCF_1 8.43 6.103 .639 .767 
SCF_2 7.84 6.067 .655 .760 
SCF_3 8.55 6.048 .628 .772 












Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Scale Variance 




Alpha if Item 
Deleted 
Trust_1 24.163 13.219 .805 .934 
Trust_2 24.208 13.110 .843 .931 
Trust_3 24.205 12.992 .856 .930 
Trust_4 24.211 13.037 .874 .928 
Trust_5 24.145 13.148 .831 .932 
Trust_6 24.121 13.489 .759 .938 
Trust_7 24.100 13.816 .700 .943 
 
Unintended Coopetition Performance 
 
Reliability Statistics 
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Cronbach's 






Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Scale Variance 




Alpha if Item 
Deleted 
UCP_2 15.21 6.392 .767 .876 
UCP_3 15.21 6.160 .823 .863 
UCP_4 15.34 6.308 .741 .882 
UCP_5 15.34 6.414 .773 .875 










KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .930 






 Initial Extraction 
All.Fun_1 1.000 .515 
All.Fun_2 1.000 .770 
All.Fun_3 1.000 .658 
All.Fun_4 1.000 .648 
All.Fun_5 1.000 .736 
All.Fun_6 1.000 .778 
All.Fun_7 1.000 .560 
Contract_1 1.000 .622 
Contract_2 1.000 .774 
Contract_3 1.000 .754 
Contract_4 1.000 .788 
Contract_5 1.000 .738 
Contract_6 1.000 .738 
Contract_7 1.000 .785 
ICP_1 1.000 .670 
ICP_2 1.000 .670 
ICP_3 1.000 .687 
ICP_4 1.000 .669 
ICP_5 1.000 .464 
Man.Ten_1 1.000 .733 
Man.Ten_2 1.000 .785 
Man.Ten_3 1.000 .839 
Man.Ten_4 1.000 .800 
Man.Ten_5 1.000 .801 
SCF_1 1.000 .662 
SCF_2 1.000 .684 
SCF_3 1.000 .656 
SCF_4 1.000 .630 
Trust_1 1.000 .749 
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Trust_2 1.000 .795 
Trust_3 1.000 .818 
Trust_4 1.000 .841 
Trust_5 1.000 .779 
Trust_6 1.000 .679 
Trust_7 1.000 .621 
UCP_2 1.000 .727 
UCP_3 1.000 .806 
UCP_4 1.000 .731 
UCP_5 1.000 .747 
UCP_7 1.000 .598 




Total Variance Explained 
Component 
Initial Eigenvalues 
Extraction Sums of Squared 
Loadings 











1 13.431 33.578 33.578 13.431 33.578 33.578 9.111 
2 4.381 10.952 44.530 4.381 10.952 44.530 9.099 
3 3.311 8.278 52.809 3.311 8.278 52.809 8.186 
4 2.407 6.018 58.827 2.407 6.018 58.827 5.803 
5 2.032 5.081 63.907 2.032 5.081 63.907 7.638 
6 1.853 4.633 68.540 1.853 4.633 68.540 8.079 
7 1.091 2.728 71.268 1.091 2.728 71.268 4.712 
8 .740 1.851 73.119     
9 .702 1.755 74.874     
10 .656 1.639 76.513     
11 .593 1.482 77.995     
12 .560 1.401 79.396     
13 .534 1.334 80.731     
14 .525 1.312 82.043     
15 .505 1.262 83.305     
16 .469 1.172 84.477     
17 .439 1.097 85.574     
18 .420 1.049 86.623     
19 .415 1.038 87.661     
20 .395 .987 88.647     
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21 .367 .917 89.564     
22 .353 .883 90.447     
23 .348 .871 91.318     
24 .313 .782 92.099     
25 .298 .745 92.844     
26 .290 .725 93.569     
27 .273 .682 94.251     
28 .264 .659 94.910     
29 .245 .613 95.524     
30 .230 .575 96.098     
31 .215 .537 96.635     
32 .194 .485 97.120     
33 .179 .446 97.566     
34 .174 .434 98.001     
35 .165 .411 98.412     
36 .155 .387 98.799     
37 .144 .359 99.158     
38 .128 .321 99.479     
39 .117 .292 99.771     
40 .092 .229 100.000     
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
All.Fun_1   .704     
All.Fun_2   .899     
All.Fun_3   .804     
All.Fun_4   .722     
All.Fun_5   .887     
All.Fun_6   .904     
All.Fun_7   .686     
Contract_1  .707      
Contract_2  .884      
Contract_3  .847      
Contract_4  .879      
Contract_5  .873      
Contract_6  .834      
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Contract_7  .905      
ICP_1      .800  
ICP_2      .825  
ICP_3      .801  
ICP_4      .676  
ICP_5      .614  
Man.Ten_1    .807    
Man.Ten_2    .874    
Man.Ten_3    .928    
Man.Ten_4    .896    
Man.Ten_5    .910    
SCF_1       .804 
SCF_2       .805 
SCF_3       .829 
SCF_4       .753 
Trust_1 .866       
Trust_2 .813       
Trust_3 .892       
Trust_4 .906       
Trust_5 .911       
Trust_6 .828       
Trust_7 .774       
UCP_2     .804   
UCP_3     .887   
UCP_4     .898   
UCP_5     .831   
UCP_7     .598   
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  
 Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.a 
a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations. 
 
 
Component Correlation Matrix 
Component 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1.000 .464 .334 .224 .498 .503 .265 
2 .464 1.000 .500 .202 .366 .464 .259 
3 .334 .500 1.000 .376 .278 .375 .343 
4 .224 .202 .376 1.000 .217 .200 .365 
5 .498 .366 .278 .217 1.000 .609 .158 
6 .503 .464 .375 .200 .609 1.000 .244 
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7 .265 .259 .343 .365 .158 .244 1.000 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.   
 Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization. 
 
 
Component Score Covariance Matrix 
Component 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 3.104 2.845 3.610 1.817 3.317 3.820 3.157 
2 2.845 2.865 2.827 1.832 3.579 2.925 2.965 
3 3.610 2.827 4.733 2.722 4.087 4.199 4.589 
4 1.817 1.832 2.722 2.454 3.308 3.038 2.059 
5 3.317 3.579 4.087 3.308 5.733 4.043 2.674 
6 3.820 2.925 4.199 3.038 4.043 5.599 3.096 
7 3.157 2.965 4.589 2.059 2.674 3.096 3.851 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.   
 Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.   
 Component Scores. 
 
 
 
